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PREFACE TO PART IV

THE
inscriptions published here comprise all epigraphical documents in

Semitic languages found by this expedition. No attempt has been made

to give a complete corpus of any branch of Semitic epigraphy, though all

Syriac inscriptions that have been discovered in Northern Syria up to this time are,

with a very few exceptions, contained in this volume.

The Syriac inscriptions represent a new feature in Syrian epigraphy and throw

some new light on the life and the history of the native population of Northern Syria

during the fifth and sixth centuries of our era. They afford also material for palaeo-

graphical and linguistic studies, but in this respect they do not differ essentially from

the Syriac manuscripts written in the same period.

The Palmyrene and Nabataean inscriptions are but the gleanings gathered after

the work of former laborers in the field, especially that scholar whose explorations

suggested our own work, the Marquis Melchior de Vogue. A few of them, how-

ever, are noteworthy for the information which they furnish with regard to the build-

ing of two of the most important temples of Syria, the temple of Bel in Palmyra

and that of Ba'al Samin at Si'. Others contribute to our knowledge of the pagan

religion of the Palmyrenes, or, like the Nabataean stele dated according to the Seleucid

era, are interesting for historical reasons.

Again, the number of Safaitic inscriptions is quite small in comparison with the

larger collections of MM. de Vogue, Dussaud, and Macler. But by studying the

originals and by taking measurements and photographs I have endeavored to reach

a more complete understanding of these curious documents of pre-Islamic North-
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Arabian civilization— if it may thus be termed. These documents illustrate the life,

the religion, and the language of the Syrian Bedawin, many of whom went over to a

settled life in the Hauran and in Palmyra, where they played an important role.

The later Arabic, or Mohammedan, civilization is represented in the Kufic and

Arabic inscriptions. Its spread is indicated by the presence of these inscriptions at

many different localities.

These various classes of inscriptions fall naturally into two groups, according to

the languages in which they are written, a North-Semitic and a South- Semitic

group. This division has been followed in the order of chapters of this part: the

first four chapters contain inscriptions in North-Semitic languages, while in the last

two those in Arabian or South-Semitic dialects have found their place. In the former

of these two groups it has been thought advisable, in keeping with the arrangement

in the other parts of these publications and with the route of the expedition, to follow

a geographical order from north to south. By this it has been made possible to put

the Syriac inscriptions, which are most closely connected with the work of the expe-

dition, in the first place. From a historical point of view, however, they should have

been placed after the Nabataean and Palmyrene. The inscriptions in Hebrew char-

acters, which contain many Arabic words and sentences, belong, as it were, to both

the North-Semitic and the South-Semitic group, and have therefore been placed

between the two In the last chapter, the Arabic inscriptions have been arranged

according to their dates, and only in a very few cases has this order been disregarded

for topographical reasons.

The geographical position of the various towns and other localities where the

Syriac and Arabic inscriptions were found has not been indicated in this volume, except

where it was required for an accurate understanding of the monuments. For more

geographical information the reader is referred to Part I, which contains the maps.

In restoring the text of many inscriptions, square and round brackets have been

used : the former indicate simple restorations, the latter corrections. Letters or

words which are now obliterated on the stones but are to be restored with reasonable

certainty are put in [] ;
those which have been corrected from obvious mistakes, or

have been omitted on the stone, or are not read with certainty, are put in
().

But in

a number of cases the distinction was not absolutely clear, and it is possible that my
use of square and round brackets has not been altogether consistent.
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A great many Semitic words, in particular all the Arabic words used in the com-

mentary, are given in transliteration, largely owing to the difficulty of obtaining

Arabic type. In these transliterations ordinary long vowels are indicated by long

marks, while circumflexes are used only for long vowels that bear the accent. This

accent has been expressly noted, with a few exceptions, only in words which I

myself heard pronounced, i.e., names of persons and of places, or words of the

modern vernacular Syrian Arabic. The consonantal aleph has been expressed by a

spiritus lenis ordinarily only in the middle of words.

The indices are in the main vocabularies of the inscriptions, but they include also

the Syriac and Safai'tic words which occur in the introductions to Chapters I and V.

I am indebted, in the publication of these inscriptions, to my colleagues of the

expedition for their constant assistance
; furthermore, to Professor Noldeke, Dr.

Schroder, Dr. van Berchem, M. Dussaud, and Dr. Lidzbarski. To Professor Noldeke

I owe very helpful suggestions in the interpretation of the Syriac inscriptions. Dr.

Schroder, consul-general of the German Empire at Beirut and one of the pioneers

in Phenician epigraphy, placed several of his copies of inscriptions at my disposal,

and by his kind interest I have been encouraged in my own work. Dr. van

Berchem, the editor of the "
Corpus Inscriptionum Arabicarum," was kind enough to

read my manuscript of Chapter VI, to add a number of comments and suggestions,

and to place three of his own photographs at my disposal. M. Dussaud was of

great assistance to me in the deciphering of the Safai'tic alphabet by sending me

his copies before they were published. Dr. Lidzbarski lent me a facsimile which was

inaccessible to me and assisted me in the interpretation of a Palmyrene inscription.

Specific acknowledgment of all that I owe to these scholars is also made in the com-

mentaries on the inscriptions themselves.
Enno Littmann.

Princeton University, May, 1904.
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SEMITIC INSCRIPTIONS FROM
NORTHERN CENTRAL SYRIA, PALMYRA
AND THE REGION OF THE HAURAN

CHAPTER I

SYRIAC INSCRIPTIONS

THE Syriac inscriptions published here are all from Northern Syria, the Aramean

district this side of the Euphrates, where the influence of Antioch, i.e., of Hel-

lenistic culture, was the strongest. This influence has been considered one of the

main reasons for the fact that we know of very little literary activity in Syriac through-

out this region. Undoubtedly this explanation is correct. It is true that the literary

productions of Northern Syria are not nearly so numerous as those of Mesopotamia,
the center of the Syriac language, literature, and civilization. But we learn now more

and more that the country west of the Euphrates is not quite so poor in examples
of Syriac writing as has been generally supposed. In the preliminary report of this

expedition (p. 435) I quoted M. de Vogue's remark that the inscription in Dehes

was the only one in Syriac in a region where all the others were Greek, and I added

that we were fortunate enough to find seventeen new Syriac inscriptions and graffiti

in the country about Dehes. Furthermore, Professor Sachau's statement on page xi

of his " Verzeichnis der Syrischen Handschriften der Koniglichen Bibliothek zu Berlin
"

(1899) might be somewhat modified. He mentions as "
Ortschaften, die hier in Be-

tracht kommen," i.e., where Syriac literature was produced,
" ausser Antiochien Mab-

bogh-Hierapolis in der Nahe des Euphrat, das Kloster Kenneshre auf dem Ostufer

des Euphrat, Mar'ash-Germanicia auf dem Amanus und das Kloster Teleda in der

Palmyrenischen Wiiste." ' To these certainly should be added the convents of Mar
'
I believe still with Guidi (I.a lettera di Filosseno ai Monaci Topographie der Palmyrene, Berlin, 1889, p. 6). The

di Tell 'Addi, Reale Accademia dei Lincei, Roma, 1886, "Great Convent" is usually mentioned in connection with

p. Ill, ann. 4) that the "Great Convent of Teleda" («^U3 Antioch. Another reason for this northern location is the fact

rtfuA^.1 i4fcai) was in the present Dgr Tell'AdI near Anti- that Simeon Stylites, whose center of activity was near the

och, not in Tell 'Eda near Selemiyeh (Moritz, Zur antiken present Tell 'Adi, spent some time in the convent of riHs-Aov

3
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Eusebius and of Mar Joseph in Kafra dhc-Bh
arta, to-day the extensive and beautiful

ruins of Kefr il-Barah, from where several manuscripts in the British Museum came. 1

Even after the Mohammedan conquest we find Syriac manuscripts copied in a small

place like rcrcrAia\, to-day Turlaha, in the mountains that connect the Djebel il-A'la and

the Djebel Barisha at their northern extremity (see Wright, I.e., p. 498 and p. 817).

Sachau himself has added to the list of places in Syria where Syriac was written in

his " Studie zur Syrischen Kirchenlitteratur der Damascene," in
"
Sitzungsberichte

der Berl. Akad.,*' Jahrgang 1899, pp. 502 sqq. Further investigation will probably

increase still more the number of manuscripts and inscriptions that come from this

region. It is, however, a matter of fact that Greek inscriptions are absolutely pre-

dominant in the Christian towns of Northern Central Syria; no Syriac inscription has

been found, for instance, in the Djebel Riha, with all its large ruins and its many in-

scribed buildings. Of the Syriac inscriptions of the Djebel il-A'la and the Djebel

Barisha, the four dated ones belong to the sixth century a.d., and the rest can with

reasonable certainty be assigned to about the same time.

What historical reason could explain the fact that during the sixth century the

inhabitants of Northern Central Syria began to make more use of their native lan-

guage in their inscriptions? To my mind, only one answer can be given: these

Syriac inscriptions are connected with the growth of the national spirit which found its

expression in and was further enhanced by the founding of the Monophysite Church.

The late Dr. Kleyn, a distinguished Syriac scholar, said in his very important disser-

tation,
"
Jacobus Baradaeiis, de Stichter der Syrische Monophysietische Kerk

"

(Leiden, 1882), pp. 6-7, that the two main factors in the separation of the Monophy-
sites from the Catholic Church were (1)

a feeling of independence toward Rome and

Constantinople ; (2) the natural religious disposition of the Eastern people. I believe

that our Syriac inscriptions are an epigraphical evidence of the former of these two

factors.

This, of course, does not mean to imply that no Syriac inscriptions were written in

this country before the time of the break with the church of Constantinople. The

inscriptions in Zebed, i.e., Nos. 22-24, which I assign to the fourth century, furnish

no argument with regard to this question, because they are much farther away
from Antioch. But general considerations and the fine development in the art of

carving Syriac letters point to the conclusion that the change was not altogether

sudden, but that the way was partly prepared by a gradual growth of writing in

Syriac. If this be so, then Syriac must have been written here in the fourth and

fifth centuries as well, although the Greek was almost exclusively used in official docu-

ments. In any case, the assignment of all our inscriptions to the sixth century must

be considered in connection with the ecclesiastical movement which spread over the

'

Compare the passages given in Wright's Catalogue, Index, p. 1343, s.v. K&ia.i f^i&A, and also the correspondence
between John, abbot of this convent of Eusebius, and Daniel of Salach, mentioned in Wright's Catalogue, p. 605.
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same region at the same time. And that this movement indeed prevailed throughout

the region where the inscriptions were found is known from the literature, chiefly

from the interesting documents contained in the MS. Add. 14,602 of the British Mu-

seum,
1

foil. 59
a
sqq., viz., the correspondence between the orthodox

(i.e., Monophy-

site) bishops at Constantinople and the orthodox bishops, abbots, etc., of the East,

and the two auvSoxratd made by the latter. There we find abbots and priests of many
convents and villages of the Djebel il-A'la, the Djebel Barisha, the Djebel Halakah,

and the surrounding plains. I have been able to identify a number of geographical

names in these lists, but unfortunately in several cases either the old names are now

lost, or in the list only the name of the convent, not the village, is mentioned. How-

ever, the identified places like rdAas. bus Bshindelaya, rc^a-b. ia^ Kefr Kermin, Kteaioo

Sermeda, rdii^ il-Ledjineh, .a*i.&u\ Terib (il-Atharib), etc., show how far Monophy-
sitism spread over this country.

The connection between our inscriptions and the growth of the Monophysite
Church applies only to the language of the former. Their contents do not refer to

the religious questions that stirred the minds of the people at that time. With regard

to church history we learn therefore only topographical details, i.e., the various in-

scriptions show at what places this national spirit found its expression in stone. In

the Djebel il-A'la only Kalb Lauzeh and Bshindelaya have thus far furnished Syriac

inscriptions. This is partly due to the fact that, on the whole, inscriptions are very

rare in this mountain range. It is noticeable, however, that these are the two most

important towns of the Djebel il-A'la. The church of Kalb Lauzeh is widely known;

the Syriac inscription which was very probably connected with it (see No.
1) seems

to prove that it was a Monophysite church of the Trinity. If this be so, the church

was probably erected under Justinian : during his reign there was great building

activity, and the Monophysites certainly had their share in it, for they were favored

by the emperor himself at times, and always by his wife Theodora. Of Bshindelaya

we know that a representative of its convent signed the second Monophysite oov8oxttx6v

(see Wright, Catalogue, p. 707*, 1. 17). Outside the limits of the Djebel il-A'la, and

exclusive of the graffiti which cannot be considered as official documents of some

ruling party, and also of the fragment in Kefr Binneh (No. 3), conclusions from which

would be very doubtful, we have Syriac inscriptions of official character in Khirbit

Hasan
(6, 7), Dehes

(8), Bakirha (10, 11), Khirbit il-Khatib (12),
Dar Kita (13), and

Babiska (14, 15). All of these except Khirbit Hasan are towns of considerable size;

they are situated in the northern part of the Djebel Barisha.

The rest of the inscriptions, i.e., Nos. 19-24, which were found in the Chalcidene, can

scarcely be connected with those of the Antiochene. They are probably a natural

growth from their own soil, as are many independent features which appear in the archi-

tecture of these Eastern places near the Euphrates. Very few general remarks can be

'Wright, Catalogue, No. DCCLIV.
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made about them here ; they are too isolated, and their surroundings are not well

enough known. Mektebeh (inscriptions 19-21), in the Djebel il-Hass,
1
is a small ruin

including a few ancient houses which are partly destroyed. Zebed (inscriptions

22-24) nas been described by Sachau in
" Monatsberichte der Berliner Akademie der

Wissenschaften," Aus dem Jahre 1881, pp. 170 sqq. ;
a detailed description of its

churches is given by Mr. Butler." Of the ancient civilization of this entire region

south of Aleppo, very little is now left; even so large a city as Khanasir 3 is almost

entirely obliterated. The Djebel il-Hass, as well as the Djebel Shbet and the plain of

Khanasir, belongs to the black-stone region. In such places where basalt was used,

Greek inscriptions with raised letters are very common, as for example in Selemiyeh,

Rbe'ah (Djebel il-Hass), Khanasir, etc. And in Mektebeh we found two Syriac in-

scriptions in relief, the only ones known to me.

The new material resulting from all these inscriptions may be classified as (1)

historical
; (2) archaeological ; (3) palaeographical ; (4) linguistical.

The historical information contained in such a small number of inscriptions is

naturally very scant. Besides, only three, perhaps four, of this collection can be dated

accurately. They bear on the history of architecture and are thus referred to in Part

II of these publications, viz., No. 6 in Khirbit Hasan, No. 10 in Bakirha, No. 12 in

Khirbit il-Khatib, and No. 14 in Babiska. Occasionally also undated inscriptions

are used for historical purposes, or architectural evidence is quoted in my discussion;

this will be found in several passages of Part II and of the following.

The archceological details are chiefly found in Nos. 6, 14 and 15, 22 to 24. No. 6,

the long inscription on the church in Khirbit Hasan, is important because of the

account which it gives of certain sums expended for the building of the church.

Nos. 14 and 15 are on a colonnade in Babiska and give certain facts with regard to

its history. They speak of the erection of the a-cod, the purchase of property, and the

completion of the building. The purchasing and the finishing were done by four cd^<

"brothers," a term which here may mean "compatriots" or "fellow-tradesmen," or

both. Finally, the Syriac and Greco-Syriac inscriptions of Zebed (Nos. 22-24) giye

rise to a number of questions relating to ecclesiastical archaeology. These are carved

upon the panels of a parapet which inclosed the choir of a church. Two of

them give little more than the names of certain persons. No. 22, however, speaks

of the throne which was given by Rabula, and the same man is mentioned again in

No. 23. It deserves to be noted that one of the persons is called a deaconess.

The palcBOgraphical material is perhaps the most important feature of these Syriac in-

scriptions. One very striking peculiarity of them is the tendency to begin the inscrip-

tion at the left instead of at the right end. To accomplish this, the Syriac letters are

'Originally Djebel il-Ahass (compare Le Strange, Pales- 3
'Kvar^opdwv ; rtfAvi^U*. Wright, Catalogue, p. 7s6

b
;

tine under the Moslems, pp. 385, 537). Khunasirah ; to-day also called Khnasirah, Khnasireh, and
2 Part II, pp. 295-307. even Khanasir.
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separated, turned half-way over, and put either in a horizontal line as in Kalb Lauzeh,

Dehes, and Mektebeh, or in a perpendicular line as in Babiska. In No. 6 at Khirbit

Hasan, the inscription runs in perpendicular lines, but the single letters are connected

as in Syriac manuscripts. This may be an imitation of the well-known custom of

Syriac scribes, who wrote in perpendicular lines
;
but I believe that here it is due

rather to a desire to begin the document on the left end. This tendency is evidently

an imitation of Greek writing. Dr. Lidzbarski, in his " Handbuch der Nordsemi-

tischen Epigraphik," p. 126, asks: "
Might this direction of lines be an imitation of

the Greek?" In my opinion this question must decidedly be answered in the affirm-

ative. We see thus that the Greek influence was strong enough to assert itself in a

movement that was directed against it. A proof of the correctness of this explana-

tion, if such be needed at all, is to be found in the interesting colophon of MS. Add.

14,558 of the British Museum, reproduced in Land's " Anecdota Syriaca," I, Plate

VII, specimen 27 :

A B P A A M . ^f * H 1 8

V Or 8 P y 9 1-rY ^| -1 J -1 O
( 8 ,)

But the opposite of this is also known : Greek letters reversed and beginning at

the right end, in order to imitate Semitic writing. No. 486 of Euting's Sinaitic

inscriptions
1

reads, for example: Z0Z43 = Epaoc ;
and a Greek graffito in Midjleyya

(cf.
Part III, inscr. 210): SAaiVI = vaas.

The Greek influence upon the method of Syriac writing extended even as far east

as Mektebeh and Zebed, but in the latter place it appears only in the sixth century,

viz., in Sachau's "
Trilinguis Zebedaea." The earliest of all my Syriac inscriptions,

however (No. 22), is from the same Zebed, and in this the usual Semitic direction of

the writing is observed. The inscriptions also from Bshindelaya, Bakirha, and Dar

Kita were written from right to left
;
the same appears to be true of the inscription

at Khirbit il-Khatib, although here the lines were by mistake carved upside down.

Further palaeographical details will be given in the commentaries on the various

inscriptions. In general, we find different types of letters which correspond to those

of the manuscripts of the sixth century. The late Professor Land has made a careful

study of these types in the first volume of his " Anecdota Syriaca." His keen obser-

vations, published forty years ago, are confirmed in almost every respect by this new

material, especially with regard to the Syriac minuscule script of the sixth century.

We may distinguish three main types of script here : (1) the artistically executed script

of monumental character, found in Dehes and Dar Kita; (2) the usual Estrangelo

majuscule, e.g., Nos. 2, 10, 11, perhaps 12, and 18; the Mektebeh and Zebed inscrip-

tions also may be counted in this category; (3) the cursive and minuscule script.

Typical examples of this are to be found in the two inscriptions from Khirbit Hasan,

with which may be compared the graffiti in Mar Saba and Ksedjbeh. Attention may
C. I. S., II, No. 969.
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be called to the separation of letters which is discussed under 14, 15, and 22, to the

ligature eu (Nos. 1, 7, 15, 22), to the peculiar form of the & found in Dar Kita (13)

and Kasr il-Benat (18), and to the joining of o, -, and 6\ with the following letter (o

in 4, 1. 4, and 6, 1. 4;^ in 8; A» in 13, 1. 2, and 18, 1. 1). The joining of en, o, and &

became a common feature of Christian-Palestinian writing, and is also found in manu-

scripts from near Damascus. 1
It may thus have been more usual in Syria proper

than in Mesopotamia, where it occurs only sporadically.

Grammatical and linguistic peculiarities are discussed in the commentaries on the

inscriptions of Khirbit Hasan and of Zebed. It is, of course, a priori very probable

that the Aramaic dialect of Northern Syria evert during the Christian period was not

absolutely the same as that of Edessa. This is expressly stated in a passage of

Barhebraeus's writings, which is discussed by M. Parisot in the "Journal Asiatique,"

1898, I, p. 243. But if we except the language of Ma'lula and the other two villages

where Aramaic is still spoken, very little remains of the native Aramaic dialects of

this country, since the language of its Semitic literature in Christian times was always
that of Edessa. The language of our inscriptions is practically the same as that of

the manuscripts, but I believe that in a few cases forms have been used which were

peculiar to these parts of the country ; thus, for instance, w^N^rC, 6, 1. 5, rdio^i.i, 6, 1. 10, or

spellings like rdmz», 6, 1. 4, instead of r£mx.<\»>; compare also jl.-us.-i in 1, 1. 2, for r£x..i<\a.-i.

In No. 22 the words rda>cuoiA\ h^ probably contain two dialectic forms, and perhaps

even a purely Arabic word, viz., \o, is found in the same inscription, which is as early

as the fourth century. It is not unlikely at all that a few Arabisms were received

into the Syriac of Northern Syria even before the Mohammedan conquest : I have

pointed out below that there was frequent intercourse between the two nations near

the northern border of the Syrian desert
;
we hear occasionally of Arab chieftains in

the biographies of Syriac saints, and among others we find Arabs around the column

of Simeon Stylites. Another possible instance of an Arabism is ias in the meaning
"to return," as translated by Kleyn, "Jacobus Baradaeus," p. 66, ann. 4. Finally,

Syriac words in Greek letters are to be found in the inscriptions of Zebed, as, for

example, ZouopOa aa^aaQa and p£ tos(x) Sooypavav.

'Sachau, Studie zur Syrischen Kirchenlitteratur der Damascene, Sitzungsber. d. Berl. Akad., Jahrgang 1899, p. 508.
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Kalb Lauzeh. fragment of white marble. On a block of white marble with

moldings at top and bottom, now in a modern wall, at the angle where a street run-

ning westward from the southwest corner of

the church turns toward the north. The let-

ters are, in their actual position, 2-4 cm. high
and \

l/2-2 cm. broad. Squeeze and pho-

tograph.

(r^;i=ia rCs{rt)x r<ia^» + I

{Xu(<V> r^)x..i(n).i r^jai.ia 2

i + The worshiper of the Father and the Sou

2 and the Holy Ghost, Yohannan,

3 son ofZakhron.
Wall containing fragment with Syriac inscription at

Kalb Lauzeh.

Although some of the letters in this inscription are well formed and regular, similar

in character to those in Dehes (Syr. inscr. 8), several mistakes betray great lack

of care on the part of the writer, or lack of knowledge,
or both. This implies at once that many of the words

can be read only by conjecture. Indeed, this inscription

has puzzled me more than any other, and for a long time I

could not read a word of it. The reading proposed above

is the best that I can give, but I am not sure that it is alto-

gether correct. I think it therefore not only worth while

^ but also necessary to show how I arrived at it, in order

that the reasons for my conclusions may appear the more

clearly.

As in all the Syriac inscriptions where the letters are disconnected and turned

over, the division of words was the first difficulty. I saw that the third line begins

with va,
"
son," and thus was led to suppose that there were two proper names here,

one preceding and one following the word " son." What they were I was not able

to decide at once. Furthermore^ in 1. i and 1. 2 I found that .iq, which in the begin-

ning of Syriac words would be " and of," occurred twice. Consequently I looked for

a simple .i prefixed to some word before the first .10. This .» was easily discovered, and

the letter before it proved to be an r< which was a natural ending of a preceding

word. Another .1 was afterward found in 1. 2, this also following an r£ Thus I had :

jt,.T3i <*. . iiQ .ira.to r<i=D.i. This I took at once to be : rtic.aaa.1 rcfco-i.ia rrt=>.iQ r£»<i, and

I believe even now that this is the most probable reading, although in that case
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it must be assumed that the first and the last word contain several mistakes or un-

usual spellings Traces of the partly destroyed letters in the second and third words

were found subsequently. At the end of the first line there is the upper part of a

letter which might very well be the missing nf of ni"i=.to. In the next word, rei.ai.to, a

mistake seems to have been corrected. If the a is to be found in the small circle

after the i, then the broken letter partly connected with it may be the *.. If, however,

we consider this letter to be the ©, the u must be placed after it and would be partly

connected with the following re". In rd=>(r«r).i the first rfmay have been left out by mis-

take, the last letter before .1 and the third letter after it being also an re'. On the other

hand, it is also possible that rdi.-i is phonetically written for retiry*, since rChad lost its

phonetic value, and perhaps we may see a parallel in neSsuo.i in the Syr. inscr. 7, 1. 2
; this

contraction occurs in almost all Semitic languages, although it is not always expressed

in writing, as in the Amharic word bdgar for *bdagar. The last word of the phrase
under discussion is plainly written jc.is.i on the stone, but it ought to be r£c..-t<\a.i, accord-

ing to literary Syriac. The a is evidently a mistake for a : the stone-cutter forgot to

close the square. Then we would have jl.ib.v As to the two omissions, I believe

that one is accidental and the other probably intentional. It is hardly credible that

the final refwas omitted purposely and that the status absolutus was intended. But the

writer, i.e., the man who wrote the original copy, or perhaps the stone-cutter himself,

may have been accustomed not to express the short u and o by a o, and therefore he

may have meant to write rdx.sb.i, dekudh
sha, just as a man in the neighboring

Khirbit Hasan wrote «iiauo instead of the usual t^iaaLauna,

Finally, the reading of the first word of the inscription and of the two proper
names remains to be justified. In the first word, re^ais^a*, the a> has the form nj. It

seems to me that a line closing the first part of the letter has erroneously been for-

gotten, as in = for a (see above). The .1 is either badly weathered or happened to

be carved in a place where the stone was very rough ;
the dot in the middle of it

appears now as a short line. The additional line parallel now with the original dot

is probably a shallow hole in the stone similar to those which are found in the o pre-

ceding this .1 and in the o of kSs.ig. There is a very slight possibility that what I

read now as a .1 was meant to be a »
;
but that would scarcely give satisfactory

sense.

Of the two names, ^ojm seems to me almost certain. Even of the i some traces can

be seen in the squeeze, although there is a deep hole in the stone at this point. The
name of the son is not quite so certain. The first character is as it stands scarcely a

Syriac letter. To explain it, I suggest that here the same thing may have happened
as in the word fe

1 V for * 1 V in Dehes : the two letters <u, considered by the writer

as one character, as, e.g., in , » cu => in the Syr. inscr. 15, 1. 1, were turned over half-

way toward the right instead of toward the left, i.e., p for
«J . This same cu seems to

have met with a similar misfortune in the Syr. inscr. 7, 1. 4. If this is the case,
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it is improbable that the stone-cutter knew much Syriac, and he could not have been

the same man who wrote purposely (cef)x..v> for nefc..ian (see above, p. 10). The letter

after p is undoubtedly*. ;
then follows a character which looks like an unfinished a, but

is more probably ai with a short curve instead of an angle. The final nun is a little

indistinct, but probably of the same form as the last letter of this inscription :

<i.
It

is interesting then to see that here, where each letter stands isolated, this double form

of the nun is used, as in many manuscripts when i (or *) occurs as a single letter or

as a numeral. In the Syriac inscriptions of Babiska and of Mektebeh, however,
where the letters are also separated, the common final . is used.

This Yohannan, son of Zakhron, may be a relative of the presbyter Zakhron, son of

Yohannan, who wrote his name in the rock-hewn chamber near Mar Saba
;

cf. the

commentary on those graffiti (Nos. 4 and 5), where the name .^gjm is discussed. Per-

haps they were father and son, but it is uncertain which was the father of the other,

because with the Semites as well as with other peoples grandfather and grandson often

have the same name. In any case, however, we cannot place these two inscriptions

far apart in time, and all the evidence that we can obtain leads to the conclusion that

both were written in the sixth century. I believe that the Kalb Lauzeh inscription is

later than that of the baptistery in Dehes, which it resembles more closely than any
other

;
this is concluded chiefly from the fact that in Dehes .1 is angular and i is curved,

whereas here both show no distinction in their form, but are differentiated by the dia-

critical points. As the Dehes baptistery was built probably about 500, and as in

Estrangelo writing the * and thei gradually assumed the same form in the course of the

sixth century, both the Kalb Lauzeh inscription and the graffiti at Mar Saba may be

assigned to about 550 a.d.

Since the marble block which bears the inscription under discussion is not in situ,

it is difficult to say for what purpose it was intended. It could hardly have been placed

above the entrance of a house, where even to-day, in Germany especially, inscriptions

containing the name of the owner and some pious verse are common enough ;
a speci-

men of such an inscription is probably No. 20. The material and the shape of

the stone, with its moldings, speak against such a supposition. White marble is

very rare in this country, and a block of it must have been a very precious piece.

This indicates that the stone was used at a place where things of special value were

expected, if not required. What would be more natural than to connect it with the

church of Kalb Lauzeh,
1 an edifice which is counted among the most perfect and most

beautiful of all Northern Syria? This assumption gains the more probability from

the contents of the inscription, which sounds like a kind of creed. It may have been

the front of an altar, or a part of a post in a chancel rail or screen
;
at any rate, it seems

to have been a costly gift to the magnificent church by a "worshiper of the Father and

the Son and the Holy Ghost."

"This church is described in Part II, pp. 221 sqq.
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2

Bshindelaya. fragments of a lintel. On two fragments of the same lintel

found, the one in a stone fence, the other near by, in the northwestern part of the

town, where the ruins of several villas are still standing, separated from the main part
of the town by a few fields and olive-groves ;

Mr. Garrett heard the name Karrus for

this group of buildings. The inscribed band of the lintel is 8-9 cm. high ; fragment
A is 13-29 cm. long; fragment B is 63 cm. long. Squeezes.

Scale— 1 : 10. Scale— i : 10.

Fig. 2A. Fig. 2B.

. . [r^jai ^j» "v^W A. Blessed our great Lord . . .

. . \ r<b\ u cvrn.cV\ Praise to . . .

neru)»i3 ^uaix. .oocunuiao
^»i

. . B. ... and by His grace ive have completed
the building (?)

rfoem r?.-a\ reived* be well remembered !

The letters which I have supplied in fragment A seem to me certain. It is not

impossible that this is the beginning of the inscription. In the second line is written

K&oaxA This could only be a derivative of r&xx., but such a form is unknown to me.

On the other hand, a word like peiKwaax.^,
"
praise," might very naturally be expected

here, especially if we take the contents of the first line into consideration. And I

believe there is no doubt that the stone-cutter by mistake omitted the *>. In fragment

B the meaning of the first line is not quite certain. I read at first shalmin be

naiya,

"peaceful are the sons . . ."— thinking that it might be a quotation from a liturgy or a

homily known to the people. Professor Noldeke, however, has suggested to me to

read here something like shallemnan benyand, "we have completed the building."

The reading ^isalx.,
with a 1 in the fourth place, is indeed more probable : this letter

is perpendicular and of the same height as the preceding » {i
l/2 cm.), while the *. in

ceiia is slanting and only 8 mm. high. The squeeze, however, shows that there is no

room for a second 1 in r&i=>. This word might be banndyd, "architect." Then we

would have to make a pause after
^uoiz.,

and read :

" we have completed, (we) the

architect(s) . . . and . . ." But since the stone-cutter is guilty of an omission in

fragment A, it is very possible that he omitted a letter here also
;
a 1 after *i might

easily have been overlooked.

The date of this inscription may be approximated by means of the form of the

letters. These certainly look of a later type than those of the oldest Syriac manu-

scripts of the fifth century. The letters .•» and i are equally angular, but, in the same

way as in the trilingual inscription of Zebed of the year 512 a.d., they have no

diacritical points here. It is, however, a fact that the points with .1 and i occur very

early in Syriac writing; their absence or presence, therefore, cannot furnish any argu-
ment as to the dating of a document. The » in r£=>\ has the same cursive form that
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is found in Khirbit Hasan (507 a.d.) and in certain manuscripts of the sixth century, a

form which Land in his "
Anecdota," I, p. 71, has called minuscule.

Lastly, this inscription, unlike that at Kalb Lauzeh and several other Syriac inscrip-

tions in the neighboring mountains, does not imitate the Greek way of writing from

left to right. And this fact is the more conspicuous as the two towns Kalb Lauzeh

and Bshindelaya are close together, and as no other Syriac inscriptions than these

have been found in the Djebel il-A'la.

It must remain altogether uncertain to what sort of a building these fragments

belonged. From the expression
" be well remembered," one might infer that it was

a memorial building of some kind, perhaps a chapel dedicated to a saint, or a funeral

edifice. But it may as well have been a private dwelling, and in that case the prayer
contained in the inscription would be in behalf of the owner. Another possibility

would be that the words " be well remembered "
refer to the architect, as in the Dehes

inscription, which ends with the request rtfisaorcr
^i*»eu

JL_ cA^ ;
then no conclusion

whatsoever could be drawn from these words with regard to the character of the

building.

3

Kefr Binneh. fragment. On a stone in a modern wall along a street near the

center of the town. The following letters (Fig. 3) were visible
;
but it is not un-

likely that others were hidden by the adjacent stones. I was obliged to copy
the inscription from horseback, while stopping for a few moments on my way

-^

through the town
; my copy therefore was made hastily and may be found un-

trustworthy. .

What I have copied can scarcely be read otherwise than co-ba*=>3 x=, "the son

of his word." But perhaps the first word is incomplete and the sense may be

totally different. I have published my copy here because I think it is of impor-
tance to know exactly how much of this kind has been found, and because this par-

ticular fragment is the southernmost Syriac inscription found in Northern Central

Syria.

4 and 5

MAr Saba, rock-hewn chamber. In a rock-hewn chamber with perfectly fiat

roof, south of Mar Saba, opposite Ishruk, but separated from the latter by a valley.

This chamber seems to have served the monks of

"^T f]| JL
the monastery of Mar Saba as a press ;

there are

several niches in the walls : in the wall opposite

the entrance there is a large niche for the press-

beam, and at the right of it a door to a smaller

room. 1 The inscriptions (Fig. 4) are on the south

Flg ' 4-
wall, at the right hand as one enters.

' See Part II, p. 269.

1
4
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top originally, in which case we would have a a, as in ^cu. A name of four letters

beginning with or^ might easily be jao>Qr< as, e.g., in an inscription at Bakirha (see

No. 10). The traces which are still to be seen of the missing letters do not speak

against this supposition. The slanting line before >m is doubtless, as I have noted in

my original copy of the inscription, only a shallow hole in the stone, whose surface is

very uneven here. The name Zakkai occurs also in Babiska. It is a still further

abbreviated hypocoristic of *7N""DT than Zakhron, and stands in the same relation to

this latter form as, for instance, the Palmyrene "OT to Zabdon.

Khirbit Hasan, church portal, 507 a. d. On the lintel of the western portal

in the south side of the church, in situ. This portal is shown by the accompanying

photograph, taken by Mr.

Butler, whose discussion of

the church is to be found on

pp. 199 sqq. of Part II of these

publications. The lintel con-

tains a trapezoid in relief, the

tion. Squeezes and photographs.

Portal in the church at Khirbit Hasan.
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This inscription is one of the best examples of that minuscule script of the sixth

century of which I have spoken above on pp. 7 and 14. Its cursive, uneven, inelegant

characters differ conspicuously from those of the majuscule manuscripts of the fifth and

sixth centuries or of such inscriptions as that in Dehes (No. 8). The * occurs here

in both forms: the cursive one is to be found in ~>\ ***»->, 1. 4, and in *\r. 1. 14. The

letters .1 and i are very irregularly carved, and neither of them has the diacritical point ;

the .1 in rrfhoiso, 1. 16, is a good example of this cursive form. Both the open and the

closed forms of o occur, and in b\x,o, 1. 4, the a is connected with the following letter.

Finally, & deserves special attention: the majuscule form is still in use, e.g., in 1. 11

and 1. 16, but it has also an abridged form, which is obtained by opening the loop in

the lower part of the letter, as in 11. 1, 4, 6, 18. Whether in AvII^&vj.k' the & is joined

to the following & on purpose or accidentally, is not certain
;
the latter seems to be

more likely here, for in the same word two other letters, r< and x, which I certainly

do not think the writer meant to connect, are joined together in a similar way.

The same carelessness shown in the character of the writing is seen also in the

forms of the words, where some mistakes are made. Thus, 1. 3 contains the word

f£xu>o.
Professor Noldeke and Professor Euting proposed to read r&\x.o from my

copy ;
but after a careful examination of the squeeze, I have come to the conclu-

sion that «> and » were really carved on the stone. The letters *» and x certainly look

much alike in r^i-iTu-t, 1. 4, but in 1. 3 the second letter must be a u, because the

two perpendicular strokes do not show the slightest convergence at the bottom,

whereas in every x of this inscription this convergence is to be found. We must

therefore assume that the writer by mistake left out the x after the », and that the

word should be ^uauo. Another mistake occurs in 1. 12, where we have the word

K^axjjo. It would be natural enough to correct this to (rcr)«i»x(»)4>o, for the first =a

may have been omitted through sheer carelessness, and the final r^ for lack of space,

as in (rOcdMi*=>ir< 1. 17. Or possibly nd=a for rtr^n might be merely another case of

phonetic spelling, like nrf&v*- for rrfh.-u.
(1. 7 and in the Dehes inscription), in spite of the

fact that this same word keeps its historical spelling in 1. 2. There is, however, this

very strong objection to any such explanation of ptomi, that we would then have the

higher number, 500, placed after the lower number, 80
;
for I do not know any other

case in Syriac where that occurs, and in this very inscription the usual order is

observed in 11. 2-4 and 17-18. I think, therefore, that the third and the fourth

letters are transposed by mistake, and that we should read rdz»u>o instead of n£sax»»G.

Another argument for this reading is furnished by a comparison of these figures with

those which follow : a proportion of 580 darics to 430 bushels would be well-nigh

impossible, whereas 85 darics to 430 bushels is about what we should expect.

Furthermore, there is some doubt about the reading of 1. 13 and 1. 20. L. 13

might be read rdrao^o or reuo^o or «Skia\G. Professor Noldeke wrote me: "
reLsia^

ist sicher; ich las gleich so." If we adopt this, we must admit (1) that the initial
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part of the ss coincides on the stone with the preceding a; (2) that the upper line of

the » was originally carved very shallow or has been weathered away ; (3) that the

little tooth projecting from the main line before the r^is only accidental; (4) that the

natural order is not followed in enumerating these various details, for we should not

expect the beans, and lentils, which belong to one part of the payment in kind, to be

separated by the mention of the wheat, which constitutes a distinct sort of produce.
But these obstacles are not at all insuperable. We know that this inscription is

written very carelessly, and all these difficulties would easily be explained by the

assumption that we have here another case of carelessness. And on the whole I

myself believe that rdaa^ is the more probable reading. In 1. 20 the reading <<x*i

is due to Professor Noldeke. I hesitated long about the first word, but since r£x.i

was suggested to me for the second word, I believe that the first must necessarily be

In 1. 4 we have r£Lax*>, "era." The common word for "era" in Syriac is rt±i^z>
;

and this is almost always used in the literature, as we see from the passages cited in

Payne-Smith's "Thesaurus," s.v., and it also occurs in the Syriac inscriptions from

Babiska (No. 14) and Khirbit il-Khatib (No. 12) and in the Nabataean inscription

from Dmer (C. I. S., II, 161), where we read fcTDimN pDD. Consequently it

is interesting to find here a word which is a synonym of rc^n -a in many other

respects. We should expect the spelling r^.\->T.qjj, as generally in ancient times only

the a of Ao* (Aa) and Acil^ (AA^so) is left out. But we know that also in the Codex

Sinai'ticus many a short u is not expressed by a, and that, on the other hand, this

inscription is negligently written. At all events, it seems to me safe to suggest

that the writer here not only used the cursive script of every-day life, but also

local words and ways of spelling. This is the case, in my opinion, with regard to

r&*\xr<, 1. 5, and rcftAM.t, 1. 10, although of course I do not deny the possibility of mis-

spelling in either case, viz., rf\\ \\ri for ce^euA^c^, and rdo*™ for caa^i.i. The name

of the town Antioch has, according to Payne-Smith, eight different forms in Syriac,

none of which, however, is without the * after the A^. The commonest form of all is

K^a»\if< which closely corresponds to the Greek 'Avtco/sca, and this is the form used

in the Babiska inscription (No. 14). The reading of the form which we find here is

not absolutely certain. From the stone I copied •«^\"«
/ But the * and the * come

so near together that in the squeeze there seems to be a connecting line between

them
;
and if this line be not accidental, a a might have been intended by the stone-

cutter either originally or as a correction. We would then have, as it would stand,

r&al^r< ;
this could only be a very careless mistake or an abbreviation. If, on the

other hand, my reading KiaA^ir^ is correct,— and this seems to me much more likely,
—

we should read it Antakiya, and thus find here the Syriac prototype of the Arabic

Antdkiyah. The Arabic conquerors made very few changes in the geographical

names of Northern Syria, as elsewhere. But they adopted everywhere the popular
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rather than the literary form of each name ;
and this may be the case with Antdkiyah

as well. The other form, which may be a dialectic variant, is eciicvM.i instead of the

common rdjo^i.i. A discussion of the possible Persian originals of this word and of

its forms in other languages has been given by Professor Hoffmann in
"
Zeitschrift

fur Assyriologie," II, pp. 49 sqq. In the Old Testament we find
ji2"YlN (1 Chron.

xxix. 7, Ezra viii. 27), and the later Jewish literature has |i3~H (cf. Levy,
" Neuhebr.

u. Chald. Worterbuch," I, 425). Professor Hoffmann believes that the Phenician

DJCni 1 must be translated "drachmas"; but the Jewish |l3"n and the Syriac

r^ev^rt are undoubtedly darics. It seems to me very probable that the form used in

our inscription points to a dialectic pronunciation darkona, corresponding to
|13"T1.

Finally, the phonetic spelling rrtva-
(1. 7) is noteworthy.

All the other words which are contained in this inscription are known from Syriac

literature in the same forms as they appear here. The verb Al^ivx.^ is very often used

of the completion of buildings, of walls, doorways, houses, temples, etc. Bar 'Ali and

Bar Bahlul give as its Arabic equivalent tamma wafaragha minhn; both of these

verbs occur, as is well known, in many Arabic inscriptions. The corresponding

active form Mvr. is found in the Babiska inscription No. 15. Also the words a&i and

r^vn^i are common in Aramaic inscriptions (cf. Lidzbarski,
" Nordsemit. Epi-

graphik," s.v., and n^CJ npCJD in the Nabataean inscr. 2).

The church then was built in 507-8 a.d., at a cost of 85 darics and 430- bushels of

produce besides the " chief expenses." The details given here with regard to the cost

of the building are of peculiar interest. The first items, which are recorded in full,

are most probably the contribution of the small community for whom this church was

built. Nor can there be much doubt that the r£x*i ivnaa, the "chief expenses" or

" main sums," came from some other place. For these the people of Khirbit Hasan

probably had to apply to the bishop of Antioch, and he may have drawn them from

the funds at his disposal or from Constantinople, from where, as we know, ecclesias-

tical building was actively encouraged during the sixth century. The question arises

whether the detailed sums went into one general fund, together with what are called

here " chief expenses," or whether their purpose, as well as their provenience, was

different from that of the latter. Products of the soil have often been and are still

used as money, and thus here 430 bushels might represent just so many darics
;

then, counting the coin and the produce together, we might consider this to be the

contribution of the people of Khirbit Hasan toward the general building-fund. We
know, however, that in certain cases the masons received their food on the spot where

they were working and that there even existed a certain ratio between the amount of

food and of money that was paid to them (see next paragraph). Furthermore, it may
have been customary that in small places the inhabitants had to provide only for the

workmen during their work, i.e., pay their wages and furnish their food. This is, to my
" Cber einige phonizische Inschriften, Abhandlungen der Kgl. Ges. d. Wiss. zu Gottingen, XXXVI, p. 8.
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mind, the most natural explanation for the present inscription. In that case the

"chief expenses" might be a technical term in the builders' language denoting the

costs of the materials, as the French premiers depens. But probably the remuneration

of the contractors or the architects and the cost of transportation were also included

in this.

It would therefore be of interest to compare these data with those of the " Memo-
ratorium de mercedibus Commacinorum" of the Lombard king Liutprand (713-744),

to which my attention was called by Professor Frothingham, although this document

belongs to a different country and to a period two hundred years later. After having
determined how many feet of certain parts of buildings

1 are to be built for a solidus,

or a solidus vestitus
(i.e., money and produce), or a tremis, it lays down in paragraph

V, which is entitled "Concerning the provisions for the masons," the following rules:

" The workmen shall receive with one tremis: three bushels of cereals, ten pounds of

bacon, one urn of wine, four sextarii of vegetables, one sextarius of salt, and shall count

them as a part of their wages."
2 The provisions were furnished to the men on the

spot, and, as we learn from the last clause, considered to be a part of the wages. Of

this list only two items are found in the Khirbit Hasan inscription: (1) cereals (seca/e),

viz., wheat; (2) vegetables [legumen), viz., beans and lentils. What the proportion was

between money and produce in both cases we shall see after we have determined,

approximately at least, the values of a rdoA-i.i and a r^.iors.

The original daric, as introduced by Darius I (521-485 B.C.),
3 was a gold coin of 8.40

grams, worth about five and a half dollars; it came into general use all over the East.

After Alexander the Great the daric ceased to be coined in the Hellenistic East, but

its name continued, probably meaning the " standard gold coin," and was applied to

different coinages at different periods. At the beginning of the sixth century a.d. the

standard gold coin of the Greco-Roman world was the solidus
(v6{U0[Aa, s^dytov) ;

it

must have been in use also in the Syrian provinces. According to Constantine's

regulation of the coinage,
4 the solidus was to be 772

of a gold pound, i.e., 4.55 grams,

and hence it was marked LXXII and OB. This value was not always maintained.

After the time of Justinian its weight was only 4.40 grams. Its gold value, therefore,

may roughly be estimated as about three dollars. But as the purchasing power

of gold previous to the discovery of the New World was about three times as great

as it is now, a solidus was equal to at least nine dollars in purchasing power ;
and

85 darics, if our identification with the solidus be correct, would then correspond to

about seven hundred and sixty-five dollars.

'

I. De sala; II. De muro; III. De muro albato
;
IV. De 3 Ezra ii. 69 (Nehe. vii. 70 sqq.) presupposes darics for

maceria. the time of Cyrus, 1 Chron. xxix. 7 even for David's time.

* " De annonas commacinorum : Tollant magistri annonam These are anachronisms, and no proof against the derivation

per tremisse unum, secale modia tria, lardo libras X, vinum of the word "daric" from the name Darius,

ornam unam, legumen sextaria quattuor, sale sextario uno,
4 Cf. Hultsch, Griechische und romische Metrologie, 2d

et in mercedes suas reputent." Cf. Julius von Schlosser, ed., pp. 327 sqq.

Quellenbuch zur Kunstgeschichte (Wien, 1896), p. 50.
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A similar difficulty arises in the determination of the size of the bushels. The

Syriac word r^.ioaa, plur. p<rA>o.r», is derived from the Latin modius. The Roman
bushel measured 16 sextarii, or 8.75 liters, one sextarius being 0.547 liter; but this

standard was not by any means universal. Several different systems have been used

in Mesopotamia, Syria, and Palestine. In the Roman provinces of Egypt and Syria
the modius contained 21 l/3 Roman sextarii, or 11^3 liters. A dry measure of about

this size has been known in Syria, Palestine, and Phenicia for a long time, and we may
assume with a certain degree of probability that the r^iaw in Syria at about 500 a.d.

was not essentially different from it. It must be said, however, that at the present day
the mudd in Syria is considerably larger, viz., 18 liters

;
but we know that this mudd,

whatever its origin may be, is to be distinguished from mudy (derived from c&.iosa or

jjl65co^). Reckoning, then, the r«Uia=o at 1 1 ^ liters, the amount of vegetables and grain

given to the workmen at this church may have been something like 5000 liters.

A comparison between article V of Liutprand's law and the detailed sums men-

tioned in our inscription would, if the latter relate to the workmen alone, show that

the amount paid in Khirbit Hasan was a little smaller than that in Lombardy. First,

the Lombardic masons received a regular quantity of bacon, wine, and salt, besides

grain and vegetables ;
it is possible that the men in Khirbit Hasan also received

meat and wine on special occasions, but for their regular wages and for their daily

food they probably had to content themselves with grain and vegetables. Secondly,

Liutprand grants 3 bushels of grain and 4 sextarii of vegetables with 1 tremis,

or 9 bushels and 12 sextarii with 1 solidus
;
thus reckoning 16 sextarii in 1 bushel

and counting both together as one sum, as in Khirbit Hasan, we would have 156

sextarii, corresponding to 1 solidus, and 82834 Roman bushels, to 85 solidi. But in

Syria only 430 (provincial) bushels go with 85 darics. Counting, however, 21
]A,

sex-

tarii to such a bushel (see preceding paragraph), we arrive at a sum of 573^ Roman

bushels, corresponding to 85 darics. Granted that daric and solidus were the same

coin at that time, the laborers in Syria would have received one third less payment
in grain and vegetables than the men in Italy two hundred years later. Another com-

parison, which we most naturally would think of, i.e., between the absolute scale

of wages in Liutprand's law and in Syria, is very precarious and almost impossible.

There is a fundamental difference between the kinds of architecture in both countries,

that of Syria being dry masonry. Moreover, we do not know exactly how much of

the work connected with the erection of the church is included in the sums mentioned

in this inscription. This prevents us also from comparing the costs of the walls

recorded in the inscriptions of the precinct of the Djebel Shekh Berekat, although
these walls are built of square blocks without mortar, in the same way as in Khirbit

Hasan and in all the other ruins of this region. And the price of a square cubit of

these walls, as we learn it from Dr: Prentice's comments in
"
Hermes," 1902, p. 105,

viz., 5 drachmas and 2 obols, included probably also the " chief expenses."
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The main food of the masons was beans, wheat, and lentils, probably the chief

produce of the country at that time as they are now. Lentils must have been a very

popular dish all over Syria from the time of the Old Testament onward. Esau sold

even his birthright for a mess of pottage, literally
" a mess of lentils," in Hebrew

WW!}) T1J. One of the favorite dishes of the present Syrian is mudjaddarah,
"
rice

and lentils." A Druse peasant near Khirbit Hasan told me that they grew the following

plants: hintah, wheat; she'tr, barley; 'adas, lentils; kishnin, ervum, bitter-vetch

(Syriac rd.iz.a&, Persian kishnak
;
one of our servants gave me the name kiirsenneh

;

cf. Dozy, s.v.) ; furthermore, hiimmes, chick-peas, and tutun, tobacco. Besides

these plants the peasants have zetun, olive-tree
; tut, mulberry-tree ;

and mats (Syriac

r<Li*sn
;

cf. Payne-Smith, "Thesaurus," col. 2098).

7

Khirbit Hasan, jamb-stone in church. On a quadrated stone in the south wall

of the church, on the left of the easternmost doorway as one enters. Squeezes.

JL flg> *\
^

js ^jjjcu + 1 + Ydhannan

(?) kSsuo.i 2 of IVN$)M{R)A, (read: the architect})

<s> /? A rdioiss is 3 the son of Marona,%it
Scale— 1 : f

Fig. 6.

(&» (cu) va 4 the son of Ydhannan (?), wrought

«*»ii^ ^Aon 5 these works.

The writing is still a little more cursive and indistinct than that of No. 6 on the

lintel of the west portal on the south side, but it is of the same general character,

and thus probably belongs to the same period. The lack of clearness leaves the

reading of several words uncertain. In l. 2 the 1, o, so, and ri may be read with

comparative certainty. The third letter of this word is a slightly curved line which

perhaps is connected with the following as by a curve at its bottom. Furthermore,

between » and ri another letter seems to be contained in the indistinct left part of the

so; this might be 1, .i,
or i, since .1 in 1. 4 and 1. 5 probably appears as j instead of >,

as in the word \=>. If then in the beginning of the word 3 is intended by the writer,

it seems to me that in this line the name of the place must be found from which

Yohannan came. Of the Syriac names still preserved in this region, scarcely any
would be suitable here. But a geographical name, riSauoK', occurs in Wright's

Catalogue, p. 48, c. 1, where a deacon John of Arab race, reiauoK' pw,
1

is mentioned.

Now it might be possible that here K'isuos stands for rtfSauor<t, because the ci" was not

' This r^XSOlOr^ may be a Syriac transliteration of an district Nahra dhe
-Kastra, to-day Nahr il-Ks£r or 'Ain il-

Arabic an-Namdra(h), to-day in-Nemarah, south of the Kser, northeast of Damascus (cf. Professor Noldeke's discus-

Ruhbeh
;
or it may be connected with Nimreh in the Hauran. sion in Z. D. M. G., Vol. XXIX, p. 423); this district is, of

For John of kSsoiop^ was syncellos of the priest of the course, not very far from either the Ruhbeh or the Haurdn.
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pronounced. But it is very precarious to explain an unintelligible passage by
another very little known word. Another possibility would be to read rdario.i ;

in that

case one of the four villages of Urim in Northern Syria
'

might be intended. Or

else we might perhaps read ndiwbo.i and find in this word the name of the town

Ma'ramaya, near Khirbit Hasan; but in that case the shape of the second letter and the

absence of the *. would form a strong objection. The most natural word that we

possibly could expect just here is rc£isaor< "the architect." But if this is hidden in

the second line of this inscription, the writer must have been unusually careless. I

am inclined, however, to take the latter view. The man who carved the inscription

would then have made two mistakes: first, he began with a .1 instead of an t< having

perhaps some other word in mind, and then forgot to correct his mistake
; and, sec-

ondly, he transposed » and i, much as in 6, 1. 12, » and x were transposed.

Also 1. 4 and 1. 5 are somewhat uncertain. The name of the grandfather of Yohan-

nan ends with a . and seems to begin with a &. The second letter resembles a

very small *>, but perhaps a * was intended and erroneously doubled by a slip of the

chisel. The letter following has the most similarity with a *; it seems, however, as

if the little space which prevents it from being a a was left by mistake. We might

read then ^ tu&
;
but Theon is a very unusual name, and this conjecture does not

satisfy me very well. I would rather assume that the first character is a eu turned

half-way over and that the word is to be read ^4 ; grandfather and grandson

would then have the same name. Again, the verb and the substantive which describe

what Yohannan has done are very indistinctly written. The word given above as

»i. looked to me first like aS^or >a\. But as I am convinced that this verb is of the

same root as the substantive in 1. 5, and as there the first letter is a quite plain *_, I

believe that the part of the ^ in .•»*- which goes beyond the base-line, at the bottom

of the letter, is not carved intentionally. The last letter, which has the form j, I

propose to read .1 ;
the only other possibility would be to explain it as a .., but the

character on the stone has too high a shaft for that letter, if we compare it with the

a in
^imcu. Corresponding to *a*-, I read in 1. 5 rtfui*.,

" works." But between the »

and the * a slightly slanting stroke projects from the main line, which we would be

obliged to consider an unintended doubling of the upper part of the a, if netea^. be right.

That a word like r£u=i*. was intended is very unlikely for grammatical and epi-

graphical reasons.

An architect John (rdiMOf* ^i*»cu)
is known to us from the Dehes inscription. The

latter was written at approximately the same time at which the Khirbit Hasan church

was built. It would therefore be interesting to know whether both inscriptions refer

to the same person ;
here we would have a few more details about him than there.

But John is one of the most common names in Syriac, and the great difference in the

script does not speak for such an identification.

1
Cf. Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, p. 293.
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8

Dehes. baptistery. On the lintel of a baptistery in the eastern part of the town,

near the East Church. The building is 6 m. square ;
the walls are standing, but the

Cast of Syriac inscription on lintel of baptistery at Dehes

roof is wanting, as in almost all the buildings of this region. Above the string-

course there are three windows in both the east and the west wall, two in both

the north and the south wall. For further description see M. de Vogue, in

"Journal Asiatique," IX e

serie, tome VIII, p. 323, and Mr. Butler, in Part II, p. 206,

of these publications. The lintel is 222 cm. long and 43 cm. high. The letters in the

horizontal line are, as they stand now, 2-3 j/2
cm. high, i

l

/>-3 cm. broad
;
the per-

pendicular line at the right is 30 cm. high.

Le Comte de Vogue,
"
Syrie Centrale, Inscriptions Semitiques," Paris, 1868—1877, p. 162, Plate 38.

— Sachau, in

" Monatsberichte der Koniglich Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin." Aus dem Jahre 1881. Berlin,

1882, p. 183.
— Praetorius, in "Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft," Band 35, Leipzig, 1881, p. 749.—Le Marquis de Vogue, in "Journal Asiatique," lXe

serie, tome VIII, Paris, 1896, pp. 316 sqq.
— Moritz, in " Mittheil-

ungen des Seminars fur Orientalische Sprachen," Jahrgang I, Berlin und Stuttgart, 1898, Zweite Abtheilung, pp. 129-130.

—
l=n

Fig- 7- 4
%

6

This is the baptistery of God, the living and holy one, who raised our Lord Jesus

Christ and his whole church. Prayfor Yohannan, the architect7

This inscription was first discovered by M. de Vogue in the year 1862. At that

time Syriac inscriptions were almost entirely unknown, and in consequence M. de

Vogue did not recognize the real character of the script, being himself inclined to take

it for Armenian. Professor Sachau, who in the year 1879 discovered the famous tri-

lingual inscription in Zebed on a visit suggested to him by Dr. Bischoff, was the first to

see that the Dehes inscription was Syriac, written in the same style as the Syriac part

of that in Zebed, with the letters turned half-way over and reading from left to right.

The second, third, and fourth words, r^tA^ rtb^xasi^zn A\=, were read by him. A
short time afterward, two other words were deciphered by Professor Praetorius

;
he

read at the end rdiaa\ ^u»<v>,
of which the second is really rdiioore'. Both Sachau and

Praetorius had nothing to work with but M. de Vogue's drawing, concerning which the

latter's own words may be compared ("Journ. Asiat.," I.e., p. 317) : "les imperfections

d'une copie prise dans les plus mauvaises conditions." Therefore it was necessary to
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wait for new copies or squeezes. Dehes was visited twice again: in 1885 by Professor

Moritz, and ten years later by Dr. van Berchem, both of whom went to this region

expressly for the purpose of taking squeezes of this inscription. The results of Dr.

van Berchem's work appeared first. From his squeeze M. de Vogue published a new

deciphering, which was naturally much more complete. He read: ktuaosaksa Av= r^icn

rc'lTim'*) ^luCU A*. oA- cncWicnl.ia i^win ^.auiw '*a\j JU*bO rd=jne* rifcnWi. The read-

ing proposed by Professor Moritz in his article, which appeared shortly afterward,

differs in Several WOrds : neWx=a .^ax. »j» -u^.i jc.too ceice' re'ctAre*:! rCeh^OMa^ A\a ne*icn

r£i^a\ (j-utx. A^. eA- co . . eniio. He is undoubtedly right as to one of his new readings:

the word -u*- at the beginning of the second half of the inscription. He is also right

in rejecting M. de Vogue's reading rtart after the word rthArrti, about which he says:

"Even in his [i.e., M. de Vogue's] facsimile there is clearly to be recognized that the

second letter is a *
;
the initial stroke is curved, as in the other places in our inscription,

whereas the a always appears angular ; moreover, there is no trace of an upper cross-

stroke to be seen. *Oe*can only be ayioc in a vulgar form (Aja Sophia)." I believe

I am able to give a better explanation still. The first letter of the word in question

does not look like the other alaphs in this inscription : it is a little more angular, and

the two strokes projecting from the main line are absolutely parallel and equal in size.

This is shown at once by a comparison with the preceding rt. On the other hand, the

fourth letter in the word p^mra is of the same form, but turned in the other direction.

It seems to me, therefore, that here also we have a *>, and that the word is really

cdm, "living." The stone-cutter made a mistake here. He was told to turn every

single letter half-way toward the left; this he did throughout the horizontal line of

the inscription, except in the case of this letter, which he turned toward the right,

viz., t instead of a . The formula rdju.tna nc^»> is common both in Jewish
1 and in

Christian literature; cf., e.g., cdx*.in© rei*j cnuoio cmnr-ao KfcoW (Wright, Catalogue,

p. 491, col. 2). After the word ju.-u> there are some faint traces of an re*, which, of

course, is required by the sense.

Professor Moritz also recognized that M. de Vogue's reading, coAvicmso or ooA>oi.cni.io,

is impossible, but he could not explain the complex of letters which he transcribed

en . . cniio, and thought that here the stone-cutter might have made a correction. The

reason why neither of the two scholars succeeded in finding what to my mind is

written quite plainly, viz., cocK^. cnl&o, is that they did not recognize the letter a, which

occurs only here. The absence of any dot above or within this letter shows that it is

neither i (Moritz) nor .1 (de Vogue). The -i in -u^-.i resembles our & very closely on

account of its curved form, which, in addition to the. difference in the diacritical points,

distinguishes it in our inscription from .1 ;
but in oako there is no trace of nor any

space for the upper point. And that the third letter of this word is A, not 1, is proved

'

My attention was first called to this fact by Herr Jellin, teacher in Jerusalem, whom I happened to meet in Berlin, in the

winter of 1900-1901, with Professor J. Barth, and on the ground of this I was able to find the final solution.
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by the shaft, which has the same height as the A in rrfanW. The next word, cn^., is

very apt to be misread, first, because this phonetic spelling, instead of <»£«**., is

unusual, and, secondly, because the letters *_ and 6\ are joined and in a manner pressed

together on the stone, the space at the end being a little short.

The last word of the perpendicular line I read cdis>sar£ Neither Professor Praetorius's

and Dr. Moritz's reading, rdLiaaAy, nor that of M. de Vogue, cc^tuitw, is possible

according to my copy and squeeze, made after a thorough cleaning of the stone from

the lichen. As to the letters, Professor Praetorius was more nearly right, whereas the

translation and the conclusions of M. de Vogue are practically the same as those ob-

tained by my reading. The » in rdissore' is certain on account of the perpendicular

stroke at the left; for this reason, and because there is no connecting horizontal line

in the lower part, the letter cannot be a =>. The first letter is a somewhat unusual <
but very similar forms are found in Sachau's "Edessenische Inschriften," No. 4;

1

cf. especially in 11. 4, 7, and 13. Praetorius's ^ might in itself not be absolutely

impossible, but I do not know any form of the ^ where the triangle is not closed
;

here it is out of the question because of the ta.

Palaeographically this inscription is also of some importance. The letters of the

horizontal line are regular and well formed, and of a character appropriate to monu-

ments of this kind. Of all known Syriac inscriptions which have been preserved

entire, this is perhaps the most beautiful. It easily ranks, therefore, with the two

fragments 11 and 13. And as I have said above
(p. 4), the fact that we find such

letters carved in stone implies that at that time the art of writing Syriac inscriptions

had been highly developed. As to the single letters, there are several forms here

which deserve our special attention. We have seen that .i is angular and i is

curved; exactly the same distinction is found in two Syriac manuscripts of the fifth cen-

tury ;
cf. on Plate II of Land's "

Anecdota," I, the words co\b*=> ^.i in 4, 1. 1, and (-ijw.t

in 5, 1. 5. In the Dehes inscription the letters 1 and * show the same difference.

Furthermore, A forms a right angle, and therefore differs from 1 only in the length of

the projecting stroke. The letter ^, however, has a slanting line, and is thus clearly

distinguished from A. Finally, it may be noticed that a is here represented by a

circle.

The perpendicular part of our inscription,
"
Pray for Yohannan, the architect !

"
is

written in a cursive Estrangelo script, being in this way marked as a part distinct

from the main line. The first letter, -, appears here connected by its lower line with

the following letter. This is the only case known to me in Syriac, but it is not

very surprising, since we know that also r< o, and b\ are sometimes joined to the let-

ters following in manuscripts as early as the sixth century, and since similar cases

actually have been found in inscriptions from the country around Dehes. In Palmy-

rene and Nabataean script, s might easily be connected with a following "), 1, or 1 ;
but

'
Z. D. M. G., Vol. XXXVI, pp. 142 sqq.
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that does not bear on the question here. A^, similar in form to the one in Dehes,

occurs, however, in the long Mektebeh inscription, No. 19, A, 1. 3.

The name of the architect is Yohannan, as also above in No. 7. Such names are

not infrequently mentioned in Syrian inscriptions. M. de Vogue has given lists of

them from Greek inscriptions in
" La Syrie Centrale, Architecture," pp. 121, 126, and

128; cf. also Part II of these publications, p. 426. In the older Semitic inscriptions

of Syria, however, names of architects and stone-cutters are quite rare, except in those

in Nabataean script, where the &ODC or &ODN often adds his name, as may be seen

from Lidzbarski, "N. E.," pp. 123-24. In Palmyra we find a ^C1?i below in the Palm,

inscr., 8, 1. 4. But in Arabic inscriptions we meet with the names of architects in

many cases.

The date of this inscription is probably about 500 a.d. M. de Vogue assigns it to

the fifth century or, at the very latest, to the first years of the sixth century. The

character of the Syriac script would agree perfectly with this conclusion. For, on

account of the difference between 3 and i, which gradually disappears in the sixth cen-

tury, we cannot date this document much later than 500, and on account of the cursive

forms in the perpendicular line it cannot be much earlier than 500. There is a cer-

tain general similarity between some letters in Dehes and some of an inscription in

Edessa dated 494 a.d.
;
but there is scarcely any ground for argument in this fact.

The strongest evidence of all is the baptistery itself; this building must, as Mr. Butler

tells me, be dated about 500, because of its architectural details.

M. de Vogue raised the question whether this inscription was carved by an

orthodox Christian or by a Jacobite, and came to the conclusion that it very probably
was written by a sectarian. His reasons are that about 500 a.d. the separation between

the Monophysite church of Syria and the orthodox church was completed, and that the

heretical character of this Syriac inscription is suggested by the fact that it is the only

one of its kind among the many Greek inscriptions. Of these arguments the first is

not absolutely conclusive
;

for the struggle between the Syriac orthodox church and

the Monophysites was still raging during the sixth century, and it was Jacobus

Baradaeus (died 578 a.d.) who organized the Monophysite church in Syria and

decided the victory for her. The second point, however, involves a stronger argument.

Although about a score of Syriac inscriptions or graffiti were found by this expedition,

it is nevertheless very likely that there was a certain national movement to write the

native language, connected with the establishment of a kind of national "Syriac"
church (see above, p. 4). On the other hand, there is a slight possibility that the

words "who raised our Lord Jesus Christ and his whole church" point to some

heresy. The New Testament speaks of certain heretics T|aevouoc %od<lHX7jt6s, oiuvss irspt rfjv

aXr/Jstav ^axd/Tjaav XEyovrsc avdaxaatv t^tj Y£Yovevat-

(
2 Tim. ii: 18).

1 One might therefore

reason that in the words " raised ... his whole church
"
a similar thought is ex-

' To this passage I was first referred by Lie. W. Lueken in Oldenburg.
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pressed as in "the resurrection is past already," and thus find a heretical tendency.
But again, if we take into consideration those passages of the New Testament that

emphasize the significance of Christ's resurrection for the individual Christian, as, for

instance, Rom. vi. 3 sqq., viii. 1 1, 1 Cor. xv. 22 sqq., it seems very probable that the

phrase used in our inscription grew out of such passages independent of any special

heresy.

In conclusion, therefore, we may say that the Dehes inscription was written about

500 a.d., perhaps by a Monophysite.

Bafittin. rock-hewn tomb. On a partly buried stone in the entrance of a

roughly cut tomb. This tomb is in the east part of the town, below a tower
;
the

latter is prominent for the fact that one angle of its ruined walls stands higher than

any of the other ruins. The entrance to the tomb is underneath the west wall of the

tower. The stone with the graffito is 47 cm. broad and 1 10 .1,

cm. high above the ground. >
ao>cu(?) 1 Joseph (?)

<
/\

2 and his tomb

3 which was made by (?)
. ^J /

L±B aJ

This reading is very doubtful. For 1. 1 Professor Noldeke CJ1
~

)
~> O

suggested to me is ^socu
;
but the word i= is so uncertain that /~~Ol "H

\ » "•"•

I did not venture to put it in the above transliteration. As 1. 3 Fig- 8 -

also is very questionable, 1. 2 contains practically the only certain word of this graffito.

As may be seen from the drawing, these letters are not unlike those of the inscription

at Karyeten, published by Professor Moritz in
"
Mittheilungen des Seminars fur Orien-

talische Sprachen," I, Zweite Abtheilung, p. 128. The cross also resembles very

closely those in Professor Moritz's inscription. The latter was probably written long

after the Mohammedan invasion
;

for some time must have elapsed before the purely

Arabic name Snlaimdn, which we find there in its Syriac transliteration as ^m\co, was

adopted by the Christian Syrians. And even as late as 1720 a.d. there were monks

in Karyeten who wrote and spoke Syriac. But it is not very likely that Christians

continued to live for many centuries after the Arabic conquest in the mountains of the

Antiochene
;

at least, we have no evidence of it. I would therefore leave for the date

of the graffito in Bafittin the time between about 500 and 800, but I am inclined to be-

lieve that they are rather late.

It might be questioned whether the inscription originally belonged to the tomb when

it was cut, or not. To my mind, the rough character of the cutting and of the writing

directs us to an affirmative decision.
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10

Bakirha. east church, 546 A.n.
(?)

On the upper part of the lintel of the west

entrance of the Mast Church. The west wall of this church has been rebuilt. More-

over, the upper side of the lintel has

been leveled off, and square holes have

been cut in the upper corners at both

ends. As the line of the inscription

was slanting, fortunately only the first

letters were wholly or partly destroyed.

At the left end, however, a few letters

were lost when the square hole was

cut. The whole length of the stone

is 3.60 m.
;
the length of the traceable

inscription is 3.06 m. The hole at

the right end is 20 cm. square, and

the distance from the hole to the probable beginning of the word jea» measures 15

cm. The hole at the left end is 19 cm. square. Squeeze.

Lintel of west portal of East Church at Bakirha.

<4 ^-ta^o „am© ^^t^^Rv^S^^S^r^3^^

Fig. 9.

vy^^^

[/// the year Jive hund\red and ninety-five was {built) this door, which was made

by the deacon
(s)

Eusebins and Hannina'afor the salvation 0/ [their souls].

On the lower part of the same lintel there is a corresponding Greek inscription,

which is published in Part III, No. 53.

The first half of the inscription was restored, except for the first two words, before I

compared it with the Greek inscription, which reads, according to Dr. Prentice's copy:

* v
Etooc e<j><p' {Jlt/voc) Avjatou t(3' eys(vs)TO) 6 rcoXfebv. The identity of the tens and units in

the dates of both inscriptions makes it likely that the hundreds also are the same in

the Syriac as in the Greek, especially as the space and the traces of the lower parts of

some letters in the Syriac would best agree with this restoration. Of the first word,

Aula, a part of the circle in b\ is preserved. The completion of the last word, [^ocnia]i.i,

is due to Professor Noldeke. The available space would exactly be filled by this

word: as the preceding nine letters cover 33 cm., the hole of 19 cm. length would

be neither too much nor too little for five letters.

The man who carved this inscription was not by any means an artist in Syriac

writing. But those letters which are entirely preserved are clear and legible. There

are no peculiar features in this script: it is in all its essential traits the same writing
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that we see in Syriac manuscripts of the sixth century, but in the form which Land

calls majuscule. The u only in x*i»<\ and rfrgi»u> differs a little from that of the other

inscriptions of this country. The same form, however, resembling a Greek N, is found

in an Edessene inscription of the year 494, viz., Sachau, 4, 1. 9, in ^ujcu (Z. D. M. G.,

Vol. XXXVI, plate to pp. 142 sqq.).

The use of the word k-oot =
eysvsto, "was," i.e.,

" came into existence," "was built,"

is interesting from a grammatical standpoint. In this sense we would rather expect

rtfncn, with a sounded m, after its subject ;
but here it stands before it, because a long

relative sentence is closely connected with cd*.iAv For this use cf, for instance:

rtam co.vrs KisiV^ (John i. 10), b
y.6(j\xoc, 8t' auzod k^syezci. It is not certain whether iyeveTO

influenced here the choice of rtfnco, because the Syriac part may have been written

before the Greek. Furthermore, the construction of the relative clause seems to be

somewhat unusual : the verb oo.ia^ is used in the singular and then most probably
follows a common noun in the plural, preceding two proper names. For I believe

that the end of the first line must be read ctfrdi*ujG ^xa>orcr rdou.,
" the deacons Eusebius

and Hannlnaa"; if Eusebius alone had been a deacon, the title would have been

put after the name. There is a slight possibility, however, that rdxsw. is singular and

that Hannlna a s title was originally after his name, in the place where the hole is now.

In that case the grammatical construction would be correct, because a combination of

several singulars may take the verb either in the plural or in the singular.
1 But if

rdxsox. is plural and follows directly after the singular cn.-t-iy the latter would have been

chosen with reference to the single names, not to the title. Another way out of the

difficulty would be the following : the rt of aaa^ might be transposed after the o, and

we might read here three proper names, viz., Shemsha. and Saba and Hannlnaa. But

this is scarcely possible.

The end of the inscription tells us of the reward which the pious men expected for

their munificence in setting up this beautiful doorway. Similar phrases are often found

in documents of donations. An interesting parallel is a prayer in the Arabic inscrip-

tion 13, which says, "May a house be built for him [i.e., the donor] in Paradise!
"

The historical evidence of this inscription can naturally in the first line be

applied only to the doorway itself; this was probably built in 546 a.d., and it is not

necessary that the church was erected at the same time. But as we know that the

wall of which this doorway forms a part was rebuilt, the question arises whether our

inscription relates to the original portal or to the one which was made in process of

reconstruction. The fact that the upper part of the lintel was leveled off argues for

the former, but the date 546 A.D. speaks for the latter supposition ; for, as Mr. Butler

has said,
2 there was scarcely any rebuilding done after 546 a.d., and at the same time

the original church must be dated of the fifth century for architectural reasons. I am,

therefore, almost compelled to assume the following: The rebuilding of the west wall

'See Noldeke, Syrische Grammatik, 2d ed., §322.
' See Part II, p. 210.
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took place in 546 A.D. Then this doorway was given and the inscription was carved;

but it was found that the stone was a little too large for the space occupied by the

former lintel, and its upper side was reduced and a part of the inscription was cut away
at that very time. Certainly it would seem to us a barbaric thing to destroy part of

an inscription which had just been made, and many of the people at that time may
have felt the same

;
this makes such an assumption unlikely, though not absolutely

impossible.

In several of the Syriac letters on this stone I found remains of red coloring-matter,

a fact which deserves special attention. For we know that the carved letters of Pal-

myrene as well as of Latin and Greek inscriptions of the Hellenistic period often were

painted; but here we learn that the same was done in a Syriac inscription on a Chris-

tian church in the sixth century A.D.

1 1

Bakirha. fragment. On a fragment found in front of the west entrance of

the Hast Church among many other broken stones
;
the rest of the stone was sought

for, but not found. The face of this frag-

ment shows a part of a group of moldings,

on the uppermost fascia of which, above a

cyma recta, the inscription is written. The

maximum measurements of the stone are

54 x 35 cm. It was brought to America

by the expedition and is at present in
Fragment of Syriac inscription found near East Church at

Bakirha. Princeton, New Jersey.

. . la rdw / [am] PL...

The letters \a are probably the beginning of a proper name. A great many Latin

and Greek names which commence with Fl..., PI..., F. 1..., P. 1..., or <I>X..., FIX..., $. X...,

n. X..., are taken over into Syriac ;
of these Pelagios and Palladios seem to have been

the most popular. In a genuine Syriac name, however, . . V& might be the beginning

of reLwala, which occurs, e.g., in Budge's "Book of Governors," I, p. 321, 1. 19.

Of the verbs, whose first two radicals are \a, none would have a meaning ap-

propriate to a church inscription. For it is very likely that this stone was a part of

the church. As the moldings show a slight curve, it must have been part of a wide

arch
;

in which part of the church this arch was, I have no means of knowing. The

circle at the right end of this fragment proves that we have here the beginning of either

the inscription itself or of a separate part of it. This fact and the direction of the letters,

which run from right to left, might perhaps give us some idea of the position occupied

by this fragment in an arch or a circle.
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Finally it should be noted that in both Bakirha inscriptions the Syriac direction of

script is observed in the same way as in the fragments in Bshindelaya.

12

Khirbit il-Khatib. baptistery, 532 a.d. On a lintel, now lying among the debris

of the almost entirely destroyed west wall of a baptistery
1 near the former entrance

of this building. The lintel has simple moldings, on the lowest of which the inscription

is very crudely carved, but upside down. The stone is 155 cm. long ;
about 30-35 cm.

of the lower line— the first, as one reads it— at the right end of the stone are com-

pletely weathered away. The following drawing is made from squeeze and copy ;
it

is given here turned over, so that the upper part of the lintel would adjoin the lower

side of this drawing. Squeeze.

<3&^3^ *m ' * '—^^^y#
Scale — 1 : 10.

Fig. IO.

In the year Jive hundred and eigJity-one, according to the era of An\tiocli, this]

baptistery was consecrated.

The main importance of this inscription is the historical and architectural evidence

furnished by its contents. There seems to be very little doubt but that the inscription

is contemporaneous with the building, which, with the neighboring church, would have

been assigned by Mr. Butler from its style to the middle of the sixth century. The

fact that the writing is so very uneven and bad, and that the lines run in the wrong

direction, would seem a little more natural if we assume that the writer was a Greek

who did not know Syriac. Perhaps the official who was in charge of the building,

after having given the original copy to the stone-cutter, told him where the beginning

was. The man kept this in mind, but not understanding what he was writing, and

being accustomed to begin at the left, he had to turn the whole copy over in order to

place the beginning where he thought it ought to be. If that be the case, it is only

remarkable that in the legible words there are almost no mistakes at all.

Most of the words can be read or supplied with reasonable certainty. The spelling

^rdiroAx, which we find here and in the church of Khirbit Hasan near by, may have

been more common in this part of Syria than ^isnhy ;
in manuscripts there does not

seem to be any difference between them at all. The word r^um is partly destroyed,

but to my mind nothing else can be read from the squeeze. I have hesitated whether

' See Part II, p. 201.
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to read the next following word re^issa or f<i->T»»->; both forms occur for "era," the

former in Babiska, the latter in Khirbit Hasan. But the traces left in the squeeze

point to the former reading. Of n^eu^ir^ only the first three letters are preserved ;

but there is no doubt about its restoration. There is also room for rtftco, which we
would naturally expect and which must have stood here, before r^b^jasu^a bus, because

after it follows another word. What this word is, I cannot determine with absolute

certainty. Something like
" was completed, built

"
is required. The &, the a, and the i,

perhaps also the a, being certain, I propose to read b&tsbwt, "was consecrated." But

the first and the last letter are very doubtful, and between &\ and a there is a space of

2 cm.

13

DAr KIta. fragment. On a block of limestone measuring 85 x 78 cm., and

43-50 cm. thick, lying in the ruins of the South Church,
1 near its almost completely

destroyed north wall, at the site of its north portal. The letters are fine and regular

and of an unusually large size: =» is 30 cm. long and 12 cm. high; & is 22 cm.

high. The stone was discovered by Dr. Post while turning over stones, at Mr.

Butler's suggestion, to find the remains of the north portal.

3JL^T3

nuuOUJ

TUJ ^

Squeeze and photographs.

. . *x]ajc>3 prais\ed}~\

[rtffo]cuAvA& [the] Trinity

s>!u»i have mercy (?)

Scale - 1 : 20.

This inscription is important principally from a palaeograph-

ical point of view. The regular and well-proportioned letters

Fl£- "• show a high development of the art of carving Syriac letters.

The letter h\ in cu&ul& deserves our special attention
;

it has the form h, and is con-

nected with the following letter. This way of joining is also found in some manu-

scripts in the Syriac minuscule writing of the sixth century, as illustrated in Land's

"Anecdota," Vol. I; there we find the following examples: PI. V, spec. 11, 1. 1 and

1. 3, of the year 509 a.d.
;

PI. VI, spec. 19, 1. 2 and 1. 3, of the year 535 a.u.
;

PI. VIII,

spec. 34, 1. 1 and 1. 3, of the year 557 a.d. One of these manuscripts (PI. VI, spec. 19)

was written in Kafra. dhe-B h

arta; from this fact, and from our inscriptions 13 and 18,

one might infer that this custom of joining the b\ to a following letter was used chiefly

or originated in Syria, especially since it is also found in the Christian-Palestinian script

and in later manuscripts written near Damascus (see above, p. 8). But the Nestorian

ligature taw-alaph shows that this custom is not entirely restricted to Syria and Palestine.

The form h does not seem to be directly derived from the older Aramaic character for

H, as it occurs on the Edessene coins and in Nabatsean and Palmyrene inscriptions, a

conclusion which one might reach by merely considering the actual form given here.

' See Part II, p. 213.
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It is much more likely that it is only an abbreviation of Ay the loop being more and

more shortened, and finally combined with the main perpendicular stroke
;
in a similar

way the whole lower part of & was shortened into a simple line in the later script, viz.,

the Jacobite and the Nestorian taw. Lastly, even the late Syriac inscriptions of

Karyeten
1 and of Semirjetschie (1249- 1340 a.d.) have a h which resembles our h very

closely. If we thus find here such a developed form, we must be inclined to date the

inscription from a comparatively late period. This is also suggested by the forms of

other letters, chiefly the x in 1. 1 and the i in 1. 3. The former appears here as v.

Usually the two slanting lines of the more generally used form v. are not joined in

such a way that the upper part of the letter forms a triangle ; among the inscriptions

published here we find the -2. only in the Babiska inscriptions, dated 547 a.d., and

Euting's "Tabula" gives only one other example of it, from the famous inscription at

Si-ngan-fu, of the year 781 a.d. This shape, 2, may be considered as an intermediate

stage between the old .v. and the later forms of the shin in Estrangelo and Jacobite script.

The date at which we would arrive from a consideration of these palaeographical

facts would be the sixth, perhaps the second part of the sixth, century a.d. This date

coincides exactly with that given by Mr. Butler to this church on account of its archi-

tectural details.

About the contents of this fragment very little can be said. The first word is with

great probability a participle of jjcxx,. I believe that it has nothing to do with the

word "Trinity," because the inscription continued, as it seems, on both sides of this

fragment for some space. The word k&cl.AvAAx is probably not much later than

zpiaz in Greek, where it occurs for the first time with Theophilus of Antioch in the

time of Commodus, and trinitas in Latin, where Tertullian, about 200 a.d., is the first to

use it. In the third line >*»i may be imperative pael, but also perfect or imperfect.

Mr. Butler thinks that this stone, which is splayed on one side, formed originally a

part of a door-jamb. Unfortunately, neither Mr. Butler nor I can recall with absolute

surety which side was splayed and thus intended to allow for the swinging of the door.

It cannot be decided therefore whether the inscription originally ran up and down on

both jambs or from right to left across the north wall. The former possibility would

seem more likely, because the inscription probably continued on both sides
;
the first

two lines, incomplete at the end, certainly ran over to the next stone, and in the third

line we might easily supply some letters in the beginning on the preceding stone.

14 and 15

Babiska. stoa, 547 a.d. Near the center of the town there is a long two-story

colonnade of rectangular monolithic piers, with an equally long row of now ruined

buildings connected with it
;
to the south of it the ruins of a small building are found.

The whole is inclosed to form a quadrangle, leaving a large open space in front of the

'See Sachau in Z. D. M. G., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 545 ;
there he explains the form h in a similar way.
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colonnade; the walls of this quadrangle are now much destroyed, but from their ruins

it can still be seen that there was only one entrance to the inclosure, viz., near the

eastern end of the colonnade.

Here, on the first two panels

of the parapet in the second

story there are raised dove-

tailed plates bearing Syriac

inscriptions; No. 15 is near-

est the street, No. 14 is sec-

ond as one enters the inclo-

sure. The plates with the

dovetails are 44 cm. long;

without the dovetails 28 x

/z-

29 cm. long and 14-14J/2 cm.

high. The dovetails are 1 1 y2
-12 cm. high. The letters are

i
l

/i—2
l

/2 cm. high and wide.

Part of upper story of colonnade at Babiska. SQUEEZES, PHOTOGRAPHS.

KfcnW

&\n=> rdlco

.»ST,A\Q

i God

2 [bless us ! There was built]

3 this stoa

4 in the year

5 Jive hundred

6 and ninety

7 and six,

8 according to the era

9 ofAntioch.

am

1 /;/ my days

2 the brothers

3 Sargon

4 and Theodore

5 and Bakkhos

6 purchased

7 the gardens.

8*7,
9 the brother

I o Yohauua,

I I sou ofZakkai,

12 built

13 andfinished.
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A part of the following commentary has already been published in the " Princeton University Bulletin," Vol. XIV,
pp. 60-63.

Only the first two lines of 14 are not quite certain, whereas for all the rest of the

inscriptions I believe I am able to give a final reading. The word rCcnAr*' in the first

line would be very plausible. It seems, however, as though the second letter were a

1 corrected to a A
;
and the third and the fourth letter are very much weathered, and

besides rtfm several other explanations are possible. Also in 1. 2 some corrections

seem to have been made. The first of the two words begins with a = and ends in a

.. ;
this final . marks, of course, the end of a word. Between these two letters

there is practically room for only one letter, which must have been a i or a .t. Pro-

fessor Noldeke proposed <*vi=. But I fail to discover any trace of the upper part

of the v\ in the squeeze. Hence I am more inclined to believe that the stone-cutter

put first by mistake «_ja_ on the stone and then tried to correct it by adding a &

after the i
;
but in that case he did not succeed very well and gouged an indistinct

line in the angle of the i instead of a new letter. Again in the next word only the

first and the last letter can be read with certainty, but there is not much doubt about

the A\ after <<. A verb is needed here, and an expression like >j_=aAv<
" was built," would

be very likely in this inscription which gives an account of the origin of these buildings.

The space for this word being very small, the letters a and 1 were perhaps placed too

close together by the stone-cutter and became, therefore, very indistinct.

That the four words put outside of the plate for lack of room are to be read in that

order in which I have numbered them needs, in my opinion, no discussion. In No.

15, 1. 6, I have translated "purchased," taking it for granted that the thin connecting

line in the n happened not to be carved as clearly and deeply as the others.

The way in which this inscription is written is singular, and not known to me any-

where else. It is, if I may say so, a combination of the Greco-Syriac bastard writing

and the genuine Syriac script. From the former, which is found in Dehes, Kalb

Lauzeh, Mektebeh, and Zebed (Sachau), it borrowed the isolating of the letters; from

the latter the direction of the lines, which here run from the top to the bottom, a direc-

tion which is also found in some of the other inscriptions.
1

It seems to me hardly

possible that the isolation of the letters is here an intended archaism and purposely

taken from a writing like K'^iro oi^.» on the Edessene coins; for people in the

middle of the sixth century scarcely knew that there had been a period of Syriac

writing, several hundred years before their time, when the letters were not joined. I

therefore believe that it is only an imitation of the Greek letters.

Of the language and the forms used in these inscriptions very little is to be said.

No. 14, 1. 3, is interesting for the use of «*a\cor< estewci, rabbinical NTpp^N, derived from

the Greek arod, which describes exactly the edifice in question. It means "
portico, col-

1
It is, of course, well known that it was the habit of the scribes who wrote Syriac to write their lines from the top to the

bottom, and that from this custom the direction of the Syriac script, as used in the Manchurian language, is derived.
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onnade," and although in this case most of the houses to which this long colonnade

belonged arc now in ruins, there is no doubt that the piers were built to form such a

portico for a row of houses. \Yith regard to the words re^a.a^irs'i rciiuso in 11. 8-9 the

commentary on No. 6, 11. 4-5, may be compared. No. 15 furnishes two not very

usual forms of common Syriac names. L. 4, kSo:uA», represents probably a popular

pronunciation Thedore. The Greek proper names in -0; and -a; can be used either in,

their nominative or vocative form without regard to their grammatical relation in

Syriac.' The correct form of the name 6s63<opo; would be in Syriac opatosof^fc or

rrtosop^.
2 But the vowels in the first two syllables often vary in the manuscripts also;

thus we have ***r&\ and ".ictffo written promiscuously; furthermore, a simple - is found

in oo.-i^, Theodosios, 3 and a village Tidor, rtftuia io.vA>, occurs in Budge's "Book of

Governors,'' I, p. 230, 1. 1 1. The name in 1. 8 can be read c£i*x» orrduu. The latter

would imply a form Yahya, but that is not very probable, because it would be exceed-

ingly strange to find this Arabic form at this time in this country. Hence the expla-

nation, "rdi*j- = rdiucu, {Xucu,"
which was suggested to me by Professor Noldeke, is

to my mind much more natural. It is possible that the omission of the a is due to a

mistake, and that r£i*>eu was really intended. Otherwise we might explain it in a

similar way as oooriorc^, where the zekafa over the .1 stands for to. However this may
be, it seems to have become a sort of fashion in later Syriac manuscripts to write this

name r£±»x*; this form is found, e.g., in Wright's Catalogue, p. 2, col. 2, 1. 2 from the

bottom, and p. 3, col. 1, 1. 5. It would then deserve notice that this form is found in

an inscription as early as 547 a.d.

The contents of these two inscriptions give rise to some interesting questions. From

their text we conclude that they refer to the following facts: (1) the portico was built

in the year 596, i.e., 547/48 a.d.
; (2) some land which was formerly used for "gar-

dens
"
was bought by three " brothers

"
; (3) building was undertaken and finished by

a fourth "brother." The first question which we have to answer here is whether all

three facts refer to one building, and whether, therefore, both inscriptions were written

at the same time. We find that the first panel begins and the second ends with a cross.

This is an external sign of their unity. Internal reasons also lead us to the same

conclusion. It would be hard to understand why the second panel, as one enters from

the street, should have been inscribed first, while the beginning panel of the whole

parapet should have been left empty for some time. Thus probably Yohanna, son of

Zakkai, is the man who had both panels inscribed, and who, when the whole was

finished, stated at first this fact, and then mentioned the different phases in the history

of the establishment and the men who were connected with it.

As Mr. Butler in Part II 4 shows in a more detailed discussion, these porticos served

as shops or bazaars. Even the natives of to-day recognize this
;

in another ruin a

' See Noldeke, Syrische Grammatik, 2d ed., §144.
*
Cf. the Coptic Deodutpe, e.g., in W. Z. K. M., Vol. XVI, p. 266.

3 See below, p. 41.
' See pp. 127 and 167.
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native speaking to me about similar colonnades called them dakakin,
"
shops." About

the practical purpose of the building under discussion there can thus be no doubt.

But who were the men interested in this enterprise? There were three "brothers,"

Sargon, Theodore, and Bakkhos, who purchased the land, and a fourth "brother,"

John, who finished the building. These names have a history of their own, and their

ensemble is an interesting example of the growth of nomenclature. The first of them,

^o^Jido, may be derived from two different sources : either it is the old Assyrian name,

which is to my mind more likely, or, pronounced Sergou, it might be a hypocoristicon

of Sergius.

The term rduK',
"
brothers," comprises several meanings. I do not think that in this

case it signifies
" brothers by birth," because otherwise Yohanna, being himself an

kLmk; would certainly have called the others „;;»<
" my brothers," and a >m >i=> could

scarcely have been omitted after a>cx*=>. Other meanings of rei»rtf are : "compatriot,

friend, companion, associate, colleague," especially "Christian brother," and later on
"

friar
"
or "monk." ' The meaning "monk" seems to me the least suitable for this

passage. It would be very strange if three monks, who as a rule have no separate

property each for himself, could buy some land and invest their money in it, so to

speak, while another monk would erect the buildings on it. Of course convents as

such have often enough owned business establishments, but a single inhabitant of them

would scarcely be allowed to do so by himself. These must have been the conditions

in the Syrian convents too. More acceptable would be the meaning "compatriots" ;

but then we should expect some mention of the country or place from where they

came. The explanation "Christian brethren," in a way synonymous with "Chris-

tians," is possible, I think, although of course we ask at once why it was that they

expressly stated this in an inscription of this kind, in a time when the country as such

was Christian. We can easily understand that this term might be used on religious

buildings and on tombs, but it seems to be unusual on a commercial edifice, even in

view of the fact that the inscription begins with an invocation of God. If the mean-

ing "Christian brethren" is intended here, one would naturally think of connecting

some religious purpose with the building. This might be done by the assumption that

the portico with its houses and its market was a gift to the city. In that case the four

men may have made the gift as a pious work and expected heavenly reward for it
;

thus very naturally they remembered their mutual relation with regard to the church

to which indirectly they hoped to render a service. But another explanation is in

my opinion equally probable. The context seems to require above all the translation

"associates." In that case these four men might have formed a certain "business

concern
"
and built this edifice, about which there is nothing ecclesiastical, in order to

rent it and to make money. But the term "brothers" was probably not applied to

these men as to members or partners of such a concern, but, as Professor Frothing-

1 See Payne-Smith, s.v.
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ham suggests, rather to members of a trade-corporation or a gild. He further called

my attention to the religious brotherhood in the Phrygian Hierapolis, which was still in

existence as a social form when Ibn Batutah (died 1377) visited these countries, and

he referred me to Ramsay,
" The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia," pp. 96-98. I see,

however, from this passage that these "brothers" had a common treasury, a fact

which excludes a comparison between these and the brothers in Babiska. But Ramsay
makes some very interesting remarks on the trade-gilds in Hierapolis on pp. 105-

107, and shows that these were an old Oriental institution,
1 so deeply rooted in the

tradition of the people that even the Romans, with their fixed principle forbidding

collegia, did not change it, but relaxed their rule by bringing them into the category

of collegia legitiina. As is generally known, the men of the same trade even to-day

have their shops in the same street or bazaar in very many Oriental towns
;

I need

scarcely cite names like suk an-nahhasin, suk as-surudjlych, silk al-harlr, and so forth.

Witnesses of the same custom in liurope are also street names like Weissgerberstrasse,

Fleischergasse, Rue des Charpentiers, Smithfield, etc. Furthermore, we know that

compatriots who come to a city frequently embrace one handicraft: in Constantinople,

for instance, the Lazes become coppersmiths, the Epirotes butchers, the Bosnians

grooms, etc.
2 With a certain degree of probability we may assume conditions similar

to these in Syrian towns of the sixth century. The term "brothers" might then at

the same time include "gildsmen," or "members of the same corporation," and
"
compatriots," and finally, but only in a secondary way, also "

partners." The first of

these meanings would be the main
;
the last would be only accidental. These men

would not have been a company for building and

leasing houses, but would have bought only this

property and built only here, perhaps in the main for

their own use, and to a certain extent for renting to

others. Their inscriptions furnish thus interesting

material for the study of the life in the Syriac towns

of this period.
16

Babiska. On a rectangular pier of a portico,

near the middle of the town.

repass Miishe
(i.e., Moses)

The letters are written in regular Estrangelo of

a rather bold but even type. The letters a and x are

probably not joined purposely, although they come

so close together that they seem to be connected.

Pier of ponko at Babiska, with Syriac graffito. The x alone has a noticeable form
;
as in the other

' In Palmyra we find " the gild of smiths who work in gold and silver" in an inscription dated 258 a.d., viz.,

de Vogue, No. 23.
2 See Mordtmann, in Z. U. M. G., Vol. XLI, p. 306.
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Babiska inscriptions, and also in Dar Kita, it has the shape v
,
of which I have spoken

above on
p. 33.

The man who on this pier saved his name for posterity was probably the owner

of the shop in and the house connected with the portico. In Pompeian private houses the

names of the owners are often written on walls or columns in different parts of the

buildings; cf., e.g., Mau,
"
Ausgrabungen in Pompeji,"

"
Mitteil. d. Kaiserl. deutsch.

Instit., Rom. Abteil.," Bd. XVI, pp. 333-334. But since here in Babiska the name is

carved in clearly legible letters on a part of a commercial building where it can be

seen from outside, it might be possible that the proprietor used it at the same time as

a kind of sign or advertisement.

The reason why he used the pier and not the architrave to write on was undoubt-

edly his wish to make his script run in a perpendicular line, as he was accustomed to

do (see above, p. 35, and also the graffito in Ksedjbeh). His name, Moses, was very

common in Syriac, and borne by many bishops, priests, abbots, and monks.

17

Ksedjbeh. east church. Graffito on the right-hand jamb of the westernmost

portal in the south side of the East Church. It runs in a perpendicular line on the inner

and lower fascia of the molding. The stone is 140

cm. long, 70 cm. high ;
the band of the molding

13 cm. broad. Squeeze and photograph.

+
Fig- 13-

/ am Joscfi/i, sou ofAbraham.

The church, for the description of which see Part

II, p. 135, bears on the lintel of the southeast portal

also a Greek inscription of the year 414 a.d., pub-

lished in Part III, inscr. 73. Our Joseph had no-

thing to do with the building of this edifice
;
he was

no ecclesiastic or civil dignitary, for otherwise he

would not have forgone the pleasure of adding his

title to his name. The question whether this name

was written before or after the Mohammedan con- Jamb in East Church at Ks^jbeh.

quest must here, as in No. 9, be left undecided. That the abbreviated form of r< which

we find here three times, is quite early, was shown by Land in his "
Anecdota," I, pp.

70 sqq. ;
it occurs, e.g., in a manuscript of the year 509 A.D.

(cf.
the specimen in
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"Anecdota," I, Plate V, No. 11, more fully reproduced in Wrights Catalogue, III,

Plate IV). There we find also the same cursive i (>) as in this graffito.

Joseph and Abraham are very common names in Syriac, and I have not been able

to find any Joseph, son of Abraham, who might be placed with some probability in

this region.

18

Kasr il-Benat. stone in church wall. On a quadrated stone in the south wall

of the church, near the southwest corner. The whole stone measures 95 x 53J/2 cm.;

the part on which the inscription is written is 56 cm. broad.

The letters are from 2
(cf.

* in 1. 3) to 10 cm.
(cf.

A in 1.
1)

high. Squeeze and photograph.

J_a& (?)

Theodore the architect
(?)

Fig. 14.

The inscription is incomplete and in part badly weathered.

The stone was perhaps originally in another place and put

here when the rebuilding connected with the opening of a

west portal took place (cf.
Part II, p. 141) ;

then either the top of the stone was cut

away, or the formerly adjoining stone with the beginning of the inscription was sev-

ered from the rest of it. Most of the letters are fairly well cut and of good period,

but the way in which they are put on makes it seem

very likely that this inscription is no official record.

If my reading and explanation of the last line are

correct, we may assume that the architect put these

words in some corner of the edifice after its comple-

tion without official authorization, or at least without

a special order to do so. But this reasoning is very

doubtful : first, because such a graffito may have been

written at any later time
; secondly, because the equal

form for s and \ (both angular) and the b\ (h, cf. in-

scription 13 in Dar Kita) seem to be not earlier than

the beginning of the sixth century, whereas our church,

according to Mr. Butler, must have been built before 480 a.d.; and, finally, because

we learn from Part III, inscr. 76, that the original church was built, partly at least, by

an architect named Kyrios. What may be said with some probability is that this in-

scription was written before the alteration of the western part of the church.

The reading i.-u& is not quite certain: the h\ is doubtful, and the i might, on account

of its size, perhaps belong to the following word. This abbreviation of nriasortffo

Syriac graffito on church at Kasr il-Benat.
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would be somewhat unusual, but not absolutely without parallel. For or* > *
(e)

is

also found in the Babiska inscription, No. 15, 1. 4, and closely corresponding forms

are: (1) rrffrwio -io.%^, which occurs in Budge's "Book of Governors," I, p. 230, 1. 1 1
;

and (2) a>.vAv
"
Theodosios," the name of a scribe in a Syriac manuscript of the British

Museum, No. DCCCCXC, foil. 32
s

, 33
a

, 55
b

, given by Wright in his Catalogue,

p. 1 164
s

. It is to be noted, however, that in a>:w& the ending -coc was dropped, which

is quite common in Syriac, whereas in i.v& = ©so&opoc, one would have to assume

that -05 was dropped, for which case there are only a few examples.
1 For r£i=s I

read first simply cdn
;
but the * appears as a thin line, both on the squeeze and in the

photograph, and there is a very small space between the top of the 1 and the upper

line of the =.

19

Mektebeh. lintel. On a slab of black basalt now lying on the ground among
the totally destroyed ruins of crude buildings in the eastern part of the village. The

slab is 237 cm. long and 52-53 cm. wide. The radius of the inner circle measures 37

cm.; the uninscribed part, at the left end 23 cm., at the right end 14 cm. In the circle

are traces of a totally effaced cross, and perhaps of knobs in the quadrants. The letters

are in relief, their shape is irregular, and their sizes differ
;

00 in A is 7 cm. high

and 4 cm. wide. Squeeze.

Scale -

Fig- *5-

A.

- a + rdso*T» [a]

i He that dwelleth in the secret place

2 of the Most High. + De-

3 liver me, O Lord, from

4 the evil man I

5 Ya'hub Hakaltuma.

B. - iuo rfa&rt -nam i Let God arise and let be

2 scattered all

3 His enemies /

4 May the Lord God be merci-

5 fitl to me, the builder, Kankab^-'Alema.

"See Noldeke, Syrische Grammatik, 2d ed., p. 85.
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Cast of Syriac inscription from Mektebeh.

Except the last line in B, all letters of this inscription are read with certainty. In

A, 1. 5, I was at first in doubt whether the fourth letter from the end should be read -. or

b\, but I have come to the conclusion that only the latter can be meant, since - has

quite a different form, as may be seen from the first letter in A, 1. 3, and since traces of

the circle in A* are to be found on the squeeze and on the cast made from it. But the

explanation of B, 1. 5, given above is perhaps not a definite one. The first, second, and

fourth words, however, can scarcely be read otherwise, unless I am deceived by unusual

coincidences. The in ..L. looks, it is true, rather like a A, on account of its high

shaft
;
this I take to be careless carving, because it is almost impossible to connect a A

with the word following. For the proper name >iaV which occurs in >iaA ,*» i\»=

(Wright, Catalogue, 706*, 1. 7 from the bottom, 7o8
a

,
1.

1),
is very unusual, whereas the

most natural word at the end of an inscription like this would be kUi->
,
the " builder"

or "architect." If, however, the fourth letter must needs be a A, I would suggest

that it is a dittography. The division of the next words depends on the reading

bannaya. As the last word of the inscription in all likelihood is c£»L*. or rdsal^,

there are four letters left for another word. The following readings are possible :

a x © & Out of the possible combinations, the word ai^ seemed to me the least

a!&= unlikely. Now it would be very tempting to take the preceding r( and connect

100 it with the next two letters to the word asr?, and then to find here an Arabic

name, for we know that Arabs were members of these communities on the border of

the desert quite early. After aar^ one might continue r£n\ .vai, and read here Arabic

words, 'abu nab' al-ma
1

. But this is highly improbable. On the other hand, the name

given above, cdsaL- a&oa,
" star of the world," is a very pretentious one, and I have not

found it anywhere else in Syriac literature
;

in Arabic, however, surnames with similar

meanings, like, e.g., Kaukab ad-Daulah, occur not infrequently.

The name at the end of the first part of the inscription is Ya'kub Hakaltuma. This

would be, in literal translation, "Jacob Garlicfield." The second name might be a

surname, given to its bearer in the beginning as a sort of nickname, and accepted later

on by himself, or the man may have adopted it because he was a garlic-seller. But

it seems more probable that he came" from a place called *<=aab\* rf\nv>. Then we would

expect a j between aan\, and c£=aa&\lxuj
;

this 1 may have been omitted by mistake.
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If Kaukab-'Alema was the "builder," the question will be asked: Who was Ya'kub

Hakaltuma, and what were his relations to this inscription? The stone which bears

the inscription is evidently a lintel, but it is difficult to determine to what kind of a

building it belonged. If it had been originally the lintel of a church portal, Ya'kub

might be a donor whose memory was thus honored. But the fact that the tenor of

the inscription does not point to a church nor to a public building of any sort, and the

other fact that a second inscription was found in the same place with two identical

verses of the Psalter and the name of another man, seem to argue against such a

supposition. However, Mr. Butler tells me that such a large stone can scarcely have

been any other lintel than that of the doorway of a church. If this is the case, then

No. 20, which probably was placed over the entrance of a private house, may in some

way have been an imitation of No. 19, and Bar-hab-be-shabba would be the pro-

prietor of that house. As we have seen above (p. 11), inscriptions containing

just the name of the owner of a house and some pious verse are used in different

countries.

The verses quoted are taken from Psalms xci. 1, cxl. 2, and lxviii. 2; the first of

these three verses,
" He that dwelleth in the secret place of the Most High," is also

contained in a Greek inscription from Ruweha (Wad. No. 2672, Part III, inscr. 267),

which begins T) *a6oi%(bv sv
^OTj&tqf, too 6<Jk<jtoo. But perhaps they do not come

directly from the Psalter. For Dr. Prentice has shown that many of the Greek

inscriptions of Syria are quotations from the liturgy of those regions ;
cf. his

article on "
Fragments of an F2arly Christian Liturgy in Syrian Inscriptions," in

the "Transactions of the American Philological Association," Vol. XXXIII, 1902,

pp. 81 sqq., where under Nos. 17, 18, and 25 the present inscriptions are men-

tioned. The liturgy was, on the whole, probably much better known than the

Bible itself; the latter was accessible to the general public usually only through the

church, and the church transmitted it to the public by way of the liturgy. Lit-

urgies are therefore very important for the criticism of the Bible also (de La-

garde, "Orientalia," Gottingen, 1879, P- 3)-

20

Mektebeh. lintel. On a slab of black basalt, now used as a door-post in a

modern house partly built of mud bricks
;
the house faces south and is situated in the

eastern part of the village. The slab is 151 cm. high and 41-44 cm. wide. The radius

of the inner circle is 31^2 cm. long. The traces of the cross in the circle are much

more distinct than in No. 19; the knobs in the quadrants are preserved. The letters

are in relief; their shape is irregular and their sizes differ: <», in A, is 9 cm. high,

3^-4)4 cm. wide
; . ,

which goes through two lines (B, 11. 3 and 4), is 18 cm. long,

but two . are united here in one. Squeeze and photograph.
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+

l\. — POT) OOVi

B.

— i coieK

cC*

- \t4 yajii +
— i=>b\ic\ r<fcn

— coJa «^oi^

- 3-11s -i ^ Q

Bar-hab-be-shabba.

+

i /A' ///<?/ dwelleth in

2 ///^ secret place of

3 ///<* it/os/

4 High.

i + Ar/ 6W arise

2 <?//</ /(?/ &• scatter-

3 <v/ <v//

4 his ene-

5 ;///>s.

Jamb with Syriac inscription at

Mektebeh.

The contents of this inscription are identical with a part of

inscr. No. 19, except the name Bar-hab-be-shabba. The
latter is well known to be contracted from ce^axa .1* i=>,

"
Sundayson." The names "Sunday" and "Sundayson"

r

are very common in Syriac, as we see, for instance, from

the Index in Wright's Catalogue, pp. 1248 and 1278-79.
The fact that several abbreviations of this name occur, the

shortest of which are aia« and ^airxu, proves that it was

very popular. It originated, of course, as a so-called "birthday-name," like many
others in Semitic and Indo-European languages. How old this custom is with the

Semites was lately shown .by Dr. H. Ranke in his dissertation " Die Personennamen in

den Urkunden der Hammurabidynastie," pp. 36-37.

A few words may be said with regard to the character of the script and to the ap-

proximate date of this inscription and the foregoing. The writing is a not very early

and rather crude Hstrangelo interspersed with a few forms that are more commonly
used in the later Serto or Jacobite script, e.g., the closed forms of en, o, and m. The

letter a has many varieties here
;
these will be seen from a comparison of the forms in

19, A, 1. 2, and B, 1. 5, and in 20, A, 1. 3, and B, 1. 1 ;
an angular form occurs in 19, A,

1. 3 ;
a round one, which is very much like the final mlm of the Serto script, in 19, A, 1.

5, and 20, B, 1. 1. The^ in 19, A, 1. 3, has a somewhat peculiar form, viz., ^, which

we have met before in the Dehes inscription (see above, p. 25), and which reminds us

somewhat of the form used in the trilingual inscription of Zebed.

For epigraphical reasons these inscriptions can scarcely be older than about 500 a.u.

They may be even younger than the "Trilinguis" of Zebed, which is dated 512 A.D.
;

for some of the letters used in Mektebeh are later than those in the Zebed inscription, a

fact which, however, is partly due to the writing in raised characters. But the points

' Cf. also the name hapoafifiac; in the New Testament.
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in which the inscriptions of these two places resemble each other advise us not to

separate them too far in time. Furthermore, we learn from the Greek text which cor-

responds to the following inscription (No. 21) that Syriac writing was practised in

Mektebeh in the year 508/9 a.d. It is therefore likely that these two inscriptions,

Nos. 19 and 20, were carved in the sixth century, perhaps by the same hand, since

the same Bible verses are chosen, and especially because there are striking similarities

in the writing of both.

21

Mektebeh. lintel(?). On a block of basalt, now used in a wall of the entrance to

a group of black-stone houses in the northern part of the village. The entrance is

paved, and the entire complex of buildings appears to be ancient. Length of inscrip-

tion, 82 cm.
; height of letters, 2-4 cm. The letters are carved very shallow, and the

lines are partly not carried out as they ought to be. A Greek inscription on the same

stone is published in Part III, No. 331. Squeeze and photograph.

Fig. 16.

+ O God, [mighty) above all
(?), heip{er) of Bar Bassos. +

The few words of this inscription have required a long time for their deciphering,

and I do not consider even the present reading to be final. The peculiar feature of

this inscription, which in parts looks al-

most like a mere scratching, is the fact

that lines and strokes that belong to-

gether are interrupted or disjointed.

Hence some letters are difficult to rec-

ognize, chiefly in the second and in the

third word. The beginning and the end

of this inscription are certain and were

almost instantly read from the stone.

Of the rest only „ \_ seemed to be legi-

ble for a long time.

In refcnW the he has an unusual form :

it is closed at the right. As this is not

known to me in other Syriac inscrip-

tions or manuscripts, I think the writer

of the present inscription did not mean to close this part of the letter. I see, however,

from Euting's "Tabula Scripturae Aramaicse," that in Pehlevi a similar form occurs.

The first letter after r?cn\r< can be read either *_ or ^, but the former is more probable ;

Wall in entrance to group of houses at Mektebeh.
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for it has a slight curve at the right end, which in *. is not uncommon. After this we

have a very strange character which can scarcely be anything else than a *. The

next letter is almost certain to be a A
;

I have only hesitated whether to connect it

with the preceding or the following word. In the latter case it would be .jj^A, which

can be read __ii(a.)iA, as in inscription 10 in Bakirha, and thus correspond to the fre-

quent twesp Georgia; in the Greek inscriptions. But I prefer to connect it with *, and

furthermore to venture the suggestion that A & *. is an abbreviation or an erroneous

writing of A* A^.,
" above all." Other possibilities would be Aa (*»)»* or Aa(i riAoa)^,

"
All-Creator," or similar phrases. But Aa A*, seems to me the most probable, since

in that case we have to supply only one letter (A),
an omission which might easily be

accounted for, because the next following letter is a A also. The expression
"
mighty

above all
"

probably corresponds to the A CO in the Greek part. In .j**- only the

reading .1 for the second letter needs a short discussion. I admit that the form a for

a .1 is very singular, but it is not absolutely unknown in minuscule Syriac writing; cf,

e.g., the two cases in the Khirbit Hasan inscription, No. 7, 11. 4 and 5. Also the

Kufic dill has sometimes the same shape, and in the present inscription we find a

similar form in the word ia. From this we may infer that here the letters .1 and i, when

connected with a preceding letter, change the direction of their strokes a little, whereas

when isolated they keep their original form, as in «jl_« The resh in i=» is more unusual

still
; yet there is no doubt that it is a i. My reading «ji*- is therefore not entirely

without foundation. The most appropriate translation is
"
help(er) of"

{

iudh

raii), or

perhaps "our helper" (

iadh

mii), and this would be in a certain way the Syriac equiv-

alent of poYjQet, frequently used in Greek inscriptions of this country, and of TPn
"D 1i?D of the Thamudene and Safai'tic inscriptions (cf.

Safai'tic inscrs. 3, 33, 52).

The date is fixed by the Greek part, viz., 820 of the Seleucid era, or 508-9 a.d.

But of the purpose of this inscription little can be said. It probably has the same

object as many other pious invocations in inscriptions on lintels, and on a lintel would

be its proper place.

22-24

3

Fig. 17.
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Zebed. parapet in church. The extensive but almost completely destroyed
or buried town of Zebed contains the ruins of three basilicas. In the middle one,

which was called "the castle" by
Professor Sachau,

1

parts of a para-

pet were excavated by Mr. Butler.

The photograph and the drawing

(Fig. 17) show three panels facing

east, viz., the first, second, and

third from the north end of the par-

apet. South of this section there

is an opening, 2.36 m. wide, which

is sufficient to have accommodated

two more panels and two posts.

South of the opening and in line

with the northern section of the

parapet are two posts with a panel

between them
;
this panel is not in-

scribed. Another inscribed 2

panel

facing SOUth was found directly
Parapet in basilica at Zebed.

west of the southernmost post of the parapet. For a fuller description, see Part 1 1, p. 302.

22

On the second panel from the north end. The panel measures 1 10 x 90 cm. The

letter-space in the horizontal line is 10 cm. high, in the perpendicular lines 13 cm.

wide. Syriac letters 2^-4, Greek let-

ters 4}4-6 cm. high.

PHOTOGRAPHS.

Squeezes and

Fig. 18.

' Reise in Syrien und Mesopotamien, p. 126

c£a><M<Yi^ Av» lis.. rtfAorai rfyr? I

AR[D)A RabTila made the throne.

His memory beforever (?)
blessed !

Mcopavac 3

Moranas [the stone-cutter).

The reading of this inscription meets

with several difficulties, as some words

are wrongly written or extraordinarily

abbreviated. The first three letters are,

2 Part III, inscr. 337.
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according to the squeeze and to several copies and photographs, KW. This must be

read, as it stands, either rfyrt or kW. These letters by themselves give no suitable

sense, and I believe, therefore, that they probably are abbreviations, standing perhaps

for t<jciii*.t»A)if<
"
archdeacon," or rather for (rd=W (reiujo)i (rta)rt,

" the spiritual father,

the father," which is a very common title in Syriac for a monk, an abbot, or any other

church dignitary. Hut even if we suppose that this Rabula was the famous bishop,

the letters rew could scarcely stand for (,«io)«*!i (rdaaxmaa)»<'. If we assume, however,

that -i is carved here by mistake, the addition of a horizontal line at the bottom of the

letter would enable us to read either r^sK'or rdir*. In case the latter was intended, we

would read after rcdaai the word £v*.vi^-, ist pers. sing perf. of .in*-. This form may
have been pronounced with an e in the last syllable, lengthened by the original

accent
; and, in fact, in East-Syriac fr\\n, ist pers. sing, perf., sometimes is written with

a R cbhasa karya in the second syllable. But I do not know of any case where a * is

written to indicate this pronunciation. Therefore, and also because the second part of

this inscription continues in the third person (cmi^oi), I believe that the reading rdA^f

&\*.vi^ rsiAcvai is not very probable. If, then, Rabula is spoken of in the third person,

the first word being rdar^ or an abbreviation, the verb can only be *a*-, and A\* must

be a word by itself. This I take to be the archaic word Av. {yaf'), the nota accusativi,

the same as the Targumic JT, corresponding to the Hebrew and Phenician JIN. It is

true, iu is found, according to Professor Noldeke,
1

only twelve times in the Syriac Old

Testament and once in a Gnostic hymn, which perhaps belongs to the second century

a.d., and it was, as he says, in the fourth century entirely obsolete. But this may apply

only to the Edessene literary Syriac, and Au may very well have continued to be used

in the particular dialect of this region. That the dialect of Zebed differed from that of

Edessa is also shown by the form rih^na = ccAvw.to in the trilingual inscription.
2

One of the other peculiarities of the present inscription is the form rdj»aio-tA>, which is

read with absolute certainty. It does not seem to occur in literary Syriac ;
here wio-i^

or a>cuoiA> does not receive the Syriac article -a, and if it did, we would rather expect

-xLfiojoiA> without the a before a>, as, e.g., in r<Lseoio\ ~i\xoc, <rLso\c& xopos, and in many
other cases.

In the perpendicular line at the left the characters between cmi&o.i and ctfiwiaaV are

uncertain. They may be no real letters, but a combination of ornamental curves, as

Professor Noldeke suggests. If we, however, follow the squeeze and my copies strictly,

they must be read \a. This is no Syriac word. Would it be impossible to assume

an Arabic word in the Syriac dialect of Zebed ? The earliest inscription in the so-

called Kufic alphabet was found in this very place, and we know that very early the

Arabic Bedawin came as far as the northern frontier of the Syrian desert, and occa-

sionally pushed over it. The word \d, then, would correspond to katu. In Arabic it

is like the Trench word jamais, and is commonly used with the perfect tense and a

'

Syrische Grammatik, 2d ed., p. 217, ann. a
Z. D. M. G., Vol. XXXVI, p. 347.
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negative ; dialectically it occurs also in affirmative sentences and with the imperfect
tense (see Fleischer,

" Kleinere Schriften," I, 434-435). But there is no direct proof of

the meaning "forever," which we would have to assign to it here. I offer this expla-
nation of \n with some hesitation

;
it involves an interesting linguistic question.

The writing of this inscription deserves special attention
;
several features of it indi-

cate an earlier date than that of the Syriac inscriptions of the Antiochene, of Mektebeh,
and of the west basilica at Zebed. The forms of » and of & differ here from those

which commonly occur in inscriptions or manuscripts. The letter e» is not yet divided

into two parts ;
the form found here shows the intermediate stage between the Palmyrene

D and the Syriac co, and is derived from the former by closing the left part of the letter.

I know only one other case where the same a> occurs : 1. 2 of Sachau's Edessene in-

scription No. 3, published in Z. D. M. G., Vol. XXXVI, pp. 146 sqq. Moreover, the

forms of =», a and i, », \ A, & are either identical with or very closely related to those

in Sachau 3 and 8. Both of these inscriptions of Sachau's probably date from the second

half of the fourth century a.u.
; for, as far as can be judged from the shape of several

letters, chiefly the 1, they must be older than the year 41 1 a.d. We see thus that the

palaeographic evidence advocates very strongly the dating of this Zebed inscription

from the fourth century a.d.
;

if a i occurred, there would be still less doubt.

It is also of interest that in this inscription the letters commonly stand each by itself

and are not joined with others. Only i in is and the second a in nd-a>cuai& seem to

be connected intentionally with the preceding letter, whereas in J^q and in rC^iaai it

looks as if the joining were only accidental. We know that "2 and 1 in the word "D

are very early joined in Nabataean script, and the ligature ai reminds us at once of cu

in the Syriac inscriptions No. 1, 1. 2; 7, 1. 4 ;
and 15, 1. 1. Now it is possible that

in this country in the fourth century the old way of writing Syriac without connecting

those letters which in the manuscripts are connected was still in vogue as an archaism,

especially in inscriptions. The fact that the Edessa inscriptions of the fourth century

are executed in the same way points to this conclusion
;
but we must not forget that

in Sachau's Syriac inscription No. 2, probably of the early third century, the letters

are joined as in the manuscripts. At any rate, it is not certain here that the letters

are written separately in order to imitate Greek writing, whereas in some Syriac in-

scriptions of the Antiochene the latter must be the case.

The Greek word which forms the perpendicular line at the right of this inscription

needs a short discussion. The second letter is somewhat doubtful. I took it at first

to be an incomplete E lying on its back. This, however, is very unlikely, since the

Greek letters in these inscriptions are turned in the other direction, if they are turned

at all, e.g., rt in No. 23, m here and in No. 24, *e in No. 23, > in Nos. 23 and 24,

etc. It cannot be anything else but an omega, and in that case the word in question

is Ma>pava<;. I believe that this is a mistake for Mapmvas (r^ja-bo),
and furthermore that

this is the name of the stone-cutter, who was perhaps closely related to Mapcova?
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Xc6ot6(xoc in another Zebed inscription (see below, p. 52). It is known that in the later

West-Syriac the a was pronounced as a very open sound (a), just as a has become 3

in Hebrew, and as even in modern times the Arabic a is pronounced a in some of

the mountains of Northern Syria; I heard, e.g., ana, "I," abadahn, "never," etc., in

the Djebel il-A'la and Djebel Barisha. It is possible that the confusion of the a and the

sound led the people who spoke Syriac to make mistakes in the use of a, 0, and <o. A
confusion of a and is found, for instance, in Sachau's Kdessene inscription No. 9

(Z. I). M. G., Vol. XXXYI, p. 166), where we read a&sX<pa<; instead of aos/.'for, toota {iv»j{ua

instead of roOro jxv/)[i£tov, and the like
;
this had been already observed, before I came to

the same conclusion, by M. Clermont-Ganneau, who has treated of this inscription more

fully in his
"
Recueil," III, pp. 246-248. In this connection Tzaza^uo for xo~7.|jl(o in the

Greek inscription of il-Hifneh, published below in the introduction to the Safai'tic

inscriptions, may also be mentioned. But since, on the other hand, the Zebed inscriptions

belong to a comparatively old period and render the Syriac vowels very accurately in

their transliteration, as is shown especially in the difference between © and a in Pa(3ooXa,

inscr. No. 23, and Zao>p8a, inscr. No. 24, and also in Sooypavav, No. 23, I do not believe

that in our case the misspelling is due to a linguistic cause, but I think that Mo>pavac for

Mapa>va<; is just an unintentional mistake on the part of the writer.

About the purpose of the inscription there can be no doubt
;

it is the record of the

erection of a throne by Rabula. The literal translation is "made the throne," but

that, of course, does not necessarily mean that he made it himself. In this case,

where undoubtedly the acknowledgment of a gift is intended, it means "he caused

the throne to be in its place." The word a>cucviA\ in Syriac is sometimes metaphori-

cally used for the "altar," as the throne of God, but usually it denotes the throne or

seat which was placed in the midst of the apse behind the altar. It is also called

r^a&afiD&rCi oocviai^ (cf.
6 zoo STtiaxoTToo 6povo^,

"
Apost. Constit," II, 57), or a>CUCvi£>

ptffocuE*xo:i, or lastly, as, e.g., in "Vita Rabulae," ed. Overbeck, p. 172, 11. 10-1 1, a>aiaiA>

K&cucnvi. This throne in the apse must be referred to here, not necessarily a chair

which stood before or behind the parapet at this point. It must be said, however, that

the word rd-a>cuoiA> might be plural in Syriac, in spite of the fact that the literary plural

is aioi&; then "thrones" would include the cathedra and the subsellia
(Of-ovoi SsbzzyA).

But it seems to me more plausible to take rdxecua-i^ here in the singular. Probably
because there was no room for an inscription on the throne itself, and because the

letters could not be seen very well at that distance, this slab in the parapet was chosen.

Another reason may have been the desire to put inscriptions 22 and 23 side

by side.

The name Rabula reminds us, of course, at once of the famous Bishop Rabula of

Edessa, who held this see from 412 to 435 a.d. It is not impossible that he is the very

man mentioned here in Zebed, but there is no direct proof for this hypothesis. We
may, however, recall here the following events in Bishop Rabula s life.
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According to the " Life of Rabula," rsiAcirsi ,T».t .cnauj-i,
1 he was born in Kennesh-

rin (Chalcis) ;
he was thus a native of the district to which Zebed belonged, viz., the

Chalcidene. His father was a pagan priest, his mother a Christian. After Rabula had

been converted to Christianity and baptized by Eusebius, bishop of Kenneshrin, and

Acacius, bishop of Aleppo, he gave away all his property. We read on
p. 165, 11. 24

sqq. : .r<da.iix*A oui& rtfnen p^lin.-i cnsartfooo V^,, cnaoo.i .cnl=>\o cni Av.r<i -n.r^ili. »i\ A\r^

:cniu3.i\ *,bvnh\rt ,ctrior^i rf* \ wrha r«ir..TnX ak!i rdro.i^. "And he went and sold every-

thing that he owned and had bought: gold and silver and all that he possessed, he

distributed to the needy, so that his liberality extended even to the holy and poor

people of Edessa." He went to Jerusalem and the Jordan, and retired then into the

desert of Kenneshrin to lead an ascetic life in a convent. Here he must have been

at least twenty-four years, according to p. 183, 11. 20 sqq., and from here he was

called to be bishop of Edessa in the year 412. This place in the desert had grown
so dear to him that while he was bishop he went there each year for forty days

(p. 186, 11. 1 sqq.). He died in the year 435.

If thus at the time of the distribution of his goods, about the year 385, his gifts went

as far as Edessa, it is not at all impossible that some of them came to Zebed also.

Zebed lies at the border of the Syrian desert, and Rabula probably knew the place

even before he became a monk himself. Perhaps he had met some of the monks of

the convent which was probably connected with this basilica in Zebed, according to Mr.

Butler's investigations, or this may have been the very place where he went into

retirement.

Now we must take into consideration here two Greek inscriptions which refer to

persons that may in some way be connected with the document under discussion :

first, the inscription on the panel directly south of the present one
;

its horizontal line

reads : PaffooXa Baooaw(c ?) Sspytc . . .
; secondly, a dated Greek inscription on a tomb in

the western part of Zebed, published by Dr. Prentice :

2

Hh EdXoy/jxbc 6 8s6^ abv Xpta-nj) afrcoo. irooc yjjx/' BavdCxoo 1'.

<DtXoxa)ia Bdoooo ^ata sx xwv xou Bsou. Mv/jaQ-ft Mapcovac h.Hozipoz-

The date 648 is undoubtedly given in the Seleucid era, and thus corresponds to 337 a.d.

We must then count with the following facts: (1) Next to the Syriac inscription of

Rabula, there is one in Greek, beginning with PafSooXa and undoubtedly referring to the

same person. This Rabula stood, howsoever the word Baoa<ovi(c) may be explained,

in some connection with a person Bassos or Bass5n or Bassonis. (2) A man by the

name of Bassos is mentioned in connection with religious work at Zebed in the year

337 a.d. (3) In 337 a.d. there was a stone-cutter in Zebed named Marona. If

Bassos was the same man as Bassonis, which a priori is *not impossible (see below,

'

Overbeck, S. Ephraemi Syri, etc., Opera Selecta, Oxonii, 1865, pp. 159-209.
* Part III, inscr. 336.
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pp. 53-54), and if Marona of the tomb inscription is the same as Mcapavac of the parapet,

Rabula can scarcely be the bishop, but must have been some other prominent or

wealthy man who was interested in the public buildings of Zebed. But, as a matter

of fact, we do not know anything of these persons, and it would be a fruitless

undertaking to theorize much about them. Only one other possibility deserves men-

tion : if the Rabula of our inscriptions was the bishop, we may learn from No. 23 the

name of his father, which is not preserved in the literature
;
and in that case Mopavoc,

the stone-cutter, may have been the grandson of Mapcbva; )dbozo\xoz, in whose family the

same handicraft may have been followed for several generations.

Although, for the lack of certain evidence, a definite answer to all these questions

cannot be given as yet, these inscriptions furnish some interesting material for the

study of the church history of Syria in the fourth century.

23

On the third panel from the north end, directly south of that bearing No. 22 (see

Fig. 17). Panel 103 x 88 cm. Letter-space in the horizontal line 10^2 cm. high,

in the perpendicular line u}4 cm. wide. Letters 3-5 cm. high. Squeezes and

PHOTOGRAPH.

1 Paj3ouXa Baooam(c?). EepYi?, 1 Rabula {the son of?) Bassonis
(?).

O Sergius,

2 pspe(x) Souypavav 2 bless our memory !

The letters of this inscription are distinct and certain, but the explanation is doubtful

in several respects. The first word, 'Pa[5o6Xa, may be the genitive of
r

Pa[3o6Xac. The

Greek forms of Syriac words in -a usually end in -az (or -r^) ; and, moreover, an

inscribed panel facing south begins with a genitive 2u|j.so>vo'j 'Avtuo/oo. But we cannot

be perfectly sure of what the writer intended here, since this inscription is more Syriac

in spirit than Greek
; perhaps he simply transliterated the Syriac rdAaai into Greek, as

he did in the case of Sepyic and ZacopSa, and thus intended the nominative, or did not

think of the grammatical case at all. The way in which the Syriac name is trans-

literated is very interesting from a linguistic standpoint. We have seen above that

the original u sound (o)
is carefully rendered by ou. Of equal interest is the fact that

here, as well as in oatiaoOa (see p. 55), the double consonant— originally Rabbula and

shammashta— is not expressed. We know that double consonants disappeared in

West- Syriac at quite an early date, whereas they were kept in East-Syriac.
1

It is

furthermore known that the double consonants are still written in Palmyrene inscrip-

tions: e.g., Zaj3pctfoc Wad. 26ii= ,,2T Vog. 29 (third century), Sscpcpspa Wad. 2594 =

'See Noldeke, Syrische Grammatik, 2d ed., p. 13, §21.
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tt"l£*J Vog. 1 1 (second century) ;
and the same is true in an Edessene inscription of

the second century: 'Ajiaoodjwqs = jcsojcmk' (Z. D. M. G., Vol. XXXVI, p. 145). In

a late Greek inscription from Edessa, however, we find Mortia, which corresponds to the

Palmyrene MaQfla (see Sachau 9, Z. D. M. G., Vol. XXXVI, pp. 166-167). The

Greco-Syriac inscriptions of Zebed, which probably date from the second half of the

fourth century, are thus a very early record of the shortening of double consonants

in West-Syriac.

The next word, Baooam(c), is the most puzzling one in this inscription. It is not

absolutely certain whether the letters vt(c) really belong to this word
;
but v and t

cannot be a part of the following word, which is Sspyic. There are thus only two

possibilities: either (1)
vi is some unknown abbreviation, or (2) it does form the

ending of the second word of the inscription. If the former be the case, one would

have to make Baaaw a separate word. That this should be a Greek genitive, standing

for Bdaaoo, is impossible here, since <o and go are kept clearly distinct from one another;

and a dative Bda3<t> is very unlikely, because it would result in too strange a construc-

tion. In all likelihood, therefore, we must connect vi with the preceding word.

Now we know from the lists of the Nicaean fathers that there was among them a

bishop of Gabula 1

by the name of Bassones, or Bassonis. These two forms occur in

the Latin lists
;
the Greek has Baoaamjc, the Syriac aumurcia (" Index Ccenobii Nitri-

ensis ") and oocuofiord^
(list of Ebediesu Sobensis).

2 The fact that such a name was

known in this region in the fourth century points to a reading Baootovtc in our case.

Then the final c would have been omitted by the writer, who was misled by the initial

2 of Sepftc, and the inscription would read Pa(3ouki Baaaamc, i.e., two names, probably of

father and son, one after the other without regard to case. We notice at once that this

looks very much like a Semitic construction
;

for in Phenician, Nabataean, especially

in Palmyrene inscriptions, and even in modern Arabic, the word " son
"

is often left out

between the names of father and son. 3 And the second part of the present document

being purely Syriac, a Semitic conception of its beginning becomes very plausible. Of

course one might object to this on the ground that Rabula and Bassonis may be coordi-

nate
;
but to my mind the former explanation is the more natural. As regards the form

of the second name, it seems to me that probably both Basson and Bassonis are Syriac

diminutives or hypocoristics of Bdaao;. For the abbreviated form qq=j for ooeuaa=> is not

unfrequent, and ^oua would be its regular diminutive. This would not prevent us eo

ipso from identifying Bassonis with the Bassos of the Greek inscription on the tomb (see

'This place is called to-day Djebbul, and is situated a few Sprachen, IV, Abt. II, p. 137, ami. 2. Thus my Druse

hours to the northwest of Zebed. servant from the Lebanon was called Muhammed Mustafa, i.e.,

* For the other variants see Patrum Nicaenorum Nomina, Muhammed ibn Mustafa; the word ibn is omitted, and the first

edideruntGelzer,Hilgenfeld,Cuntz,Lipsia3,MDCCCXC VIII, name is virtually put in the status constructus. Also in Cop-

p. 218, s.v. tic we find, e.g., i/iarj/ -mapa-nX,
" Psate son of Pisrael";

3 Cf. Lidzbarski, Nordsem. Epigr., p. 135 ; id., Die neuara- see Krall,in Wiener Zeitschr. i. d. Kunde des Morgenlandes,
miiischen Handschriften der Kgl. Bibl. zu Berlin, II, Weimar, Vol. XVI, p. 262.

1896, p. 273; Meissner, Mittheil. d. Sem. fur oriental.

s
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above, p. 51), as it is known that with the Semites, as well as in Western countries, the

same person is sometimes in different places mentioned once with the regular form of

his name and another time with the hypocoristic, or, as we might say, the "
pet

name" used in his family.
1

-epY^ is doubtless here a literal re-rendering of a»*\ja>, not a Greek form EspY'C

for Isf/fto;. It stands virtually in the vocative, and, being considered a Syriac word,

it has no declension.

The last two words are simply a transliteration of Syriac words. Although we

know a number of Syriac proper names in Greek letters, it seldom occurs that com-

mon nouns and verbs are transliterated into Greek. Of course we are at once

reminded of Aramaic passages in the New Testament, like paxd, Matt. v. 22
; y/si

r
t
kd Xs{ia ao$a-/9avei, Matt, xxvii. 46; Boavqpys;, Mark iii. 17; vahBk xoOpt, Mark v. 41 ;

E'ffaOd, Mark vii. 34, etc. The words here are (3eps booyjpavav. The latter is recog-

nized instantly as dufrranan, ^o.i,
" our memory." Since the last words in the

Syriac inscription next to this are r^&vvia^A . . comas, we naturally expect to find in

fteps a word corresponding to re^ioa. I believe therefore that a / is simply omitted

and that the word intended is ^sp^X- This can scarcely be anything else but imperative

pael : bar{r)ek
h

. The second radical is here of course not written as a double con-

sonant. But the rendering of a by s is noteworthy. The transition from a to a to e is

known, as in a great many other languages, so in Hebrew, Arabic, Ethiopic, and espe-

cially in Syriac (cf. Noldeke,
"
Syr. Gramm.," 2d ed., p. 31, §45)- Then ftepe(x) may be a

popular way of pronouncing the literary bar[r)ek
h

,
or perhaps a dialectical form like

those which are pointed out above (see p. 48). The second word, Souypavav, is interest-

ing on account of the a in the second syllable. It is safe to conclude from this that

the a had not yet changed in the direction of o.

In these Greco-Syriac words St. Sergius is invoked either by a single person, to

bless his own or his and others' memory, or by a community as a prayer for them-

selves. This question cannot be decided alone from the tenor of the inscription ;
for

the suffix -an,
"
our," might include any one of those possibilities. The correspond-

ing words in the Syriac inscription, however, cmi^o.i, "his memory," etc., imply that

the prayer must have been mainly in behalf of Rabiila himself. Perhaps "our

memory
"

refers to Rabula and Bassdnis, but for the lack of conclusive evidence

the question must be left open.

The same must be said of the purpose of the inscription. It is possible that it was

placed here simply as a counterpart of the Syriac on the next panel, without a special

purpose of its own. In that case the two panels merely supplement each other and

were intended to be read together. But there are several other possibilities ;
these

will be stated below in connection with a discussion of two other inscriptions.

1
Cf. Gimillum and Gimil-Marduk, in Ranke, Die Personennamen in den Urkunden der Hammurabidynastie, p. 38,

and the Greek examples in Fick und Bechtel, Die griechischen Personennamen, Gottingen, 1894, p. 35.
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24

On the first panel from the north end, directly north of the one bearing No. 22 (see

Fig. 17). Panel 84 cm. wide, 90 cm. high. Letter-space in the horizontal line 14

cm. high. Length of the horizontal part of the inscription 60 cm., height of the per-

pendicular part 25 cm. Letters z
xAS lA cm - m gh- Squeeze and photograph.

ZacopQa aajjiaaQa Za'ortd the deaconess

The importance of this inscription lies again in the fact of its being a transliteration

from the Syriac at quite an early date. There is very little doubt in my mind but

that it is contemporaneous with the inscriptions of Rabula; the main evidence for

this is the character of the script : several characteristic letters are absolutely alike in

these inscriptions. The fact that this panel stands next to those of Rabula carries of

itself but little weight, for a priori the inscription might have been put on later.

The form Zacop6a is a careful rendering of the Syriac word. It is interesting to

find an a here in the first syllable, where the literary Syriac form shows only a shivd

vowel. The a seems to have been still pronounced in Zebed at that time. It is

well known that in the same way the Septuagint in many cases still gives a vowel

where in the Masoretic transliteration it has been reduced, e.g., SaX(D{i(ov, tiO/p.
1 In

ZatopQa, however, the following ^ may have helped to keep the a sound. And for

the masculine form of this name we find the transliteration Zo<opae in Greek 2 and

Zoaras in Latin. Of the accurate representation of o by (0, the shortening of double

consonants, and the rendering of a by a (oajxaaQa
= sham{m)dshtd), I have spoken

above in connection with the name PafJocAa, p. 52, and the word Booxpavav, p. 54.

It seems to me that here the question of the grammatical case of ZacopOa and

sa|iaa8a scarcely can be raised. Of course in a true Greek inscription we would

generally expect the case to be considered in some way ;
but even there Semitic

names are sometimes written without any Greek ending and without being declined.

Here it seems that we have a literal rendering of two Syriac word-forms. If the

script had been Syriac, the first word would perhaps have been preceded by a A.

For a discussion of this and the preceding inscription we must consider another

Greek inscription, which was found on a panel facing south, and which is more fully

commented upon by Dr. Prentice in Part III, inscr. 337. It reads Soiascovou 'AviKtr/ou/

MTKE/ 1'spyis. This is again a very brief document, giving only the name of a person

and of his father, and probably an invocation of Christ and of Sergius. The follow-

ing are, to my mind, the possible explanations that present themselves in an attempt

to establish the origin and the meaning of all these inscriptions.

(1) If the suggestion made above on p. 54, as to the relation between the Syriac

' Cf. de Lagarde, Ubersicht iiber die im Aramaischen, Arabischen und Hebraischen ubliche Bildung der Nomina,

pp. 53 and 96. "See Fraenkel, in Journal Asiatique, 1901, I, p. 192.
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and the Greek Rabula inscriptions, be correct, it would be natural to suppose also that

the Greek inscriptions referring to Za'orta and Symeones had counterparts in Syriac.

The panel adjoining the one with the Za'orta inscription was not found,
1 nor that

which was next to the panel of Symeones in the south rail : these missing panels

may have contained more detailed inscriptions in Syriac. We would then have

three pairs of inscriptions; in each case the Syriac part would have mentioned the

gift, as it is actually done in inscr. 22, and the Greek part would have been written

with the intention that it should be interpreted and rendered complete by the Syriac.

(2) If these inscriptions did not exist in pairs, the three inscriptions in Greek letters

must have had a significance different from that of the Syriac inscription of Rabula.

Doubtless the purpose of all three was the same. This purpose may have been :

(a) Rabula, Symeones, and Za'orta made gifts to the church which were not men-

tioned in detail, and in recognition of which their names were inscribed on the respec-

tive panels. These gifts may have been the panels and parts of the church structure

near them.

(6) The three persons mentioned here may have had their tombs in the church at

these places. This, however, is very unlikely, for the following reasons. It is proved

that, with a few certain exceptions, the Romans forbade burying within city walls, and

that therefore no tomb in a church is known before the time of Constantine. 2 And

throughout the following centuries, until nearly 1000 a.d., tombs in churches are

extremely rare
; again and again they were forbidden by ecclesiastical as well as civil

authorities. This, of course, does not apply to memorial chapels. Furthermore, as

Mr. Butler tells me, no traces of tombs were found in any of the town churches

visited by our expedition.

(c)
Another slight possibility is that these persons had their seats in front or behind

the panels on which their names are written. This seems to me the least probable of

all, because one of these persons was a woman.

Sergius was a very popular saint in all Syria, and, as is well known, became even

more so in Armenia. The place of his martyrdom, ar-Rusafah or Sergiopolis, is very

near Zebed, and the latter seems to have become another center of his cult. From

the fact that his name occurs twice in these brief inscriptions we may infer that this

church was dedicated to him. This was certainly the case with the west basilica, on

whose lintel the trilingual inscription was carved
;
for the Greek part of the latter

begins, "Etooc Y%(0 l
JLT

j(
v^0 foirfoo §/.' !6e{ieXt66c x<b [JLapxuptov toO dyto'j SspYtou.

As the martyrdom of Sergius took place about 300 a.d., the middle basilica in

Zebed seems to be one of the earliest places of his cult.

' There is no socket in the northernmost post, and the post between the columns, and would face the north and begin a

itself is placed so near the columns of the north aisle that there section of the parapet extending toward the west,

is no room for another panel on this end (see Part II, Fig. °See Smith and Cheetham, Dictionary of Christian Anti-

109). The next panel at this point would, therefore, come quities, London, 1880, pp. 1972-73.



CHAPTER II

PALMYRENE INSCRIPTIONS

THE inscriptions of this chapter were copied on May 4 and 5, 1900, while the

expedition was stopping at Palmyra on the way from Northern Syria to the Hau-

ran. Unfortunately, for lack of time, I did not take photographs or squeezes of

these inscriptions. On the whole, this may not be a very serious loss
; nevertheless,

in a few cases a photograph or a squeeze would have been of service to me during

my work, the results of which are published in the following pages.

The inscriptions 1-4, of which only 1 and 2 are new, were found in the temenos

of the great temple. Their dates have thrown new light on the history of this

magnificent edifice. Nos. 5, 6, and 14 give interesting particulars about the religion

of the people in Palmyra. No. 10, a very short and uninteresting inscription in itself,

is written on a tombstone
;

this seems to be the first one found in Palmyra itself.

Besides this new historical and archaeological material, the Palmyrene inscriptions

published here furnish several new words, which are discussed from a linguistic point

of view.

1-4

inscriptions of the temple of bel, 10-70 a.d. The temple of Bel, or, as it

is generally called, the "Temple of the Sun," consists of a large peristyle court, in

the midst of which stands the temple proper. This temple was surrounded by
a peristyle of very high columns of the Corinthian order, which were fluted and had

no brackets. The columns of the peristyle court were of the same order, but lower

and not grooved. On the north, east, and south sides the portico was double, i.e.,

consisted of two rows of columns
;
on the west side it was single. The columns on

the west side and those of the front row on the other three sides were provided

with brackets at about two thirds of their height. Further information is to be found

in Wood's work "The Ruins of Palmyra and Balbec," London, 1827, tabulae III

sqq., and in Part II of the present publications, pp. 50 and 51.

The temple and certain other buildings in Palmyra were partly excavated and

studied in detail by the German expedition under Professor Puchstein, in the year

57
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1902; cf. "Jahrbuch des Kaiserlich Deutschen Archaologischen Instituts," Vol. XVII,

1902, p. 105.

Inscriptions Nos. 1 and 2, being ineditce, may be discussed first. They are on the

faces of the brackets of two columns near the north end of the east portico of the

temenos; here three columns are standing, built into the walls of a modern house,

the roof of which is three feet below the brackets of the columns.

The column on the bracket of which this inscription is carved is farthest north.

Length of inscription 51 cm., height 17 cm.

[WpN H N103 ^3[*]]D n ^13131 2

340 rup rn&'b MU3 rb 3>m KvfK\hy»i w^\ b1*$$

Scale— 1 : 5.

1 This is theportrait of
'

0[gai ]
-

/«, [son of] Taimai, son

2 of Zabdibol, of the family of
Flg ' I9 '

Kotnara, which was set up

3 /# ////;/ by his sons, to his honor, {in) the year 340 (= 28-29 a.d.).

The reading of this inscription is practically certain. Of the first name there are

traces enough to show that it can be only lT3y. In 1. 2, however, it may be doubtful

whether we should read "03D or ^3
jD,

and whether D'pN was written originally or

"ICpN. It seems as if "03D would be a little more probable than "U3
]D,

because in my
copy there is no trace of a

|,
the lower part of which would have been visible, as the

break indicated extends very little below the line. But although the contracted form

^3D might easily occur in an inscription as early as this, I admit that ^3
f|JD is pos-

sible here. In the second of the two alternatives, viz., D'pN or lETpN, the reading

niCPpN seems more probable, because in the next inscription, 1. 3, the 1 of this word
is certain. It is true that the 1 of the 3d pers. masc. plur. is sometimes written and

sometimes omitted in Palmyrene inscriptions even as early as the second half of the

first and the first half of the second century a.d., as is proved by the following plural

forms: 13J7, which occurs in Vog. 34, dated 79 a.d., and D'pK and pho, given in

Euting 103, dating from the year 142 a.d. But so far as I am aware, there is no

instance of such a form at so early a date as 28-29 AD - My coPy does not show any
trace of a 1 either at the end of 1. 2 or at the beginning of 1. 3 ;

but I have not taken

enough measurements to afford absolute certainty. Finally, the number of letters in

the three lines must be taken into consideration : 1. 1 contains 22, 1. 3 only 21 letters,

while 1. 2 has 22 letters which are certain, so that the adding of the two letters in

question, []]
and 111, would perhaps make the total number a little too high for this
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inscription. But if, in fact, D^pN was written, this word is the earliest known instance

of the suppression of the ending of the 3d pers. masc. plur. in Aramaic.

The name "'DTI in 1. 1 is rather a hypocoristic (Baqxaioc) than, according to M.

Clermont-Ganneau's theory, a genitive.

The family of the name N~1C0
(<f>oMj Xo(iapiJjva>v)

is known from another first-century

inscription, only seven years older than the one under discussion, viz., Euting 102,

1. 2
;

it is very likely, therefore, that it is the same in both cases. In Palmyrene it is

always spelled without a 1 in the first syllable, whereas in the Targums it is written

fcOOO and in Syriac k^ov Consequently &T1QD in "
Sitzungsberichte d. Berl.

Akad. d. Wissenschaften," Jahrgang 1887, p. 412, 1. 10, is a misprint. In the Pal-

myrene inscription No. 5, 1. 3, JODD may be the name of a person, as "IDD is in the

inscription Mordtmann 13, 1. 3.
1

The salient point in this inscription is that here, on a column of the great temenos,

was found the date 340 Sel. or 28-29 a.d. The bearing of this fact on the history of

the temple of Palmyra must be considered in connection with No. 2 and with a few

other inscriptions found heretofore within the temenos.

2

The column on the bracket in which this inscription is carved is the second to the

south from No. 1. The inscription

is in Greek and Palmyrene, the

former on the upper, the latter on

the lower part of the bracket (see

Part III, No. 352). Length of the

Palmyrene inscription 50 cm., height

8-1 1 cm. Height of letters i
l/2 cm.

6]*rss roi fy® nil iirpo n nr\ NDi>r»] i

• • [tn ">» p n lEron rnpno "h wi ti\ 2

fr-o puo] p )nbD irnDin bis nb lonp* "Hi 3

[njffJ )wnbx rob nip m 4

[382] 5

1 This is the portrait of Mokimu, the son of'Ogaitft, sou of PJiasaiel,

2 son of Taimai, who is called Hokkaishu, of thefamily ofZ (?)
. . .,

3 which was set up to him by the community (?) of all the Palmyrenes

[at their own expense, because ?]

4 he offered (?)
to the house of their gods [in the year]

5 [382].

The letters supplied in 11. 1-3 are to my mind certain. But unfortunately the

J. H. Mordtmann, in Z. D. M. G., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 587.
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name of the family at the end of 1. 2 can only be guessed (see below, p. 61), on

account of the incompleteness of the Greek text. For the same reason the extensive

lacunae in 11. 4 and 5 can, in all probability, never be filled out.

In 1. 1, ^&T!»S corresponds to (DaoijeXiqc in Wad. 1928 and $aaaicXi] (gen.) in

Wad. 2445. The same Palmyrene name occurs in Euting's
"
Epigraphische Miscel-

len," No. 13 ;
he reads Pes?M and translates "der Befreite Gottes," from NyS, Syriac

pC-a, Arabic /asset, "to make free." A shorter form of the same stem is "^C (see

Clermont-Ganneau,
"
Recueil," III, p. 245).

In 1. 2 the name lE^DH is of interest. The corresponding form in Greek is

preserved and reads O/yaiaoo, of which the first two letters are not absolutely certain.

That would correspond to an Arabic form Hokkaishu. The form fu"ail is very

rare in Arabic
;
two examples, viz., durmit'"1 and zummail"" are quoted by Pro-

fessor Barth in his "
Nominalbildung," p. 315. He thinks that these forms have not

the same origin as the ancient diminutive (orm/u'ai/. However, in a proper name

like this, one naturally thinks of some sort of a hypocoristic. I venture to sug-

gest that if Hokkaishu is really intended— and I believe it is— we have here a

hybrid form, so to speak, a combination of fu'ail and fa
ll

ul; or, we might rather say,

in the diminutive iorxnfu'ail the middle consonant was doubled, after the analogy of

the other diminutive form fa"u/, which is very common in Semitic nomenclature.

As to the significance of the root hakasha, there is the gloss radjul"" hakish""

'akishun = multawf* 'a/a khasmihi, given by Freytag in his Dictionary, s.v. hakasha,

and reprinted literally in the Muhlt al-Muhit, s.v.

The word 72J in 1. 3 is new in Palmyrene. The meaning which must be

assigned to it here can scarcely be doubtful : the ?2J of all Palmyrenes, which set

up a statue in honor of a prominent citizen, must be the "
people

"
or "

community
"

or an association of some kind. It is not impossible that here we have the Semitic

equivalent of the word DD1, 8tj[A0C. In that case it should rather be connected with

the corresponding Arabic root than with the Hebrew TQJ,
"
district." Several deriva-

tives of the former mean " a (great) company of men," or even "
nation, people

"
(see

Lane, s.v. djibill"").

The beginning of 1. 4 is difficult to restore. The letters Tl before the word f"Q

are certain. I tried to read ;2 as Bel, but that would complicate the grammatical

construction too much. In all probability the missing word is some verb for " to

give
"
or " to present," since from the Greek part we learn at least enough to be sure

that inscription and portrait were made in recognition of gifts
1
to the gods or to the

temple. We might read, therefore, Dip, as in Euting 4, where it is used of the

giving of columns, architraves, and the roof of a portico. But it seems almost as

though the remaining stroke of the first letter in this line were too small for the

upper part of
p. Furthermore, since four letters are missing in 1. 3, we should

1 This is proved by the word 6i86vra.
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expect the same number here. This number, however, cannot be obtained if the

missing verb is to be derived from the root 21p ;
for

21[pNI is almost impossible

here, because in both Aramaic and Arabic only the pa"el occurs, with the meaning
"to present, to offer," and because Hebrew influence

(cf. y"\y)T\)
can hardly be

assumed in this case.

Then follow the words pn\"6N T\lb, "to the house of their gods," which are very

interesting on account of the plural form of the second substantive. For we learn

from this expression that the temple, i.e., the peristyle court, was not restricted to the

worship of Bel alone.

The few traces left of 1. 5 seem to be the upper parts of three figures for 20. In

order to establish the date we must therefore turn to the corresponding Greek inscrip-

tion, where we find B fl 1 = 382. The T being certain, we have sufficient evidence that

the inscription must be dated within the first century a.d. And if we restore 382 in

the Palmyrene part, it must be understood that neither the tens nor the units are

absolutely certain. But this date (=70/71 a.d.) would agree very well with the fol-

lowing. It is not only possible but also probable that both persons whose portraits

stood here near each other belonged to the same family. The names 'Ogailii and

Taimai occur in the genealogies of both inscriptions. Of these persons the two

'Ogailus must be distinguished, because they have not the same father. Supposing,

however, that in both cases Taimai refers to the same person,
— which, although it

cannot be proved, would be very natural,—we would have the following genealogy :

Zabdibol

.1

Taimai

'Ogailu (28/29 AD -)
Phasai'el

I.
'Ogailii

Moklmu (70/71 a.d.)

In that case the name of the family would be Komara in the second inscription also.

The traces at the end of the second line would not agree very well with this reading;

but since the inscription is quite badly weathered, it is possible that there is some

mistake here in my copy.

From these inscriptions we gain historical evidence with regard to the history of the

great temple. Of the other inscriptions found on columns of the temenos, we must

here take account of the one published by Euting in his "
Epigraphische Miscellen,"

No. 102
;
whereas de Vog. 1 and 2, as well as Eut. 103, belonging to the second

century a.d., may be left aside. The three inscriptions, Eut. 102 and the two under

discussion, are on brackets of columns of the temenos portico. For, although Pro-

fessor Euting fails to describe accurately the place of the column on which he found
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his inscription, it must have been in the portico of the tcmenos, not in the peristyle of

the temple itself, because there were no brackets on the columns of the latter. As

Eut. 102 is dated November 333 Sel., we have the dates 21, 28/29, an(^ 70/71 A.D. on

the portico, of the temenos.

But we may go still a little farther back in the history of the temple. Two very old

inscriptions were found in the interior of the temenos by Prince Abamelek Lazarew,

Squeeze of Greek and Palmyrene inscriptions (after Prince

Abamelek Lazarew).

at the same time when he

discovered the famous

Palmyrene Tariff; they

were published by Mar-

quis de Vogue in the

"
Journal Asiatique," VIII,

tome I, pp. 242-244. A repro-

duction of Prince Abamelek's squeeze was published in his Russian work on Pal-

myra and in a reprint of M. de Vogue's paper. Since I had no access to either book,

Dr. Lidzbarski was kind enough to lend me his copy of the plate containing these

two inscriptions, and from this the accompanying photograph

has been reproduced.

While the expedition was at Palmyra, I found this monu-

ment in the following condition. In the courtyard of a native

house adjoining the one on the roof of which I copied Nos. 1

and 2, on a dung-heap, there was a block of stone said to be

inscribed. The upper side of the stone was rough, and looked

as if it had been hewn from a thicker block. Near the middle

of the stone there was a hole cut through; it may have been

used as a millstone. When the stone was turned over, I found

that the under side was smooth and contained two bilingualScale — 1 : 20. -

Fig- 2i-
inscriptions. The whole face of the stone, however, was so

Diagram showing the position , . , , ,. , . . .
,

. . ....
of Paim. inscrs. 3 and 4 . covered with dirt and slime, which had settled particularly in
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the letters, and the letters themselves were so badly weathered, that very little could

be read. Since Prince Abamelek's squeeze shows more and clearer letters than my
copy, I believe that the inscription was in a better condition when he saw it; but

the letters in the squeeze were blackened in order that they might be clearer in the

reproduction. My drawings were made from my copies and measurements as far as

the Palmyrene parts are concerned ; the Greek was reproduced from Prince Abam-
elek's squeeze. In the transliteration I have made use of M. de Vogue's publication.

The stone measures 123 x 86 cm., and is about 15 cm. thick. Inscription 3 mea-

sures 31 x 13 cm., 4 measures 38 x 12 cm.

3
01 r.-x.

canc'cYuc h rm «o^y] 321 mw 3N irra 1

-lYPHMuji pi 1313 :>3j?pt 13 iny 13 ?3^t 2

0YNAOY&HA0Y"
, ,

\
O

i -^iiwMlwva [n 7H3 "IDin HJ ^31733 "H N^TI • • •

4
r"V> "OWtftayV If I

~

Xffib'tlXiS 1?3 '1 KTOM nl *OQ)Q? PDETI D • * •

5

Scale— 1 : 10.

Fig. 22.

i /» the month of August, the year 321 . [This is the portrait]

2 of Yedi'bel, the son of'Azlzu, son of Yedi'[bel, Barikai, of]

3 thefamily of Mattabol, [which] was set up [to him by the Palmyrenes]

4 . . . and the Greeks, who are sojourners (?) [in Palmyra, because]

5 . . . and helped to build [the temple of Bel].

This interpretation differs from that of M. de Vogiie in three points :

In 1. 2 the name "013, Barikai, has been adopted. That this word must be read in

such a way was shown by Reckendorf, in W. Z. K. M., II, p. 327, by Clermont-

Ganneau, "Etudes," II, p. 106,
"
Recueil," IV, p. 378, ann., and by Lidzbarski,

" Nordsemit. Epigr.," p. 245, s.v.
;
Reckendorf refers also to "^"D in Vog. 2, 1. 2.

In 1. 4 de Vogue reads ^31703,
"

in Seleucia." I think this translation is impossi-

ble. The Greek /. would certainly have been rendered here by p ;
thus we have in

Palmyrene D1p"DD
= SsXs'jzoc, and SeXsuxeux is rendered in Arabic by Selukiyeh. Be-

sides, why should the Greeks in Seleucia be interested in erecting a statue to a Pal-

myrene in Palmyra ? I confess that I do not even consider the word N^VI absolutely

certain. However this may be, it seems to me necessary to look for the Greeks in

Palmyra itself. Dr. Lidzbarski wrote me concerning the word NOP* that he thought

a substantive like auXXo/17. might be intended here, or even a word beginning with rcap-

or wpo- (cf. Rnmn^D, "office of the rcp6s8poc," Tariff, I, l. 1).
I can only think of

WDlTD being a rendering of itaponua ;
this word has a * also, it is true, but the preced-

ing 1 and following 1 have indeed changed the % into a /, as we see from the common

rendering parochia in Latin.
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In 1. 5 de Vogu6 reads K*3D3. The first letter of this word, however, is more like

a 7 in his copy, a preposition which would be more appropriate after the verb VDW,
and which would perhaps correspond more closely to the Greek sic in [saxoJuScosv

sec ^v [xtteiv]. The third letter seems to me erroneously drawn with the pencil on

the squeeze. Considering the following J, which appears clearly in the reproduction,

the most natural reading would be &0(3)E7,
"
to build." If this be the true reading, the

word JG3D would be the most important one in the whole inscription ;
it would men-

tion the erection of the temple itself. For the following words,
" the temple of Bel,"

result incontestably from the Greek text. The latter would read as follows :

. . . [oi I|iir]o(i&ilIa),|iup7jvot [%ac 'EXXtjvs]; aviatvjaav [tovavSpidv^a'IsSsiprjfjXtp] ["ACtCoo

HaX] |xup7jv(j) ['fuXifc] [Mav6a,3]coXsuov eicei . . . [xat eairo]63aasv sic xtjv [x-ccatv] tot) vaoti

ByjXoo.

Instead of xtiotv we might perhaps supply tSpoatv, a term which is often used of the

building of temples ;
but otxoSojxtav or oixo3o[r/jv, of which we would most naturally

think, are both impossible for lack of space.

LttA s.omAANYPHN [HJI ND^ly 328 r\3V b)b$ inT3l I

fXSSllSh^VS
'

itio n -m tarr nai tom 2

""".B.W^aSl 6ajn]' nb ton n tann ^3J 3

Fig. 23'.
1 Un Mie month of] September, the year 328. [ This

is the portrait]

2 [of] 'Azizu, [the son] of Yedi'bel, Barikai, of

3 the family of Mattabot, which was set up to him by [YedVbel],

4 his son.

The Greek text reads as follows: ["A Z,\JL,w xov 'Is3si(3rjXou] [Bap]r/aicj Ua.\\s.oprlM [ov]

This text was established by M. de Vogue except for two words, viz., Bapt/atoo in 1. 2

and Mav0af3a)Xeto)v in 1. 3. M. Clermont-Ganneau discovered that the second a of the

latter word was first left out by mistake and then added above the line.
1

From this inscription we learn that the same man to whom, in the year 10 a.d., a

portrait was set up for his service in the building of the temple, had seven years later

an inscription for his father written on the same stone. No special reason is given ;

it was simply an act of filial piety connected with religious sentiment.

Finally, we have to decide on the purpose of the stone on which these inscriptions

are carved. Since the dimensions of the block, 123 x 86 cm., are much too large for

'

Recueil, Vol IV, p. 379, ann.
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the bracket of a column, there are, I think, three other possibilities regarding its

position :

(1) It may have been a pedestal. This monument may have stood in the temenos

near the entrance to the temple, for we know that in another great Syrian sanctuary
of about the same period, the temenos of Ba'al Shamin at Si', statues were placed at

both sides of the entrance to the temple itself.

(2) The stone may have been part of the temple wall. In this case the statues of

Yedi'bel and 'Azlzu may have stood in one of two places :

(a) If the stone was placed in the lower part of a niche, the statues stood above the

stone within the niche. The form of such niches in the temple wall is illustrated by
the photograph. This assumption is likely to solve a serious

difficulty in the interpretation of this monument. It is scarcely

credible that in the year 10 a pedestal with an inscription and

a statue on only one side would have been set up, whereas

the other half was left empty for seven years. If, on the other

hand, the stone was in a niche, another stone, measuring about

123 x 45 cm., with another inscription may have been placed

next to it on the left. Then the stone under discussion filled

two thirds of the width of the niche, and the inscription and

the statue of Yedi'bel were in the middle, where they would

have been by themselves for seven years.

(d) Professor Puchstein suggested to me that the inscribed

stone might have been somewhere in the wall near the ground
and that the statues might have stood in front of it or near it.

If this is the case, the connection between the statues and

the inscriptions would not be very close, and the question dis-

cussed under 2 a could scarcely be raised. In any case, it is of importance that the

two earliest honorary inscriptions are not on a column. Perhaps the portico between

the years 10-20 a.d. was in process of construction. It is in the year 21 that we find

the first inscribed bracket.

It will perhaps be of interest in this connection to give a list of the earliest Palmy-
rene inscriptions, completing at the same time those given by Schroeder,

" Neue pal-

myrenische Inschriften," 1883, p. 21, and by Euting,
"
Epigraphische Miscellen,"

S. B. A. W., 1887, p. 413:

Niche in wall of temple in

Palmyra.

(1) de Vogue 30, dated 304 = 9 B.C.; a funerary inscription.

(2) Schroeder 1, dated 320 = 9 a.d.; a funerary inscription.

(3) de Vogiie in J. A., 1883, I, pp. 243-244, No. 2 (= No. 3 above), dated 321 = 10 a.d. ;
an honorary inscription on

a pedestal (?) in the temenos.

(4) de Vogiie, ib., No. 1 (= No. 4 above), dated 328 = 17 a.d.; the same.

(5) Euting 102, dated 333
— 21 a.d.; an honorary inscription on the bracket of a column in the portico of the temenos.

(6) No. 1 above, dated 310 = 28/29 a.d.; the same.

(7) No. 5 below, dated 315 = 34 a.d.; on an altar.
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(8) Euting 4, dated 378 = 67 a.d. ;
on the architrave (?) of a portico in the town, according to Euting, near the

so-called temple of Diocletian.

(9) No. 2 above, dated [382] = 70/71 a.d.; on the bracket of a column in the portico of the temenos.

altar, 34 a.d. On an altar, lying face up, a few minutes east of the temple, near

the ruins of a wall supposed by the present inhabitants of Palmyra to be the ancient

city wall. Height of the altar 76 cm., of the base 20 cm., of the inscription 22 cm.

Width of the die 45 cm., of the base 60 cm. Height of letters 1 y2 cm.

Littmann,
" Deux inscriptions religieuses de Palmyre, le dieu DipSs IPE',"

"Journal Asiatique," 1901, II, pp. 374-381.— Clermont-Ganneau,
" Note sur les

deux inscriptions religieuses de Palmyre, publiees par M. E. Littmann," J. A., 1901,

II, pp. 521-528.
— Clermont-Ganneau,

" Un thiase palmyr£nien," in " Recueild'Ar-

ch£ologie Orientale," IV, pp. 374-381 ; ib., V, p. 179.
— Wellhausen, in "

Gotting-

ische Gelehrte Anzeigen," 1902, p. 269.
— Lidzbarski,

"
Ephemeris fur Semitische

Epigraphik," Erster Band, pp. 343-345.—"
Repertoire d'Epigraphie Semitique,"

tome I, pp. 228-230.— Cooke, "Text-book of North-Semitic Inscriptions," No.

1 40A. ,

irrayj m xnby 345 me? E3B im^i 1

[prp]r6«
^33^1 biateb fix annm ^ai 2

kidd rbnan *n i::m my m:nj? -o ^imi

m3i i^:w 12 idtii NJntt vbn -13 lansui']

imoTi -13 R^arrvn Tin nbmr 13 p^oii'l

-13 i^;jn )rbx tajrr -o ^i3i3Ti pro*
idjjdti idtjo 12 d^di bd)3T3i nta

Sxi:r)Vi!nSti!>xyb'|S«X>il'i

to an TS-xy -a V)-> •U»hyn-

jV>!
-\3A3ni

OTS-xyTMS« S^y~vo*TOW «TV3«

viyi-)0,n-rin-0T^/nS-ua-in\ •ftf

3

4

5

6

7
Scale

Fig. 24.

i [/;/ the month of] February, the year 34s, this altar [was made by]

2 [these members of the Ma]rziha for Aglibol and Malakbel, [their] gods:

3 [ Wah]bai, son of Athenuri, Audhu ; and Haggagu, son of Zabde/ah, Komara;

4 [and(?) Ne]buzebad, son ofMaliku, Mattana; and Taimii, son of Ogailit,Rababat (?) ;

5 [and (?)] Maliku, son of Yarhibola, Hattai ; and Yarhibdla, son of Taimarsu,

6 Abduk ; and Zabdibol, son of Yedl'bet, Alihu; and 'Ogai/u, son of

7 Nurai, Zabdib{o)l ; and Maliku, son of Mokimu, Taimo'amad.

This inscription was first published in

Asiatique." Thanks to the very valua-

ble comments upon it by Professor

Clermont-Ganneau and Dr. Lidzbarski,

as well as to private communications

which I received from Professors Barth,

Fraenkel, and Noldeke, text and transla-

tion have been much improved since its

first publication. It was recognized by
several scholars at the same time that in

my above-named article in the "
Journal

t££

% 'gjfir yS'lItP*»%&<>$3

Scale —1:5
F'g- 2 5-
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the list of names, probably before each new person, the 1 was repeated ;
this makes

the reading of a few new names more certain. It is possible, however, that while in

the middle of a line each new person is introduced by a 1, in the beginning of 11. 4 and

5 the 1 was omitted. According to my copy, it seems that 11. 5, 6, and 7 are complete
at the right end, so that there would be no room for a 1 in the beginning of 1. 5 ;

but

I am not absolutely sure of this. If we read 11. 4 and 5 without the initial 1, every
line from 2 to 6 would have thirty-two letters

;
the number of letters in 11. 1 and 7 is

smaller for obvious reasons.

When I published this inscription before, I proposed the theory that in 11. 3-7 of

each person were mentioned (1) the man's name, (2) the name of the father, and (3)

the name of the tribe or family. This theory has not met with approval. Professor

Clermont-Ganneau calls it asses siduisante
;
but he argues against it. He believes

— and so does Dr. Lidzbarski— that the third name in each case is the name of the

grandfather. It is of course well known that the word "D often is omitted, and I

was not ignorant of this fact. But there is no fixed rule
;

it seems as if the use of

the word "13 in these cases was entirely arbitrary. The regularity observed in this

inscription led me to consider these cases as different from others and to offer that

suggestion, especially since two of the third names (N1DD and ^IDIDT), perhaps even

four
(cf. fcOnD with MaOOa^oXuov cfoXyj and my with 'Afj5irjv(bv and 'AouiSyjvoi), are known as

family names. Be this as it may, I admit that at the present stage of our knowledge

my theory has so little foundation that it is much safer, to follow Clermont-Ganneau

and Lidzbarski. The formation of Semitic tribal names still needs much elucidation.

Noldeke, in the Z. D. M. G., Vol. XL, p. 157, says: "We must, however, take into

consideration that the greatest majority of names of [Arabic] tribes and families which

we meet in the old literature either occur also as names of individuals or have that

appearance and might very well occur as such. This fact is certain
;
but the expla-

nation of it is very difficult." The list of Palmyrene gentilicia compiled by Euting in

S. B. A. W., Jahrgang 1887, pp. 41 1-413, is another proof of this fact. In many cases

undoubtedly some prominent chief, or the actual ancestor, has given the name to a

family or a tribe. Then the name may be used without change in its form. So, for

example, my servant Muhammed, whose father was Mustafa and who belonged to

the family Bu Shakrah, called himself Muhammed (ibn) Mustafa Bu Shakrah. Or else

a plural is formed of the type/a'dh'/ orfa'dlilah.
1 Both these usages may be entirely

restricted to the Arabic people. M. Clermont-Ganneau calls attention to the fact that,

from what we know, we would require in Palmyrene an addition like ^2 |D CD or ^3D
;

also riD and DID are used, as we see from Euting's list, p. 412, 11. 1 and 31, and corre-

spondingly 7N (W) in Nabataean and Safai'tic inscriptions. Of course I did not mean

that in each case where a third name is added without "Q in a Palmyrene inscription

the family is intended, for the instances quoted by M. Clermont-Ganneau, pp. 377-378,

' See Z. D. M. G., Vol. XLV, p. 177, and Zeitschrift des Deutschen Palastinavereins, Vol. XXI V, p. 29, ann. i.
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are known and forbid such a generalization at once. But I do not believe that my
theory is a priori impossible, although in these cases it may not be probable.

In 1. i the date is 345, i.e., February, 34 a.d., not 340, as in the drawing published

with my article in the "Journal Asiatique." There is even a slight difference to be seen

between the letter J7 in Nn^y and the figure for 5. It may be added here that in this

inscription there are a few other letters which have a form different from the ordinary

Palmyrene script, viz., X, 1, and D. The lower curve of the letter N usually does not touch

the base-line here, but turns back, sometimes forming almost an acute angle, a little

below the middle of the height of the letter. This is clear epigraphical evidence of the

origin of the Palmyrene and Hebrew X. For if in a form like that of N in NJ"6y the

curved line is continued toward the right, it meets the upper short slanting stroke, and

thus would be formed a character which resembles closely the Phenician and the Old-

Aramaic aleph. The 1 in this inscription has a straight perpendicular line, and its top

looks more like a bracket with its edges rounded off than like a half-circle, as in the com-

mon form in Palmyrene inscriptions. It is very possible that the geometricized ordinary

form of the 1 was chiefly used in inscriptions and in other official documents. In cursive

writing of every-day life a form like the one given here and also in No. 8 (=Sobernheim
No. 7) was probably more commonly used. The D of the present inscription is long and

narrow; its bottom always extends over the base-line, so that it is easily distinguished

from the I.
1

In 1. 2 the reading NnHD "02 was most ingeniously restored by Professor Clermont-

Ganneau. At the same time M2V in 1. 1 is made certain. At the end of 1. 2 Dr. Lidz-

barski's reading [jinPn'PN
is the most probable, since it exactly fills the line and gives

us a total number of thirty-two letters, as in the lines 3 and 6, probably also in 4 and 5.

That the (N)riHQ was a well-known religious institution in the East, called Qiaao^ in

Greek, was shown by Professor Clermont-Ganneau, who recognized this word in Phe-

nician inscriptions
2 and in Jer. xvi. 5, where the Hebrew text has TVT\Q IVD, which is

actually rendered by ftaoo^ in the Septuagint. Professor Wellhausen 3
pointed out

that in Amos vi. 7 undoubtedly the same licentious rite is alluded to. Of high interest

in this connection is the name Byjiojiapasa q xac. Maiou|Jiac, given to a certain locality in

the mosaic map of Madeba
;

it was shown by Biichler that this is the place where,

according to the tradition, Israel fornicated with the daughters of Moab (Num. xxv.).

These questions are discussed by Clermont-Ganneau in his "Recueil," Vol. IV, pp. 339

sqq. Both Clermont-Ganneau and Lidzbarski cite also the DTPHD, N^rTHE of the

Talmudic and Midrashic literature, and the Palmyrene a'j|xxoaiap/ov x<bv . . . Aw; Byjaoo

tspetov, Wad. 26o6a
. M. Clermont-Ganneau adds that the corresponding expression in

Palmyrene would probably have been WIHD 21. Unfortunately the few letters pre-

served of the Palmyrene part of this inscription (see below, No. 9) yield only words

'We must therefore read U * *

in the beginning of 1. 3, not 'See Recueil, Vol. IV, pp. 343 sqq.

'3
* *

. The latter was originally also considered by M. Cler- 3 G6tt. Gelehrte Anzeigen, 1902, p. 269.
mont-Ganneau

; see, however, Recueil, Vol. V, p. 179.
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that have been known for a long time
;
none of the letters of the conjectured form

Wnnb D"l are to be seen.

The names mentioned in 1. 3 need no further discussion. At the beginning, "Ofm!

is the most natural of the possibilities given in my first publication, p. 378. The name

my is new in Palmyra, but known from Sinaitic and Safai'tic inscriptions ;
in the

latter it is written "1J7.

The third name in 1. 4 is most probably fcOnft. Dr. Lidzbarski's question whether

SOriD was originally on the stone must be answered in the negative, because the

doubtful letter is too narrow for a 2. I explained NJnQ as a hypocoristic of 7lDJnQ or

TQiTiD. Dr. Lidzbarski follows this explanation and adds the Punic name fcOnft, from

()7*OnD, and the Talmudic i"tfnft, from i"T0nD. Professor Barth cites also
jflD,

the

name of a priest of Baal in 2 Kings xi. 18. Lidzbarski is perhaps right in not ap-

proving of my comparison of rQ2"l with rabib
;

this would have been written T3~l.

I am inclined, therefore, to accept his reading Rababat; but the instances quoted by
Professor Derenbourg from the Sabaean, in the "

Repertoire," p. 230, must also be

carefully considered.

In 1. 5 the third name is undoubtedly Tin
;

this form is, as Lidzbarski has shown,

a hypocoristic of Hatim, as vD of Malik.

For the explanation of pT"DN or pTDN in 1. 6 several suggestions have been made.

First of all, the reading Abu Ruvvak must be abandoned. Fraenkel and Noldeke

have thought of E-JSoxto?
=
pTGN ;

but the latter adds that such a spelling is almost

impossible at this early date. Clermont-Ganneau and Lidzbarski compare the Pal-

myrene name Npin2, and the latter is inclined to believe that p1""QN is this name mis-

spelled. Clermont-Ganneau thinks also of a possible Abu Rauk, in which he would

see an equivalent of the Greek 'Avtticaxpoc. In the translation above I have given this

name as Abduk. This is based on the Syriac name .parte, which occurs in Assemani,
" Bibliotheca Orientalis," torn. Ill, pars I, p. 141. The name is transliterated there

Barduco (dative) ;
but perhaps we should read Bardauk, if the second part of the

name is the Syriac word dauka. This word, taken in the sense of astronomical

observation or observer, would be suitable for the formation of names. Our pTQN
might thus very well be ab(u) dauk. The name "li-pN is transliterated Alihu by
Dr. Lidzbarski. Professor Noldeke writes me that he is inclined to take ")i"HN as

tfv&i or rather li-DN ~VTTPl$. The latter explanation is in itself very tempting, espe-

cially in view of the Biblical (N)1iT?N. But it is almost impossible to separate 1il7^

from the Safai'tic i"PN, and that in the latter the H should represent the personal pro-

noun of the 3d pers. masc. sing, is scarcely probable.

The first name in 1. 7, "HI}, is, of course, a hypocoristic ending in "*

;
such names are,

as Dr. Lidzbarski has shown, very common among the Semites. In Palmyrene "113

forms sometimes the first, sometimes the second part of a composite name, and the

name in question may therefore be an abbreviation of either 7D11J or "HUnj?.
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altar, 132 a.d. On an altar lying face up near the altar bearing ^j

inscription No. 5. Height of the altar 105 cm., of the inscription 36

cm., of the bas-relief above the inscription, a figure leaning on a staff,

31 cm. Width of the die of the altar 46 cm. Height of letters 2 cm.

Littmann,
" Oeux inscriptions religieuses de Falmyre, ie dieu DipS«W" "

Journal Asiatique,"

1901, II, pp. 381-390.
— Clermont-Ganneau, "Note sur les deux inscriptions religieuses de Pal-

myre, pubises par M. E. Littmann," J. A., 1901. II, pp. 521-528.— Clermont-Ganneau,
" Le dieu

nabateen Chat' al Qaum," in
" Recueil d'Archeologie Orientale," IV, pp. 382-402.— Wellhausen, in

"
Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen," 1902, p. 269.— Uerenbourg,

" Un dieu nabateen ivre sans avoir bu

de vin," in " Revue des Etudes Juives," Janvier-Mars, 1902, pp. 124-126.— Lidzbarski,
•'

Ephemeris

fur Semitische Epigraphik," I, pp. 345-346.—
"
Repertoire d'Epigraphie Semitique," tome I, pp. 230-

233.— Cooke, " Text-book of North-Semitic Inscriptions," No. 140B.
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Fig. 26.
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Fig. 27.

1 These two altars were made by 'Obaidft, the son of Animu,
2 [the son] ofSa'daHat, the Nabatcean, of the tribe Ruhu, who was a horseman

3 in Hiretha and in the camp of 'And,

4 for Shai' al-Kaum, the good and rewarding god, who does not

5 drink wine; for his safety andfor the safety of Mu'ithl

6 and 'Abdu, his brothers, and Sa'dallat, his son ; in the month

7 of September, the year 443. And remembered be Zebidd, the son

8 of
'

Shim'on, the son of Bel'ahab, his patron andfriend, before

9 Shai1

al-Kaum, the good god, and remembered be every one

I o [who] respects these altars, and who says :
' ' Remembered be

I I all these [men] for good'/
"

All the lines of this inscription except 5 and 9 are somewhat damaged at their right

ends, but all can be restored with certainty, except, possibly, 1. 1 1. Since 1. 5 is com-

plete, it is impossible to read, as Dr. Lidzbarski suggested, NDE'D instead of Nnt^.

In 1. 10 there is, according to my copy, room for two letters besides the D, and I
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believe that only the word "H can be supplied here. Again, in 1. 1 1 two letters, possibly

three, are necessary, but no more. To fill this lacuna, Dr. Lidzbarski suggested to

read N57JN or N"H2J, of which the latter was also proposed by Professor Fraenkel. I

personally prefer the former without the initial N, corresponding to the Syriac r£», and

read, therefore, KltftH. Clermont-Ganneau's suggestion N1DKM is impossible for lin-

guistic reasons. He has withdrawn it himself, and he proposes now to read ptf Ninl
;

see Recueil, Vol. V, pp. 179 sqq. Although this is a very ingenious idea, it cannot be

accepted here, because the space is too large for a single i"l.

This inscription is well and carefully carved and shows the beautiful Palmyrene
characters in their finished forms, as we know them from many other stones. As
to particulars, it may be noticed that the 1 is not distinguished from the "1.

In 1. 2 KTTT1 is to be interpreted as "
belonging to the tribe of Ruhu." * M. Cler-

mont-Ganneau prefers to take it as a toponym, perhaps derived from ar-Ranhd '; it

seems to me, however, that a derivative of the latter should be N^ni"), corresponding
to WODTI 2 and Nn^DTl, 3 which are derived from NETl.

In 1. 3 I translated KTlTTI formerly by citadelle; Lidzbarski gives Kastell, and

Clermont-Ganneau citadelle (on Hirta). Now Professor Noldeke writes me with

regard to this word :

" NHTn =
ypooptov (ri"i\aan)

is not very likely. The k£vu»> is origi-

nally a movable camp ;
it sometimes goes back into the desert, thus even with John

of Ephesus (second half of the sixth century). WTTTI could become the name of a

town, but as a common noun it was not the same as (ppooptov." This objection to my
former translation seems to me so strong that I am now more in favor of taking both

RnTT! and WJ? as proper names. Perhaps NnTn was the same place as that called

po^.cu.1 rsrAvuw or al-Hlrah 4 later on; but there may well have been still another place

of this name in the region of the Euphrates. The mention of WITH is all the more

interesting if Professor Hirth's identification of the Chinese Yii-lo with Hirah 5 is

correct. And this is very likely indeed
;
for the Chinese records describing western

Asia in the first three centuries a.d. locate Yii-lo at the farthest western border of

An-si (Parthia), to the southwest of Ssi-pin (Ktesiphon), which of course agrees per-

fectly with the position of al- Hirah. Furthermore, the distance given between Ssi-

pin and Yii-lo is the same as between Ktesiphon and al-Hirah. As to the occurrence

of al-Hlrah in a Palmyrene inscription, Clermont-Ganneau remarks that its southern

location does not prevent us from adopting such an interpretation, because even

Spasinucharax, which lay still farther south, was one of the starting-points of the

Palmyrene caravans. 'Obaidu then may have been changed from one garrison to

another during his term of service : he went to 4UJ7 "H WVWD after he had been in

KrVTTI. That *«y can scarcely be any other town than 'Ana(t) is recognized also

• See C. 1. S., II, 182. See C. I. S., II, 199, 1. 2. 3
Ibid., II, 205, 1. 2. ' Rothstein, Die Dynastie der Lahmiden in

al-Hira, Berlin, 1899, pp. 12 sqq.
5
Hirth, China and the Roman Orient, Leipzig, 1885, pp. 39, 76-77, 197 ;

id. in Ober-

hummer und Zimmerer, Durch Syrien und Kleinasien, Berlin, 1899, p. 440.
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by the other commentators, although there are linguistic difficulties arising from the

fact that the name of the place in the ancient literature always has a n : Syriac A\au.
;

later Hebrew ftty ;
Greek Avafab,

v
Ava6a

; Latin Anatha. 1 We learn thus from this

line of the present inscription that the Palmyrenes had their garrisons or perhaps
rather encampments of soldiers (horsemen) along the Euphrates in order to protect

their caravans.

The god D1p^N"JTEf
is discussed below. That the word N"0£\ spelled also

JT1DD in No. 8, 1. i, means "rewarding" has been proved by Noldeke, in S. B. A. W.,

1885, p. 671, and later by Lidzbarski. The latter scholar takes it to be a Hebraism

in Palmyrene, and this seems to be the most natural explanation. Clermont-Gan-

neau is in favor of connecting it with the Arabic shakam, which perhaps is equally

probable. H. Derenbourg, however, translates this word in quite a different way :

in view of Isa. li. 21 and of the word Ifop, in Arabic sakran, he renders it
"
ivre."

Good reasons against this theory have been given by Lidzbarski in
"
Ephemeris," I,

P- 351-

Line 5, which is entirely complete,
2

begins with the word XT)®; we must therefore

read NHE^ not Nnfr[C]. The impossibility of a reading like "Wll# has been dis-

cussed in full in my first publication. I doubted formerly whether TV^E was copied

correctly, and with some hesitation suggested lrVJJD instead. The copy, however,

shows no traces of a ) nor of a break in the stone at this place.

In 1. 8 the word TJ can scarcely have any other meaning than "
patron." For

the Nabatsean, who was a foreigner, a (Jisxotxo? or xdpoao?,
3 as it were, doubtless needed

a native citizen of Palmyra to be his irpossvoc and to protect him and his interests.

The terms "VJ, JTC, djar, maula, and wal'iy had a double meaning,
4—

they were, so to

speak, 'adddd,—and there can be no doubt which side of the meaning is intended here.

That the formula
D1p7N~JT£f Dip

• * • * T21 is parallel to Nabatsean expressions like

jnam Dip (|D)
rO"l or "I

"p
O^P was pointed out by M. Clermont-Ganneau

;

5 cf.

also the Safaitic D^D nS"ID and the Thamudene TH V8PO. A Christian equivalent is

found, for instance, in Syriac : rdx.*na rd*»» cm»cvio cntnrao KfcrAr* ytxa ^Jnoi retacni

r£»aK& <<imA (see Wright, "Cat. of Syriac MSS. of the Brit. Mus.," p. 4cji
b

,
11. 5-4

from the bottom).

Several suggestions have been made to explain the word TJ7D or TJJD in 1. 9.

Professor Brockelmann writes: "Might T}?N not have the meaning of the Arabic

'a/iyaf" My friend Dr. Rothstein recalls the common Arabic 'aiyada. Professor

Clermont-Ganneau thinks of TJ7H, [xapropetv, or 'a'ada, "rtpeter." Dr. Lidzbarski

comments as follows :

" Before TJ? must have been more than one letter, as we see from

1. 1 1
;
the Q is not quite certain either, I think. Thus we might read perhaps N7 *1

"PJJD or IT, i.e., mughaiyir or yughaiyir (cf.
C. I. S., II, 206, 1. 8). Perhaps there

1 Professor Noldeke calls attention to the fact that this town was well known to the old Arabic poets for its wine
; see Cler-

mont-Ganneau, pp. 383-384.
2 See above, p. 70.

3 See above, p. 63.
4 See below, p. 73.

s
Recueil, Vol. IV, pp. 385-386.
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was also a |D at the end of 1. 9. But if there is no room for N7, we may read TJ? "H

or TJ7D, i.e., a part, peal or aphel of l)y='ada, or ta'auwada in the sense of 'to visit."

Professor Fraenkel wrote me : "I should like to connect TJ7D with the Arabic 'adha

and to translate it 'to protect,' or perhaps 'to respect,' and I should see in this formula

the counterpart of the usual imprecations upon those who damage the monument.

One might perhaps also translate 'to invoke the protection
'

;
but that seems to me

not quite so appropriate." Professor Fraenkel's suggestion is doubtless the most

probable of all. Dr. Lidzbarski's reading "VJT &6 "H ]D is very tempting, but impos-
sible for lack of space. All the lines are complete at the end, and consequently

jD
cannot be added. About the letters to be supplied in the beginning of 11. 10 and 1 1

see above, p. 71. The word *1DN is a participle (*""110N) corresponding to TJ71GJ. The

right translation was given by Fraenkel, Clermont-Ganneau, and Lidzbarski.

A few words remain to be said about the enigmatic Dlp7N~I7"
,

£'. A full discussion

of the questions concerning this deity has been given by Professor Clermont-Ganneau

in his article "Le dieu nabateen Chai' al-Oaum." 1 The name must be read Shai' al-

Kaum, as we see from the Safai'tic form Dpn"J?E\ Its literal translation is very

probably "helper (assistant or assistance) of the people." Professor de Goeje com-

pares the Arabic Shai* al-Lat [Allah)- and says:
" In the same way as the patron

and client are each other's maula, so two men or the god and the men may be each

other's shai', i.e., 'help(er)." Perhaps the Syriac .s.tw should also be considered in

this connection. On the other hand, Clermont-Ganneau quotes the Arabic shanwa'a

kaumahu, and arrives at the translation "aggregans ftoftulum" ;
with this he compares

the Greek dfr/Yjys-Yjc, a cognomen given to several gods. An idea similar to this was

expressed by Dr. Rothstein, who wrote me that he was inclined to translate shai' by

Tcp&cojjwcoc. If we take Shai' al-Kaum to be a "
god of the caravans," 3 both meanings,

"
helper" and "

leader," may be found in his name.

The words 1DH WIE*' fcO H, "who does not drink wine," i.e.,
" who receives no wine-

offerings," are of peculiar interest. The inscription being Nabatasan in its character,

and the altars being erected by a Nabataean soldier, we are of course reminded of what

Diodorus says of the Nabataeans :
4
v6\loc, 8' eartv aozoic, [r/jts oizov a7csipsiv [atj-s (poteueiv jnrjSsv

'f
'jtov y/xpno'fopov [AYjte otv(t) ~fpfpftv.i |i7)t£ oixcav xaxacmeudCeiv. be, 8"

1

dv icapd tatita izoubv sopiaxstai

Odva-cov ay-:.p icp6rt{iov efvat. Professor Noldeke wrote me, referring to this passage :

"
It

goes back to the very reliable Hieronymus of Kardia, but I admit that it may be

exaggerated." It certainly is a description of very primitive Bedawin life: even at

the present day one hears in the Syrian desert of Arab tribes that have no other food

than camel's milk, dates and figs, and perhaps once a year sheep's and camel's meat.

Wellhausen remarks that Arabic gods did not drink wine, anyway, and that the

express statement IDT] XDZ' N7 "H was probably a reaction against the cult of Dushara,

'

Recueil, Vol. IV, pp. 382-402.
- C(. the Safaitic ttryt?.

3 See below, p. 74.
4 XIX, 94. See Schiirer, Geschichte des judischen Volkes, 2d ed., Vol. I, p. 612.
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who on Aramaean ground was identified with Dionysos. This is certainly the clue to

the matter, as Clermont-Ganneau has also recognized. The latter says that since we
have here two gods opposed to each other, and since we know that the Nabataean nation

was composed of different ethnic elements, we might assume that the two different

cults corresponded to two different ethnic elements, but that it is difficult to assign the

gods to the single elements as yet. I do not hesitate, however, to believe that the

prohibition of wine was due to the influence of the Arabic element, bearing in mind

Wellhausen's remarks and the fact that such tendencies as the Rehabite movement in

the Old Testament are considered to be a reaction of the desert life against the peasant

life, and that in the national Arabic religion, the Islam, wine is prohibited. This may
be expressed also in a curious fact with regard to the ornamental designs employed
in Northern Syria and in the Hauran. Mr. Butler informs me that the grape-vine
ornament occurs frequently on pagan buildings of the Hauran, but very rarely on those

of the Christian period in the same country ;
in Northern Syria, however, the Chris-

tian buildings make abundant use of the vine, whereas only a few examples of it were

found there on pagan edifices, which are, it must be said, very scarce in this part of

the country. In pagan times the Aramaean influence was probably very strong in the

Hauran, especially among the Nabataeans, who used the language and script of the

Aramaeans and were largely dependent upon the civilization of the latter. But it seems

that the Arabic element grew gradually stronger, and that it was almost predominant
in the Christian Hauran. In Northern Syria the population was probably always
Aramaean from the time of the occupation of these countries by the Aramaeans until

the Arabic conquest. I admit, however, that this reasoning is very precarious, and

that there may have been quite different and perhaps accidental reasons that brought
about the fact observed by Mr. Butler.

With regard to the contrast between Dushara and Shai' al-Kaum among the Naba-

taeans, the interesting remarks of M. Clermont-Ganneau on the mythological warfare

between Dionysos and Lykourgos, as represented in the "Dionysiaka" of Nonnos,

deserve careful consideration. He shows, furthermore, that in a Greek inscription

found in Hebran and published by Waddington, No. 2286^, which is dedicated to a

[6e](T> Aoxo6pY<p, we may find an Arabic god Lykourgos, identical with the enemy of

Bakkhos-Dionysos, and perhaps with our Shai' al-Kaum, who must have been an

antagonist of Dushara-Dionysos.

If, then, Shai' al-Kaum was a national Arabic god, and if, further, his name signifies

"helper" or "leader of the people," what would be more natural than to assume, as

Dr. Lidzbarski does ("Ephemeris," I, p. 332), that he was a "god of the caravans"?

As such he would have protected the people during the dangerous journeys through

the deserts
;
he would have been invoked when a caravan started on its travels or left

the camp of a hospitable friend
; and, finally, thanks would have been rendered to him

and offerings made when the caravan reached its destination in safety. In Wellhausen's
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" Reste arabischen Heidentums," 2d ed., p. 223, we find a very interesting account

of the Arabic Zeus Xenios, the protector of gar (cf. Tj) and daif, of client and guest,

the keeper of the giwdr. What is said there of Allah may be applied here, mutatis

mutandis, to Shai' al-Kaum. This brings us back to our inscription again. 'Obaidu,

after having served as a horseman in one or two places near the Euphrates, where he

probably escorted and guarded many a richly laden caravan of merchants of Palmyra,
comes back in safety to Palmyra, and erects two altars for his safety (uiusp oamjpfac)

and for the safety of his two brothers and his son. He dedicates them to Shai' al-

Kaum, the god who protected him and his family and probably saved them from

certain dangers while they were far away near the Euphrates or while they crossed

the desert. But at the same time he remembers his patron in Palmyra, and thus in-

vokes for him also the protection of the god of caravans and of hospitality.

x" r-.^.3i

tomb, 114 a.d. On a slab of limestone, discovered originally over the door of a

rock-hewn tomb by Baron L. de Con-

tenson, now in the house of the Turkish

superintendent of the salt-works
;

this

house stands outside of the temenos, not

far from the southeast corner. Height
of the slab 117 cm., width 85 cm.

Height of inscription 24^ cm. Diam-

eter of the round hole below the inscription 45 ]/2 cm. Height of letters 3 cm.

Baron L. de Contenson, in " Revue Biblique," I, 1892, pp. 433-436.
— Lagrange,

" Une inscription palmyrenienne," in

"Revue Biblique," I, 1892, pp. 436-438. — Sobernheim,
"
Palmyrenische Inschriften," in "

Beitrage zur Assyriologie," Vol.

IV, 1900, p. 209.
— Lidzbarski,

"
Ephemeris fur Semitische Epigraphik," I, pp. 198-199.

— "Repertoire d'fipigraphie

Semitique," Vol. I, pp. 303-304.

Scale— 1 : 10

Eig. 28.

msm
73
—

This inscription is known and well translated. It is worth while, however, to call

attention to the fact that the second name in 1. 2 is DpynN and the fourth name in the

same line "HD. The names were given in the same form

by M. Lagrange, but Dr. Sobernheim corrected them into

Dpynj? and "HD. Dr. Lidzbarski gave preference to M. La-

grange's readings, which, as I noted in my copy after having
collated the latter twice with the original at different times, are

indeed those on the stone. In 1. 4, however, the stone bears

2pJ?ny, a reading suggested by Dr. Lidzbarski 1 and actually

given by Dr. Sobernheim, so that M. Lagrange's 2Jpnj? must

be abandoned. It is strange to find DpJ?nN and Dpyny in the

same inscription. The first of these two forms has its parallel

in the Nabataean nnjTinN, found in the inscription C. I. S., II,

1 Nordsemit. Epigraphik, p. 348.

Scale— 1 : 20.

Fig. 29.
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No. 423 (see Clermont-Ganneau,
"
Recueil," Vol. IV, p. 99, and Lidzbarski,

"
Ephe-

meris," I, p. 196). It is very likely that the first V was changed to N under the influence

of the second V, as, for example, in the case of the Syriac r£±\r? and others like it. In

"HD or "HC Dr. Lidzbarski recognized a hypocoristic of D"HD or D"1*!^.

By comparing the genealogy and the surname EW1N, given here, with the inscrip-

tions Euting Nos. 13, 15, and 19, Dr. Lidzbarski arrived at the conclusion that this

inscription came from the same tomb as those published by Euting. We must,

however, take account of the fact that Euting's inscriptions were found in a tomb-

tower, while that of de Contenson was found over the entrance to a cave.

It is known that the Palmyrene tomb-towers were generally connected with a

chamber hewn in the living rock. Thus we read NrHyOl i"U"l fcTHp in de Vog. 35, and

%. ^r mmS |&

Tomb-towers at Palmyra.

correspondingly in the Greek part of this inscription To jAv/jjxefov zoozo xat oir^Xsov

autoO.. ., Wad. No. 2613. These sepulchral edifices have been carefully described

by M. Raphael Bernoville in his book,
" Dix jours en Palmyrene," Paris, 1868, p. 1 19.

This combination of tower and vault explains, of course, the well-known fact that all

these towers are built along the slope of the hill, so that the entrance of the vault was

on the same level as the ground floor of the tower. A number of these towers and

their position are shown in the photograph.

If, then, members of the same family were buried in a tower and in a vault, the

most natural conclusion would be that the tower stood in front of the vault. But de

Contenson's drawing on p. 434 does not show any ruins of a tower
;

in fact, he assumes

that the vault was entered directly from the hillside. Moreover, when Baron de
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Contenson visited Palmyra in the year 1891, the tomb with the inscription under dis-

cussion had just been discovered. It is possible that soon after the time when Professor

Euting was there, i.e., the year 1884, the tower belonging to this vault was destroyed
in some way, and that the debris of which de Contenson speaks as obstructing the

entrance is really the ruins of the tower covered with drifts of sand. But, for lack of

a detailed description of the location of the tower and the vault in question, we cannot

reach a final conclusion.

My drawing of the stone differs slightly from that of de Contenson. The inscrip-

tion was certainly on the same stone through which the hole was cut. This hole has

a diameter of 45y2 cm., according to my measuring, whereas de Contenson gives 60

cm. The round window over the entrance to a rock-hewn tomb is a new architec-

tural feature
;
but this is probably due only to the fact that the necropolis of Palmyra

has been very little explored 'as yet.

8

relief, 188 a.d. On a stone set in the wall, on the right side of a passage

which leads into a large modern x .-, „ .-•> .. - -. ^^ --<^,-i^ v»^ «.,. v,i 1 uhv,^

courtyard from a street south i^^^'^i^lyX'^^^J'^\^i^hl3J^?^
of and parallel with the south y^ftift r^^^^O^J^i^^^^X
wall of the great temenos. The sok-ns.11 11 Fig. 30.

inscription is placed at the bot-

tom of a series of figures in relief and fills the right-hand half of this bottom space,

measuring 55 x ioj/j cm. Height of letters 1 J^-134 cm., in the last 13 letters 3^-i cm.

Sobernheim,
"
Palmyrenische Inschriften," in "

Beitrage zur Assyriologie," Vol. IV, pp. 211 sqq.
— Clermont-Ganneau,

" Un neocore palmyrenien du dieu 'Azizou," in "
Recueil," IV, pp. 203-206.

— Clermont-Ganneau, ib., p. 404.— Lidzbarski,
"
Ephemeris," I, pp. 201-203.

— Cooke, "Text-book of North-Semitic Inscriptions," p. 295.

SDJD 132 IT-DDl ST3B KTPK inj^l )Vlvb I

pnpn n"va Mirw icni wn by worm 3
wbi m> vn

| 500 rUC 4

1 For Arsu and 'Azizii, the good and rewarding gods, [this] has been made by

Ba'kai (or Ba'lai),

2 the son of Yarhibola, the qfkal of Azizu, the good

3 and merciful god : for his safety and the safety of his brother (or brothers); in the

month of October

4 of the year 500. Remembered be Yarhai, the sculptor/

The copy reproduced here was taken after some of the dirt and the mud plaster had

been dug away from the inscription. Consequently I found several letters which do

not appear in Dr. Sobernheim's publication. These letters are necessary to complete
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the sense, and some of them have already been supplied by conjecture. The words

N"nDD
(1. i),

N^CN
(1. 2), and NSlbj TIT T31, which I was able to read from the stone

only after it had been thoroughly cleaned, were nevertheless deciphered by Dr. Lidz-

barski from Dr. Sobernheim's photograph with admirable sagacity.

The gods Arsu and 'Azizu have been discussed by Sobernheim, Clermont-Ganneau,

and Lidzbarski in their above-named articles, and by Dussaud in his "Mission dans

les regions desertiques de la Syrie moyenne," pp. 58 sqq. It may be added here that

Arsu appears in the form lin in Safai'tic and Tharnudene 1

inscriptions. The reading

N"HDD can scarcely be doubted. The second letter of this word resembles a 2 very

much, and this was the reason why I thought of &T132 when I first saw the word on

the stone; this I took then to be fcTTDD, "great," "mighty." But we have a simi-

larly shaped 2 in the word TD1, although of smaller size, and there are traces left

of the small perpendicular or slightly slanting line at the top of the D. The last word

of this line is "OJD or v$D ;
the former seems to be more probable. The name "^JD

occurs also in Vog. 92, 1. 1, where Dr. Lidzbarski, however, proposes to read "0"D

instead. But M. de Vogue's copy is very distinct, and if there is any mistake, I think

it should be attributed to the stone-cutter. The form "OJD is of course a hypocoristic,

perhaps derived from a name like "pO~7}D, or rather from a name beginning
' *

D"7j?D.

In 1. 2 the word of main importance is NzDDN. It is absolutely clear on the stone
;

it was not injured or obscured in any way when I saw it. Dr. Lidzbarski com-

pares this word with N?DCN in C. I. S., II, 198, and explains it, correctly, I think, as a

clerical title. M. Clermont-Ganneau suggests that the root ?2D may be the same as the

Arabic wakala;
2

this does not seem impossible, but it is certainly not very probable.

Much more likely and very interesting indeed is the derivation proposed by Professor

Hommel, 3 who connects N7DSN with the Babylonian ab{p)k{k)allu; this is used as the

title of a priest and also of a soothsayer.
4 Of these Babylonian forms, apkalln would

be the prototype of the Palmyrene N7DBN.

The translation of the word TTinN in 1. 3 depends upon the interpretation of the

sculpture.
5 The letter P] in PJI^n is the only missing letter in this inscription.

The first word in 1. 4, viz., r0£', is almost entirely preserved on the stone, and was

concealed by mud-plaster when Dr. Sobernheim's photograph was taken. The date

is expressed in a somewhat different way from that shown in both Euting's and Lidz-

barski's drawing. For there are two numerical signs, not one, the first resembling
the letter D, the second the cursive letter V. To my mind, however, the date given

by Lidzbarski, 500, i.e., 188 A.D., is not affected by this. Both signs belong to a

cursive script as well as the inscription itself, and we may therefore expect to find here

some unusual forms. I take the first character to be a 5, usually expressed by V, the

second to be the figure for 10, which also forms the hundreds in Palmyrene. It is

See my Thamudenische Inschriften, Berlin, 1904, pp. 57 sqq.
*

Recueil, IV, p. 404.
3
Theologisches Literaturblatt,

1 90 1, col. 497-498.
4 See Jensen, in Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek, VI, 1, p. 320.

5 See below, p. 79.
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true that the latter sign occurs a few times as 5, and that a sign for 5, somewhat
similar to that which I assume here, is found only in Sinaitic inscriptions, viz., Euting

319 and 463. But in any case the cursive figures in Sobernheim's inscriptions Nos. 1

and 2 should be compared in this connection.

With regard to the interpretation of the sculpture and its connection with the

inscription we meet with some difficulties. For it is a little doubtful what the differ-

ent figures in the relief represent. From Dr. Sobernheim's photograph
1 and from a

few notes taken by Mr. Butler on the spot, the monument may be described as follows:

There are seven figures, apparently divided into two groups, that on the left containing
four persons, that on the right three, two of whom are mounted. It is not altogether

certain, however, that a complete separation of the figures into two groups was

intended. Be this as it may, the four figures at the left are on a larger scale than

those at the right. Beginning at the extreme left, the first figure is in profile, facing

the right. It is apparently the figure of a naked boy, as Dr. Lidzbarski recognized ;

he is seated on a throne, and is raising some object to the mouth. This boy cannot

be seated on the knee of the next figure, as Lidzbarski suggests, not only because the

former is placed too far to the left, but also because his head is raised above the heads

of the next three figures. The latter are on a kline and face the front
;
the central

one of the three is raising its right arm above its head. All three appear to be female.

The fifth figure is in three-quarter view, turned partly toward the two mounted fig-

ures at the right. The figure is draped to the ankles. The left hand is laid upon

the breast, while with the right this person seems to be placing some offering upon
the little altar which stands before him. The mounted figures face toward the left.

The first is mounted on a camel
;
he wears a sort of kilt skirt reaching to the knees,

and seems to have a helmet on his head and a staff in his right hand. The last figure

of all, on the extreme right, is mounted on a horse or a mule
;
he is dressed in a robe

falling to the ankles.

I am indebted to Dr. Prentice for the suggestion that the group on a larger scale,

i.e., the one to the left, seems to represent divine figures, and that the naked boy

resembles a cult-image. To my mind it can scarcely be doubted that the boy seated

on a throne is a boy deity, viz., the Deus Bonus Piter Phosphorus (cf<oa<p6pos) ,
who is

identified with 'Azizu, the god mentioned twice in the inscription. Another inevitable

conclusion, it seems to me, is that the person standing behind the altar is Ba'kai (or

Ba'lai), the man who had the sculpture and the inscription-carved. Probably the two

mounted persons are his brothers, and the word TWIN in 1. 3 of the inscription would

then be in the plural. From the fact that Ba'kai (Ba'lai) is in three-quarter view, it

may be inferred that he is represented here as a sort of mediator between the two

groups, introducing, as it were, his two brothers to the divine group ;
he is, as our

inscription says, the tODDN of the "
good and merciful god 'Azizu."

1

L.c., p. 211.
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9

fragment. On a column of the grand colonnade between the two columns bear-

ing inscriptions Vog. 26 and 27. This is the Palmyrene text corresponding to Wad.

26o6<7.

^£D(AT1 DDDC21D l M. Waddington says: "II y avait aussi

'^ij"* xniJpmi 2 un texte palmyrenien, mais il n'en reste

-'
» D 3 que quelques lettres eparses." Now it may

Fig. 31. "HI
•

1 4 be of interest to know just how many
"lettres eparses" are preserved, especially as the Greek part contains a term of far-

reaching importance, viz., ao(j.icoo£apxov T<bv . . . Atfcc ByjXoo £spea>v. The word oujxicostap/oc

was translated by Clermont-Ganneau back into Palmyrene by NI1HD 3*1. It might

have been possible to find unmistakable traces of this Palmyrene word. But we are

disappointed in this hope, for what can be made out are only the well-known words

DDDD~)p (xpdxtotoc) and XUpH (touxfjvdptoc).

10

fragment. On a column of the grand colonnade immediately southeast of the one

bearing inscription Vog. 26. This is the Palmyrene text j^ , «/-j^ ^^
corresponding to Wad. 2608. Width of 1. 1, 47 cm. Height

*"" • \

from top of 1. 1 to bottom of 1. 5, 21 cm. ^ *

M. Waddington says: "II ne reste que quelques lettres du '*J JJJiSt
Scale— 1 : 10.

texte palmyrenien." By comparison, however, with the other Fig. 32.

bilingual inscriptions the text may be restored with reasonable certainty from the Greek

part and from the traces left of the Palmyrene letters. The Greek text reads as follows:

Eeirrf|i.[tov OooptoSrJv tbv xpdt[ta
,cov ex(tpo]itov Ee[3a[<JToO 8oox]Tjvdpiov xai d[pY^^]£~^v 'I©6Xto$

A6p7jXioc Seic[x((ii]cc MdX/o^ MaXcoyot Naaao6|xoy 6 xpdtiotoc tov f(Xov viae itgoordnqv; •csqi^-

IVSXSV, ItOOC CO'f

'

[ITQVEt Eav8i%(j>.

The following would then be a restoration of the Palmyrene text:

DUBDOnp "lim DVD1BBD 1

NMttlNl fcOJpl KDIlDtBlM 2

DIPDBSD D^IIK D^l" 1

D^pNl 3

hp^ DDDB"lp D1ET2 N3^D 13 HD^O 4
mi pp: rrva norpi mom 5

[576 mm 6

11

tombstone. On a slab which, when I saw it, was in the courtyard of a modern

house, next on the west to the passage where inscr. 8 (=Sobernheim 7) was found.

The owner of the house, 'Abdallah, told me he had brought the stone from the ruins
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about twenty days before. Height of stone 55 cm., width at the bottom 39^4 cm.

Height from the bottom of the stone to the bottom of the inscription 42 cm. Height
of letters 2-2^ cm.

13 S&D 73n i Alas! Male, son of
73nNEtt 2 Nesa. Alas!

Both names are well known. The only interesting feature of

this inscription is the form of the 7 and the Q in 1. 1 and the

shape of the stone. It is precisely like the later Mohammedan
and many of our European tombstones. It seems to be the first

real tombstone found in Palmyra itself; for Dr. Lidzbarski 1

says

that no true tombstones had been found in Palmyra as yet. Con-

sequently the Palmyrene tombstones found in Africa and in

England are not necessarily an imitation of foreign customs.
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beginning of this line, we may perhaps explain Bar Sa'd in a similar way as the Ara-

bic ' Abd Sa'd, taking Sa'd to be the name of a deity.
1 The name W2V, of which the

E? is not absolutely certain, is probably a hypocoristic in X ;
it occurs, so far as I know,

in only one other place, viz.,
" Revue d'assyriologie," Vol. II, p. 95, No. 6b, 1. 3.

14

(= Mordtmmui 27, de Vogue 104)

votive altar. On a small altar found in the Mohammedan cemetery. As is

well known, many of these altars containing Greek and Palmyrene inscriptions are

now used by the Mohammedans in

the place of end-stones on the graves.

The position in which they are actu-

ally found is shown by the photo-

graph. The inscription published

here is undoubtedly the same as Mo.

27, and I believe that it is also iden-

tical with Vog. 104; M. Waddington

probably copied only 1. 1 and half

of 1. 2, because the rest seemed to

him illegible. I omitted to take

measurements and to copy 1. 1 and
Mohammedan graves with ancient votive altars, at Palmyra. \\\Q first half of 1 2 which found

correctly given by M. Waddington, except the last word in his copy, NED, which of

course is &GCD. Consequently the first line and a half of the second in my drawing
are based on the copies of Waddington and Mordtmann, and the forms of the letters

are also drawn from a comparison of the rest of the inscription.

7\QW "pa
1

? 2D pD-1 i

KErnp wr6lK pnb
. . K3 . . . . "I13J71

2\b)

2

3

4

5

6

In pious remembrance of Him, whose name is blessed

forever, the good and merciful One !

For a throne
(?) of the holy god

was this made by .... ba ... .

Lines i and 2 are certain as to their reading and translation. The importance of this

inscription lies, however, in 1. 3, the letters of which seem . 1

to be definitely read now. The word NE^lp is found here a/m»who H^iC bift^y 1
!

for the first time in Palmyrene. Now the form WlpX, $( b'oMJ^J b(fjHffb( 1*0* ^
which occurs in Vog. 71, agrees, as Professor Noldeke has '£<^f M^^J

shown,
2 with the Jewish Aramaic, not with the Syriac dia- *^\^

lect of Aramaic. Moreover, M. de Vogue himself is of the
Fig. 34.

'See Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums, 2d ed., pp. 59-60.
-
Z. D. M. G., Vol. XXIV, p. 105.
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opinion that the formula used on almost all these altars, NQ^ 1

? HCttf "P"^, is to be

attributed to Jewish influence in Palmyra. I believe, therefore, that, although the

form NE^Hp is in keeping with the Eastern Aramaic, the phrase
"
holy god

"
here in

Palmyra is due to Jewish or even Christian influence. The first word of this line is

most probably pn
1

?
;
the first letter may possibly be a D or J, but the third letter is

scarcely a "I, on account of the preceding n. This word may be explained in several

different ways: (1) It might be the name of the god himself; but this is very unlikely,

because with the preceding "31 "THD? the name of the god is usually omitted, and,

furthermore, because the available letters do not yield a reasonable proper name.

(2) It might be a substantive or an adjective, coordinate with the preceding attributes.

In that case
|" might be a grammatical ending or a suffix

;
for example, I was tempted

to read p(D)7, "to our lord," but the T\ is certain and cannot be read as a D. (3) There

is a slight possibility that this word might contain a prayer to the god. Then it

would be an imperative, with the suffix of the 1st pers. plur., e.g., pHD, "protect us."

(4) The most probable explanation, it seems to me, is that it is the word for some reli-

gious object, parallel in a certain way with pIH. I have therefore taken pn to be a

Palmyrene rendering of the Greek 0p6vo;. From a grammatical point of view such a

derivation is admissible, I think
;
for the Greek is often not expressed by 1 in Palmy-

rene,
1 and the ending -0? is sometimes dropped entirely, as we see from JD1DDX,

a-par^yo;.
2 The dropping of the ending is the more easily accounted for in this case,

as pn would be in the status constructus. Neither would the Syriac forms oocuo-i^ and

Kicocucn^ 3 furnish any serious objection, since they may have found their way into

Syriac through some other channel. But is it natural that the Palmyrenes should

have borrowed a word like this when there were Semitic words for the same idea?

There are, for instance, the words ND"0, rdi»ia^, etc., and "2WD,
4
Dnift,

5 etc. We know,

however, that similar cases occur frequently in the history of languages.

Now it is difficult to find a connection between our monument and the word pn.
A real altar was believed by the pagan Semites to be the seat, the throne, of the god ;

6

and even a Christian altar was sometimes called a>cuoi&, as we have seen above on

p. 50. But these small altars, which were dedicated in great numbers, could scarcely

have been thought to be "thrones of the holy god." If, however, my reading pn,

"throne," is correct, we may assume that it was perhaps merely a phrase taken from

the prototype of these votive objects, i.e., from the original altar, and was employed in

imitation of the usage on the latter. Or else, as often in Semitic popular belief every

sacred stone was considered an embodiment or a seat of a deity,
7 it is not impossible

that even here a similar idea was prevailing in the mind of the man who dedicated

the altar.

' See Noldeke, in Z. D. M. G., Vol. XXIV, p. 87.
6 An interesting discussion of this question by M. Clermont-

3

lb., pp. 106-107.
3 See above, p. 48. Ganneau is to be found in his Recueil, Vol. IV, pp. 247-250.

4 See Hadad inscription from Zendjirli, 11. 8 and 20. 7 See Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites, pp. 189

*C. I. S., II, 350, 1. 3. sqq.; Lagrange, in Revue Biblique, 1901, pp. 223 sqq.
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APPENDIX

NOTES ON PALMYRENE INSCRIPTIONS PUBLISHED HERETOFORE

De Vogiie 15

I noted that the last word in I. 5 of this interesting inscription is p^Jt^ on the stone,

not \WXD as given by M. de Vogii6. The form in p&T is without doubt masculine,

and this gender is required by the preceding word.

De Vogiie 24

The third name in the third line of this inscription has been much discussed. After

a careful study of the question, Dr. J. H. Mordtmann came to the conclusion that it

should be read "121123 (see
"
Mitteilungen der Vorderasiatischen Gesellschaft," 1899,

p. 21). This is actually carved on the stone; I copied v^M X.

De Vogue 25

This inscription in M. de Vogue's copy has the date 574 ;
on the stone, however,

the date 573 is plainly written. Since in the Greek part of this inscription the date

is destroyed, the date supplied by M. Waddington, following M. de Vogue, must be

changed to 573.

De Vogiie 80

My copy of this inscription differs a little from that made by M. Waddington. Line

3 reads in my copy: ^j ^.yij&TL- This comes nearer to the copy of Dr. A. D.

Mordtmann. His son, Dr. J. H. Mordtmann, proposes to restore here the name 7KT1D]

or ^NTKyj (see Mitteil. Vorderasiat. Ges., 1899, p. 23). In 1. 5 I copied the following:

///i-a-ayjxje/iojj-j. By this the reading pJp is finally established in this inscription

also. M. Clermont-Ganneau has discovered in it the name of a Palmyrene month

(see
"
Recueil," Vol. II, p. 6, and Vol. Ill, pp. 202-206;

"
Etudes," Vol. II, pp. 93-95).

At the same time the date 514, given by M. de Vogiie, is confirmed. Dr. A. D.

Mordtmann's change to 524 is therefore unwarranted.



CHAPTER III

NABA'IVEAN INSCRIPTIONS

i

SI'.

EPISTYLE OF THE PORTICO IN THE COURT OF THE TEMPLE OF BA'AL

samin. The reconstruction of this inscription as represented by Fig. 35 is based

on the assumption that besides the seven known fragments, two of which are pub-

lished here for the first time, there was originally only one more fragment in the com-

plete inscription, viz., G. These fragments are as follows:

+-**- i.4
•/ .'

!= i / I
-^J

J
Fig- 35-

Tentative reconstruction of Nabataean inscription in temple at Si'.

A was found by M. de Vogtie and by Dr. Schroeder, but was not seen by this

expedition. The height of the stone and of the moldings is not expressly stated
;

since, however, there is no doubt about the position of the fragment, I have in my
reconstruction continued the lines of fragment B toward the right. According to

Dr. Schroeder's measurements, the inscribed fascia is 49 cm. long, while this part of

the inscription has a length of 19 cm.

B was published by M. de Vogu6 ;
Dr.

Schroeder did not see it. I found it

lying in the court in front of the temple.

This fragment has a length of 62y2-

72^ cm., and a height of 36 cm. Each

of the two lower fasciae is 1 2 cm. high ;

the height from the bottom of the fillet

to the top of the stone measures also 12 cm. Height of letters S~S
lA cm -

C, inedita, found among the debris on the slope of the hill near the north wall

of the temple. Minimum length 5 cm., maximum length 30 cm., height 36 cm.

8S

llWlllfc^ltfU XujIbI

Scale— 1 : to.

Fig. 36 -
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D was published by M. de Vogiie' and Dr. Schrocder. I found it on the slope near

C. Length 77 cm., height 36 cm. Height of letters 4}4~5}4 cm.

E, iuedita, found on the slope, like C and D.

Length 80 cm., height of inscribed fascia \o]/2

cm., from the bottom of the fillet to the top

I

SX\\y^-J \? 7~)J—J I'XiH. of the stone 12 cm. Height of letters 3^-
5>4 cm.

F was published by M. de Vogiie and Dr.

sc^ -. : .o. Schroeder
;

I did not see it. Length 55 cm. The
lg ' 37 '

moldings in the reconstruction are given accord-

ing to my measurements of the other parts.
e

G is hypothetical (see below, p. 89).

H was found by M. de Vogiie, Dr. Schroe-

der, and myself; when I saw it, it was lying Y)3\J tfJllAJ
1

) #j")3 1A 6JT\I jiJ
near C, D, E. My squeeze of this frag- scaic-.T.I

ment has been lost, but my copy agrees per-
lg " 3 '

fectly with the squeeze published in C. I. S., II, No. 163D. My measurements

taken from the original are as follows: Length 62 cm., height 36 cm. Height
of letters 4-5 cm.

Casts of fragments of Nabatsean inscription at Si'.

The fragments known heretofore are published in the following places : M. de Vogu£,
"
Inscriptions Semitiques," pp. 92-

94.
—Schroeder, in "Zeitschrift d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch.," Vol. XXXVIII, plate facing p. 532.

—"Corpus Inscrip-

tionum Semiticarum," II, No. 163.

The whole inscription would read, if my reconstruction be correct :

1TJ7ID "ID 1EW 12 Twbcb 2!C3
)li:i (Stone 1)

poro by rua in n (Stone 2)

into Nnneoi *n fcOBTii Nima Kn*rai WYna NnT3 (Stone 3)

D^3 pn IJTini (Stone 4)

(Stone 1)
In pious remembrance

\
of Maleikat, the son ofAusu, the son of Mo\'aieru,

(Stone 2) who builtfor Ba'al Samin

(Stone 3) the inner temple and the outer temple
j

and this Qsarpov and
|
\the (or these)

watch-towers],

(Stone 4) and departedfrom (?) life in peace!
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Although M. de Vogue does not indicate that his fragment A was composed of two

pieces of the same stone, i.e., A and B as numbered above, it is evident that even at

that time the first five and a half letters were detached from the rest
;
for the squeeze

made by MM. de Vogue and Waddington, and published in C. I. S., II, PI. XXIII,
shows a break exactly where fragment B begins.

I believe that in the reconstruction proposed here a reasonably certain connection

is reached between the heretofore incoherent fragments. There is no doubt that

fragment E preceded the one marked B by de Vogue and in the Corpus ;
for at the

end of the former an N is missing, while the latter begins with this very letter, and

they are in a natural sequence, because both enumerate structures built by Maleikat.

The inscribed fascia of E, however, is only io)4 cm. high, whereas in the others the

corresponding fasciae measure 12 cm. in height; moreover, there is no uninscribed

band below the inscription in E. But this fact can easily be explained by supposing
that the bottom of the stone has been broken off to a height of 13^2 cm. Mr.

Butler tells me that these basalt blocks often break in very straight lines. I feel

quite certain that this has happened here also, in view of the fact that in E a space of

about i]/2 cm. is wanting at the bottom of the stone; this can be seen from photo-

graph and drawing, which show that the inscription is too near the bottom line of

the stone in its present condition. I have changed the order given by de Vogue and

the Corpus as to the position of fragment D. It seems to me that the sentence

"X\ !"IJD in H would follow most naturally after the name of the donor and should pre-

cede the enumeration of the buildings. The combination ID "H would very appropri-

ately here emphasize the subject in the same way as the Syriac oooa.
1 After C2D1 there

are of course at least two or three letters lost. Then either the inscription may have run

on over one or more stones, or fragment H may have directly followed here. This

fragment has been read before : D^EO pn lyi HI * *

•; M. de Vogue translates :

"
. . . et

font quite vivront, en />aix" ;
the Corpus:

"
. . . et quamdiu viveret. In pace I

'"

It is difficult to imagine what might have preceded such an expression. I would

therefore suggest the following explanation. Since this inscription is an honorary

and a memorial (tTDI) inscription at the same time, it would be very natural to

assume that the man for whom it was intended died before the completion of his

work, and that this inscription was written after his death. The beginning,
" In pious

remembrance of . . .," advocates such an explanation very strongly. If it is correct,

we may find a reference to Maleikat's death in the last fragment, for which I pro-

pose the reading D?£Q PH "IJTim. The word ""IJJim would then be taken as a verb

standing for "lyinNl (.•u^o&re'o, wethwa'ad). The meaning which this word would

have,
" and he took leave," is very unusual for the root 1)71 ;

for Brockelmann's Syriac

Lexicon mentions only one passage where i^.oA^re' means " vale dixit," while Payne-
Smith's Thesaurus does not give this meaning at all

;
but perhaps even the Arabic

1

Noldeke, Syrische Grammatik, 2d ed.,§ 342.
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wadihra, which is similar in sound, may have influenced the choice of the word in ques-

tion. I admit, however, that there still remains some doubt about this interpretation.

From a palaeographical point of view, I believe that my squeezes and copies furnish

new facts or rather correcter forms of certain letters. In the Corpus the fragments of

this inscription are reproduced from photographs of de Vogue's and Waddington's

squeezes, in which the letters were blackened with a pencil.
1

By this procedure the

original forms of the letters have been obscured in a few places. First of all, the

form of the n in HJ2 (C. I. S., 163C) has received a shape in which it occurs only in

later inscriptions, i.e., with a line connecting the perpendicular strokes at the bottom.

Dr. Schroeder 2

gives the correct form. This H was possibly used as a final letter, dis-

tinct from the H in in. 3 Furthermore, a careful study of the new squeezes and copies

shows that there are no real ligatures in this inscription, except in the word "ID and in

the letters TO in J"D vD, fragment B. In several other cases the letters come very

close together, e.g., in ?J? rDD, fragment D, and in "1J7, fragment H ;
but there is always

a very narrow space between each pair of letters. These facts were to be expected in

an inscription undoubtedly written before the Christian era, and they agree with those

exhibited by the script of the Nab. inscr. 2, dated 5/4 b.c.

Some new light also is thrown on the history of the temple and on the Naba-

taean names for its various parts. From M. de Vogue's plans
4 we see that the original

temple, at the western end of the ridge of Si', consisted of

a temple proper, surrounded by a large peribolos, which

formed a court at the front and at the rear. The fore-

court, of course, was the more important ;
it was com-

pletely paved, and a portico extended along the inside
Fie ^q.

„ . , ., , t os. , » , of the north, east, and south walls. The portico was
Temple and peribolos at Si' (after de *

Vogii<§). on a higher level than the floor of the court, two high

steps leading up to it. On both sides of the peribolos gate, which was not exactly

opposite the portal of the temple, there were two square tower-like structures inside

the wall. For further architectural details, see Part II, pp. 334 sqq., where Mr. Butler

brings new evidence to bear upon the temple proper.

It is important to know that the inscription itself must have been on the architrave

of the portico. This is shown by the height and the width of the stones on which the

fragments were found and by the moldings. Now M. de Vogii6 believes that the

inscription extended around the whole epistyle. If that was the case, a long part is

missing still
;
this part might have contained details concerning other structures, the

date, the sums expended, concerning Maleikat's family and his life, the architect, and

so forth. The known fragments, put together, are about 4 m. long. The whole archi-

trave on all three sides had a length of about 50 m. Thus the original inscription

' C. I.S., II, p. 196 : 'Mitterae paululum plumbagine denigratae sunt." 'Z. D. M. G.,Vol. XXXVIII, p. 532 ;
No. 4 c on the plate.

' See below, p. 91.
' See La Syrie Centrale, Architecture, tome I, pp. 32, 33 ;

tome II (Planches), PI. 2.

=3

J
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would have been more than ten times as long as what we know of it now. I am,

however, inclined to believe that this inscription was not much longer than these frag-

ments put together, and that it probably was in the middle of the epistyle on the

north or south side, or perhaps opposite the front of the temple, near one of the gate-

towers.

The building undertaken by Maleikat comprised the following structures : (a) the

inner temple ; (&) the outer temple ; (c)
the fenOTl

; {d) the INrHJDD. I think it is cer-

tain that a and b cannot refer to anything else than to the temple proper and the pe-

ribolos. We see that in Nabataean the word WIT3 was not exclusively used, as M. de

Vogue concluded from the inscription of Maleikat II (C. I. S., II, No. 164), for the tem-

ple proper, but also for the precinct about it; both are, however, distinguished here

by attributes. The word feOtDT) is with great probability derived from the Greek

Gsatpov, a suggestion made by Dr. Schroeder and accepted by the editors of the Corpus.

The form given here is not necessarily the plural. The editors of the Corpus ex-

pected !"PN instead of Nl
;
but the aramaicized form rti\r?b\ occurs in Syriac also, and

it is there used in the feminine as here. As to the meaning of this word, I believe

that the translation guessed by M. de Vogue is correct, although he was not right in

deriving the word from the Targumic "nD"1

;
for NIDTI must denote here the "portico."

1

The order of the buildings
—

(1) the temple proper, (2) the peribolos, (3) this portico
— is

most natural. And, furthermore, since the word NT follows after feOBTl, the inscription

cannot be separated from the thing called by the latter name : temple and peribolos are

spoken of as something separate, but this place, where the inscription is written, is the

fcODTl. The technical term for such a portico therefore seems to have been NICOTl,
" theater." The reasons why it was called by this name may have been either

because the public stood on the steps or the raised floor of the portico to witness the

ceremonies and sacrifices,
2 or simply because the steps around the court resembled to

some extent the seats of a theater. The word for the fourth edifice built by Maleikat

begins with DQ. In this M. de Vogue recognized the word NfnCDE. I take it in its

usual meaning, "watch-tower," and I believe that it refers to the two square edifices

which stood one on each side of the peribolos gate;
3 for they are the only important

structures in the original precinct not mentioned elsewhere in these fragments. I

would read NrHDQ as a plural and add i"PN,
" these

"
;

this pronoun would not be

strange here, since the towers were connected with the portico, and it would be all

the more natural if the inscription was near one of them. By reading and ex-

plaining the fragments in this manner a very full account of the first stage in the

history of the great sanctuary of Ba'al Samin at Si' is gained.

1 Dr. Schroeder thought there might have been a real
2 An altar with a bull on each side, which stood in the

theater at Si', and Professor Puchstein is, as he writes me, of court near the entrance to the temple, is shown on PI. 2 of

the same opinion. But the ruins in the valley near the M. de Vogue's Architecture.

sanctuary on the hill are mostly those of funerary structures,
3 La Syrie Centrale, Architecture, PL 2, Fig. 1, M; see

and no traces of a theater have been found as yet in Si'. also above, Fig. 39, on p. 88.
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The date has been fixed approximately by M. de Vogiie\ The conclusion reached

by him is confirmed by the Nabataean inscription 2, which is dated 54 B.C., and which

agrees as to its script in all essential points with these fragments. But, on the

whole, the latter make the impression that they are a little older than the dated stele
;

this is shown especially by the form of the &V The original temple may have been

built at any time between 40 and 20 (perhaps even 10) B.C. It is likely that the period

of its construction extended through several years and that the donor, as we have

seen above on p. 87, died during this time. Later on, the temple was "made higher"

by the second Maleikat. That the inscription of this man, the grandson of the man who

began the temple, shows a younger character of script, was recognized by M. de

Vogue. Hut I cannot believe, as M. de Vogue seems to do, that it belongs to the

time of Herod, since we find in the year 5/4 the older type of letters still prevailing.

The editors of the Corpus (II, p. 198) are, I think, much nearer the truth in assigning

the inscription of the second Maleikat primis primipost J. C. sceculi annis.

^, w

Si', stele, 5 B.C. On a stele, lying now with a mass of debris in a fence roughly

built of stones, about one kilometer north of Si' and

fifty paces north of the road to Kanawat. There

are ruins of several very much dilapidated build-

ings at this place ; only their foundations, which

consist of dressed stones, are still visible. Probably

all of these were tomb-towers or other funerary

buildings. The total height of the stele is 132 cm.,

the width 63 cm. The space of the inscription

measures 69 x 30 cm. Height of letters 4-4^ cm -;

7 is 6 l/2 cm. high. The letters are regularly and

beautifully carved. Squeeze and photographs.

&gi
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This inscription is one of the oldest known in Nabatsean script. It is a very good

example of the older type of Nabatasan writing, for the history of which the date given

here affords a certain basis. The forms of N, D, and

V are. of chief importance : X and D have the same

form as in the fragments from the temple in Si'
;
but

V appears somewhat prolonged and has a curve at

the bottom in a more pronounced way than in the in-

scription of the temple. The letter H has two differ-

ent forms: one of them occurs only once, in 1. 8, at

the beginning of a word
;
the other occurs four times,

viz., in 11. 3, 7, 8, and 10, always at the end of a word.

In one of the Si' fragments, viz., C. I. S., 163 C, ex-

actly the same difference is noticed.
1

It seems, there-

fore, as if in these inscriptions the younger form was

used only as a final letter, whereas the older form

was still retained at the beginning and in the middle

of words. But the latter form rapidly disappeared in

the Hauran.

I am inclined to believe that in 1. 3 rpjyn stands

for n7"?jyn, and that this may perhaps be a feminine

form, parallel to the Palmyrene masculine 7137JJ7. At

the same time we know that the stem 7^V is a favorite

one in the nomenclature of these regions. Otherwise

we would have to divide r6"3}?n, as, for instance, in r\7~iyz\ The word rpjyn

is doubtless a surname of Kasiu, not the name of Kasiii's father. After this sur-

name follows a long genealogy, which indicates that we meet here with the Arabic

custom. The first of these names, i.e., the name of Kasiii's father, is HDJO, in Greek

Xad{x|i.oc or XadptiiQC, which means "
like his grandfather," or perhaps

"
like his paternal

uncle." For it seems that in Nabataean as well as in Safai'tic the term QJ? means
"
grandfather."

2 The same name, HDJD, occurs also in Safai'tic and Sinaitic inscriptions.

Both names in 1. 4 are new in North-Semitic epigraphy. The first, "Q"), which

corresponds to the Greek Pa
t3pou, Wad. 2412 /, belongs, of course, to the same group

as 7^"3"1 and K3*l; the latter of these two forms is found in Dussaud's "Voyage

archeologique," No. 59, where the first line is undoubtedly to be read "D &C1, follow-

ing Clermont-Ganneau. The other name, "ITIN, is the Arabic 'Aud"", which is given

as a tribal name by Ibn Doreid on pp. 165 and 245.

For the second word in 1. 5 HTl is the most plausible reading ;
but I admit that

*CH is not impossible. Although 1 and "1 can hardly be distinguished from each other

in our inscription, it seems as if the perpendicular line in "1 were apt to have a very

1 See above, p. 86, Fig. 37.
* See below, Chapter V, Introduction, unuer Language.

Stele found near Si'.
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slight bend at the bottom toward the right, whereas in "1 the same line is straight,

except in TUN. If this is intentional, the name ^pl is beyond doubt. Proper
names might easily be formed from the Arabic root radafa. The name 11CM is new

in this form, but its existence was to be inferred from Natapou and the Safai'tic "1CM : it is

of course an abbreviation of 7N~1CM, Naraf^Xo;.

In nn iODpD (1. 7) the masculine form is very unusual. The substantive for

"
burial-place," formed by the prefix D from the root 12p, is almost always feminine in

Semitic languages; we have, e.g., XHIDpD in Nabataean and Palmyrene, makbarat"" in

Arabic, and makbart in Ethiopic. In Arabic the form makbar un occurs in
"
Hamasa,"

ed. Preytag, p. 405, 1. 10, where it is explained maudi
tu 'l-kabr*. Thus the word prob-

ably refers to the tomb itself, and not to the stele or tombstone, of which one might
have thought in endeavoring to establish a difference between N~DpQ and Nn~QpO.

Line 8 is difficult to interpret. The word in of course makes one think at once

of the pronoun
" he." If it be this, it would, as it stands, have no syntactical con-

nection, which is necessarily wanted, because "DJ7 in 1. 6 and HE'CJ FlpDJS in 11. 9-10

belong together. One should certainly read in that case nnrGNl in, but that would

require the plural form DnE^Dl It is possible that what the man intended to write

was,
" kasiu . . . made the tomb for himself and for his wife," and that, perhaps on

account of his insufficient knowledge of Aramaic, he expressed himself in an incorrect

way. All the difficulties would disappear, however, if we assume that in is here not
"
he," but either a preposition meaning something like "

for," or a substantive or adjec-

tive connecting the first part of the sentence with the last. To make it a preposition

is scarcely possible. But in might be derived from the Arabic hawa, "to love," and

might be here equivalent to haiv1

", or hewf*, or perhaps Iwuf". Such Arabisms in

Nabataean were collected by Noldeke, in Euting's
" Nabataische Inschriften aus

Arabien," pp. 78 sq. The meaning would, after all, probably be the same, for even if

we read, "Kasiu . . . made the tomb through love of his wife," we would understand

that it was intended for both the husband and the wife.

In 1. 9 I read JITm, because the first letter shows the slight bend at the bot-

tom of which I have spoken above. This feminine proper name reminds us of ?VT\

in the Old Testament. But Rukhailat occurs as the name of a man in Ibn Doreid,

p. 272, 1. 2. The last words, nttfSJ npDJD, are the Semitic equivalent of the Greek

expression e% -Cnv i&oov, which occurs very frequently in the inscriptions found in Syria.

This inscription is very interesting on account of its date, which is 308. There is

no doubt in my mind that the era employed here is the Seleucid era. This would

give us the year 54 B.C. At that time Aretas IV Philopatris was king of the

Nabataeans
;
he reigned from 9 B.C. until about 40 a.d. We know many Nabataean

inscriptions that were written during this time
;
and if dated at all, they are always

dated according to the year of his reign, even inscriptions found in remote places like

Sidon (C. I. S., II, 160) and Puteoli (C. I. S., II, 158, 159). I know only one other
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Nabataean inscription dated according to the Scleucid era, viz., that of Dmer (C. I. S.,

II, 161), where it is expressly stated, "according to the era of the Romans" (p02
fcTDimN) ;

but here the year of the Nabataean king, Rab'el, is given also. Hence there

must be a special reason why this inscription does not mention the king DDJJ Drn nmn.
The explanation is the same as in the case of the inscription of Hebran (C. I. S., II, 170),

which is dated in the seventh year of the Emperor Claudius, viz., that the place where

the monument was erected did not belong to the Nabataean empire at that time. This

is an epigraphical proof of a historical fact known from other sources. In the year

23 b.c, Herod the Great, who reigned from 37 to 4 B.C., received Batanaea, Trachonitis,

and Auranitis from Augustus. These provinces were taken from the Nabataeans, who
must have settled in parts of this northern country early in the first century a.d., as we
see from the tomb of Hamrath in Suweda, and even gained possession of Damascus

for a short time under Aretas III (85-60). But Nabataean script continued to be used

under the Idumaean rule
;

it was probably employed by the Idumaeans themselves

when they wished to write in a Semitic language. At least, we know that besides the

Arabic and Aramaic elements there was also an Idumaean element in what we include

under the name " Nabataeans." The great temple in Si' was probably built during

the reign of Herod; nevertheless, it had a Nabataean inscription (see above, No.
1).

The inscription, written in honor of the second Maleikat (C. I. S., II, 164), probably in

the first quarter of the first Christian century when this region was still held by an

Idumaean tetrarch, is both in Nabataean and in Greek. And several smaller un-

dated Nabataean inscriptions or fragments belong to the same period.

We may thus, returning to our inscription, say that Kasiu and his wife were Naba-

taean Arabs,— for nothing in the names mentioned indicates Idumaean origin,
— but

that on account of the ruling Idumaeans the date was not given with the name of the

Nabatatan king, who was the enemy of the Idumaeans. In Sidon, however, and

Puteoli probably little attention was paid to such matters, because these places were

remote from the country where such passages in an inscription were of importance ;

moreover, in Sidon and Puteoli the Roman authorities certainly could not read very

much of the Nabataean script.

Suweda. altar of basalt. On a block of black basalt, now in the Turkish

Seraya. The block measures 45x39 cm., and is 24 cm. thick. The place of the

sculpture on the front side measures 38 x 26 cm. The letters are 2-2}^ cm. high.

Ewing, in "Palestine Exploration Fund, Quarterly Statements," 1895,1). 158.
— Sachau,

" Nabataische Inschrift aus

'Ire," in "
Sitzungsberichte der Berliner Akademie der Wissenschaften," 1896, p. 1056.

— Clermont-Ganneau,
" Recueil

d'Archeol. Orient.," II, pp. 108-116.— Lidzbarski,
" Handbuch der Nordsemitischen Epigraphik," pp. 148-149.

— Clermont-

Ganneau,
"
Comptes Rendues de l'Academie des Inscriptions," S6rie IV, tome 26, pp. 597-605 (

= "
Recueil," III, pp. 75-82).

— Lidzbarski,
"
Ephemeris fur Semitische Epigraphik," I, p. 74.

— Cooke,
" Text-book of North-Semitic Inscriptions," p. 245,

annotation 1.
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1 Badar and Sa'ad-el, the sons of fVitru, thefriends of [the god] Gad. Peace!

2 Kasiu, the sou of Hann* el, the sculptor. Peace!

This inscription was first discovered by the Rev. W. Ewing, and was published by him

and afterward by Professor Sachau, but really deciphered by M. Clermont-Ganneau

and Dr. Lidzbarski. It is unnecessary to go into details concerning its interpretation.

I only wish to emphasize here

that the first two words must be

proper names, not verbs; this opin-

ion has been expressed before, but

with some hesitation. The first

word, "112, is of course a well-

known Arabic name, the Greek

Badapoc. In Nabataean we should

expect TT\1, but 1 may have been

omitted by mistake. Names like

this without the ending 1 are not

entirely unknown, as we see, e.g.,

from ^"H, above, pp. 91-92. Thesec-

ond name, 7N~iyy, occurs in exactly

the same form in the Safaitic in-

Aitar with Nabatean inscription at SuwMa.
scriptions. Furthermore, the name

Tim is the Thamudene and Safaitic im, Greek OtxOpoc, the Biblical l~irP, father-in-

law of Moses. It occurs also as the name of a locality in the Hauran, and, curiously

enough, it is connected with an event in Moses' life, as Tin"1

is in the Bible
;

for we read

in Yakut, IV, 902 :

* " Al Wutr.— A village in the Hauran. In the mosque here, as

they say, Musa ibn 'Amran dwelt
;
and there is shown here the place where his staff

struck the Rock." The very ingenious reading X"13 ^m is due to M. Clermont-

Ganneau.

The date of this inscription is probably not earlier than 50 a.d. Several of the letters

(N, D, £')
show a very late form, and in 1. 2 we find the conventionalized sign for "13,

consisting of two slightly curved parallel lines.

The character of the monument is determined by its shape and by the four horns

of the altar which appear in relief at the upper corners of the front and of the back. On

the back, a photograph of which is published in Part II, p. 415, we find three bovine

heads in relief, of slightly varying sizes and shapes. Similar heads are carved on the

two ends of the altar.

'
Cf. Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, p. 550.
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APPENDIX

NOTES ON NABATVEAN INSCRIPTIONS PUBLISHED HERETOFORE

C. I. S., II, No. 172

Hebran. "
Fragmentum a Burckharclto in ruderibus antiquae domus repertum et

delineatum ["Travels," etc.,
1

p. 90]: cujus apographum damus, inter- , .

pretationem vero tentare non valemus."

I believe that this stone is the signature of the architect who built U^.U J DO

the house
;
the second line can, to my mind, be read with certainty. The name itself,

however, remains very doubtful.

1.1.

' ' "Q (PO^D^ 1 By Mal{eikat), the son o/(?) . . .

[Q\b& fcGTON 2 îe architect. Peace!

If
" Maleikat" be correct, we should read the fourth, fifth, and sixth letters as follows:

J3J j. The next very indistinct letters can hardly be anything else but "13. This,

however, is difficult to be reconciled with Burckhardt's copy. The 1 in 1. 2 has a little

superfluous stroke
; perhaps there was a line in the stone.

C. I. S., II, No. 177

I mention this very incomplete fragment because I think that the second line con-

tains the name of the god NI^N, which has of late given rise to an interesting discus-

sion
;
see especially Lidzbarski's "

Ephemeris," I, p. 330.

1

I.e., Travels in Syria and the Holy Land, London, 1822.



CHAPTER IV

HEBREW INSCRIPTIONS

1-8

KEFR
IL-BARAH. funerary inscriptions. In the extensive ruins of Kefr il-

Barah, near the middle of the town, there is an apse-like structure, consisting of

a semi-dome, and containing on its inner

side a number of roughly carved inscrip-

tions in Hebrew square characters. This

structure is now partly buried in the

ground ;
its height under the present con-

ditions is approximately 4 meters, the cir-

cumference of the semicircle measures

about 10 meters, the diameter 5-6 meters.

The inscriptions are on two adjoining

courses of stones near the present level

of the ground. The upper one of these

courses contains Nos. 1-6 on the first,

Part of Jewish structure at Kefr il-Barah.

second, third, sixth, seventh, and eighth stones beginning at the right end, while Nos.

7 and 8 are on the fifth, eighth, and ninth stones of the lower course. Only of Nos.

4 and 5, which are the best preserved, I took squeezes and measurements
;
the stone

bearing No. 4 measures no x 55 cm., that bearing No. 5 measures 123 x 55 cm.

No. 1, being too fragmentary and uncertain, has been omitted altogether in the follow-

ing tentative interpretation.
6 5 4 3 21
t A |»J

1 l^'OD^Tia*
~T

.13 >7*r^

i 7
..

j, -po*

Scale— i : 40.

Fig. 41.

Hebrew inscriptions at Kefr il-Barah.
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eulogies from Hebrew inscriptions are discussed by Professor Chvvolson in his "Corpus

Inscriptionum Hebraicarum," St. Petersburg, 1882, coll. 431 sqq.

The presence of these inscriptions at Kefr il-Barah is important with regard to the

history of this place in the Mohammedan period, to which they must be assigned be-

cause of the Arabic forms 'All, Ibrahim, and perhaps Amin. The town of il-Barah

continued to flourish after the Arabic conquest for at least five centuries. 1 At some

time during this period these Hebrew inscriptions were written, and they indicate that

there was a Jewish colony among the Mohammedan inhabitants. It seems that a

reminiscence of this fact has still survived in the popular tradition of this region, for I

was told repeatedly by inhabitants of the Djebel Riha that the castle of il-Barah,

Kal'at Aba Safyan, had belonged to a Jewish king. The story of the battle between

Aba Safyan and the Mohammedans is given below in the commentary on the Arabic

inscriptions 16 and 17.

9 and 10

Tedif. inscriptions from the synagogue of ezra, 1356 (?)
and 1392 A. d. Tedif2

is

a town about eight hours to the east of Aleppo, with approximately 1000 Moham-
medan and 50 Jewish families

;
to the

latter it is of special importance be-

cause of the "
Synagogue of Ezra the

Scribe," which is situated here, and

which is considered a place of pil-

grimage [ziydreh) by all the Jews of

Northern Syria. A visit to Tedif was

suggested to us by the Rev. W.
Christie of Aleppo, who had heard

that there were Hebrew inscriptions

in the synagogue. Our time at this

place, however, was very much lim-

ited, and on account of rain and cold

weather it was impossible to obtain

squeezes of the inscriptions.

The synagogue is a medieval struc-

ture built with several pointed arches;

it consists, as far as I had occasion to observe, of an open forecourt and two inner

rooms
;
the latter lie to the right as you enter. The court wall opposite the entrance

contains on the side toward the court an arch projecting from it, built over a narrow

platform, which is about two feet higher than the level of the court, and is provided

with a wooden rail. This platform is shown in the accompanying photograph ;
there

1 See below the Arabic inscriptions 16 and 17.
2 This is the modern pronunciation of Tadhif, mentioned by Yakut;

the vowel a has generally become e in the Arabic dialect of the region of Aleppo.

Wall in forecourt of synagogue at Tedif.
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are three Jewish inhabitants standing on it, namely, Musa ibn Djemal, Shim'un Rofe,

and Rafful Dayeh. A stone measuring 86 x 25 cm., with an inscription in medieval

Hebrew characters, is shown between the first and second persons from the left.

u;_v -13I>V JJU9 V^pT^KU WVKt^KTlvQn^

m n »tnio«m>>^3
i»irw ov-ynnjj j Vo ^A^\n w^p^x xoDimSan

Scale— 1:63.

Fig. 42.

["]]"0(D)^N
• •Dbx Ppe£>K 1

(nD"i)n« pud sb jn ^mbs* Oman in Tin) ay t pipd 12 rmsw ormiDrJK 2

nrv "iB(io)n Hn rrv *my wxn* uxpn 'by b\s\ *nin n:o^ -jH pi mi(D)»6) 3
mo W? ra dppi (OppiD^Ni ^kWw "icwp^K so3i • • o*n 4

xxsmo in idi b-n^N ot nro rout ditm 'J3i Dm:ni pin -non pb 5

1 ... the illustrious, the . . .
,
the blessed . . .

2 ... 'Obadyah, son of Moshe, {sou of) Yaddai, together with (Da)i>id, sou ofAbra-

ham, of ,

— his resting-place be in Paradise!— in the year (/668),

3 of the era of the documents, and that was the year ?D1 NTin
(?),

in the place of our

lord Ezra—peace be upon him and who is worthy of blessing
— the Scribe . . .

4 ... And he built the arches and the upper rooms and the ... — may God justify

him according to every measure
(?)
—

. . .

5 ... and their sons and the sons of their sons . . . This was written by . . . and his

son
(?).

This interpretation is not by any means certain. There are several passages which

I have not been able to decipher, and doubtless there are others in which my trans-

lation may be improved upon. At all events, the character of the document and its

most important passages, probably also the date, appear to be established with reason-

able certainty. The language of this and the following inscription is in the main

Arabic. As to the spelling of Arabic words in Hebrew characters, it should be noted

that the vowel a is either written by means of an X, as in DNpO, makam, and in

'/R/JDltt, wal-'alalz, or not expressed at all, as in
""p"! pi, wakana dhaliha, and in

IBMp/K, al-kanatir.

The date 1668 is obtained by counting the numerical values of the letters in the

words 7DI N~)in, and correspondingly I have supplied (nD"l) at the end of 1. 2. I am,

however, not absolutely certain with regard to this question. But the date which is

gained in this way, viz., 1356-57 a.d., agrees perfectly with the character of the build-

ing and of the script, and also with the following inscription.
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10

In the second covered room, as one enters the synagogue, the wall opposite the door

bears two copies of the same inscription, side by side. I was told that, the original

r~i~rri7T^r~^ri having become much weathered, a

Fig. 43-

» y L/i*nk y»—,-,'
coPy °f

'

lt was carved in the same

wall only a jew decades ago. The

latter is executed in well-formed

modern Hebrew characters, and the

letters are painted black. The draw-

ing (Fig. 43) is not made to scale, since no measurements were taken, and the script

is only approximately imitated.

When I was copying this inscription an aged Jew read it aloud, and according to his

interpretation it should be rendered as follows :

[Win *02:n rrtoui new: opn Deo i

Dipo pfe*
neon mw n^ ^ b$ cdti^« 2

DnCDB'^ 1ETIK n:EO 3

1 In the name of God we work andprosper ! There was built this

2 wall, which is in the house of Ezra the Scribe, who dwelled in {this) place (?),

3 in the year 1704, according to the era of the documents.

Two words should perhaps be read in a different way. In 1. 2 ?N is probably meant

to be "H7N, alladhi; but this word was read to me simply //-, i.e., the modern relative

particle used in the Arabic dialects of Syria. The other word is V"b, which ordinarily

would be completed to nVtfOev, as is written in No. 9, 1. 3. However, the mascu-

line plural of IDE? is also used.

From these inscriptions we learn that the present synagogue of Ezra is as old as the

fourteenth century a.d. But the tradition concerning this place is probably much older.

When I was at Tedif some of the Jewish inhabitants told me that Ezra, coming back

from the Golah, had stayed in Tedif, and there had written the Torah. Then he laid

it in a cave, and the next morning he found that four words which he had forgotten

to write were added, viz., 2Tn ^121 Dt^n DEO. 1 For this reason Tedif had become a

&OTJ7 DlpD ;
the tomb of Ezra, however, they said, was in Basrah.

It may be added that a very modern Hebrew inscription is found on a stone in an

arch in the court, at right angles to the platform. A few letters of this inscription are

to be seen in the photograph on p. 98. It reads :

nnm nsrn i.e., nwn neoDn rvaa nsrn

p|^d npn vpti nm>
isr ^bn i^a:i ma vnDBn *kn

'
I have no record of an explanation of these words, and it is possible that I misunderstood them

;
if 3m 13\ is correct,

it might refer to the Nahr id-Dahab, which flows by Tedif.
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The first word was read to me khidr; this I take to be a dialectic variant for khidr,
" inner room," for it is known that in modern Arabic dialects d and / preceding an r

sometimes are changed into d and /. Another example of this change is darb,
"
road,"

which is quoted in my
" Neuarabische Volkspoesie," p. 3, as the common pronuncia-

tion at Jerusalem. Similar cases are known to occur not only in the Arabic dialects

of Syria, but also in those of Northern Africa. Moreover, we may compare daikat in

the Arabic inscription No. 44, and al-masatib in an Arabic inscription found by MM.
Dussaud and Macler. 1

The synagogue of Ezra at Tedif in its present condition is not a uniform structure,

and its history is in some way reflected in these inscriptions. We learn that the main

part probably dates from the fourteenth century a.d., but that even in modern times

parts must have been rebuilt or added. The village itself, however, is located on a

very ancient site
;

for its name probably occurs, as Professor W. Max Miiller has

observed,
2 even in an Egyptian inscription of the fifteenth century h.c.

'See Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie, Vol. XVII, p. 382, foot-note.
* Asien und Europa, p. 290.



CHAPTER V

SAFAITIC INSCRIPTIONS

INTRODUCTION

THE
Safaitic inscriptions published here were copied during a short and hurried

excursion through the Harrah and the Ruhbeh from May 17 to 20, 1900. On

May 17 the expedition went from Tarba in the Hauran to il-Himeh in the Harrah,

where it stayed the following day. Here Mr. Butler and Dr. Prentice took a number

of photographs of these inscriptions : the methods devised by Dr. Prentice made it

possible to obtain some very satisfactory photographs ;
for they all are in the uniform

scale of 1:10, and are almost entirely free from distortion, since in every case

lenses and plate were placed, as nearly as possible, parallel to the surface of the stone.

On May 19 the expedition went back to the Hauran on account of Mr. Huxley's

illness, and I proceeded onward with a few natives. It is due largely to the energy

of Hasan Abu Sallam, the Druse chief of Tarba, that I saw the Ruhbeh at all. But

as the summer had almost begun, and as we had to depend entirely upon the Bedawin

of the Ruhbeh for food and water, I had only two days for a ride of twenty-four

hours, and the time for copying was therefore extremely short. The first day I rode

from il-Hifneh, by the way of in-Nemarah, to the camp of the 'Umur Bedawin, which

on that day was situated in the Ruhbeh, one hour to the southwest of the "White

Castle." On the following day, however, the 'Umur moved their camp westward to

a place in the Harrah, about three or four hours from the Ruhbeh, on their way to the

eastern slope of the Hauran, where they usually spend the summer, so that my com-

panions and I were obliged to return to Tarba after visiting the White Castle.

Inscriptions were copied in five different places, viz., il-Hifneh, il-Mroshan, il-'Isaw!,

ir-Rimtheh, and Mintar il-Az'ar.
1 The utmost care was taken to secure all possible

accuracy in my copies. I took measurements as carefully as I was able under the

circumstances
;
but on account of the uneven surfaces of the stones the measurements

may sometimes be not absolutely certain. Furthermore, I followed the crooked and

winding lines of the graffiti in my copies, and always compared the latter with the

1 The location of these various places is described below.
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originals. The best illustration, however, of the exact forms of the Safai'tic letters are

the photographs, most of which were taken after the letters had been chalked. In a

very few cases no measurements were taken, or the measurements given in my notes

do not seem to agree with the copy itself; these cases are always indicated below.

While making these copies I felt that the Safai'tic alphabet known at that time was

not sufficient.
1 My first task after my return from Syria, therefore, was to try to estab-

lish the alphabet in a more satisfactory way. The result of this work, in which I was

greatly assisted by the copies put at my disposal by M. R. Dussaud in the fall of 1900,

was the pamphlet
" Zur Entzifferung der Safa-Inschriften," published in Leipzig, 1901.

It has seemed unnecessary to repeat what has been said there, but I wish to refer here

to this pamphlet, inasmuch as its contents form the basis of a large part of the following

discussion and commentary.
The values which I had assigned to the letters of this alphabet were applied by

MM. R. Dussaud and F. Macler to a large number of inscriptions collected by them

in 1901 and published in their book, "Mission dans les regions desertiques de la Syrie

moyenne," Paris, 1903. Some of the inscriptions of this collection I had copied

in 1900; the present chapter contains, therefore, certain conclusions which I had

reached myself in preparing my material for publication, but which were also reached

independently by the authors of the book just mentioned. At about the same time as

the latter appeared the first number of Vol. II of Dr. Lidzbarski's "
Ephemeris fur

Semitische Epigraphik," in which pp. 23-48 are devoted to the Safai'tic and the Thamu-

dene inscriptions ;
here also I found some ideas which had already presented them-

selves to me during my own work. The large amount of new material given and

discussed by MM. Dussaud and Macler, and the ingenious comments of Dr. Lidz-

barski, have been made use of in the following pages.

Places where the Inscriptions are Found. The region of the Safai'tic inscrip-

tions has been described quite fully and accurately by Wetzstein,
2 de Vogue,

3 and

Dussaud. 4 It is largely the stony desert between the Ruhbeh and the Hauran, the

region of half-settled Bedawin tribes who pass the winter in the desert near the water-

places or in the oasis ir-Ruhbeh, and go for the summer to the eastern slope of the

Hauran, where there are villages supplied with water. Such are the conditions

nowadays, and probably they are not very different from those in ancient times. Only
at in-Nemarah to the south and at the Djebel Ses to the northeast of the Ruhbeh some

water remains during the dry season and may serve to retain parts of the tribes. In

Roman times there were outposts at both these places, and naturally soldiers were

stationed here throughout the year. Again, the White Castle undoubtedly had a

water-reservoir of its own, and was therefore also inhabitable during the summer-

'

See, for instance, below, Nos. 68 and 112. " Reisebericht iiber Hauran und die Trachonen, pp. 67 sqq., 132 sq.
3 La Syrie Centrale, Inscriptions Semitiques, pp. 137 sqq.

4
Mission, pp. 49 sqq.
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time. Besides this, there are ruins of ancient buildings at il-'Odesiyeh,
—

or, as it is

often abbreviated, il-'Odaiseh,— and at il-Kneseh, in the southern part of the Ruhbeh.

A similar outpost is the interesting kal'at Ezrak, to the south of the Hauran, visited

by MM. Dussaud and Macler in 1901. Near all these ruined or partly standing struc-

tures, and especially on the hills near il-'Odesiyeh, a certain number of Safai'tic inscrip-

tions have been found, but the majority of them are scattered over the black-stone desert.

Here we find them about the pools in the Wadi ish-Sham and the Wadi il-Gharz, or

at certain places which have the appearance of being or having been lookouts of the

Bedawin. Comparatively few inscriptions are found along the roads, except where

there are traces of former encampments. The latter consist usually of a very crude

wall of uncut stones, a few feet high, surrounding a place where there are few stones

or none at all. At such a place Nos. 48-51 were found. I noted the following when

I copied these inscriptions: "They are found on stones on the inner side of a stone

fence, surrounding an even surface of the ground where there are very few stones
;

of such fenced places, which must have served as encampments, there are a great

number at il-Hifneh. Of course a few stones have gradually fallen from the wall into

the cleared space." These are probably the places called "H, ddr, in the inscriptions.

Consequently we may say that the fewer the traces of real civilization are, the more

numerous are the Safai'tic inscriptions. But there are some exceptions. In my short

article, "Unbeachtete Safa-Inschriften,"
1

I have already called attention to the fact that

a Safai'tic inscription of somewhat monumental character was found by Dr. Wetzstein

on the lintel of a ruin near the northern edge of the Safa Mountains, and that an

inscription of a similar type was copied by M. Dussaud at Imtan, in the southern part

of the Hauran. A few more inscriptions from places with a settled population have now

been reported by Dussaud and Macler in their
" Mission

"
;

for instance, from Hoyyet
Hibikkeh and from Umm il-Djimal. Finally, some masons' marks, consisting of

Safai'tic letters, were copied by M. de Vogue and by Mr. Butler. The former 2 saw

them on stones of the cathedral of Bosra, the latter copied from stones of the temple of

Suweda the letters N, n, D. Of course the importance of these isolated finds must

not be exaggerated.

The Writing. Only the inscriptions mentioned in the foregoing paragraph are to

be called carved inscriptions ;
all the others are, properly speaking, merely written or

scratched graffiti. The latter were put on the stones in two different ways, as we see

at once by a glance at the copies : either the lines are rough and thick, or very thin and

fine. The way in which the former were executed may well be illustrated by the fol-

lowing incident. While I was copying an inscription at il-Hifneh, Fendl, a Druse

of Tarba, and a relative of Shekh Hasan, came to me, asking what the writings meant

which I was copying. I answered that they were names of people in ancient times.

Mitteilungen unci Nachrichten des Deutschen Paliistina-Vereins, 1902, pp. 20-21. 2
Cf. ibid., p. 20.
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Then he said, smiling:
"

I have just written my name, too." When I afterward asked

him how he had done this, he replied, "With a sharp stone." To my mind there is

no question but that the Safaitic inscriptions in thick lines were also scratched with

stones. But the thinner ones must have been written with another instrument; this

can scarcely have been anything else but a knife, dagger, or the point of a spear. The
same instrument, or perhaps even a mason's hammer, may have been used in case the

letters were executed not in lines but in points ;
such letters, which perhaps are con-

nected in some way with certain letters of the Libyan alphabet, are referred to on

p. 11 of my
" Thamudenische Inschriften."

The Alphabet. The values of the letters are certain now, I think
;

this is true

even of 1 and *, which I tentatively determined in my former publication.
1 But my

theories concerning the derivation of the forms peculiar to Safaitic and to Thamudene
were improved upon by Dr. Lidzbarski. He has given the right explanation of the

origin of the Safaitic J and CD.
2

I am a little doubtful, however, with regard to what

he says of V and S. The former has in Safaitic the form £. This he derives from

the Lihyanic, but I should rather be inclined to connect it with the Thamudene V, in

view of the fact that in all cases Safaitic and Thamudene are most closely related to

each other. In Thamudene V is usually expressed by the character / ;
this is, as

Professor D. H. Miiller correctly pointed out, a double ^ or D. The next step was to

combine the two little strokes at the top and the bottom into one at each end, which

resulted in £. With regard to % I am not quite convinced yet that the Thamudene

form is the later, and that the Safaitic H should be derived directly from the South-

Arabian
;

for in most cases the Thamudene has older forms than the Safaitic. But it

is possible that this letter does not conform to this rule, like I, a certain form of X, which

is further developed in Thamudene than in Safaitic. 3 In that case Lidzbarski's opinion

would be preferable.

One character which has not been discussed as yet should be especially noted here
;

it has the form H. This is found in Nos. 105, 109 (=D. M. 527), 122, and D. M. 163.

MM. Dussaud and Macler render it by £, and this seems to me indeed the only possi-

bility. In Nos. 109 (=D. M. 527), 122, and D. M. 163 it occurs in the same word,

viz., D"l£l; in No. 105 it appears in the name 7N~JS. Probably it was the custom of

certain scribes to make only one horizontal stroke (H) instead of two (H) ;
and it is not

impossible that D. M. 163 and 527 (=No. 109 below) were written by the same hand,

for the handwriting of both is very much alike. The reasons why I believe that H must

be a U are as follows : No other letter of the Arabic alphabet would be available for

this character, since all the twenty-eight letters are established. Furthermore, H occurs

1 Dr. Lidzbarski hesitated to accept the value T for the their collection we have Zaid (362), Ziyad (238), and even

character T, because the very common name Zaid had not Zaid'el (321, 371).

been found yet. His objections are now met by some of the *

Ephemeris, II, pp. 27, 31.

new inscriptions found by MM. Dussaud and Macler; in 3 See my Thamudenische Inschriften, p. 6.
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so very seldom that at once the question arises whether it is not merely a variant of

another letter. Finally, in the inscriptions where we find the H there occurs no H
;

this, of course, may be only accidental. With regard to C3~)S and tK"JX, see the com-

mentary on Nos. 105, 109, and 122.

That a large part of the Safaitic alphabet is almost the same as the Thamudene will

be seen from Lidzbarski*s "
Schrifttafel,"

1 and from my own,
2 which is in some respects

completer. I need not give any details here, since I have spoken of the matter in my
"Thamudenische Inschriften," and since Dr. Lidzbarski has published a discussion

of these questions in his article
" Altnordarabisches." 3

Although the Safaitic inscrip-

tions were doubtless written during a period of several centuries, there is no consid-

erable development to be seen in the character of the script. A certain difference be-

tween older and younger forms is shown only in the case of X, 2, J
(?), PI, D, and D.

The oldest form of N which I have found as yet is X ;
it occurs, e.g., in D. M. 546 and

below in No. 37. A much fuller list of more ancient as well as of more recent forms

of N is given on PI. XII ofmy " Thamudenische Inschriften," in the Thamudene column.

The letter 2 has almost always the form C or 3; but in some cases we see r>> and H,

— among others, in Nos. 78 and 95 below,— a fact from which we learn that 3 is a later

form of n, and is not to be derived directly from the old North-Semitic D. 4 It is

doubtful whether the open forms of J are really older than the closed ones,
5 for no open

forms seem to occur in Thamudene. If in cases where an open J occurs such a form

is intended, and is not due merely to the copy or to the carelessness of the scribe, it

seems to me more likely that the opening of the J is of later growth. The more archaic

forms of H, viz., V and Y, occur occasionally, but usually we find 1 and its variations.

The development of 12 is shown by its forms on PI. I of my "Entzifferung," and on

p. 29 of Lidzbarski's "
Ephemeris," II. In a very few cases the South-Arabian D is

preserved, chiefly in Nos. 3, 33, and 37 below. The last of these three inscriptions,

together with D. M. 546, might serve in general as an illustration of the older type of

Safaitic script.

The People and their Inscriptions. The people who wrote in the Safaitic

script were Arabic Bedawin. Forty years ago this fact was emphasized by Dr. Wetz-

stein, who said: "
It is beyond doubt, I think, that these inscriptions [i.e., the Safaitic]

are written in a Semitic language, which even is to be specified as an Arabic dialect.

Hauran and the Trachons have always been Arabic countries
;
Roman and Greek

authors always call their inhabitants Arabs
;
and there is no historical evidence that a

non-Arabic population ever spread over these countries."
6 The desert was the real

home of these people, and it is there, as we have seen above on p. 103, that most of the

Safaitic inscriptions are found. That part of the desert which we know best is situated

'

Ephemeris, II, p. 29. "PI. XII in Thamudenische Inschriften. 3
Ephemeris, II, pp. 27 sqq.

4 Cf. ib., p. 27, 11. 21-26. 5
lb., pp. 27-28.

6
Reisebericht, p. 69.
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between the Hauran, the Ruhbeh, and in-Nemarah. But there can be no doubt that

the same people who wrote inscriptions in this part also haunted the desert to the east

and south of in-Nemarah, and probably led caravans from the Hauran country to

southern Mesopotamia. We might therefore expect to find Safai'tic inscriptions in

those more remote regions also, and Mr. Cyril Graham has, in fact, reported some from

there.
1

The life of these Bedawin, as it is shown in these inscriptions, did not differ essen-

tially from what we know of the Arabs in ancient and modern times. We learn that

they camped at water-places (Tin ?PI or Tin pITV),
2 made robbing excursions against

other tribes fO», D1V, or RDM ""DD), fought and killed other Bedawin (bnp and yin),
2

hunted the wild animals, and tended CJH) their own herds and flocks. While roaming
about they wrote or set up marks (Q31) for their friends and relatives, if they should

happen to pass by the same places, just as the Bedawin do now by means of their

tribal marks
;

3 and in a number of cases we read that the friend or relative really found

this mark pHN "131 or ")£D 1X\). In one of the inscriptions published below, No. 120,

we have, provided my interpretation is correct, a true characteristic of the Arabs, the

mufdkharah (boasting).

Among the wild animals that were hunted the lion seems to have played an impor-

tant role, for scenes of lion-hunting are not infrequently represented on the stones :

M. de Vogue speaks of them, 4 and gives an example with his inscription No. 176;

both Dr. W^etzstein 5 and M. Dussaud 6

report them, and I saw several of them at il-

Tsawl, without having the time to copy them. Now it might be questioned whether

at the time when the Safai'tic inscriptions were written there were any lions in the

region of the Hauran. 7 The names 1DN (AaaSoc), tb (perhaps Asitog in Wad. 2130),

and filO? can scarcely be used as an argument, since they are very old Arabic names,

and probably were brought from Arabia when these tribes migrated to the north.

On the other hand, since it is very likely that many of these inscriptions were written

by story-tellers,
8

it would not be unnatural to assume that such scenes were some-

times drawn on the stones as illustrations of the stories told, and do not refer in all cases

to events which actually happened. At all events, if these Bedawin did hunt lions, they

probably had to go to the valley of the Jordan or of the Euphrates, and when they

came home to their own regions recorded their exploits in order to be admired by

contemporaries and by posterity ;
or in certain cases Bedawin of other tribes, coming

from regions where there were lions, drew these pictures of their great doings on

stones in the Harrah, when they passed by either on their own migrations or with

caravans whom they escorted. Other wild animals, that are mentioned or represented

in pictures, are the antelope (cf. Dussaud, "Voyage," Nos. 135 and 327), the ibex

'See Z. O. M. G., Vol. XII, pp. 310, 713.
"
Reisebericht, p. 67.

'These terms are explained below under Language. 'Mission, p. 54.
3 See Thamudenische Inschriften, p. 82. 7 See de Vogue, Inscr. Sem., pp. 141-142.
4
Inscr. Sem., pp. 141-142.

8 See below, p. 112.
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(below, No. 22), the gazelle (6$, plur. ?, D. 368), and the wild ass
(yiJ,

No. 28

below).

Quite a variety of domestic animals are mentioned in our inscriptions. The most

important is, of course, as we expect, the camel :

' we have the words TON (ibi/), 7DJ,

bbl (dai&t, D. M. 425, 462, 463), and for young camels 133 m. (D. M. 719) and

n"l33" f. (passim). Next to the camel comes the horse : we find bf\ [khail), D1S, and

for colts "ino m. and rHHE f. The ass also occurs several times : 1t2T\ m. and }HN f.

A collective term for sheep and goats is ]N&, whereas "T1N&' (D. M. 99) probably stands

for sheep,' and TJ?E (D. M. 32), ^12 (No. 121) for goats. M. Dussaud calls attention to

the fact that even cattle
{*}pl)

are mentioned, and he suggests that these probably were

the humped cattle, represented in the sculptures of the White Castle in the Ruhbeh. 3 This

is not unlikely, for in Palmyra also these cattle were known, as we see from a piece of

sculpture brought to America by
this expedition. But the humped
cattle are not native in Syria; they

probably were introduced from

India by way of Persia and Baby-
lonia. Besides the Indian variety

there is an African one, which is

smaller than the I ndian zebu, and the

Fragment of altar-base from Palmyra.
humped Cattle which Mr. Doughty*

saw in Central Arabia may have come ultimately from East Africa. The mention of

cattle is noteworthy; it shows, indeed, the half-settled condition of the life of some of

these Bedawin at the time when the inscriptions were written.

This is, of course, only a small number of the animals known to the people. Many
others are given in the names of persons, like TN (\

;

og. 353, deer), p2 and T>J?1

(mountain goat), DN1 (jackal, or perhaps here in Syria wolf), JOS (hyena), D!J and

T>"11 (monitor), "lD3p (hedgehog), and others. 5

From the pictures of hunting or battle scenes we also gain some scanty information

concerning the weapons used by the Bedawin of this region. In No. 134 we see a

battle between a horseman and a footman. The former has the long lance which is

even nowadays used by the Arabs in the Ruhbeh,
6 and which is shown in several other

pictures, as, e.g., Vog. 176. The latter has a round shield and a sword like those of

two men in Vog. 176. In the same scene another man is armed with a bow and

arrow, and Dr. Wetzstein says
7 that he saw pictures of feathered arrows.

All this shows us a people with the habits of the Arabs as we know them in ancient

'

Cf. Jacob, Altarabisches Beduinenleben, pp. 61 sqq. small humped kine for their field labour, they [i.e.,
the people

3
It is not absolutely certain whether we should read m33 at el-Ally] have a few weak asses for carriage."

or r03"i, but the former is more probable.
5 See below the animal names.

3
Mission, p. 54.

6 See the photograph published below, under No. 134.
4 Travels in Arabia Deserta, Vol. I, p. 152 :

" Besides the ' Reisebericht, p. 67.
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and modern times, except that the keeping of cattle, with some of them at least, indi-

cates a certain influence from the life of the settled population. But there are a few

cases where this influence appears a little stronger. The ruined building at the northern

edge of the Safa Mountains described by Dr. Wetzstein, p. 61, doubtless belonged to the

man whose name is written on the lintel in Safai'tic letters 1 inch wide and 2
/$

inch deep. This man, Rabah b. Kumair, seems to have gone over to a settled life,

and he probably had followers among his own nation. 1

Again, the presence of Safai'tic

inscriptions in Imtan, Hoyyet Hibikkeh, and Umm il-Djimal indicates that people were

living there who spoke and wrote the Safai'tic Arabic. MM. Dussaud and Macler 2 do

not describe the condition and position of the stone which they found at Imtan, and

thus we do not know for what reason Huwait b. Hadd placed his name on it. Finally,

the masons' marks on the cathedral in Bosra and the temple at Suweda. 3
prove that

people speaking the Safai'tic dialect were employed during the construction of these edi-

fices. These few cases are the more conspicuous, as all the other Arabs who settled in

the Hauran used Nabataean or Greek script and language in their inscriptions. That

people from the desert constantly came into the Hauran, as well as into all the other

border-lands along the Syrian desert, is a well-known fact in the history of the coun-

try, and is proved
— if it needs any proof

— by the identity of a great many names in

Greek and in Safai'tic script. On the other hand, there are a few isolated cases indi-

cated by the Safai'tic inscriptions in which men from the settled population joined the

Bedawin in writing their names with Safai'tic letters. The difference between the two

classes of people is shown even in the wording of the inscriptions : the Arabs distin-

guish themselves by adding ?N \ "belonging to the tribe of . . .," whereas after the

names of the other people a simple p, "[coming] from," indicates their provenance.

Of the latter there are two examples below, Nos. 4 and 31. In No. 4 we read pHD,
"of Tibna," and in No. 31, D"l

|D,
"from the Roman country." No. 31 is also remark-

able for the two Greek names transliterated into Safai'tic script, the only cases known

to me : the first name cannot be read with certainty, but is in all likelihood either of

Greek or of Latin origin ;
the second is "HNri, a Semitic rendering of 0so5(opoc, or

rather 9so3cops.
4 An interesting example of the contrast between 1 and p is furnished

by D. M. 546: 01T\ i?N p TlDl TIJ? ^ "i n:i« p jBCOy p Orb. What these men from

the Roman country were, is difficult to say. They may have been merchants who

traveled with caravans or did business with the Bedawin at their encampments ;
or

they may have been soldiers who deserted the Roman army and came to hide them-

selves in the Harrah. The latter is perhaps the case with a few men of whom it is

said that they fled from the Romans: 01 p 10\ below in No. 59 (=D. M. 251) and

D. M. 306a; D"l p 1222 ,!
n, D. M. 314, "he escaped (wallaya) and fled from the

Romans."

In this connection an inscription might be mentioned which shows the Greek influ-

'Cf. Dussaud, Mission, p. 65.
*

Voyage, p. 173.
3 See above, p. 104.

* See above, p. 36.
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ence upon the Arabs in another way; its language is Greek, but its spirit is thoroughly

Arabic and in keeping with that of the Safaitic inscriptions. It was found on an

isolated stone, measuring i i8x 105 cm., to the south of the western pool at il-Hifneh.

The inscription is 32 cm. high, and has a maximum length of 80 cm.

M [v\rp( 6 rjj
Rct)ic)iibcrcd be

Kd5s{i.oc xai
v

AfAspoc" Kadcmos — and Ameros !

£-/<•> <ppe[a]t(£)av e — / have a well

(v) \xkoip t(p it— in the middle of the

a-a[x(p
wadi.

The reading <ppeat£av is due to Dr. Prentice. It appears that Kademos, who, while

writing this inscription, seems to have thought of Ameros and inserted his name also,

wishes to put a claim on a well, as Wasi' does in the Thamudene inscription yOv>
"

,

Di"!.
1

A few wells are to be found in and near the Wadi ish-Sham at il-Hifneh, but the

water is said by the Bedawin to be very unhealthful nowadays.

If all this tends to show the connection between the Syrian Harrah and the adjacent

Hauran, there are also a few signs that point back to the country from which these

Bedawin came, i.e., Northern and Central Arabia. These are inscriptions Nos. 3, 33,

and 52 of the present collection, which read as follows :

No. 3. |J?D "WD ^\rb\T\ O Allah, help Ma'n !

No. 33. tafc< 1J7D iSin O Radii, help 'A[kk]dU
No. 52. ND3 "WD lSmn O Radu, help Basil

The wording of these inscriptions coincides singularly with that of many Thamudene

inscriptions,
2 and some of the characters, especially D in No. 3 and 2 in No. 52, have

rather a Thamudene than a Safaitic form, although these forms occur occasionally in

Safaitic also. The names
|J?D

and NDD, however, are well known in Safaitic. Per-

haps these three inscriptions are among the oldest of the region, and may have been

written very soon after the Arabic tribes from Central Arabia had migrated to the

north. But it is, of course, not impossible that they are to be ascribed to members of

more southern tribes, who arrived when the others had already taken possession of the

Ruhbeh and the Harrah.

It is a very interesting fact that these people of the desert had a script of their own,

which they continued to use rather than the Nabataean script and language adopted

by other Arabs, and undoubtedly by many members of their own tribes. Nomads, as

a rule, care very little for script and written literature, and we must therefore conclude

that the Safaitic as well as the Thamudene graffiti are remnants of some sort of a

national civilization of Northern Arabia, of which not much is known as yet. And it

would be strange indeed if a country situated between two great centers of civilization,

' Thamudenische Inschriften, p. 26. 'See ib., pp. 54 sqq.
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Babylonia

1 and Egypt, should have remained without any influence from either side.

But, as we have seen, the inscriptions themselves as a whole give only the picture of

a nomadic life with almost no traces of a higher culture. Moreover, if it is asked

whether the Safai'tic inscriptions were always written by the people themselves whose

names are mentioned in them, we must give a most decidedly negative answer. For

it occurs over and over again that a number of inscriptions relating to different persons,

but placed on the same stone or on adjacent stones, are written by the same hand.

A few examples of this fact are given below, Nos. 16-18, 58-66, 68-71, 122-126; but

a great many more might be quoted from Vog., D., and D. M. Among these people

there were undoubtedly
" scribes

" who wrote what was dictated to them. Another

indication of the same fact seems to be the following. With a very few excep-

tions, the Safai'tic inscriptions begin with *?, and wherever a verb occurs it is given

in the third person, whereas graffiti in many other Semitic languages and also in

the Thamudene Arabic often begin with a word for "I," and have verbs in the

first person, indicating, as a rule, that the man himself wrote the letters.
2 The

use of the third person in these inscriptions reminds me very strikingly of a curious

incident which happened while I was writing down a story at Hama at the dic-

tation of a native. Several times this man interrupted his tale, rolled a cigarette, and

said to me: "Write: He rolled a cigarette," or, "Write: He rolled a cigarette and

played with his mustache" [iktib: rtih iliff sikdra wyil'ab bislrwdrbo). Similarly, in

many cases Bedawin of the Harrah may have said to the one among them who knew

how to write: "Write: So-and-so did such and such a thing." Again, another incident

may be quoted here to show the conditions of literacy, or rather illiteracy, among the

Arabs. After I had been copying Safai'tic inscriptions, some 'Uinur Bedawin asked

me: " Who wrote that ?
"

I answered :

" Your ancestors." But they replied : "Were

our ancestors better than we? Were they not Arabs? Arabs do not write or read."

Finally, the Arabic inscription 32, found among the Safai'tic inscriptions at il-'Isawi,

should be mentioned in this connection, for we learn from it that the person who wrote

this inscription, at least, was not the same as the one for whom it was written. If,

then, in many cases the Safai'tic graffiti were written by
" scribes

"
for other persons,

the question arises whether the 7 at the beginning might not mean "
for," i.e., "written

for." This does not seem very plausible to me, for several reasons. From a gram-
matical point of view, 7 would be unusual in so pregnant a construction. And,

furthermore, as there are undoubtedly some inscriptions that were written by the men

mentioned in them, especially if they drew pictures of their animals, those written by
scribes may very well have been worded in imitation of the others

;
for the men

who dictated certainly considered themselves the authors of their inscriptions no less

than those who wrote for themselves. In all these cases, therefore, we probably have

1
Cf. the names Baghdad and Kut in my Thamudenische Inschriften, pp. 29, 34.

2

Inscriptions like those of Mesha',

Panammu, Eshmunezer, and similar ones, are, of course, excepted.
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the lamed auctoris. In other cases, however, it is not unlikely that the *? at the begin-

ning is a lamed of appurtenance, chiefly if an inscription reads : Tin "C
1

?, as, e.g., in D. M.

308, 341, 723, "To so-and-so [belongs] this place." The man who first cleaned a

certain space from stones and built a rude fence around it may have meant to lay

claim to it for himself, at least for the season while his tribe was there. Even nowa-

days Bedawin scratch their tribal marks on stones and on ancient houses, in order to

claim the ground as their property.
1 But the expression Tin "Et> might also mean

"
By so-and-so [was made] this dar."*

With regard to the personalities of the scribes of the Safai'tic inscriptions we may
draw conclusions only from analogy, since there has not been found any clue yet in

the inscriptions themselves. This analogy is furnished by some Nabataean and Arabic

graffiti from the peninsula of Mount Sinai. Professor Karabacek was the first to

decipher these graffiti, and to point out their bearing on the history of the so-called

Sinaitic inscriptions.
3 One of the latter reads: "By Wailu the story-teller" ;

and two

of the Arabic graffiti were deciphered by Professor Karabacek as follows: "O Lord,

have mercy upon thy servants, the two story-tellers 'All and Ilyas, the two sons of

'

Abbas, and upon Hakam, the son of ' Amman O Lord, have mercy upon thy servants,

the story-tellers Ghanam and Ishak, the two sons of Hakam, son of ' Ammar, and have

mercy, O Lord, upon their parents and upon those whom they have begotten, and upon
all present people and hearers, and upon the lady mother of Maula Nafi'

(?),
and upon

all Moslems, C) Lord of the Worlds !

"
These graffiti show that there were story-tellers

among the Bedawin of this region, or with caravans that passed by here, and that they

wrote some of these scratchings. It is very likely that similar conditions prevailed

among the Bedawin of the Syrian Harrah
; and, as I said above on p. 107, I believe

that many of the Safai'tic inscriptions were written by story-tellers. Others may be

due to "
Kaufleute, Karawanenschreiber," etc., as Professor Euting suggested for the

Sinaitic inscriptions.

The Date of the Inscriptions. Some of the Safai'tic inscriptions are dated, but

these dates are given in a true Bedawin style, viz., after some event that was impressed

on the minds of the people. If such an event concerns the Bedawin only, like a war

between two tribes, we can hardly identify it nowadays. But two inscriptions at least

refer to events in the history of the civilized world, viz., No. 45, which speaks of

the D3: Tin, and D. M. 554, which is dated Dn !?« ^lOH Tin n^D. The most natural

interpretation of the former is, to my mind, "war of the Nabataeans," or the war between

Rome and the Nabataean empire in the year 106 a.d. The latter refers undoubtedly
to a war between the Persians and the Romans or the Byzantines, but it is difficult to

determine which war is meant here. 4 The date 106 A.D. is supported by the follow-

'See Thamudenische Inschriften, p. 81. "Cf. the article, Die Erwahnung eines Perserkrieges in den
a
Cf. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, II, p. 41. Safa-Inschriften, in Zeitschr. f. Assyriologie, Vol. XVII, pp.

'See VV. Z. K. M., Vol. V, pp. 314-318. 379 sqq.
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ing facts. A Safaitic inscription was found on a building which is probably not

later than 106 a.d. : Dr. Wetzstein 1

ascribes it, for architectural reasons, to the time

before the arrival of Roman art under Trajan. Furthermore, men who knew Safaitic

script were employed in the building of the temple of Suweda, which, according to Mr.

Butler,
2 must be dated from the first century B.C. It is therefore quite safe to con-

clude that the South-Semitic alphabet, on its northward migration, arrived in the region

of the Hauran at the latest toward the end of the pre-Christian period. It is possible

that the Nabataeo-Arabic inscription of in-Nemarah, 3 dated 328 a.d., indicates that

the Safaitic script had been abandoned
;
but the presence of the article 'PN shows that

the people who carved the inscription near in-Nemarah were different from the tribes

of the Safa, and it is therefore equally possible that this inscription was written when

the Safaitic script was still in vogue. On the other hand, if the Persian war mentioned

in D. M. 554 refers to the battles of Adhri'at and Bosra, the Safaitic alphabet would

be brought down to as late a year as 614, and would have continued even after the

Nabataean script had developed into the so-called Kufic. In that case the advent of

Islam would have brought^ about the disuse of that form of the old North-Arabian

alphabet which was used in these regions. It may be added here that "), Riim, i.e.,

the Romans or Byzantines, occurs several times, and that these inscriptions are likely

to have been written between 106 a.d. and the arrival of the Mohammedans in Syria.

A definitely dated inscription is probably D. M. 742 : here we read in 1. 3, JVft rUD,
" the year hundred," i.e., 205 a.d., according to the era of Bosra. The "

in rPQ would

represent a pronunciation like that indicated by the consonants of this word in classi-

cal Arabic; cf. also miyeh in modern Arabic and 2*"HD below on p. 118.

The Gods. M. Dussaud 4 and Dr. Lidzbarski 5 have treated of the deities mentioned

in these inscriptions. The main deity of these Bedawin was Hat or Allat: she is

invoked oftener than any other god.
6

Nevertheless, Ave learn from the inscriptions as

little of her nature as of that of the rest of the pantheon. But from other sources,

mostly literary, we know that she was identified with Aphrodite Ourania and with

Athena, and that the planet Venus was probably her star, so that Allat is ultimately the

same as the Babylonian Ishtar. These questions are discussed in detail by M. Dus-

saud. Allat' s male counterpart Allah, rnfnl, is very rarely mentioned ;
his name occurs

in TDi"! (below, No. 3), and three or four times in places where the name of Allat is com-

monly used, viz., in D^D nS"IB (D. M. 239), D^D i"6m (No. 69 below = D. M. 242),

Y7n rpnc (D. M. 539«) ; furthermore, Allah occurs in the proper names rprO, PHSffl,

rDNTI, rODbo, r6"lJ?D. But, again, the god l£"l, or "^"l,
7 seems to have played a

somewhat more important role. Besides these, we find Sprryv,
8
yriN or }?JV, lljriJ,

and pTn^N as national Arabic deities, as far as we can judge from the contents of the

1

Reisebericht, p. 61. 4
Mission, pp. 55 sqq.

6 In these inscriptions Allat occurs about sixty times.

'Part II, p. 333.
5
Ephemeris, II, pp. 38 sq.

7 On the spelling of this name see Wellhausen, Reste, p. 59.
3 Dussaud and Macler, Mission, pp. 314 sqq.

8 See above, p. 73.
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inscriptions. The Aramaean religion has exercised some influence on the Bedawin of

the I Iarrah, but this religious influence is as small as that of the Aramaean civilization
;

for we find practically only Ba'al Samin, since IfcH (in No. 125), probably meant for

Dhu-Shara, can scarcely be considered a god accepted by the Safaitic Bedawin.

Ba'al Samin, however, is mentioned about twelve times, and his cult seems to have

been adopted by the Arabs. He was probably considered the god of the sun, as we

may conclude from the crude drawing of a sun-disk accompanying inscription No.

123. It seems almost as if the people themselves had felt the difference between the

Arabic and the Aramaean gods, for in No. 125 first Allat, Shai' ha-Kaum, and Gad-

'Awldh are enumerated, and then follow Ba'al Samin and Dushara.

There are also a few proper names which possibly may furnish names of gods. In

No. 57 the last name is DfcGD. This may be a mistake of the scribe for 7^"j6,

Thann-'el
;
but if we follow photograph and copy, we can scarcely interpret the name

in any other way than Sin-'as,
" Sin has rewarded, presented," and we would have

to assume that the old moon-god Sin survived in this name. Other doubtful cases are

l^i?
1

? (No. 103) and "n 1

? (D. M. 482). The former might be read Li'elyon, and the

latter Lidod (Lidad). If these names really prove that there was a cult of 'Flyon and

Dod, both gods must have been introduced from Syria or Palestine. But |DrttH,

w hich I formerly read Li'othman, does not belong in this connection
;

for it is doubt-

less to be derived from hvtham, and occurs also in the latter form (Dny
1

?). Further-

more, it seems as though DN were in some cases to be considered the name of a deity,

judging from the names DN~"DJ?, D. M. 635, and DfcTJn (Tag-Aus), D. M. 569.

Since, however, in all other cases Aus, "gift," is connected with the name of a god, and

since Aus by itself is a very common name of persons and of tribes, we must, I think,

explain DN~~DS? and DN"JH in some other way. But the decision of this question is

very difficult. Aus may be a deified ancestor or a personified tribe.
1 A little more

certain perhaps is 1J7D IHV, or "1}7D"2m, in No. 1, where 1J7D is probably the name of

a deity;
2
this name is discussed below, in the commentary. Finally, the names D~l""inj

in Vog. 115 and 7N Ifti
(?)

in D. M. 391, 857, should be mentioned. Here Nahar is

very likely to be the name of a national Arabic god who was also known to the Tha-

mudenes, as we may infer from the name "l!"U7, Linahar, in Fu. 543.
3

The Language. The language of the Safaitic inscriptions is an Arabic, more

properly speaking a North-Arabian dialect, although it seems to contain a few peculi-

arities which connect it more closely with the South-Arabian : such peculiarities are

the nota relationis \ the plural in \ provided my interpretation is correct, and a word

like J?d£, which is now used all over Southern Arabia. But the fact that the Safaitic

vocabulary, as far as we know it, is almost identical with that of the classical Arabic,

and the absence of mimation, nunation, and other South-Arabian characteristics,

'See Wellhausen, Reste, 2d ed., p. 4. "See also above, p. 82. 3 Thamudenische Inschriften, p. 28.
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class the Safaitic at once with the other dialects of Northern Arabia. The tribes of

the Syrian Harrah may, of course, ultimately have come from Southern Arabia, or

their home may have been near the borders of the South-Arabian empires, and

their alphabet is no doubt to be derived largely from the so-called Himyaritic script ;

for the history of the ancient North-Arabian alphabets seems to be that of a gradual

remigration from Southern Arabia, beginning at a time when the Himyaritic alphabet

had not yet received the form in which it is known to us.
1 But the language of the

Thamudene as well as that of the Safaitic inscriptions cannot, in their present condition,

be called other than North-Arabian, the main difference from classical Arabic being the

article i~l. Again, the number of letters of these languages coincides exactly with that

of later Arabic, and the so-called additional letters like 1, 6, V, £, H were certainly

known at a very early period in Northern Arabia: that they were not introduced from

Southern Arabia 2
is indicated by the fact that some of them have forms independent

of those of the South-Arabian alphabet, as, e.g., H in Lihyanic; 1 in Lihyanic, Tha-

mudene, and Safaitic
;
&

(?)
and V in Thamudene and Safaitic. Only the Thamudene

and Safaitic f), the Safaitic 6, and the Lihyanic V can be traced back with certainty to

the Himyaritic script.

It is, however, of special interest and of great significance that the Arabic dialect

of the Safa region seems to contain certain roots and forms which are known to us

from North-Semitic languages, but not from the literary Arabic. These are chiefly the

verbs JDD, "1ED, "ny, ND~), and the substantives "JDN and ("ODK. The name "OT, even

if derived from the Hebrew, does not belong to this category, since it would be a

foreign word, which does not follow the phonetic laws. The Safaitic names 7NJDD,

7N")2D, 7N"n)?, 7NS1 seem to be best explained in the same way as the Hebrew

JDE^N, lmDtf, 7*niy, btiSI, and then we would have here the Arabic roots JDD, "to

swear," "1DD, "to preserve," "ny, "to help," NB1, "to heal." But in ^K"IDD it is pos-

sible to think of another explanation ;
for Count Landberg has shown 3 that satnir in

South Arabia now means "
moonlight," and if the Safaitic 1DQ is the same root as

that of the South-Arabian satnir, the name ^fcODD would correspond to ?K in6 and

7&rrH, which are mentioned below among the theophorous names. If my interpre-

tation of the name "jDN"D
4 is right, we would have in ~jDN (*'is&) the phonetically

correct form for the Hebrew
"ijttfN, Assyrian ishku : this is the more natural as in the

classical Arabic 'iskatani, the corresponding feminine form, is found. Finally, the

word '•SN is worthy of notice. It occurs in the name
|7"

a
IJ!"n

,,

BN,
s and seems to be the

same as the Hebrew D?SN, Aramaic
j^DJN,

and Syriac reia«r. This, however, is very

singular, and would, if at all probable, involve a very interesting linguistic question.

Of Safaitic grammar very little is known to us as yet. And the scanty information

afforded by these graffiti is very uncertain, because no attempt was made in them to

'

Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, II, p. 27.
2
Cf. Vollers, in Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie, Vol. IX, pp. 169 sqq.

3 Arable Meridionale,

Vol. I, Leiden, 1901, p. 612 s.v. * See below the non-theophorous composite names. 5 See ib.
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render the vowels. Nevertheless, it seems to me worth while to gather here some few

grammatical facts which may be obtained from them.

ORTHOGRAPHY. It is known that no vowel, short or long, is expressed in Safaitic

script. This seems to be true also of the diphthongs cti and au
;
but it is possible that,

as Professor D. H. Miiller has suggested in the case of the Lihyanic inscriptions,
1 e and

6 were pronounced instead. Even the modern Arabic dialects of Syria vary consider-

ably with regard to this point.

It is therefore not strange that even where a word in all likelihood ended in a long

vowel, no indication of this fact is found in the script. This conclusion may be drawn

from spellings like 7N (D. M. 801), 7j? {passim), *]N (No. 49 below, D. M. 151, 261),

"li'D (D. M. 554), pH (No. 4 below), which correspond to the Arabic forms 'i/d, 'aid,
'

Aufd, Basra, Tubud. In such cases the a sound is expressed in Arabic by a yd {alif

maksurah), in Lihyanic by a H.
2

Perhaps this d was shortened in Safaitic to a, as in

modern Arabic dialects.

Another peculiarity of spelling, in which the Safaitic seems to follow the South-

Arabian and the Lihyanic, is the method of expressing a double liquid. Professor

Miiller 3
pointed out that in Lihyanic the word kullahu is written with a double 7, Tvn2\

himman is written jDDn, etc. A similar custom is probably to be found in Safaitic also.

For it seems that there is no difference between 7N~3n and 7N~33n fAvvr^os), or be-

tween 7^"^6 and 7N~3JD, TavvvjXo?. If this is the case, the verbs 77PI and 77D might be

of the first stem, not the second [halla and thalid).

A difficult problem arises in connection with the spelling of the first syllable of the

names ?N, H/dl) or i"l7N, and Tv>{7\) or Tv>)&. In the first of these the N is commonly

retained; but there are a number of exceptions. In case 7N follows a 7 or a V, the N is

often dropped; thus we find 7^1J and 77J7D, 7JK3 (fd'-el), and always 7j?DD\ This

usage is, however, not general, since there are also names like 7N?n, TWfnn, and

7^J?^, *7NjnD. Moreover, there are several cases where N is omitted after other letters

than 7 and V. As to ITHn) and DaH), we see that the first syllable is often not expressed

in writing ;
for if we read nSTI and EDiTy^ PR, nSlE and "iliTTl PID, we must conclude

that the division is to be made after the H, and then only n? and D? remain as forms

of the names in question. But it seems as if no fixed system was followed with

regard to the spelling of these names, and, on the other hand, a word like m is not

easily explained.
4

pronouns. Only one personal pronoun occurs, and that in a doubtful passage, viz.,

in, "he" (below, No. 120), whereas the suffix of the same person, H", probably mas-

culine and feminine, is quite frequently used. The plural form of this suffix, DiV,

1

Epigraphische Denkmaler aus Arabien, p. 13.
'
lb., p. 13.

3
lb., p. 14, V, 3.

'See below, p. 120.
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occurs in a number of proper names, which are given further below. The relative

pronoun is \ The article is known to be !"l.

verbs. As far as I know, only forms of the 3d person, masculine and feminine, have

been found as yet, except a few cases where an imperative in the 2d pers. sing. masc.

appears to occur
;
see 1J7D in Nos. 3, 33, 52. The lack of vowels does not allow us in

all cases to determine whether the verb is of the I., II., or III. stem. In some cases the

meaning may decide
; e.g., "WD,

"
to help," is probably of the III. stem. In others the

form indicates a II. or III. stem
;

this applies to the verba mediae geminatas and to the

verba mediae 1 and \ We find ^>n(?), ^>B(?), W ; JH, "liy, ni"l
; "Pit, rPp.

The IV. stem

has the prefix N, as in the other North-Arabian dialects : this is another case in which

Safai'tic is clearly distinguished from South-Arabian. There is one certain instance of

this form, viz., plEW,
" he went eastward

"
:

J

it is very likely that a IV. stem is intended

in D. M. 173 also, where M. Dussaud reads "QJ/N ;
but the root of the verb itself is

doubtful. Of the V. and VI. stems I have found no examples, but there are a few forms

which may be safely interpreted as belonging to the VII. and VIII. stems. The pre-

fixed auxiliary vowel of these forms, which in Arabic is expressed by the Alifu '/-was/a,

does not seem to have been written in Safai'tic. Thus we read in No. 120, D"13JD,
" and

he became famous." Possibly a few names beginning with J are verbal forms of the

VII. stem, e.g., "QJto (below, Nos. 123 and 125) and "D!£^ (D. M. 552) ;
both are tribal

names. Of the VIII. stem I have found only forms which are not verbs in the con-

text, but proper names : they have been explained by M. Dussaud. The names yJHD

(D. M. 577, 582, 612) and J??nD (D. M. 612) are considered infinitives by M. Dussaud;

but perhaps they are forms of the perfect tense. Also the name
]Tlft (D. M. 567), or,

according to the copy, 7TID, may be a similar formation. Forms in the imperfect tense

are: Tnfr (D. M. 362, 577, 582), JttnD 1

(D. M. 610), and -JOno
1

(D. M. 278).

The inflection of the regular verb seems to correspond closely to that in literary

Arabic, but we have only a very few Safai'tic forms, and of course do not know any-

thing about the vowels. A few feminine forms of the 3d pers. sing, are known
; e.g.,

nam, "she gave" (D. M. 880), DDH \hammat), "she took care"
(?,

D. M. 901), and

rPlJS,
" she delivered

"
(?,

D. M. 3 18). There are a number of imperfect forms like "PIT,

"jbD\ D^D\ bj?DD\ "TO\ etc., 1DJ?n, *Y&$n, and probably (J?)"lin (D. 134), all of which

are proper names. A participle of the first stem is IND,
"
traveling," from "ID {sdra) ;

of the second stem, "n^D (mu'auwir), "effacing" (D. 68). Quite a number of parti-

ciples are contained in proper names like Muhallim, Muhannan, Muzakkar, etc.

The inflection of the verbs with 1 or 1 as second or third radical differs from that in the

classical Arabic. We have met already the forms Tnrr, which is in classical Arabic

yakhtdni, and rP!JB, which in the classical language would be written and pronounced

fassat. We see that here the 1 is treated like a strong letter, much as in Ethiopic,

See Entzifferung, p. 66.
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Sabaean, Lihyanic, and in modern Arabic dialects. I believe, therefore, that forms

like vl, "he escaped,'*
"
1

C2'0, "he made a hurried journey" (?), T"1, "he tended the

Mocks," and ^TtDft, n. pr., are to be pronounced differently from the literary Arabic,

where the "'

is written but not sounded. Thus ^l may be pronounced either wallaya
or perhaps tvallay. Another reason for this pronunciation is the fact that the words

^N
(V/r7), by ('a/a), etc.,

1 are written without a \

An inflected form of a root prima? 1 is probably to be found in the name jnn (D. M.

475), which is perhaps to be pronounced Tada'u.

As in several modern Arabic dialects, certain forms of the verba primae hamzatae

change into those of verba primae 1. An instance of this fact is 3T1D (D. M. 318),

which in classical Arabic would be mtidrib. Furthermore, D11 and ^NCll are prob-

ably to be derived from 'ddama, "to reconcile"; 'PNDDl (D. M. 616) seems to belong
to 'ammama, "to lead," and DJ1 (Wanis?) to 'anisa,

" to be kind."

nouns. The formation of the different noun-forms cannot be discussed for lack of

material. As to the plural of nouns, no pluralis sanus ending in
]
has been found.

But it seems as though
*'

(-ay) was used instead; cf. vty, "gazelles" (D. 368), "lyD,

"goats" (No. 122 below). These two examples are, however, not absolutely con-

vincing, and forms like "ODN,
" minae

"

(No. 82 below), and TVll, "his sons" (D. 299),

furnish no argument for this theory. On the other hand, examples of the broken plural

are: CMDfi (passim), from Dll
;
nrvflN (Vog. 5), from ft* or *nriK. Probably also 'JQM

(for classical 'amna') in No. 82, and yiJ (*nawas) in No. 28, are broken plurals.

The so-called elative form of the adjective is here in some respects different from

that in the literary Arabic. First, the elative forms derived from verba mediae geminatae

probably are not contracted, but pronounced in the same way as those derived from

strong verbs. This is indicated by the Greek AuSaSou,
2 which would correspond to a

Safai'tic Alidad, with the diminutive Uwaidid, TYiN in D. M. 269, 454. Consequently
the name ^DriN (D. 1 73, 366, 369) should be pronounced Ahfaf, not Ahaff. Secondly,

the feminine of the elative form seems to be 'afalat, a. form almost unknown in classi-

cal Arabic. 3 This is to be concluded from the name njjnN in Nos. 68-71.

particles. A number of prepositions are furnished by the Safai'tic inscriptions ;

but only a very small number of conjunctions and interjections are known as yet.

The first of these three parts of speech is represented by ?N, "to" (Arabic 'ild) ; D, "in"

(bi); p, "between" (dm'na);
4

7, "to, by" (//'); J7D, "with" (ma'a); by, "over, for"

(

(

a/d) ; D,
"
in

"

(//), and perhaps
" before

"

(fa) ; P1D,
"
before, in the name of" (?,/a//a).

Curiously enough, ) and HI are found in the place of D and HD, and must, therefore,

be synonymous with the former. These words are treated of in the next paragraph.
The common Arabic conjunctions zaa- and fa- are also known in Safai'tic

;
another

'See above, p. 116. 2 Dussaud and Macler, Mission, p. 285.
3 See Noldeke, Zur Grammatik des classischen Arabisch, § 20. 4 See Dussaud and Macler, Mission, p. 203.
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conjunction seems to be contained in
]&G,

"because" (bi'anna).
1 An interjection is

probably represented by ! in "Hi
1

?!!, No. 3, and in l&ll, Nos. 33 and 52 ; perhaps
even in all cases where J! appears before the name of a god, together with D or 1, it is

to be considered an interjection. This particle is discussed in
" Thamudenische

Inschriften," p. 55.

vocabulary : meanings of certain expressions. There are several words and

phrases in Safai'tic, the meanings of which are difficult to determine, but of im-

portance with regard to the contents of a great number of inscriptions ; they are

mainly the following: ?T\ or 77l"l, Ylf\, DJl, and D, DB, 1, iTI before the name of a deity.

It is also of importance to know the exact meanings of the terms denoting family rela-

tionship. The words DN, DN, p, HJD, ?f] are of course at once intelligible, but the

meaning of 11 and of DJ7 is somewhat doubtful. Formerly I took DV in its Arabic

meaning patruns, and suggested for 11 either "father" or "grandfather." I believe

that I am now able to assign a definite meaning to both words. From D. M. 238 and

239, which are discussed below under No. 110, it appears that 11 indeed means fla-

tn/as, and therefore corresponds exactly to the Syriac c*!w.
a This being the case, we

must render UV by "grandfather," as probably in Nabataean also. 3 The name PIDJ7D

means, then, "like his grandfather."

The word 7!"!, much more frequently 77l, is almost always followed by 11! without

a preposition. In D. 234, however, it seems that we must read riDHS 7H1, and in

D. M. 801 11 7N is clearly written after an incomplete ??m. In the latter, 7N is very

probably '//a. Corresponding to these constructions we find in classical Arabic halla

with the accusative, with bi-, and with Hid. But it was doubted by Dr. Lidzbarski 4

whether 7n and 77l were really the same as halla, "he encamped," for two reasons:

first, he says that 7^1 would be a scriptio plena, very unusual in Safai'tic
; and, secondly,

he considers 111 ?ni 111 ISm a very awkward tautology. The second of these objec-

tions is easily met. If the reading 111 ism in Vog. 237 is certain, there is yet a great

difference between l£n and 7n
;
for the former means only "he was present," the latter

" he alighted, encamped." The word !&n merely indicates that the person was there
;

he may have halted just for a moment, passing by on a raid, or on his way from one

water-place to another. But *7n implies that he unloaded his animals and pitched

his camp. I admit that there is some difficulty arising from the fact that both 7n and

77n occur. However, as I pointed out on p. 1 16, double liquids seem to be expressed

sometimes by a repetition of the consonant. If, on the other hand, 77l is lial/ala, it

may have lost some of its causative meaning and have become partly synonymous
with halla.

The verb yin has several meanings in Arabic. Its meaning in Safai'tic, at least for

1 See Entzifferung, p. 64.
" Cf. Lidzbarski's suggestion in Ephemeris, II, p. 43, 11. 16-18.

3
See, e.g., Clermont-Ganneau, Recueil d'archeologie orientale, Vol. II, pp. 372-373.

4
Ephemeris, II, 44.
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sonic cases, is determined by No. 134; here it denotes undoubtedly "he pierced," as

we see from the picture which accompanies this inscription. In most of the cases,

therefore, where we read W£' Y"T11, we must translate, as it seems to me,
" he pierced

[i.e., killed ?] an enemy." Dr. Lidzbarski,' however, translates yifl in all cases by
"he watched," or "sought," or "was on the lookout for": this is a very natural

interpretation for nnN yini or HDWi3 yiHI. Hence it is probable that yin includes

both meanings, and that it must be interpreted in each case from the context.

Another very frequent expression is Dili, followed by by with the name of a person

or with a word denoting a relative or a friend. In my
"
Entzifferung

"
I read this

word DJ?n, and comparing DJfl with the ancient Arabic formula of greeting, 'im sabdhan,

I rendered it
" he greeted." MM. Dussaud and Macler and Dr. Lidzbarski accepted

this reading. But there is no doubt as to the true reading, since in almost every single

case the letter J is perfectly plain. We must therefore look for another translation. As

in Arabic wagm oxwagam signifies
" a heap of stones used as a way-mark in the desert,"

the Safai'tic D31 probably means "he made a way-mark." It is not unlikely that in

some cases the author of an inscription actually piled up some stones as a way-mark.
In other cases D31 perhaps assumed a more general meaning, viz.,

" he made a mark,"

and this may have been made in different ways. I have chosen the latter translation in

order to leave room for different interpretations. However this may be, this is an inter-

esting epigraphical evidence of a custom known to exist among the Bedawin to-day.
2

A common phrase in Safai'tic is D?D nS"!B, which is sometimes replaced by phrases

like Q7D n?m and D7D EpPTyt^ HS. I am indebted to Dr. Lidzbarski for the sugges-
tion that HS should be read fd/ia orjuha? Now MM. Dussaud and Macler take D?D

in all these cases to be a verb, and render accordingly D/D HS"® "
que la (de'esse) Ldt

(////)
dotine lesalut" or " et la

{de'esse) Ldt {lui) a donne" le salut," and D^D UpTTW TVS

"et que le dieu Chai'-ha-qaum donne le salut." This seems to me impossible, for two

grammatical reasons: (1) after r6i"ID the verb should be in the feminine form, as, e.g.,

in D. M. 880, PIT p nSUP nam nb~\ "and Allat gave his enemy into his hands";

(2) Dprryw could not have another article, since W is in the status constructus. There

are, it is true, some examples of real word-composition in Arabic, expressions in which

the idea of the status constructus seems to be lost, e.g., names of modern Bedawin

tribes like el-Bu-Muhammed, etc. But that this is not the case with DpfTJflP
is shown

by the following fact : wherever this name occurs as second or third after other names

of deities, we read
Dpivyctfl, e.g., below in No. 125, and in D. M. 742. It is therefore

necessary to consider ~D by itself in phrases like D^D UpTTyw ."ID or Q^D S?nN !"!£>.

The question is even more complicated by the new phrases D?D i"6ni in No. 69

(=D. M. 242), and D^D
DpiVJ7Ctf

HI in D. M. 392, 393, 394, 395. Here ill undoubtedly
is a synonym of HE, but its grammatical explanation is somewhat difficult. (1 )

It may
be a mere formation by analogy. If on one hand *fdha [d)l-ldt was used, and on the

1

Ephemeris, II, p. 42. "See above, p. 107.
3 See my Entzifferung, p. 33; Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, II, p. 41.
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other *wa-hal-lah, the latter corresponding to the Arabic walldhi with the wa- of

oaths, a new particle waha may have originated from walia (a) /-/ah, formed after

*/dha [a)
I- hit, and may then have been used with other deities as well. But this is

very doubtful. (2)
i"l may be here the ha et-tanbih, an interjection, as in linn at the

beginning of inscriptions. Then 1 and D would be ordinary particles of conjunction

"and," and the words after the name of the deities would be nouns in the accusative

used as exclamations, an idiom which frequently occurs in Arabic. 1 This second

possibility seems, after all, to be more probable.

The Names. The Safai'tic inscriptions afford an extensive and interesting contri-

bution toward the history of Semitic nomenclature, although here again, because of

the absence of vowels, many questions must be left open.

As in other Semitic languages, the names in Safai'tic are either composite or single.

The names of the latter class are to a large extent derived from the former : this

may be done by simply dropping one of the two component parts, usually the second,

or by adding a single syllable to the first part of the compound form in place of the

second. The abbreviated forms without a new ending may again be shortened, form-

ing certain standing types of so-called "pet names." 2 But there is, of course, also a

class of names which, as far as we can judge now, never were part of compound
names.

The composite names may be divided into two classes, theophorous and non-theoph-

orous
;
the former are names in the stricter sense of the term, whereas many of the latter

are originally surnames or nicknames. The majority of the theophorous names are com-

posed with ?&, which, except in a very few cases, is always the second part of the com-

pound ;
these exceptions are SHwN

(cf.
Index of U. M.), H^T?** (below, No. 117),

IQ-^K (D. M. 415, which is to be read HO
1

? p VQ-hvb), and perhaps HNi-^N and

p^"b« (D. M. 882). A few names are composed with p6n, viz., nVaTTI, fl^HTl,

rOu?0, and HzlJJD ; moreover, there are some containing other divine names, which

are given below, p. 123. Now it is very interesting to know the meanings of these

Safai'tic names
;
but in trying to establish these meanings we meet with many cases

where a decision is almost impossible, and it should be remembered that in the follow-

ing list many names may possibly be explained in a different way from that given here.

In this list I have followed Professor Noldeke's arrangement in the "Encyclopaedia

Biblica," coll. 3280 sqq. For passages where the single names occur, the Index in

Dussaud and Macler,
"
Mission," pp. 206 sqq., and the one attached to this publication

may be consulted.

God is the giver: ^NDIN, arrftn, ^*Oni, rtam. Perhaps ^NOlp and b^TTW have a

similar significance; for kaddam might be taken in the meaning "to present," and

1 See Reckendorf, Die syntaktischen Verhaltnisse des Arabischen, pp. 334 sqq.

"Cf. throughout this discussion Dr. Lidzbarski's article on Semitische Kosenamen, in Ephemeris, II, pp. 1 sqq.
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'auwad or 'dwad in the meaning "to repeat, to give repeatedly.'' The latter name

would be given to a child born after the first one.

God is gracious: ?Wn and 7&OJn.

Cod loves: 7N"ll and ^*On. The name 7^0V\, which may be explained in several

different ways, is perhaps derived from khdlla or khill, and may be translated " God

is a friend
"
or " acts in a friendly way." We may include here 7XCTI1 and 7N0TI

;
but

it is very uncertain what their real meaning is. The first of these two might be, "God

longs for" or "God is longed for," and the second, "God reconciles," \iwadam is to

be taken in the same sense as the classical 'ddam.

God helps: TtCUW, b#T\% Tttfttf, t>*nj?D, p6"IJ7D. Also b*T)V and 7NTJ?, "God

changes," probably imply divine help, i.e., changing things for the better.

God rewards : 7N"lDE\ The root IDE* can scarcely have any other meaning here

than "to reward," as in the Hebrew "IDE', and in the Palmyrene phrase {TIDE' NrPN,

which occurs in the Palmyrene inscriptions 5 and 8.
1

God* sustains: 7NDED; cf. the Hebrew liTDDD. He holds fast: bfcODD
;
and

nourishes: p)W>N (?).

God is a refuge: Although no composite names with this meaning occur, such

names are implied in "1J?, ill?, Tiyn, fty, 1JJ"
1

,
and iyDn. The first of these is of course

an abbreviation of 7^1$?, AQfrirjXoc

God delivers: bxzbv and probably btiffltft.

God heals : 7ND"I. This name occurs only once, and I feel not absolutely certain in

assuming this meaning here.

God redeems: 'PfcHS. The same form is known in Hebrew.

God preserves : 7WH&1 It is very likely that 7&OED denotes the same idea, and

that the root "1DD has here a meaning which corresponds more closely to the Hebrew

than the one which it has in literary Arabic. 2

God keeps in safety : rbzbo. But perhaps D7D should be translated here differently.

God conceals, i.e., defends (?)
: This is one of the many possible explanations for the

name ;NH, which in this case would be Gannel. In some cases, however, the read-

ing b*Oy {^AiricR) is admissible, and the letters H may represent several other roots.

God leads: It seems that the names blpte and 7*031 3 should be explained in this

manner, and that consequently the former should be read Mukidel.

God completes: i?KD""U; here the name "iDa, shortened from 7N1E:, in Hebrew

1JT"0, may be included.

God builds'. 7*03
(?).

But this name might also be read Bin' el, and would then be

classed with 7N3N.

God makes to stand: bltopn, and probably ^JJK, bbyi2, 7ND6I

God determines fate: TtTU (?).
This interpretation, however, is very uncertain,

since 13 is the name of a god. A similar meaning may be found in 7N7S, provided

'Above, pp. 72, 77.
2
See, however, above, p. 115.

3 See p. 118.
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that fcOD, or perhaps 72 {/a/a), is the same root as the Arabic fa ala. The word N?D

would then represent another case in which the Safai'tic agrees with the Hebrew.

God remembers and weighs : These meanings may be found in "121 and pi The first

of these names would be very unusual in Arabic, and must have been taken from the

Hebrew if such an interpretation is at all acceptable.

God hears : ^DD"1

;
and he speaks (by an oracle) or orders : 7SODN.

God swears: 7N$?2D. Here again we would have to suppose that the meaning of

the Safai'tic root J?2D is more closely related to that of its Hebrew equivalent P2W than

to that of the corresponding Arabic root.

God is zealous : 7&OI2 and 7&OJ&
;
both are very frequent.

God comes back or enters: N2?N. This name occurs only once, viz., in D. M. 415,

and perhaps should be read differently.

God lives : 7*rn, rbvCT\.

God is glad or gladdens : 77"11 Such a meaning is afforded by the Arabic root

gadhila. Perhaps ?N"!DD points to a somewhat similar idea, for it may be translated,
" God makes proud."

God rises or appears, like the sun or a star: 7Nin£, 7Nri7 (Ldh'el), and perhaps

btnyit.

God is light: 7&TU. The name 7&ni"tf is probably not to be included here, since

"inj is most likely to be the name of a god.

God is king: 7tO?D; and possessor (?)
: 7&OD, 7&Op\ The last two names admit

of several other interpretations.

God is great: 7N21
;
and high: 7N!2"1; and man is his servant: 7N"Dy, bxW, 7NQn,

and probably 7i?D (Td'el, i.e., "obedient to God").
There are several other theophorous names composed with 7N, to which it is difficult

to affix a definite meaning; such are, for instance, 7ND1N, 7fcON, ^7H7n, 7N272 or

7*0:2, 7\smj?, totfn.

Few names occur that are composed with names of other deities
;

of these DfcOD,

3!TnrU, D*CQJ? (?), "lyoinit (?),
have been discussed on p. 114. Besides these, we

should mention 1J112^ and perhaps 7N13
;
the latter may also be contained in 7~11

In only a very few cases we find nouns of relationship coupled with the name of a

god ;
these are 7iON, which has many parallels in other Semitic languages,

1 and per-

haps "I$")n0}7 (?),
below in No. 1, and 7*03. All the other names expressing relation-

ship seem to refer to men. Composite names of this sort are probably contained in

the forms pointed out in "Entzifferung," p. 36, i.e., 3 + noun of relationship + suffix fl

I now believe, following Dr. Lidzbarski,
2 that in these cases 2 is to be taken as B/l,

standing for
'

Abil
;
but it seems to me that this theory should not be generalized too

much, for in the long row of names in which nouns like lli?, D7D, n3D follow after 2,

the latter is more naturally interpreted as the preposition bi. There are, of course,

'

Noldeke, Encyclopaedia Biblica, coll. 3287 sq.
2

Ephemeris, II, p. 39.
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many parallels for the abbreviation of 'Abu into Bu
;
an actual proof, however, in

Safaitic is furnished by the names JTD3 (V. 74), jfta (D. 83), np»3 (V. 30), and bnE3

(D. 319), which I read Bu Mdzin, Bu Lahan, Bu Makt (B/7 Afakkat), and Bu Fahl.

Besides ]TD3,
we have jTD alone, in D. M. 547, a form which is also known from I. Dor.

iii; the second name, jrPD,
" father of intelligence," is perhaps originally a surname.

The same 3, Bu, is to my mind to be found in 113*0, D0N3, nflN3, nJ33, .1113, r6fl3,

n!3J?3, and furthermore in the closely related names HCS3 and H0n3. The other

names beginning with 3 are discussed below on p. 126. We may add here the names

TTTO and HDJO, because they also express relationship, and nijD and fiTO, which are

formed after the analogy of the other names that have a 3 at the beginning.

Besides the names of relationship, we find a number of non-theophorous names

consisting of two elements
;
most of them occur only in one or two passages, a fact

which is well explained by the supposition that these names are originally surnames

or nicknames. In most of these cases both elements seem to be nouns, i.e., substan-

tives, adjectives, or participles ;
but there may be also some "sentence-names" 1

among
them, which cannot be recognized now because of the absence of vowels. Well-known

Arabic sentence-names are Tdabbata sharran, "he has mischief under his arm," and

Dja'a kamluhu,
" his lice are hungry." Other Arabic names formed by two nouns are,

e.g.,

'

Akil
'

al-mttrdr, "the eater of murdr(a. plant)," the name of an ancestor of Imru'ul-

kais, mentioned in Lyall's edition of "A Commentary on Ten Ancient Arabic Poems,"

p. 1,1. 10; Katil al-dju\ "dead of hunger," a surname of Kais, the father of the poet

al-A'sha; Mukatty an-nudjud, "the cutter of the sword-belts"
(I.

Dor. 220);

Mudarrit al-hidjdrah,
"
efficiens ut saxa pedant." A very characteristic name of this,

sort was mentioned to me by Count Landberg, viz., Khara bakar, "cow-dung," by
which a family in Saida is called. The last name, with its odd significance, agrees

singularly with the Somali names Hdr-waraba, "hyena-dung," and Hav-damer, "ass-

dung"; these are mentioned by Professor Reinisch in his "Somali-Sprache," I, p. 1 10.

Their origin also has been explained by him in Vol. II, p. 226, of the same work,

where he says that it is believed ugly names protect against demons, and that they are

given especially to a child which is born after another one has died. Similar names in

Safaitic are probably fiNlft (below, No. 90) and nj?D& (V. 258). The following is a

tentative alphabetical list of non-theophorous composite names in Safaitic not referring

to relationship:

}D"3N, D. M. 334; probably 'Abu-sinn, "father (owner) of a tooth."

"1J?D~3N, D. M. 624 ; perhaps 'Abu-su'dr, "father of hunger," or 'Abu-sd'ur, "owner

of an oven."

Hv'DS, D. M. 295, is perhaps the name of a woman, and might then be read
'

Umm-Uyat, "mother of a fat tail," i.e., "merino sheep." Cf. ^m in the Old Tes-

tament.

See Noldeke, in Encyclopaedia Biblica, col. 3278.
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plraTDN, V. 257; 'Af(f) ha-laik, "the becoming nose."

JJjrTBK,
V. 48 (= D. 7); the meaning is very uncertain, as

]V may be read in many
different ways, e.g., 'anan

, 'an'", 'an'", or 'dnn, or even 'am.

j^TjmBK, No. 115; A/(/)ai ha-gudhldn,
" the smiling face

"

(?).

"ifD 7T2
(?),

V. 130. Both reading and interpretation are very doubtful.

DtTT/HD, D. 284. The first element contains some derivative of the root badala,

the second probably the word hiIs or hulus, and the whole might be translated

"changer of undergarments," or "the saddle-cloth was changed."

]T02, U. 83; Bu-lahan,
" father of intelligence."

npD2, V. 30; Bil-makt
(?),

"father of hatred."

JTD2,
V. 74; probably "father of Mazin," if Mazin is a proper name; or else per-

haps
" father of white ants."

"infcTJD, No. 101
; Bin-ahid, "only son."

7J1ED, D. 319; Bu-fahl,
" owner of a stallion."

njQTJj, D. M. 668
; perhaps Gaha baggat. The second part, n3D, occurs as a name

by itself in D. M. 877.

pr!"7J), D. M. *]2od; Gall ha-din, perhaps "great in power."

rnenm, D. M. 62; Zahid shaddihi, "a man with little strength."

p~3Nn, D. M. 883 ;
Ha in din. The meaning of ha in in this case seems to me

uncertain.

&Op~32n, D. M. 313; perhaps Khdbin kala
, "concealing hatred."

VIDbn, D. M. 585 ; may be read /Chdl-/a(u)waz or Khalafa^) wazz, and may be

translated in several different ways.

pD"E>nt3,
D. M. 62

; perhaps *Tahhdm sdk,
"
fat-legged." But it is possible that pD

is not part of a proper name and that pD DHD yini should be translated " and he

pierced Tahm's leg" (scik""?).

"]DN"D, D. M. 28
; perhaps Kawa 'ish,

" branded
(?)

on the testicle." The first ele-

ment, D, might also be found in yND, D. M. 403 ;
but this name is very uncertain.

nTTGCD, D. M. 322; Kamanat yadaihi, "his hands are hidden," or, if we read ?

instead of J, Kauialat yadaihi, "his hands are perfect."

inj"^2Q, No. 67; perhaps Mnbill gdhid, "beneficent toward the poor" (?).

ny^"lD, No. 108
;
this name might be read Madd sha'af, but its meaning is obscure.

TTTDDD, D. M. 280; Mdsik hiyal, "persistent in deceit."

vN~arD, D. M. 306^; perhaps Nahaga 'ilaiya, "he opened a road to me." This

name might be_explained in a similar way as HTiriD,
" God has opened (the womb)."

TDXmrO, D. M. 476; Nahiz ha-samad, "the strong chief"
(?).

TQTD1D, No. 133; Sarb-dabl, "road of misfortune
"

(?).
But perhaps we should

divide 7312 ID,
" he journeyed in misfortune."

HOmy, No. 56; 'Ain ha-mnrr, "bitter well."

7J"D"1J?, D. M. 570; perhaps
l

Arrafgall, "mighty sorcerer."
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rUltTjy, D. M. 433 ;
instead of 2 we may read 7, and H may be a mistake for 8.

D7D~y7i*, No. 113; perhaps Dali1

tliuliii, "violent ruler."

|»D"JD$, No. 84; Dab' samiii, "fat hyena," or "fat arm."

HOD, I). M. 706a and probably ib. 562 ; perhaps Kiwi hazz, "he rose (and) shook."

( )f the names consisting of one word the larger part have been derived from composite

names, others have always been single : we may thus divide such names into abbreviated

and non-abbreviated, but it is of course impossible to arrive at a decision in every case.

There can scarcely be any doubt, however, that the suffix H, if it follows 3 with a word

not denoting relationship, usually stands for an implied 78. Here also Dr. Lidzbarski

takes 2 to be bil : this does not seem certain to me. Although, of course, I do not

deny the possibility of such an explanation, I believe that it is more natural here to

regard 1 as the preposition bi. This appears from a comparison of nZ"GD2 with i-na

pa-li-e-shu? with which also the Nabataean rum may be classed, of rnjD with the

Hebrew iT11D3, and from names like the Abyssinian Bdeda Maryam, Basalota Mlkael,

etc. Names of this kind are: HD82, "in his gift"; i"l7*Q, "in his mercy"; HDDriD,

"in his guidance"; rUi"Q, "in his mercy"; nnrn, "in refuge with him"; H07DD,

"in his peace" (cf. D7EQ, Ezra iv. 7); nijH, "in refuge with him"; i"l"nj72, "with his

help"; HpDJD, perhaps, as Dr. Ranke 2

suggested, "in his possession." The names

morQ, nOliD, rnnOS, and
!~IDp2

are difficult to explain. The first might mean

"with" or "on his (two) asses," the second, "at his banquet," and the last, "with his

bow," and they all may refer to incidents which happened at the time of the birth. If

that be so, the suffix H would of course not relate to the deity, but to the child or its

father. This seems to be certain in the case of nrODD, which corresponds exactly to the

Babylonian ina palesJut ; the real meaning of this name is unknown to me. We might

also include here r6m, which probably means "in" or "with God"; a similar name

would be 7j?Dn8 in the Old Testament.

A large part of names consisting of one word seem to have been formed from

theophorous names by dropping the second component element, viz., 78
;
thus we find

78~D8 and D8, 7*Cn and Tl, 78"33£ and p£, and a great many others which need

not be discussed here. It is very likely that many of these names had the formfa"ul

or fiVill; the latter occurs, e.g., in Greek inscriptions from the Hauran, as we see from

Apoo&oc, Avoovoc, Zapoo8o«, Natoopoc, and similar names. But the evidence afforded by the

Safaitic script is necessarily inconclusive. In another class of names the word 78 seems

to be replaced by an ending ;
this ending may be 8", n~, 1" *'", D", or

}",
the last of which

is the most common. But, as is well known, these endings may also take the place of

the last letter of a triliteral word which resulted from cutting off 78. In the following

list I give both classes of names, those in which the new hypocoristic ending replaces

78, and those which are still more abbreviated.

* H. Ranke, Die Kigennamen in den Urkunden der Hammurabidynastie, p. 35.
2 He compares isku, ishku, and the name Is-ki ilu.
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The ending N is not very frequent : we find N1DN
;
NTIDN

;
Nil (from 111) ;

*>G3T

vhf\ (from biCbf]
?) ;

WJ (from DM) ; N13y (from b&T13J?) ;
N3!J (from 12V) ;

*OP
;

NIP (from 31P or TIP). It seems that N1DN and KTiDN are formed after the analogy
of forms like K"OJJ, which occurs in several other Semitic languages. The spelling in

Safai'tic indicates that the N was sounded, a conclusion which Professor Noldeke reached

with regard to the Old Testament names ending in N.
1

The ending PI occurs in .IBn
(?,

D. 246, D. M. 168), 1X122 (D. M. 694), and noi (ib.

36a), and perhaps in 111
;
but 1 is only to be found in 111J? (D. M. 739). These end-

ings have been discussed by Dr. Lidzbarski.

Again,
^

, -at, is very commonly used in hypocori sties. Both types, vC2p and
""Dp,

are amply represented. How vCDp is to be pronounced we do not know
;
sometimes

it may have been vocalized ketulai* But
"'Dp

seems in most cases to be kattai. I

mention here some names of this sort which do not occur in Dr. Lidzbarski's list in

"Ephemeris," II, p. 16 : "33, probably of different origin than the rest given here
(cf.

the

Thamudene T33 and the Biblical ^2) ;
^DTj

;
^IJ

(cf. bbi:) ;
^U

;

nm (from br\\ etc.);

nST; SDH (from bnn, him}, etc.); n^rt; ^Sn
(?) ; 1D(?);

,

»1B3; "HBO; MD (from

S?JD ?) ;
^: (from "ID

J) ;
'3M

; "tDM ;
^nD

; n3J? ;
^

(cf. }^B$, rWBX, or perhaps

PIBX3) ; ""Dp (from IDp).
The ending D" is very rare : there are two certain instances of it, viz., DID!! (D. M.

732) and 0b2W (V. 372^) ;
the latter occurs also without the D, in ?3P (D. 164 and

perhaps 166a). Besides these cases, we have the doubtful form OWpf] in V. 388.

But names ending in
]"

occur very frequently in Safai'tic. Most of them were prob-

ably pronounced -an, as we see from the Greek transliterations
;
but there may be many

among them which ended in -fin or -in. In a great many cases the same name occurs

with or without the final nun. If, for instance, IDp and TX2p are given, we may assume

that the former is Knmair, the latter Kamran, i.e., in one case the diminutive is formed

by a change of the vowels, in the other by an additional ending. But this may be

true only in a few cases
;
in others the diminutive produced"by change of the vowels may

never have been formed. The following is a list of such names
;

it is, however, not

absolutely complete : pN (Octavos) ; ]p!3N (Eppixavoo) ; pN (besides DN) ; p!3 (be-

sides TQ) ; pro ; p2 (BaoXavrjc) ; |D»"U (cf. HDHJ) ; }1D: ; p31 (besides 131) ; pi (be-

sides 31); pli; |l!l; p.l (ffaddan?, D. M. 179, besides 111); pm (besides 311); pill;

plT; p3T (?,
D. M. 123, besides 131); pi (?) ; pin (ASSooSavrje,

besides 111); pn
(besides in) ; p (besides Tl) ; ]DPibl (?) ; ]TDn ; pPI (besides '•Dn

?) ; j^Dn (besides

ten) ; ]DDn ; pan (?,
besides J?Dn) ; ]Pin (cf.

the names NETin and W)Tl, Apoa, Epaoo,

Opooc) ; jin ; pDO ; pro ; pb (besides T>) ; ]i^ (besides i^) ; ],t6 (besides lib) ;

pDb (?,
besides 3D 1

?); jDfijP (besides Dfu^, i.e., La'tham, "tarrying") ; }1XV ; plD
(and pD ?); p£DD (besides 1BD) ; pbl2 (besides D^D) ; pj?D ; pD ; ]TiD (besides TiD) ;

3 pj

"See Encyclopaedia Biblica, col. 3291. 'See Praetorius, in Zeitsch. d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch., 1903, pp. 524 sqq.
3 This name may be of different origin ;

see above, p. 117.
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(?, perhaps pf, VII.) ; |»JH (besides DJH) ; pD (?, perhaps pD, besides ID) ; plD (be-

sides -110) ; prtD ; pBD ; py ; ]02V (besides DBy) ; py (besides ny) ; ply (besides

ilj?) ; pDj; (besides Toy) ; py ; >Eiy ; jBBy ; |D^ (?) ; pKB (D. M. 880, besides 1KB) ;

jOnB; J37BS; f?BX; ]Wp; pop (besides IDp) ; |»yp (Kaoavoo) ; |y$p; pi (Pappavnjc) ;

|1D1 (Vog. 74, PajiCavou, Dussaud and Macler,
"
Mission," p. 271); JJDE7 ; jriDC (besides

n»»); p"l» (besides SIBty ; |On (besides Dn).

Almost all these names are to be recognized at once as hypocoristics on account of

their endings ;
but undoubtedly there were many diminutive forms in Safaitic nomencla-

ture which are now concealed by the absence of vowels. Only in a few cases are we

able to recognize such a form, viz., T11K (D. M. 269, 454), 'Uwaidid; TDK (V. 403,

D. M. 800), 'Usaiyid; y^jh (D. M. 792), Bughaiyid; JTBli (D. M. 829), Khubaiyith;

B"Ep (below, No. 83), Kumaiyish (?) ; pN is, as the Greek Oftauavoc shows, a double

diminutive.

Of other Safaitic names, those which are taken from animals and from months deserve

special interest because of their meaning, and those which end in DH because of their

form. Of animal names quite a variety are known in Safaitic
;
some of them have

been mentioned on pp. 107 and 108. Here may be added: p3 (D. M. 545, 670,

786),
"
gnat, bug" ; Sy: (D. M. 551, D. 22, 142^ 393^),

" black beetle"
; Hi (No. 37),

"monitor"
;
mn (D. M. 231 ;

" Unbeachtete Safa-Inschriften," p. 21),
"

little fish
"

;
1B3

(No. 37), "tick"; p (D. 203 = V. 286), "fish"; nfijb [passim), "date-worm" (see below,

No. 41); BS [passim), "lizard, monitor." Of "birthday names" I have found only 77N,

and perhaps b
1

!^, both of which were pointed out in my
"
Entzifferung," p. 13.

In the names ending in Dm", the latter is doubtless the suffix of the 3d pers. plur.

The names Dmy (D. M. 490*) , DHiy (D. M. 636), and oftener Orb* (V. 66, D. M. 332),

may be read 'ddahum, "he visited them"; 'azzd/wm, "he comforted them"; 'alldhum,

"he raised, exalted them." In DHD1 (D. M. 343) we have probably the root zamma;
in Dnm (D. M. 639), raha. The explanation of DPtiB (D. M. 7200 763) and DITTO

(D. M. 724) is doubtful. It would be most natural to translate "their son" and "their

servant"; but the former may be as well banaJium, "he built them," or bin hamm,
"son of sorrow"

(cf. BH"3B, "Entzifferung," p. 53; "•JlfcTp,
Genesis xxxv. 18), and

the latter may be 'abbadalutm, "he enslaved them."

In conclusion it may be said that Safaitic nomenclature is, like the language itself,

Arabic, but that there are a number of forms which are better known to us from North-

Semitic languages, and a few others which seem to be peculiar to the Safaitic

dialect. The conception of all the names is thoroughly Semitic, and entirely in keep-

ing with what we know of the names of other Semitic peoples. It will be interesting

to note that among the Somali also names with very similar meanings are found
;
this

is shown by Professor Reinisch's list of Somali names referred to above on p. 124.

There we find theophorous names like Allah giimar,
"

gift of God
"

;
animal names

like Libdk,
"

lion,
"
Wardba-'ddda, "white hyena," Hamar-dillay, "stallion," Bardr,
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"lamb"; birthday names like Kalil and Djildl, to which Baded, "born on the sea,"

and Gidi,
" born on a journey," may be added. Furthermore, we find sentence-names

like Shar-mdrkay^ "he saw no evil," and Baris-ka-'ddda, "whiter than rice." Timir-

'una, "date-eater," reminds us of 'Akil al-murdr (above, p. 124), and "Lfnagay,
"
glutton," of the Arabic Akkal. There are also a number of other interesting names,

some of which, like many Semitic names, are derived from physical peculiarities ; very

characteristic are the names LH'is,
"
escaping

"

(referring to an easy birth), and Ma'ds/i,
"
reconciliation," and Sitma-kdb,

"
repairer," which probably have a meaning similar to

that of 'AvtCSotos and 'Avuygvoc

IL- HIFNEH

Several stones bearing much-weathered inscriptions are to be found about 100 m.

to the north of the Wad! ish-Sham, a little to the west of the pool (ghadir). Nos.

1-4 belong to this group, whereas 5-79 are written on stones near the foot, on the

slope, and on top of the very low ridge north of the wadi. Some of the following

inscriptions were copied by MM. Dussaud and Macler also.

D. M. 287. Maximum length 71 cm., maximum height 29 cm.

OJ/ p -iyDn)nc&)b By Dahir^-Sa'd b. 'Ammu-
7 D2H "1DN1 1lhn hu-Radu (?) ;

and he tied the tent
(?) for

|Dp?H1 "'JU Bunaiy and Alkamdn
(?)

.

The reading and the interpretation of this inscription are very uncertain. If my
division of the words is correct, we have here several new and interesting names as

well as common nouns. Instead of "iyD~in£, we might •
, v&

I H 1 a rt o
)> L1 op

read li?D2m, but in both cases 1J?D would most prob-

ably be the name of a god. That the ancient Arabs '"r~>/H ^rSJ^^H"5 '

worshiped Sa'd is shown by Wellhausen in his " Reste (* 1 „ w

arabischen Heidentums," Berlin, 1897, pp. 59-60. It
Scale - 1 : 10

is possible, however, that here also "1J7D is a verb or a F'g- 44-

common noun, as below in Nos. 3, 33, 52, and in a number of Thamudene graffiti. But

in that case I cannot explain the whole first line of this inscription. Again, the second

name would, provided my reading be correct, be of high interest. The compound
linriDi? would correspond to a Hebrew name like 7^Dy, and many other formations in

Hebrew as well as in Babylonian and Sabaean. 1 The H after DI? would then be the

suffix 3d pers. sing., not the article, and Ammiih-Radu would mean " his kinsman is

'
Cf. Encyclopaedia Biblica, Vol. I, s.v. Ammi.
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Radu." The suffix relates to the child, as, for instance, in the Babylonian Inashn-

Shamash, and in a great many other Semitic names. It would be, of course, very
natural to consider lS"in the beginning of a separate inscription, as in Nos. 33 and 52,

and in certain Thamudene inscriptions. But the following word, beginning with 1, for-

bids, to my mind, such an interpretation. The word "1DN1 is certain : after that we

should, as it seems to me, read PDH, ha-bait. In ancient Arabic, as well as in the

modern dialects of the Bedawin, the word bait means "tent";' the settled people call

it sometimes bait sha'r, "house of hair (wool)." I admit that the expression ron "1DN

is somewhat unusual
; nevertheless, it may have been an idiom of the Safai'tic dialect,

which would by no means be unnatural.

The writer of this inscription would then refer to the following incident : two friends

of his, Bunaiy and Alkaman
(?),

who intended to go to il-Hifneh shortly afterward, had

asked him to pitch their tent there, and he complied with their request.

Near No. 1. Length 46 cm., height 12 cm.

ny p Dbn^b By Mnhallim b. Ghadu (?)

(nllEO? nnil "VJ7 p b. Ghaiyar; and he went to ha-Nemdr\at\

The reading T\V is a little doubtful. My interpretation of 1DJ? HO is merely a

conjecture, but it affords, as it seems to me, a very satisfactory sense. Instead of

„ nnil it would be possible to read ntTll, wa-yaruhu, as an

, ,
~\ imperfect of duration,

" he was on his way.
1 • The place in-Nemarah, where there was a Roman outpost

Scale— 1 : 10. * l

Fi g- 45- called Namara,
2 was first described by Dr. Wetzstein. 3 As you

go there from the Hauran, the first station is il-Hifneh; travelers of late also have

therefore halted in this place. In D. M. 467 we read HlOjn
;
M. Dussaud has well

recognized that this spelling corresponds closely to the modern name in-Nemdrah.

The form given here seems to be inllDJ?; it might be possible that the fl of the

article in this case was dropped after the preposition ?, although in other cases in

Safai'tic and in Thamudene n is preserved after a prefixed syllable, and we might

assume that in the ancient Arabic ha- dialects the H of the article sometimes was

treated in a similar way as in Hebrew. But I would prefer simply to correct 7 into H

and to read niDJn as an accusative of direction, a form which we most naturally

should expect here. Otherwise we should supply a H and read PIDJlnD.

' When I stayed in the tent of Shelash il-'Irr, the chief of a
Cf. Waddington, 2264-2285, especially 2270.

the 'Umur, in the Ruhbeh, while a heavy wind was blowing ^
Reisebericht iiber Hauran und die Trachonen, pp. 35-

all night, several times the order was given: makkinu U-bait, 36; see also Baron von Oppenheim's Vom Mittelmeer zum

"Strengthen the house!" persischen Golf, Vol. I, pp. 223-224.
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Near 2 and 1. Length 39 cm.

pD "IJ7D nnS]n O Allah, help Ma'n !

l"R<j o ftf
>\rl

Scale— 1 : 10.

Fig. 46.

It seems to me that Tn^ln is the only possible reading. The formulas M?n and

TPS are discussed in my pamphlet on the Thamudene inscriptions, pp. 63 sq. ; although

I believe that their meaning is fairly well established, I have not been able to reach

a definite decision as to their grammatical form. These religious graffiti arc treated

in the same pamphlet, p. 55, and parallels from later Arabic are given there. Here

"U?D is probably equivalent to sa'id, as in Thamudene and below in Nos. 33 and 52.

This inscription runs around the whole stone. According to my notes, the dis-

tance from b to the first 2 is 73 cm. long, and the highest letter, the first 3, is 40 cm.

high; since there seems to be some mistake in these measurements, the drawing

(Fig. 47) is not made to scale.

1 1 / f /( I / /I A t
DnD D-1(S) nD ^^ f

2^
I
U W

I

'

/

'

I
(' I u/ Hv \ fy Thann b - Gu'al b. MM; and he came

Fig. 47. f™m Tibna
(?).

In pn we recognize the locality Tibna or Tubna. 1

To-day a village by the name of

Tibne(h) is to be found near the western end of the western Trachon
;
and al-Bakrl, ed.

Wtistenfeld, p. 192, mentions a place called Tubna in the same region. Although the

Bedawin may have haunted these regions in ancient times as they do nowadays, and

Thann b. Gu'al may therefore have been an Arab, like most of the men to whom
the Safaitic inscriptions are to be ascribed, it is nevertheless probable that he dis-

tinguished himself, by adding pno D"Vfi) ^'fa-rdma mit-tibna), from the tribesmen

of the desert, who would have written "B ?N "l. He may then have been a merchant

or a scribe who accompanied a caravan going from the Hauran to the Ruhbeh.

D. M. 198. On a stone northeast from 1-4.

The horizontal line is 31 cm. long ;
the perpen-

dicular line is 19 cm. high.

p pw p "iay p ^n~:£ p -dj> p bminA
nbo r6nB Tina Nrni p

By Caramel b. Abd b. Thann'el b. Abd b.
,

Nu'man b. Kaun; and he was at this place in

the spring. In the name ofAHat, greeting/
1 See above, p. 116

U'lHHfl
5*
>>i

.5?

Seal. 1 : 5.

Fig. 48.
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The inscription has been transliterated and translated in the same way by M. Dussaud,

pp. 114-115, except for his scarcely tenable interpretation of D?D HTTiD. 1 His drawing
on PI. XIII is to be changed a little according to the one given here.

6

D. M. 196. On the same stone. Length: from beginning to second p, 1 1
-

cm.
;
from second p to third p, 5 cm.

;
from second 1J72J to end, 14 cm. 7°

o

rtn fe n -am p p» p 1W p pt* ;M , xA <eV^
i?y y!/(7'// £. Sa'd b. Ma'n b. Sa'd of the tribe ha-Dharr. s^-" s-

' J
Fig. 49.

As will be seen from my copy, the N in 7N, copied by M. Dussaud as a
i"l,

is cor-

rectly written on the stone.

The names "WSJ and 7&nyjf are mentioned above, p. 123, and in my "Entzifferung,"

p. 26. The same name is also preserved in the names of two localities, Tell Sa'd

and Khirbit Sa'd, given on Fischer-Guthe's map of Palestine, situated in the Ard

el-Betheniyeh, a little to the north of Duma.

7

D. M. 197. On the same stone. Length 37 cm., height of W 14 cm.

f }
nTIEr p D*6 By Aus b. Shaddadat.

*\\Ut\i\
Scale — 1 : 10.

Fig. S°-

There seem to be three much-weathered letters over the end

of this inscription, which are probably to be read :

{-ja) iyb By 'ddd.

8

ttHm'B
On the same stone, over No. 7. Length 29 cm.,

highest letter 6 cm.

ubui olefin btrti p to p ^n-dtiS nlTs".*

By Caramel b. 'Abd b. Thanriel\is\ this inscription (?). Greeting!

The reading of DtCOlnn is somewhat doubtful, and so is the 3 in Q7DD. The latter

does not occur elsewhere in Safai'tic inscriptions as far as I know
;
we may, however,

compare D?EO in C. I. S., II, No. 291. But D?D by itself, as, e.g., in No. 15, would

be much more natural.

1 See above, p. 1 20.
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No. 8 and No. 5 refer to the same person ;
in the latter he gives his genealogy a

little more completely. The handwriting is in both cases very much alike, whereas

Nos. 6, 7, 9, 10 are written by different hands.

D. M. 201. On the south side of the same stone. Length 50 cm., highest

letter 16 cm.
l

D2U p "IJ?y p ]iwb By 'Awldhan b. Sa'd b. Shibdm. I
° P \'('f°P I

1/ I d

Scale — 1 : 10.

IO
Fig. 52.

D. M. 202. On the same stone, under No. 9. Length 26 cm., highest letter 9 cm.

I

°

6 T'
'nf l63 p fnj& By 'Awidhdn b. Nathar.

Fig. 53.°
Nos. 9 and 10 seem to have been written by the same hand.

1 1

D. M. 216. On a stone south of the foregoing. Length 36 cm., highest letter

1 1 y2 cm.
L K /K

(0)Vmb By Ahmais). \\
<" <s^ H

Scale— 1 : 10.

F'g- 54-

M. Dussaud reads CDQn&O and refers to D. M. 817, where such a name is written

distinctly. It seems to me, however, that in this case the reading with D is more

likely, and that therefore we have here a name different from that in D. M. 817. The

letter D sometimes keeps its little top stroke, as we see, e.g., from No. 37, and here

the two top strokes are probably due either to the weathering of the stone or to a mis-

take of the writer. The name Ahmas is well known in ancient Arabic.

ht\
12

12-15

/
. ^ D. M. 190-192. The stone bearing these

I A "^ I l" f \( (f in inscriptions lies near the one on which Nos.

^^5-5-10 are written. Nos. 12-15 are grouped

_li_ ^—- around the drawing of a man and of a camel.

~^g \ e ^ M. Dussaud copied Nos. 12-14 only, omit-

xZ- °
<;
—~

ting No. 15, which is not very well written.

•oC- I tt\ • b I (x '
%-

^* ^n ' s stone ' s shown on the accompanying
5£s

picture. Nos. 12-15 are on ^he top of the

Fig. ss . largest stone shown on the photograph ;
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Nos. 16-18 arc to the left as you face the photograph, Nos. 19-21 to the right. The

top of the stone measures 107 x 83 cm. No. 12 is 64 cm. long and 29 cm. high ;
No.

14 is 29 cm. long, and its highest letter measures 1 1 cm.
;
No. 15 is 23 cm. long.

1 2 ""DDl DpJ p 11*10^

13 iw p pins
h tean nay p imrufc

15 obo j.-n^i nnicb

By Sakhr b. Nakm; and he made a hurried {long})

journey. In the name ofAHat, greeting!

By Haddftddn b. Nasr.

By Garaniel b. 'Add [was drawn] the camel.

From {for ?) Samill andfrom {for ?)
Karhan greeting.

The meaning of the word "C20 (in No. 12) is still open to discussion. The Arabic root

mala means "to hasten, to hurry the walk," or "to render the way long." I believe,

therefore, that wherever

"•COD occurs, the author of

the inscription refers to

the journey which brought
him to the place of the

inscription. Whether in

all cases a " hurried jour-

ney," or, as M. Dussaud'

thinks, aghazri, or "raid,"

is meant, is uncertain,

since usually few details

are given. InV. 323, 379

(" Entzifferung," p. 60),

this explanation is to my
mind the most natural.

In No. 14 the second
Stones with Safa'itic inscriptions 12-18 at il-Hifneh. • -,_>., . «,*«»•1 name is 12V, not 112V, as

M. Dussaud reads. Perhaps we have here a third inscription by the same person

who wrote Nos. 5 and 8.

The reading and meaning of No. 15 are somewhat uncertain; but the words can

scarcely be divided otherwise than as it is done above. Both names are not known

from other inscriptions, but are of correct Arabic formation. The preposition ? would,

according to the rule, be the lamed auctoris in this inscription also; then we should make

a pause after the names of the two men, and consider D?D a sort of exclamation,

much as D?Ef in Sinaitic. But it is equally possible that ? means here "
for," and that

the D^D was addressed by one of the other men whose names appear on the stone to

two friends of his, Samlh and Karhan.

Mission, p. 113.
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16-18

D. M. 193-195. On the same stone. No measurements were taken of these

three inscriptions. No. 18 is placed under 16-17.

16 noon p uvivb

17 n:o ^bdi pap p noan p pao
1

?

napy rfrne
p|»i*i5

fjo

18 pao p nDcon p na^

Z?y Ait'am b. Kliatasat.

By Sakran b. Kliatasat b. Sakran; and

he journeyed a year in the mountains

(with caravans}) of Dakhdaf(?). And,
O A licit, [give good \ result !\

By Zakkur b. Kliatasat b. Sakran.

m
fa

1

05*

Fig- 56.

All the letters of these inscriptions are plainly legible, and, in my opinion, certain.

In No. 17, 1. 2, we must therefore read Tj?a and
Dap]?,

and not, as M. Dussaud does,

TJH and Dip]} ;
for 2 and "1 are clearly distin-

guished from each other in this inscription, as

we see from the "1 in p3D and the a in p. But ' 7

the explanation of TJD and napJJ is very uncer-

tain
;
and so is nynu and perhaps

,
C3D. The last

of these words has been spoken of in No. 12.

The next word, 1"UD, I take to be, not a date,

but an adverbial accusative of time (sauat
a

").

Then follows Tya : this might be read ba'dyir,

"camels," although such a plural of the word

ba'ir is not known. I prefer, however, to con-

sider a the preposition bi, and TJ? a substantive by itself. Again, the meaning

"camels," or "caravan," might be attributed to this word if we connect it in some

way with 'ir. The most natural reading, however, would be 'iydr, plur. of 'air; but

of the different meanings of this word only one seems to me suitable, viz., "mountain."

After that, the strange combination of letters, PjSriy,
can scarcely be anything else but

a proper noun
; very probably it is, as M. Dussaud suggested, the name of a locality.

The last word, napj?, may be a substantive, probably implying a wish or a prayer

for good result: in that case we may perhaps compare napl? with the modern

Arabic formula 'uhbdl, which is discussed in my
" Neuarabische Volkspoesie," pp.

1 1
—

1 2. On the other hand, since H3py has the feminine termination, it may be a verb,

and H the article. Then the writer states an accomplished fact: "and Allat gave

good result."

The seven horizontal lines over the end of this inscription claim a certain interest of

their own. They occur in a similar way in Nos. 67, 68 (= D. M. 241), D. M. 738 and
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819.
1 But it is difficult to establish their exact meaning. I have shown elsewhere 2

that the North-Arabian graffiti are sometimes accompanied by tribal marks, and that

one, two, or three strokes occur as such marks, called matrak, matrakaiu, or taldt

matdrik. It is possible that seven matdrik are used in a similar way, but it is strange

that no other ivustim should occur with Safai'tic inscriptions, and that the number seven

should occur with such regularity. It is therefore more plausible to consider, with

M. Dussaud, 3 these seven strokes as representing the seven planets. A similar crude

symbol of a deity is to be found below, No. 123.

The name 1-T may be genuine Arabic
;
but since this root is very rarely used in

Arabic, whereas IDT and iTIDT are very common names in Hebrew and have been

adopted by the Christian Syrians also, it seems more reasonable to derive the Safai'tic

name "Dl from the Hebrew, as I suggested above on p. 1 23.

l 9

t9 lflXC f?/V
®n tne same stone - Length 54 cm., highest letter 1 1 cm.

™(hlr r l\ X C p^D p "inD? By Sakhr b. Sakrdn.

. 20

Sc

^
_,:2° On the same stone. Length 65 cm., highest letter 1 1 cm.

"lflD p pDD? By Sakrdn b. Sakhr.

21

On the same stone. Length 79 cm., highest letter 12 cm.

pDD p nfiD p "Mrb By Rifd b. Sakhr b. Sakrdn.

The inscriptions 16-21 were probably all written by or for members of the same

family. The following is their genealogical tree as shown by our inscriptions :

Sakran

Sakhr (No. 19) KhatasatJ— —^—
1 1

Sakran (No. 20) Rifd (No. 21) Sakran (No. 17) An'amjNo. 16) Zakkur(No. 18)

Nos. 1 9-2 1 appear to be written by the same hand, and the same is true of Nos.

16-18. We may conclude from this the following course of events: The Sakhr branch

1
Cf. also V. 6, 7, 73, 77, and*327.

" Thamudenische Inschriften, p. ioo. 3
Mission, p. 64.
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of the Sakran family came to il-Hifneh, and had their names— father and two sons—
written on one stone by one hand. When three members of the Khatasat branch, the

nephews of Sakhr, saw this, either at the same time or later on, they had their names

also scratched on the same stone by another hand. It is of course just as well possible

that the Khatasat branch was the first.

22-24 are on another stone, directly north of the foregoing. If we call the stone

with Nos. 6-10 A, the one with 12-21 B, and the present C, the position of the three

stones would be as follows :

^
B A _

22 ^
D. M. 200. On the top of the stone. Length 36 cm.

3")py p D^D ,!
? By Yaslam b. Akrab.

The drawing, which is one of the few pictures of animals that I saw at

il-Hifneh, is very crude; only the high horns and the long tail allow

some conclusion as to what kind of an animal is intended, viz., a sort of ibex.

Scale — 1 : 10.

Fig. 58-

23

On the west side of the stone
; 54 x 41 cm. This inscription was chalked and photo-

graphed by Dr. Prentice. My copy, which was taken before the chalking, differs a

little from the photograph, and

shows that a few short strokes

which Dr. Prentice took to be

parts of letters probably do not

belong to them originally ;
cf.

the third and the last two let-

ters.

r
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The third letter looks like a monogram for in or HI, but I believe that the additional

short line at the top of the letter was . scratched by mistake and unintentionally; two

cases of exactly the same kind are found in the word S*"0 in the same inscription,

where we read on the stone 7&C, and WH in No. 132, where the original has Win.

24 a-c

D. M. 199. On the south side of the same stone
; 85 x 54 cm.

a DilB p 10*6 By Amir b. Tahm.

b Dn p WO By 'SG b. Hamtn.

The first name in b is doubtful
; per-

haps the writer made some mistake.

I cannot connect it with any known

Arabic name. If the second name is

complete, it is in all likelihood to be

derived from the root hamma, deriva-

tives of which are Himmdn (I. Dor.

150), al-Humam (ib. 176), and Huma-
mah (ib. 173).

Stone with Safa'itic inscriptions 2.\a-c at il-Hifneh.

c - • p inpy p fhb By Laudhan b.
'

Umaiyid (?)
b.

The second name looks more like T10J7, and perhaps the following two letters form

part of it, so that we would have a composite name, plfTDJJ or pVilEy. However,

'Umaiyid, diminutive of 'Amid, seems to be a very acceptable Arabic name.

25

Width 57 cm., highest letter 62 cm.

pn p 0^*6 By /yds b. Himyan.

This inscription is remarkable for the height of its letters. A ten-

dency which is also shown in other inscriptions, where the letters are

scratched in thin lines with the point of a sword or a dagger, is

carried here almost to an extreme.

26

D. M. 205. On the same stone as No. 25. Length 10 1 cm., highest letter

This inscription was also copied by Dr. Prentice.

12 cm.
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UfWD p prn For Hunain b. La'tham.

HDp? CMSfrtl "p litin Radu, in thy name (?)
//as Lukmat written

(?).

The first line gives the name of the same person as 60a, which is written by a dif-

ferent hand. The reading of the second line seems to be fairly well established, but its

translation is extremely doubtful. It A - J rH
begins like a number of Thamudene ^JI ,\ n /h. *) *, , ut l* t 6 ~ l.

inscriptions: "p lihiV The next word "'/ / 4 m W ' y W ^
»

1
a . . . Scale — 1 : 10.

can scarcely be anything else than
pig. 61.

DDn
; by some accident one line of the X has been bent downward instead of being

continued in a straight line. Now if the word "p is explained in the same way as in

Thamudene, viz., biha = "
in thee," "with thee," or "in thy name," we should expect

some substantive like 1J7D,
"
help," and then 7, //, with a proper name. It would there-

fore be most natural to divide HDp7 into 7, //, + HDD. But in that case EDJDn is unin-

telligible. For want of a better explanation, we may assume the following: A man
named DDpb wrote this inscription for Hunain b. La'tham, who in all probability

wrote neither No. 26 nor No. 60a himself, and added a scribe's prayer to Radu, as,

for instance, the writer did in the Arabic inscription No. 32.

27

D. M. 203. On the same stone as Nos. 25 and 26. No measurements were taken.

jn.\ ' 2>
+
Off)!)) By Masik b. Taim b. Hakaf'(?)

b. Kdhil.

Fig. 62.

28

D. M. 363 (?).
On a stone by itself. Length 31 cm., highest let- 1W?A'9lDMl

ter 3
lA cm. scaie- i: ,o.

Fig. 63.

yi:
njm 7}>1 p 1D"17 By Rifd b. IVa'l; and he kept wild asses

(?).

The 1 in "•JTll looked to me at first like a D, but I noted on my copy that 1 is possible

as well : the latter is preferable on account of the context. The word yiJ
is here

assumed to be a plural of the Arabic nans, "wild ass."
'

Apparently this inscription

is the same as D. M. 363 ;
if this is the case, M. Dussaud omitted to copy the second

part. Another inscription by the same person is found in O. M. 378.

The wild ass occurs here for the first time in the Safaitic inscriptions. This animal

is often described by the ancient Arabic poets,
2 but always as game, and as the swiftest

animal of the desert. It is therefore somewhat strange to find it mentioned here in

'See Thamudenische Inschriften, pp. 56, 57.
3
Cf. Jacob, Altarabisches Beduinenleben, 2d ed., pp. 115-116.
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connection with the verb Tl, "to tend," "to keep." A real herd tended by Rifd b.

Wa'l cannot be meant. The author of this inscription probably had captured a few

of these animals and kept them for a short time
; of this exploit he tells us here.

29-34 are written on one stone
; 29-33 on the south side, 34 on the top.

29

U ' IJ\ * v
}/ d m 220<?. Length 40 cm., highest letter 7 cm.

Scale— 1 : 10.

Fig. 64.

^*r::n p nvxb By MunHm b. Hannel.

30

D. M. 220/;. Over No. 29. Length 24 cm., highest letter 12 cm.
.,

cMM
1DN p Wb By ShaV b. Amir. &*_,;«?

Fig. 65.

31

D. M. 219. Over Nos. 28 and 29. Length 67 cm., highest letter 8 cm.

Fig. 66.

By Nadhir b. Taim and by . . RDF b. Theodorefrom the Roman country.

The name of the second person in this inscription is noteworthy, Neither his nor

his father's name seems to be Arabic. On account of one or two weathered letters in

the name of the son, I have not been able to determine its Greek
(?) prototype, whereas

with a very slight correction in the name of the father we may read "HNH, which I take

to be a rendering of Bsd&opc^. The preposition jD
is used here to denote the origin

of a man who was not a member of a Bedawin tribe. It is not impossible that this

man was a soldier who had deserted from the Roman or Byzantine army, and who

went to the Ruhbeh to hide himself.

32

D. M. 240 (?). Length 36 cm., highest letter 12 cm. •">
| yl 0'*/}/

-\bt2n p ]yvb By Ma'n'b. ha-Malik. &=* : 10.

This inscription gives the same names as D. M. 240, but is apparently written by
another hand.

vi a 33

/ h n^W J/j Length 52 cm., highest letter 12 cm.

Scale — 1 : 10. 1 •

Fig. 68. ?D1K "WD imn O Radii, help A\kk\al I
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This and Nos. 3 and 52 are the only Safai'tic examples of what we might call strictly

religious graffiti. The graffiti beginning with lihn and similar invocations correspond
to the Kufic and Arabic graffiti beginning with

'

allahumma. 1 The name of the writer

is not quite certain, because its second letter has a very unusual shape. It is not unlike

a D
;
and if we insert this letter, we would have the Arabic name ?DN, Akkdl? which

occurs also in a Sinaitic inscription.

34

Length 38 cm., highest letter 9 cm.

DH p Ti: p ^rn6^> By Nathar'elb. Nadhtrb. Taim.
\ t ^zX\ f«lJ»[C'+8

This graffito is very probably written by or for the son of the Fig. 69.

first person in No. 3 1 .

Besides Nos. 29-34, there are two other inscriptions in very thin lines on the same

stone, one on the top and the other on the west side.

35

On a stone measuring 51 x 47 cm. The highest letter of 35^ measures 7 cm., the

highest letter of c is 18 cm. high.

a 3nn p Thrdb By Bihallah b. Harb.

b b3)n p ]1H p bhzb By Bilal b. Khdzin b. ha- IVakil.

c WW p rGll7 By IVaznat b. Shauwa.

M >&
The name nSn2 is new and very interesting; the forma-

tion of this and similar names is discussed above, p. 126. In

c the name WU is plainly written, but as an Arabic name

it is difficult to explain.Scale— 1 : 10.

Fig. 70.

36

On a stone about ten paces to the north of the preceding stones. Length 34 cm.,

highest letter 7^ cm.

bxi p bttlb By Nizgal b.Dhail (?).
. ^ t^

Both names are unknown elsewhere. The first is probably sCaie— 1 : 10.

some derivative of the root zagila ; perhaps the same as the Arabic

mizgal, "spear-head," if it is justifiable to assume an //-prefix in the Safai'tic dialect.

The second name is plainly written on the stone, but it seems to me that it contains

a mistake
;
one might correct it easily into 77\\ Dhuhl, or 3N1, Dluiaib.

•
Cf. Thamudenische Inschriften, p. 55.

* Cf. above, p. 129.
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37

( )n a stone near by. Length 43 cm., highest letter 6 l/2 cm. The letters are quite

fine, but a little heavier than those which are written in very thin lines.

Stone showing Safaitic inscription No. 37 at il-Hifneh.

yfem\ul?(\£$tifi*$
Scale— 1 : 10.

Fig. 72.

dj?d p bvrip p D^ p b-n p 1DJ
1

?

By Nibr
(?)

b. Waral b. /yds b. Kane?el b. Sit'aim.

The letters N and are given here in an older form than in almost any other Safaitic

inscription ;
both are more closely related to the South-Arabian alphabet than the usual

Safaitic forms of X and D. We see again that the Safaitic alphabet is a later develop-

ment of the South-Semitic script, not a form of transition from the northern to the

southern alphabets. As to the N, its history is easily to be traced in Thamudene. 1

The first name looks on the stone almost like "HJ, but that would be quite impos-

sible. I believe, therefore, that the little hooks at the ends of the horizontal strokes of

the D, which usually are characteristic of "I, are in this case either due to a mistake

of the writer, who anticipated the following *1, or to the weathering of the stone. Nibr,

"tick," and IVaral, "monitor," are interesting so-called "animal-names." 2

38

To the west of No. 37. Length 59 cm., highest

letter 18 cm.

vya p kid p b*ri& p sno^

By Mart
1

b. Thanriel b. Man b. Shabbai.
Scale— 1 : 10.

Fig- 73-

39

Under No. 38, to the left. Length 15 cm., highest letter 9 cm.

oy p d^
By Kaiyani b. Ghuss

(?).

1 Cf. Thamudenische Inschriften, pp. 6-7.
2
Cf. above, p. 128.
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Perhaps the second name is incomplete ;
then we should read [DlDV, Ghasm, as in

D. M. 359, 361, or rather VDp, Ghassan, as probably in D. 74.
' But OV in itself,

although not known as an Arabic name, would be perfectly reasonable as such.

40-42 are on one stone, one under the other, No. 40 being the highest, and No. 42

the lowest.

40

Length 60 cm., highest letter p) 16^ cm.

DCDJ? p DTiib By Garm b. 'Ms. /lrH°0)))
OV

Scale — 1 : 10.

Fig- 75-

41

Length : from ? to n, 32 cm.
;
from D to 7, 17 cm. : highest letter (N) 12 cm.

^lAV'M'
Sewn p n«to p imA

scak-i:.o. i?y Shai*2l b. Naghafat b. ha-'Assal.
Fig. 76.

My former reading nB$J a
for HSJH is to be abandoned, as is shown clearly by this

inscription; M. Dussaud 3 and Dr. Lidzbarski 4 came to the same conclusion. The

meaning of nDjn is probably "worm," nom. unit, of naghaf, "worm found in date-

stones and in the nostrils of sheep."

Length 24 cm., highest letter 10 cm. w**Ar\ I

bsrvn-b By Rahasel
(?). R^tT

43

.
I y.~ On a stone north of Nos. 40-42. Length 22 cm., highest letter 8 cm.

( frl I

Scale_ i:i
-

.
rvpa p n:nb ^ #*«»#/ £. ^ftfa/.

Fig. 78.

44

On a stone north of No. 43. Length 35 cm., highest letter 8 x/2 cm.

dW p fcn* p wrt
/fTO'II^ 1 ^

i?y Hani' b. Thamiel b. Ahlas
(?). ^FiJ^q

It would be more natural to read the common name D7HN, Ah/am, instead of DTTiN,

which may be the elative of al-Hulais (I.
Dor. 73).

45

D. M. 211. On a stone to the west of the one with Nos. 29-34. Length: from

7 to &V, 23 cm.
;
from &V to PI, 25 cm.

;
from "1 to CD, 11 cm. : highest letter 8 cm.

1 Cf. Entzifferung, p. 30.
2
Ibid., p. 30. 3 Mission, p. 97.

4 Ephemeris, II, p. 46.
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j\/MlAti
DDJ rin njD D:^ ®n? P DJ?:^

VV/^ODo'H ^ ^niam b- Kahish; and he took spoil in the year

scak -.:.<>. of the Nabatcean war.

Fig. 80.

From this inscription the words CD23 Din I"GD are quoted on p. iv of my
" Entzif-

ferung," and explained as a reference to the war between the Romans and the

Nabataeans of the year 106 a.o. MM. Dussaud and Macler, in their publication of

this inscription,
1 translated accordingly. I still believe that this is the most natural

explanation, since the briefness of the phrase seems to indicate some very important

event which was impressed upon the minds of all people in the neighborhood. Of

course DDJ might be the Arabic name Nubait, which occurs in I. Dor. 236; but in

that case we should expect (1) DD2 ?N and (2) a mention of the tribe against whom the

Nubait fought, as, e.g., in D. 32^. Another important war is mentioned in D. M. 554,

viz., ! ?N "HDI"! Din, "war between the Persians [lit., Medes] and the Romans
[lit.,

people of rum]."

46

D. M. 212. On the same stone, under No. 45. Length 35 cm., highest letter 16 cm.

TyQ p [jlD")J^> By (

/rfd[n] b. Mughaiyit. MThe last letter of the first name resembles a small D, but it is m n
Scale— 1

probably a curved J
;
for the following D is much larger, and Fis- 8l -

a reading 2D"1J? yields no Arabic name. The curve in the 3 is hardly a reminiscence

of the old South-Arabian form, which appears still in the Thamudene : it is more likely

that the uneven surface of the stone made such a curve necessary. The' second name,

TyQ, is certain
;
M. Dussaud's conjecture, TjDD,

based on his somewhat imperfect copy,

is therefore untenable.

47

On the stone next to the preceding. Length 17 cm., highest letter 6 cm.

Of,, . . . ]nDD T2 any
1

?? By La'tham b. Tamathan.

/y p II This is the same person as the author of No. 59: in the latter
Scale —1:5. t

Fig. 82. his name is accompanied by the names of his four sons. Since the

handwriting is the same in No. 47 as in Nos. 59 sqq., they all may have been written

by the same scribe.

48-50 are on the same stone. This and the stones bearing Nos. 51 and 52 are in a

low stone fence
;

2 the inscriptions face the interior of the fenced space.

"
Mission, p. 116.

*
Cf. above, p. 104.
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48

145

Length of first line 72 cm., of second line 77 cm. Height of the whole inscription

37 cm. Highest letter
("!

in 1.
1) 26 cm.

;
the letter 1 in 1. 2 is 6y2 cm. high.

barn p ti p my p rvNi
1
?

(?)mi p bsc-iij? p dd p am p
nm« p rwvw] p

i5y Ddyat b. Sabah b. Haiy b. Garniel

b. 11 'a/ib b. Saib b. 'Adharel b. Dh-

B-H
(?)

b. Sha'tvat b. Artat.

Fig. 83.

+<t
There are several unusual names in this inscription, but, except that

which is written mi or mi, they are quite intelligible. Perhaps mi
or mi contains a verb

with the suffix of the 3d

pers. sing. ;
but the writer

may have made a mistake

here, and we may read

Dni or bn\

49

Length 10 cm., highest

letter 6 l/> cm.

P|N p yaiD
1

?

ikh
Scale — 1:5.

Fig. 84.

Stone bearing Safaitic inscriptions Nos. 48 and 49.

. By Murassi'

b. Aafa.

The "1 in ySJID is certain

here, as in D. M. 151,

which rives the name of

either the father or the son of the man in this inscription, and it may indicate that in

U. M. 142 and 257 also we should read J71H0 instead of yaDD ;
the vowels, however,

are doubtful. The name HN is mentioned above, on p. 116.

I

Length 15 cm., height of 1 8 cm.

° r mb By Nagd.
Fig. 8 S .

The feminine form of this name is given by Ibn Doreid, on p. 209, 1. 12.
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51

D. M. 217. The inscription is written on two sides of the same stone; the edge of

the stone runs between the letters b and If. Length : from b to b, 72 cm.
;
of the last

word, 17 cm. Highest letter 1 1 ]/2 cm.

FigTsfc By ^HS b> Atisai of the tribe Sa\kh]r.

The letters of this inscription are extraordinarily heavy, and some of them are less

clear for this reason. The X in 7N looks like a I

s
!

;
and it seems therefore not impos-

sible that a n in Itnia should have the appearance of an N. I prefer InS, because this

is the name of a well-known tribe nowadays in the region of the Jordan— perhaps the

most powerful of the whole district.

52

D. M. 218. Length 48 cm. Highest letter 1 1 cm. J ^nto/| H/K
• Scale — 1 : 10.

NDD "U?D lXH)n O Radu, help Bdsi7 Fig. 87 .

This graffito is of the same kind as No. 33. In the first word the letter 1 is

to be restored with certainty. The name NDD occurs in D. M. 40, 246, 367, 757.

53

On a stone directly to the west of the one bearing Nos. 26, 27. Length 58 cm.

Highest letter 12 cm.

scale-. :,o. jgy Than-riel b. Bunaiy b. Thanrielb. . .

Fig. 88.

In the first T>N~3£ the letter 6 is written like a D
;
but in the third name this letter is

given correctly. The inscription is incomplete.

54

mvb By Fd'it. I c N +
Fig. 89.

The name might also be vocalized Fai'at, Fiat, or Fiat.

55-56

D. M. 207. Two inscriptions written by the same hand. In No. 55 the first word

Cinrn) is 14 cm. long; the rest measures 28 cm. in length. In No. 56 the first four

words are 43 cm., the last is 14 cm. long. Highest letter 8 cm.
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55

Tj p 11D p ">S-in^ >5y 7bnjfoy 0. Sawdd b.Ghaiyar.

56

-lDTrajJp "IIDsSp nm6 By Ahhat b.Aswar b. Ain ha-Murr.

I>

X°

JM3+I

o -c\

^
*T\ al 5''

Scale — 1 : 10.

Fig. 90.

M. Dussaud completes the name Ty to ?N Pi? : this is

unnecessary, and not warranted by the inscription itself.

The name Ty, which occurs in other inscriptions also, is of course an abbreviation of

7N~-py : one might be in doubt as to its vowels
; perhaps Ghaiyur would be a better

reading. The first name in 56 I believe to be nnN, of which Uhaihat
(I. Dor. 262)

is the diminutive M. Dussaud reads TOn.

57

On a stone north of the one bearing Nos. 26, 27. Length of upper line 98 cm., of

lower line 28 cm. High-
est letter 35 1/2 cm.

Scale — 1 : 20.

Fig. 91.

dtdn p ^-
"iw p iptsrb

DttJD p nr6a p
Z?jv ha-Mdsik b. Nasarcl

b. Akzam b. Alihat b.

Sin- as
(?).

The person mentioned
Stone bearing Safaitic inscription 57 at il-Hifneh. here is the SOn of the One

in D. M. 281, and perhaps the nephew of Garam'el b. Akzam in D. M. 260. The

vocalization of DfcOD is doubtful: I read tentatively Sin- as, "Sin has rewarded, or

presented."

58-67

D. M. 245-252. Nos. 58, 66, and 67 were not copied by M. Dussaud. Mea-

surements were not taken from the stone, but the photograph is nearly 1:10,

and the drawing has been carefully made to the scale of 1: 10, which was reached

by comparison with the measure of 10 cm. to be seen in the photograph. This
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stone, with its many inscriptions running in all directions and written, with one

exception, by the same hand, is very typical.

58

jnsD p uhyb p i^vb

By Abd b. La'tham b.

Tatnathan.

This person seems to be

the same as the one for

whom No. 61 was written.

59

D. M. 251.

-]^on p }ncD p nhybb 1

p "jVon p -rfo p
p "idjt n&sy p }(ft)DB

2

t>n }d pn *id d^d r6ne 3Stone bearing Safaitic inscriptions 58-67 at il-Hifneh.

I

2

3

By La'thatn b. Tatnathan b. ha-Malik b. Kathir^) b. ha-Malik A
Tarnathan b. Ghadada t. And hefledfrom the country of the Romans;

and, Altai, he was savedfrom the horsemen who pierce [with their lances].

The names of this inscrip-

tion are all quite certain.

The fourth name is probably

"irQ, not *\tO ;
for it seems

that by some accident the "1

was repeated below the line.

In 1. 2 the f) is not com-

plete on the stone, but written

like a ''; since, however, the

name jHDD is used in this

family, I do not hesitate to

correct the " into a fl.

The meaning of ")
jD "1CJ

has been established cor-

rectly by M. Dussaud. 1 In

the last line, however, we

meet with several difficulties.

'

Mission, p. 122.

ltt\W
Scale — 1 : 10

Fig. 92.

67 *
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First, the phrase D?D nSlB can scarcely have here its usual meaning on account of

the context. The word D?D is therefore better to be taken here as a verb, salima.

The last words I read midhdhl kharasa min khail"1

,
which would mean literally

" from

him who among the horsemen pierced." For this expression No. 134, where we see a

"piercing horseman," may serve as an illustration. This interpretation is, to my mind,

the most natural one, and agrees best with the context. And from a grammatical point

of view it seems to me less objectionable than M. Dussaud's reading,
1

fa-lldt sallama

min dJii khars min nakhl,
" ha-Lat l'a preserve du porteur de khars fait du palmier."

La'tham was apparently pursued by a troop of lancers after he had deserted from the

Romans.

6o<z

D. M. 252.

D. M. 250.

D. M. 248.

D. M. 247.

DftjP p prp By Hunain b. La'tham,

60b

Ut\$b p ]hnzb By Tamathan b. La'tham.

61

nj6 p 122b By 'Abd b. La'tham.

62

DH^ p DStt*6 By AWarn b. La'tham.

Following would be the genealogical tree of this family

Tamathan

I

La'tham (47, 59)

"I
Tamathan (60$) 'Abd (58, 61) Hunain (26, 6o«) An'am (62)

The rest of the inscriptions on the same stone refer to persons of other families
;
but

it is not unlikely that the men mentioned in Nos. 63-66 were with La'tham and his

family when all these names were written. No. 67 was added by another hand.

63
D. M. 245.

pna p pnD p Th By Haiy b. Muhannan b. Muhannau.

1

Mission, p. 93.
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64
D M. 246.

KD3 p 11D p C37C7 By Ftllit b. Sawad b. Basi\

There is a long line at the end of this inscription which seems to indicate that the

last name should be read 7ND2. But this line is probably not meant to be a letter.

D. M. 249.

65

D2n p D^6b By Thalim b. Habib.

66

toraifi] p -)^ £y Mffift £. [ Th\anriel.

67

moi p ii p in p pn p -inrbD 1

?
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

I I I I I I I
£y Mubill-Gdhid^) b. Tabbdn b. Hadd b. Gar b. Zamhar.

The first name is not certain : perhaps we should read two names here, viz.,

inj p D7[T>J, "By Ltlrn b. Gd/it'd." Again, pn might be vocalized in an entirely

different way from above, or it might be read 7Dn. The names "in and "li"0. are

known, but "13 occurs only in this inscription.

68-71

D. M. 241-244. On a stone next to the preceding: here again inscriptions of

, , ,\
four brothers are all written

' ' '

by the same hand Their

«8
I

1 (£ f CopOXpoO-f- 1 A & L '°a re lat ive position is shown

iiy
, u 1 I K ^

<• , <-^by the accompanying
l^ v v. v. r % iv r .w

drawing, made from
i A

( <S> o > &

"»|c/fi cic-^ojl^ • J V 3 t |3 ]oo <jkH° :£.
coPiesby DrPrenticeand

¥ , • 1 *, v e a * * w by myself, and from a

.l^lfic.cK'IC^O+O^l'C.rCtfOotfac. pLtograph taken by Dr.

Fig - 93 -

Prentice.
68

D. M. 241.

I I I I I I I
WIN p "U?D p "ID:

1

? #yMW £. Sa'd b. Ad'agat. \\\\\\\

While copying this and the following three inscriptions I was led for the first time

to distinguish between the small and the large circle : the latter proved to be, later, the

Safaitic 3, as is shown in my
"
Entzifferung." The name Ad'agat, which still sur-

vives in the region east of the Jordan,
1

is interesting from a grammatical point of view,
2

'

See Index. "See above, p. 1 18.
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for it scarcely can be anything else than a feminine form of ad'ag,
" wide and black-

eyed."

69
D. M. 242.

115? ^-11 d^d r6m rujna p -ijjd p dj?j&6

"lBDn -ny i

i?jy An'am b. Sa'd b. Adagat; in the name of Allah, greeting! And, Radii, make

blind him who effaces this inscription!

It is very tempting to consider 1in here as a common noun, "favor," as Dr. Lidz-

barski does. 1

But, in view of No. 1 10, it is scarcely possible; for there we read after

the verb JttJE,
" and he sought for (found ?) pasturage," the words ""11JT *\ ""liy T&im. It

seems therefore to be a fact which must be accepted that the termination of this name

in Safai'tic is either 1 or V The word "1DD undoubtedly means "
inscription

"
in a

number of cases: I believe with Dr. Lidzbarski 3 that it is the Arabic safr, "mark."

70
D, M. 243.

njJTIN p 1J7D p pDob By Sakran b. Sa'd b. Ad'agat.

D. M 244.

p D"ia p p« p njsnN p -wo p c^rrab

iro p iy p ins p n^nn p (tnaoj;

>5^ Muhallim b. Sa'd b. Ad'agat b Ubaiyan b. Sarim b. Ambar(?) b. Hadamat b.

Dahid b.
' Urr b Zamhar.

The name pN is probably a double hypocoristic : the diminutive termination -an

was added to the name Ubaiy, which occurs, e.g., in I. Dor. 80. An exact trans-

literation of this is 'Opatavoc (Wad., 2616). The reading ""QftJ? is not quite certain: it

seems to be a phonetic spelling for ' Anbar
(I.

Dor. 124). The following word is nDin,

not, as M. Dussaud reads, r\!21) : it occurs in the same form in Thamudene inscriptions.

The name "U? is probably the prototype of the modern 'Irr: this is a famous name in

the Syrian desert, having been borne by a renowned chief of the 'Umur tribe. One of

his descendants is the present chief of the 'Umur in the Ruhbeh, Shelash il- 'Irr, in

whose tent I stayed; another is Fendl il-'Irr, who accompanied me to the Ruhbeh.

Other names derived from the same root are 'Irar and Ma'rur, given by Ibn Doreid

on pp. 254 and 273.

72-74

On a stone to the east of the preceding.

'

Ephemeris, II, p. 46. 'For other variations see Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums, 2d ed., p. 59.

3
Ephemeris, II, p. 45.
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'fy, id p b«"3± p nsi p nDDf6
7

' £ (c r. ~ + s- By Khatasat b. Zakknr b. Thanriel b. SFtr.
Q I $ „

y_ The "1 in "Ql is traceable in an otherwise unsuccessful

1— photograph of this inscription.DV°lln i) 73

74
1 A C P ^ 'V PnD P 3

"
in^ ^ ^*^ *• Muhannan -

Fig. 94-
74

*?*TJn p "'"ID
1

? Z?y Sariy b. Hanriel.

The Safaitic "HD is probably not to be connected with the Palmyrene "HD or "HP,

which occurs, e.g., in the Palmyrene inscr. 7. For the latter is an abbreviation

of D'HE*, which in Safaitic is spelled "pp. It corresponds, therefore, rather to as-Sariy

(I.
Dor. 43).

75-77 >•
,j

On a stone near by. llj
v ' 1 -fi v O^ "

pOD p n:«J p^ #y Bunaiy b. Gainat b. Sakran. ^J V ^i f)0) dlA'"'

76 «
f
iO')e/\oi\^

"

mp p p& p -n p (n)yjD^
Flg- 95-

By Ka'a'atft) b. JVadd b. Thann b. Shuraih.

77

}(B) p "11D p *bf> By 'All b. Sawdr b. Thann.

IhHnwn nj/fti
78

,^
Fig 96

PIDNO) p 3ir6 #y //rt^ £. Biausih.

The form of the D is an interesting feature of this inscription, for it corresponds more

closely to the South-Arabian D.
1

79 ^7^
Dn^E bv D:n no p torafi p -di p -in:

1

? // ©J) (£u •> A £J

Z?y Nahar b. Zakknr b. Thanriel b. Sur; and he made a -

markfor Mulatam.
I

• Y £ /"i Tf t *o

The drawing is an exact reproduction of my copy, and it is

probable that the letters ?D, which appear here above the line, with a caret between 7

1 See above, p. 106.
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and n, are written on the stone in line with the other letters
;
but I forgot to note

this in my copy. Instead of DrPD, it is possible to read DI"UD: the former occurs in

I. Dor. 300, where the Banu Mulatam are mentioned.

Nos. 80-94 are selected from a large number of inscriptions which are to be found

south of the Wadi ish-Sham, to the east of the pools. The stones bearing these inscrip-

tions lie partly along the road, partly a little way off: they are sometimes very near

each other, sometimes each one is by itself.

80 ^
D. M. 398. Length 35 cm.

JehCiiJcf 5
"OW p mb By IVadi* b. Naghbar.

S L y
8i,TCG fu a + oct^81

Scale — 1 : 10.

Fig. 98.D. M. 399. Length of the horizontal line

66 cm.

noro p nnrQ p HDD1 p mi? By Zarim b. Rumaimat b. Bihirzih b. Butaimih.

M. Dussaud reads Diy instead of D1T. The latter means in Arabic "straitened,"

"avaricious," a name for which there are many parallels.

82

Length: from 7 to D, 24 cm.
;
from 7 to first n, 36 cm.

;
from "1 to second n, 46 cm.

;

from here to end of inscription, 44 cm.

sjdn nDEfn D"isn ^no *irtw -ij?d p d^d p ^nn^

^_y Hdmil b. Salm b. Sa'd; and he tookfrom Hannai

the horseforfive mince.

The words iriN, nDDn, and '•JDK occur here for the

first time in Safaitic. The last of these is the most in-

teresting : it is to be read 'amnay or 'amnay, corre-
"*"

sponding to the Arabic 'amna, plural of mana",
1 " mina."

x^ The value of the mina in this case can scarcely be de-

^f\) 5 l^l/IN^ L"\ termined with accuracy, for many different systems of

scale-. 10 weights and of coinage have been used in Syria and
Fl s- 99- the surrounding countries, and I do not know which of

them may have been borrowed by the Arabs of the region of the Hauran. Only one

thing seems to be certain in this matter, viz., that if the mina used in the civilized

world is meant, it must be the silver, not the gold mina
;
for a Bedawi scarcely ever had

money enough to pay five gold minae, or about thirteen hundred dollars; and even five

1

Cf. Gawaliki's Mu'arrab, ed. Sachau, p. 143.
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silver minae, equivalent at their lowest rate to about one hundred and twenty-five dol-

lars, would for those times be a high price for a horse. 1

|i'*2)|T
, ^l Length 39 cm. Height of N 1 1 cm.

fJ. ,'oa ET)Dp p b#~}pb By Kane?el b. Kumaiyish (?).

If my reading of the second name be correct— which is, however, somewhat doubt-

ful— it would probably be a diminutive of Kumash.

Length of left part 24 cm., of right part 20 cm. Highest letter ^y2 cm.
'•^j0S ^

jODTDX p mib p *tyh By 'Awldh b. Labuat b. Dab'-Samm. 0^*4?
Scale-

Instead of Labuat we might vocalize as well Lab'at or Laba'at: Fig. 101.

the corresponding masculine form al-Labu' occurs in I. Dor. 196. The composite

name pD"JD£ is mentioned above, p. 126.

85

^ . Length 47 cm. Highest letter 1 1 cm.

I V . t C
1 A • ' G £ V A I ^DD p pD p *Wob By Sa'd b. Tha'un b. Mas ill.

Scale— 1 : 10.

F»g- io2 - The name 7NDD is read Mass'el by M. Dussaud. I prefer to

derive it from the root ?ND, and to explain it in the same way as the Hebrew ?)$,& and

the Palmyrene tib^W.

86

Length 18 cm. The first four letters are scratched in heavy \ r i\ f I / 1

lines
;
the others are a little finer. V < \ k

Scale— 1:5.

, Fig. 103.

n&Q7 p pn? By Hunain b. Labii'at.

\lOf,*
87

A a \ \ji Length of first part 16 cm., of second part 19 cm. Highest let-

scafe-.:,c ter y
]/2 cm. /

^TlXtt p "]DD.-6 By ha-Masikb. Nasarel. ullp
K

\

K
\

This inscription runs over three faces of the same stone. The first ^ '

part is 44 cm. long, with a maximum height of 20 cm.: the second is 46 \\
cm. long, with a maximum height of 22 cm.: the last part is 29 cm.

t

long, and its highest letter (1) measures 25 cm.
'fT

-
,^*

'

Cf. the present prices for horses, in Oppenheim's Vom Mittelmeer zum Persischen Golf, Vol. II, pp. 114-115.
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Dn p nD^ By Falitat b. 7aim

tfrO p nCD^B p b. Falitat b. Buhaish

nJlN p <£. Udhainat.

89

9! Length of perpendicular part 22 cm., of horizontal part 13 cm. High-

*V-. /ri
/-, #j est letter 1 1

x/2 cm.

Figrioe. "W p HOJD p o!?Bfc6 By Aflat b. Ka'ammih b. Fdd.

90 w

O
Length (beginning with ^) 24 + 19 + 13 + 38 cm. Highest letter ^ q

8 cm. •—•

eni p p6 p n*nn p -ny p rnr6 ^
i^y Khabith b. Abd b. Kharaat b. Thann b. JVarsh. -

*

The third name has an unsavory meaning. But names like this do \
'

occur, as we see from the modern Khara bakar and the Somali X f Y *
names mentioned above on p. 124. But perhaps we should read A

n^nn, which would be the feminine form of Kharus
(I.

Dor. 298). Fig. 107?

91-92

On one stone, written by the same hand. The upper inscription is 27 cm. long,

the lower one 36 cm. The highest letter measures 9 cm.

* IH(\t("2Q/ 91

>' \t A rH ('
J[ (

xi 1 b*riX« p "JDDi-6 By ha-Masik b. Nasar'el.

Scale— 1:10.

Fig. 108. 92

|p13K p CDDD^ £Fj> Kdsit b. Ebrikan.

Both names of No. 92 occur in Greek transliteration: Xdast&c (Wad., 2298), and

'E^pixavou (Wad., 2213, 2302).

93-94

On the same stone. No. 93 runs in a horizontal line : it is 46 cm. long, and its high-

est letter measures 8 cm. The corresponding measurements of No. 94, which is

written in a perpendicular line, are 14 and 5 cm.

93

jlDn p 110 p Wrb By Hashash b. Sawar b. Hamzdn. LM ~*)Q/\ *)
j

I /

In E^n we may recognize the Greek 'Aadaou (Wad., 2578). Fig. 109°
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»l'»IX|
94

L
scaie -, : ,a "IDNp'prn By Khail b. AMir.

Fig. 1 10.

Il.-MROSHAN

After having left il-Hifneh at six o'clock in the morning, I arrived, riding in north-

easterly direction, at ten o'clock at il-Mroshan, on the Wad! il-Gharz. This is a small

hill, the top of which is cleaned from stones and inclosed by a roughly built stone fence
;

it probably served as a place for encampments, or perhaps as a lookout. I noted that

there were quite a number of inscriptions about this place ;
but not being able to stay

there longer than half an hour, I copied only the following, some of which were also

copied by M. Dussaud, probably on his way back from in-Nemarah to the Hauran.

From il-Mroshan to in-Nemarah I rode due east: we must therefore conclude that the

Wadi il-Gharz, on which il-Mroshan is situated, extends much farther south than

usually indicated on the maps. I was unable to make any detailed observations con-

cerning its course.

l »« H-ht.*
95

//irA,4KW<-
Length 60 cm. Highest letter 11 cm. scale- /:,<>.

Fig. m.
D3n p nn*Q p ri?*b By Alih b. Buakhih b. Khubaib.

D. M. 530. Length i6}4 cm. Highest letter 10 cm.
Scale — 1 : 10.

\p\\>.\

Fig> ,I2 -

-IJ7D p D*6 By Aits b. Sa'd.

97

D. M. 529. Length 20 + 9 cm. Highest letter 6]/2 cm.

ffUn p "h^vb By Ablay (?)
b. ha-Naggash.

The first name is not absolutely certain
;
M. Dussaud reads

p3J/, "Ibyan." The

second name is very interesting; its meaning is discussed by Ibn Doreid on p. 223.

Scale — 1 : 10.

Fig. 113.

98

Length 16 cm. Highest letter 7 cm.

Fig. .,4. b*~M p "13^ By Zakkurb. Thanriel.

A
Scale — 1 : 5.

99

Length 24 + 14 cm. Height of last letter 14 cm.

pin p (mn*Q p BDlb By Wasit b. Buakhih b. Hdgik. P
^('([/J

Instead of
(,-,) in the second name, the stone has an X, which is

Fig. iU
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probably due to a mistake of the writer, or to a slip of the dagger with which he wrote.

The third name seems to be the Semitic prototype of 'Aytxcou (Wad., 2213). Its for-

mation, however, is very unusual.

100

-»». D. M. 477. Length 42 +42 cm. Highest letter 9 cm.

> bxOV p |JHS p n^ND p ]02vb By l

Abbdsdu{?) b. Su hit b. Tha'un b. Mas ill.

*J The vowels of the first name are doubtful. The second and the fourth names

are evidently derived from the same root. It is possible that rPND should be

Y» . .1 vocalized in a different way; but, at all events, it seems to

yl J 1 /\ ) I mc ^^ m Dussaud's readings, Sa'd and Mass'el, should be
Scale — 1 : 10. 1 J

Fig. 1,6. changed.

101

D. M. 478. Length 24 + 28 cm. Highest letter 12 cm. ^>

nTD p nn«-i3 p "IJ?D^> By Sa'd b. Bin- Ahid b. K'adddih.

M. Dussaud thinks it is possible that 32 in the second name is merely
"

a dittography ;
but it seems to me more natural that it is an integral \\/ '

part of the compound "iriN~3D, "only son." The X in ""iriN indicates Scaie-

again a difference in the Safaitic dialect from the classical Arabic, where lg ' II7 '

the same word begins with a w (waMd).

I

102

/
1/ Length 37 cm. Highest letter 16 cm.

Fig.7.8°' !W p 'M p ^ir6 #y Hudhailb. Numaiy (?)
£. ^7« (?).

Numaiy occurs in the later Arabic literature as the name of a seventeenth-century

poet at Mekka. 1

Perhaps "'DJ is the same form
; but, on the other hand, it may be a

hypocoristic, ending in \ derived from "1DJ or a similar name. A'la is probably to be

read in the Thamudene inscription Eu. 89.

Length 17 cm. Highest letter 7 cm. f™ «* '

I

*
I

\hvb p mr6 By Hablb b. L'LYN. S^Yii

It is very tempting to explain the second name as li-'elyon, "[belonging] to the Most

High," a name parallel to the well-known formations WDVtb, Asaotapoc, and 7WQ7; but

this is very doubtful.

' See Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, Vol. II, p. 378.
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••HI I04

, Length: of lower line, 20 cm.; of upper line, 15 cm. Highest letter

hJilJfl** I2cm
,

se*-.:» U7CDD p 7*TTiy7 By
'Adhar el b. MutPan.

Fig. 120.

The vowels of the second name, which occurs here for the first time, are not certain.

I take it to be derived from the name Mutj\ mentioned by Ibn Doreid on p. 87 ;

but it might as well be read Mat'un, "pierced."

105

Length 1 1 cm. Highest letter 4 cm.
Scale —1:5.

"^jr p bvcivb By DannelQ) b. Ya'/i.
Fi& '"•

Both names are interesting. The first is either bx~l)L or ?1CJ1. If we read Dann'el,

we may explain the name in two different ways: (1) provided a $ is really meant

here, the root
ft

would be the same as in the names Dinnat (I.
Dor. 179, 320) and

pS
1"?** (D. M. 882), perhaps

'

Elyudannin; (2) the £ might be misspelled for a 6, as

we know that tha and dad interchange very frequently in Arabic manuscripts, owing
to dialectic peculiarities, and we might then read the well-known Thann'el. If, on

the other hand, I is T, the first part of the name would probably be a derivative of

zdna,
" to adorn."

The second name is to be vocalized Ya'/i or Ya'/ay, not Ya'/a, as the alif maksurah

is not expressed in Safaitic writing. In the same spelling, "^JT, this name occurs

frequently in Sinaitic.
1

106

JMoHaXOIAJI D- M. 531. Length 44 cm. Highest letter 6 cm.

&*-«»
DpD p *HDN p blT^ By Yakull{}) b. Asda b. Sakm.

The first name is most naturally to be derived from the root halla, to which also

the name Hulail (I.
Dor. 25, 276) belongs; it is uncertain, however, whether we

should vocalize Yahull or Yahill or Ynhill. M. Dussaud questions whether the

second name, N1DN, is correct, and compares it with NIION
;
but the former is clearly

written on the stone.

107 isvMI
D. M. 532. Length: of upper line, 24 cm.; of lower line, 17 cm. • \ A f\J t

Highest letter g
l/2 cm. ^ M

Scale— 1 : to.

^~niy p bt2r\ p 1S& By Add b. Hdmil b. Ghnwaitliel. Fi8- 12 3-

M. Dussaud reads "'Dn instead of 7Dn. The third name is apparently a diminu-

tive of 7N"Tiy, corresponding to the Greek 'OaiBsloo (Wad., 2286).

'See Euting, Sinaitische Inschriften, No. 144, and many other passages.
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Length 39 cm. Highest letter 16 cm. vt)\ J JWf^ ^>

p] p PpRSr-ID p fonb ByKhabithb. Madd-Sha'af(>) b. [<]///. Fig.7C

The second and the third names are uncertain. It seems that nj?£HQ is a composite

name, but its meaning can only be guessed.

109

..^ „ ,
D. M. £527. Length 20 cm. Highest letter 2 cm.

scahL: 5 . e"i$i miy p ^*ra"i;6
!g ' I25 '

By Garaniel b.'Uwairat; etpepedit^).

M. Dussaud reads niDy instead of n"TIJ? ;
for

l Uwairat see ' Uwair
(I. Dor. 158)

and "Y)J? (D. M. 653, 670). The expression C31U1 has been discussed by M. Dussaud

in connection with the inscription D. M. 163. It is indeed scarcely possible to assign

another meaning to this word than the one which it has in classical Arabic. I do

not think it very likely that Garam'el wrote this about himself, although, of course,

obscene graffiti in which persons speak of themselves are to be found in other

countries also
;
but I rather believe that the scribe who wrote for Garam'el added this

peculiar remark as a sort of low jest. The name Mudarrit al-hidjdrah seems to be

based on a joke similar to this.

no

D. M. 528. Length: of lower horizontal line, 40 cm.
;
of perpendicular line, 18 cm.;

of upper horizontal line, 10 cm. Highest letter 9^ cm.

tut i -ny rfrini j?md ^q in« -mn ina
[pa ^a p -raa^

By Kdmid b. Bag!I b. B;(r[d] ;
and hefound the mark

(i.e., inscription) of Bagil, and

he sought for {found}) pasturage. And, O Radu, make blind him who effaces

[this inscription].

M. Dussaud's copy differs to some extent from the one pub- ) y
°

/ / ) V
lished here, especially with regard to the second and third names. ~~^

The
J
in the second p and the 1 of 1112, Bop8oc, have been supplied ^-

from M. Dussaud's copy ;
for the rest I

have followed my own. The most inter-

esting part of this inscription are the words

I?::D 733 inN "UTI, which M. Dussaud reads

WID naU "1IHN "Ull, Both copies have a

line between the N and the n of inN
;
but it cannot be a letter, since the reading "iflN

is confirmed by several parallels where the word is clearly written. It is certain

1
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that we must read WJS instead of WIS ;
for in none of the cases where, according to

the Index, the verb VJD occurs in D. M.,
1 nor in my copy of the present inscription, is

it written with a "1, but always with a 3, or possibly a 7. And even the word "1SD,

which M. Dussaud reads in two cases after JJJH, and which would strongly support

his theory, cannot be maintained, because in both cases the copy bears the distinct

letters "1DD. The following are the passages in which the formula under discussion

occurs :

d. m. 161 : was ^n "irw titi d. m. 528: wis ba nfw nan

d. M. 239: ")2D wjs rm nnx -cm d. m. 856: n^D y::s 'aa isd -fan

The meaning of the word "1HN (athat) cannot be doubtful : it is a synonym of

1SD (sa/r), which, as we have seen, stands sometimes for DCOn and consequently

means "
inscription." But an even more evident proof is the following. If the

authors say that they found the inscriptions of other persons, it is only fair to expect

that we also should find them. I looked for them among the inscriptions which are

near those in which the other persons are mentioned, and found them, at least in two

cases, at once. In D. M. 161 An'am b. Unaif b. Garatriel says he found the iriN

of Hannay: this is the inscription D. M. 157, written by (or for) Hannay b. Unaif b.

Garairiel. Both inscriptions must be very near together, and furthermore Hannay
is evidently the brother of An'am. Again, in D. M. 239 Sannay b. Sannay b. Mu-
hannan reports that he found the inscription of his dad; and the preceding inscription,

D. M. 238, is that of Hablb b. Muhannan b. Muhannan : I think the conclusion to be

drawn is inevitable, viz., that Sannay refers to the inscription of Hablb, and that the

latter was the dad of the former. This is very important, because at the same time

it determines the meaning of dad as "uncle from the father's side." The meaning
of WJ, however, is not so certain. After " he found the inscription of . . ." we should

most naturally expect "and he added his own," but J7JG cannot mean this. The

usual meaning of this word is
" to seek for pasturage

"
or " to feed the camels water

and flour." Either one of them would, of course, be appropriate enough for these Beda-

win inscriptions, and ~QD would then perhaps be an adverb " much." But it remains

strange that looking for pasturage or feeding the camels should be usually mentioned

together with the finding of the inscription of a relative.

IL-'ISAWI

My friend Hasan Abu Sallam, the Druse chief of Tarba, who accompanied me to

the Ruhbeh, told me, after we left in-Nemarah, that he remembered to have seen

many of these inscriptions in which I was interested near il-'lsawl. The latter is a

well, one hour north of in-Nemarah. The well is situated a few paces to the east

from the road which leads from in-Nemarah to the Ruhbeh, and directly north of

' U. M. 872 is to be excluded here, since the word read JM"i is in the copy '33.
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this well there is a hill, on which many stones covered with inscriptions are to be

found. Again, lack of time prevented me from copying as many as I desired.

in

This inscription is written in heavy letters on the south side of the hill, and can be

read for some distance. Length 53 cm. Highest letter y .

|K,o(oJ> |>

TIDN p DW&6 By An'am b. Aswad. sbo.-.:J

Fig. 127.

I 12

A little north of No. 1 1 1, on the hill, running over two stones. It was while copy-

ing this inscription that I first noticed the pronounced difference between the letters

V
(D) and U (D). The first stone ends after the second p; this part is 25 cm. long,

while the rest has a length of 50 cm. The

highest letter measures 20 cm.

!>K-JI& p ptD p "WD p p6 p wb

By 'Aug 6. Thann b. Sa'db. Thann b. Thann el.

K
Scale — 1 : 10.

Fig. 128.

113

Length 33 cm. Highest letter 3 cm.

nrwa mpi icon (»&nrt 6a ii p6 p beru p ote-j;^

By Dali'-Thulm b. Gahfal b. Thann [of the tribe]
JX/fiWfiJjW/tfW'^W'jyUoj*)

Khatil
(?) [«] />^/5 inscription . . . for his brother

(or Buakhih). F'g- I2 9-

This inscription is not very distinctly written, nor is its translation absolutely cer-

tain. The first name is a compound ;
both roots J77& and D7D seem to have here

approximately the same meaning. The words 7N "1 are merely guessed ; they may
be something quite different. Again the word fiNDJ is doubtful : the 2 might be a

part of the preceding word, and the word itself might be HNp, as in No. 125.

•— -^ 114

/n ^m dju* p (am p nbr\D p -nob

-V<^ By Sawad b. Muhallim b. Rabb'el b. An'am; and he encamped here
(?).>

The last word can scarcely be read otherwise. It seems, however,

/f as though a D was intended between the 1 and the

x 1 « n. If ?riD1 is the true reading, its meaning is

-) J 1) j) I VV]) y f 0V/ very obscure
;
but I prefer to assume that the A

Fig. 130. was written accidentally.
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l^arnDH p no p p6 p nnib

^-WOJU/.ooJ^ i?y IVdkhar b. Thann b. Murr b. Affai-

Fig. 131.
ha-Gudhldn.

IVdkhar seems to be a parallel form of 'dkhar, as, for instance, wdkal in modern

Arabic dialects stands for 'dhal. The last name is probably to be translated " the

smiling face." '

116

Length 25 cm. Highest letter 5 cm. r 1 1 • . y T n

P)Tftp-Vj* By'Iyddhb.Khdzif. ^ [J,.,^,^
Scale — 1 : 10.

1 T 7 Fig. 132.

Length 19 (?)
cm. Highest letter 4I/2 cm.

row p ^JT
1?^ By Bl'ala/b. Zaikat.

The names with ^N in the first place are not common in Safaitic. In the second

name we have an Arabic root with a meaning very similar to that of
^jln, viz., "to

walk haughtily."

118

Length 17 cm. Highest letter 7 cm. .

/Y/0jj)/J |T> p ^pb By Kammay b. Laudhdn.
Scale— 1 : 10.

Fig. 133. The first name is new. I take it to be a hypocoristic of
*)Dp

or a simi-

lar name.

1 19-121

Three inscriptions on the same stone, written by the same hand. Length 25 cm.,

height 16 cm. Height of letters 3-6 cm.

pfiptoropptt 119 " A 1

)'! A0 0-'/.jtl
"9

pnn p my id p my p pin
1

? 120

DiaJB *pn in (ynn in te p -qj; p 'O *0 \ v %) l>* jH^ 1 -

[iinn p nyD p naj£> 121 »i /j, , ,

119 Z?y Thann b. Gahfal b. Thann. ' 2I

I

°
C^ (l A °/

) ('^AH
120 By Hadduddn b. 'Abai b. Sa[']d b. Had- Fig. 134.

dudan b. Abd b. Mall; he pierced with his lance
(?),

he struck with his

sword
(?),

and he became/a/nous.

1 2 1 By Abd b. Sa'd b. Hadduddn.
1 See above, p. 125.
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The translation of the second line of No. 120 is somewhat doubtful. First of all,

the division of the words is not absolutely certain
;
for in both cases, where I read VI,

huwa, the H might belong to the preceding and the 1 to the following word. It seems

certain, however, that between the two S there is to be a division. The meaning of

Y"in is discussed under No. 134. The second verb is H"in
;

this is no Arabic word,

as far as I know, except if we consider it a variant form for ^pn. In that case the

meaning
" he struck with the sword

"
would be very suitable here in connection with

Y"lH. But the absolute use of both verbs is unusual. The last verb, D133, is perhaps

to be vocalized *ingarasa, i.e., the VIII stem of garasa. My translation is based on

the modern meaning of this root, "to make infamous." 1

Among primitive people

"famous" and "infamous" {beriihmt and beriichtigt) are often almost synonymous: a

man may be infamous and hated for his cruelty, but he is known by all the people. This

is, for instance, often expressed in ancient Arabic and in modern Tigre poetry. If

my translation of this inscription be correct, we would have here an interesting epi-

graphical witness of the Arabic mufakharah.
Attention may be called to the first

|3
in 1. 2 of No. 120: it appears in my copy as

M, and reminds us of the Nabataean abbreviation for p, as it occurs, e.g., on the altar

of Suweda;
2 but it is doubtful whether this form here is really intended as an abbre-

viation. Furthermore, the bisymmetrical arrangement of the two D may be noted.

122-126

There are five different inscriptions written on this stone, apparently by the same

hand. Of the five different authors two (those of Nos. 123 and 125) belong to the

same family. The inscribed ^
part is, roughly measured, 44 -o~

cm. wide and 40 cm. high. ^1yy» l^tlU /^'" ^T
It might seem doubtful whe- * ^*\\

' / /*
+ l\ <_>

ther the second line from the * .» tV ^1 w (^ , /i / *i

ui >t /vV^t/A \*\ v [f
' / a u * aC

top belongs to No. 122 or to /o;s K \ r-YrlK,
No. 123. But since in No. V

| ,) >ylH^ U i>& i][ i)J) JU !"
3

125 the second line is above k< .,1 . \ n a/v i t .„ ,

the first and the third above >W "P*M> + j)H ; J U +V»

the second, it is evident that W WX X b <$°<! /k\ \\®> +]$ CPo ^
a o )

the writer of these inscriptions C lU+eVk^(l* 4 0c ^*( Jv(U<||C {{ C + lL®
began at the bottom of the "'j/.

stone. Also in No. 123, there-
>ftfyv ^ tf&> *> $ °'l$ 4 D ^"//j,

fore, the second line must be
'Hi><>]$'' * $ 4 ) dM

over the first. This is the * '
Scale — 1:5.

more probable, as the begin-
• Fi e- »3S-

"See Landberg, Proverbes et dictons, p. 55; my Neuarabische Volkspoesie, B III, line 36.

' See above, Nab. inscr. 3.
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ning of the second line from the top of the stone comes closer to the end of No. 123

than to that of No. 122, and since the former is connected with it, as it were, by the

n between the lines.

122

nwnn ••jm 13*1.1 Tien bi^ob

By Sa'dil ha-Fatty [is] this inscription (?),
and he pastured the goats.

In ?iyO the N is omitted, as in 73H1 and a number of other examples, which are

collected by Lidzbarski in
"
Ephemeris," II, p. 38, ann. 4.' The second name seems

to be a surname, but perhaps we should translate it as a common noun,
" the youth."

The reading of the third word is not certain. I am inclined to think that 2 and 1 are

here united in a monogram ;
such monograms occur not infrequently in the Thamu-

dene inscriptions,
2 but they are very rare in the Safaitic. The word dhikr is used

sometimes in Arabic graffiti also, as we see, for instance, from the Arabic inscription

38, 1. 5. Both T and 1 in "'tyon have at the top a short protuberance which does not

belong to the character, and which perhaps is shown a little too plainly in my copy.

123

n:on^ -ow bx i dhu? p dj?:n p Dmj6

naip D"i$i ")[i]n rai po-Sjn my)

By Azzahum b. An'am b.
lAzzahum of the tribe of Naghbar; may good luck be

given (?) by the power of Ba'al Saminf And he stayed overnight (or pitched a

tent) in this place; et pepeditprimus.

M. Dussaud reads the name DHTJ?3 'Izhdm; but, as said above, p. 128, I take the

n in such names to be the suffix of the 3d pers. plur. The words Hlty] nJDr6 are

somewhat doubtful as to their reading as well as to their interpretation. By an unfor-

tunate accident, the letter between the n and the 1, and again the letter p in p~TQ

(No. 125, 1. 3), were almost entirely blurred out in my copy. My translation of njDrp

is based on the meaning of the Arabic word sanh,
"
good omen, good luck."

The crude drawing at the left end of this inscription can scarcely be anything else

but an attempt to represent a sun-disk, probably the symbol of Ba'al Samin.

124

iDDn nra; bx i on p tomSu) p Dr6

By Taim b. Natharelb. Taim of the tribe of'Obaishat [is] the inscription.

The most interesting word of this inscription is nEQJJ. This word was one of the

main reasons which led me to the assumption that
\

is the character for ttf.
4 The

family of 'Obaishat is well known to us from the Nabataean inscriptions at Si'.

See also above, p. 116.
a
Cf. Thamudenische Inschriften, p. 5.

3
See, e.g., D. M. 636.

4 See Entzifferung, p. 20.
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125

"D&i bx i bra p ny p b(n)3 p dwk p tji p n:i*6

r6 rrpy "iehi (j)DD~tei Tijr-tti Dprrypi r6ns

DDrtn "iir ib
(p)Ti3 n«pi :njn -run

i?j/ Udhainat b. Ward b. An'am b. Kd{h)il b.Amm b. Kahil of the tribe ofNaghbar.
O Alicit and Shai 1 ha-Kaum and Gad-Awtdh and Ba'al Samin and Dushara

(?),

[give] help to him, but blindness and lameness and bloodshot eyes (?)
to him who

effaces this inscription !

We have here perhaps the most elaborate imprecation of all that occur in Safaitic

inscriptions. First, the list of gods is very interesting in itself. These gods seem to

fall into two different classes: the gods of the desert, national Arabic gods, viz.,

Allat, Shai' ha-Kaum, and Gad-'Awidh, and the gods borrowed from the settled

Aramaean population of the Hauran, viz., Ba'al Samin and Dushara. Shai' ha-Kaum

is discussed above, pp. 73 sqq. Gad-'Awidh is doubtless originally the god of a cer-

tain tribe, as M. Dussaud ' and Dr. Lidzbarski 2 have shown at the same time. About

Ba'al Samin see "
Entzifferung," p. 59. I am not quite certain whether "1EH is in-

tended for Dushara, i.e., Dhu 'sh-Shara, because if his cult really was known to the

Arabs of this region, his name should be spelled IEH or 1EM1. 3 But I am inclined

to believe, as Dr. Lidzbarski suggests in
"
Ephemeris," II, p. 38, ann. 2, that the peo-

ple or perhaps only the writer of this inscription borrowed this name from the Na-

bataeans without even understanding it.

The following word is given in my copy as nTD; but following D. M. 141 and 239,

I read nTi? (ghiydrat ?), especially since the V in the inscriptions on this stone has a

somewhat peculiar shape. Its meaning is probably
" divine help, assistance, or bene-

fits." The suffix in i"6 refers in all likelihood to the writer himself. The expression

pTQ nttpl is very unusual, and, to my knowledge, only found in this passage. Its

general meaning is clear, for it must be some other physical disease like "")1J7, blind-

ness, and Jny, lameness. Now the Arabic root pT) means "to have the eyes blood-

shot by disease," and the root Np {kda), "to vomit," is also used to denote the

spouting of blood. I believe, therefore, that the translation given above renders the

meaning of this expression quite accurately, but the grammatical explanation of

pTD HKp is not very clear to' me.

126

D3JW p Dn p TH^> By Ward b. Taim b. A'bat.

This person may be related to the preceding on account of his name IVard, but, if

he was, he belonged to a different branch of the family. The name A'bat is new.

'

Mission, p. 63.
2

Ephemeris, II, p. 39.
3 The last vowel, being an alif maksurah, would not be expressed in Safaitic.
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IR-RIMTHEH

On May 20, 1900, I rode from the Ruhbeh, where I first visited the White Castle,

back to Tarba. An hour and a half after I left the White Castle, riding in south-

western and then for a short time in western direction, I passed a locality called

ir-Rimtheh. It lies between the Tulul il-Safa and il-Tlimmeh (il-Limme on Wetz-

stein's map), a little to the northeast of the latter. At ir-Rimtheh I copied very rap-

idly the following two inscriptions, without taking any measurements or comparing

my copies with the originals.

127

^ -'} 1(S)D "i:m ISp b« 1 to p "IJ?D^

\t^o\i'?-mX x 4M 6 ^ By Sa'db. Yamanet of the tribe of Kumair; and he

F'g- J 36 - found the inscription of G . . .

It seems to me that 7JQ1
is a very reasonable name and that it is unnecessary to

change it to "pD\ a name which is better known than the former.

128

d^d (n)bn pas m • •
1 b(«)i p Dbnib

By Muhallim b. Wail and his . . . In the name of

Allah, greeting!

'WrfvliAt

Fig- i37-

I have not been able to determine the meaning of the word HR It may be the

name of a god, or a common noun, or a verb. But it is very likely that my copy

is insufficient here.

MINTAR IL-AZ'AR

On the northern road between the Hauran and the Ruhbeh, nearly five hours

west of ir-Rimtheh and two hours east of il-Malikiyeh, there is a locality called

Mintar il-Az'ar, with traces of former encampments. Here I copied the following

inscriptions.

129

5 Height of right part 24 cm., of left part 15 cm. Highest letter 6 cm.

. ^ 31 p ^vb By Titway b. Dhabb.

->
scale-.: ,o Both names are new and interesting. The first, "HCD, is most probably a
Fig. 1 "?8.

diminutive of Tai\ but in that case we would rather expect WD.

Nos. 130 and 131 are written by the same hand. The height from the top of No.

130 to the bottom of No. 131 is 23 cm.; the highest letter measures 5 cm.
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130

^rjBpWlb By Haiyelb. Thann'el.

131

7h ""Hi

Scale— 1 : 10.

Fig- r 39-bbi p ^"i: p in p kid p tortru p no)^

By Sabdh b. Garam-'el b. Marl' b. Hadd b. Gadhlay b. Gulail.

ADDITIONAL INSCRIPTIONS FROM IL-HIFNEH

Nos. 132-134 are on stones brought by the expedition from il-Hifneh to America;

they are at present in Princeton, New Jersey.

/-Y

132

I J,j \
%
™

'

\ r> I Length 13)4 cm.; height at right end 10 cm., at left end \
x/2 cm.

,, |i [ j Highest letter 3 cm.
1 /

-j>
wn p n: p nD^D p ^n p tftw>

^."140.
By Shaddddat b. Hannay b. Mallkat b. N-R-Z b. Hani'.

MalTkat is known from Nabatsean and Greek inscriptions ;
two famous bearers of

this name were connected with the building of the great temple at Si'. But in Safaitic

it occurs very rarely. The name written HJ is very indistinct on the stone. It is, of

course, not impossible that we might have here the Persian name Neroz, but it is not

very likely. Perhaps we should read bl2, Nurel. In &OH the J has a superfluous

stroke at the bottom, and therefore looks on the stone like a small H
;

this stroke, how-

ever, cannot be intentional.

133

Average length 19 cm., average height 13 cm. Highest

letter 5 cm.

^DIDHD by DJITI "HD3 p 3SB p nD^D 1

?

By Mallkat b. Fadlg b. Kafray ; and he made a mark for
Sarb-dabl

(?). Scale— 1:5.

Fig. 141.

The name HDD and the last name of the inscription are new and unusual, and their

vowels are only tentatively given. The difference between the J of DJ1 and the V of

~>V is very pronounced here, and the reading, therefore, cannot be held in doubt.
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Scale— 1:4.

Fig. 142.

134

Maximum length 32 cm., maximum height

21 cm. Highest letter 5 cm.

Z?jy Nasarel b. Gamar is the inscription ;

and he was present at this place. In the

name ofAthr , greeting ! And he pierced
Ka'san andfled.

The main importance of this graffito is that the word y*in is illustrated by the accom-

panying picture, in which a horseman with a long lance, similar to those which are

nowadays used by the Bedawin of this region,

pierces another man who is armed with

shield and sword. By this drawing, therefore,

the meaning of yin is determined, at least for

the majority of cases.

The god in whose name the greeting is

pronounced is J?riN ;
for the last letter of this

name cannot be anything else than a J?, and

yriN as well as yiT occurs a number of times

in Dussaud and Macler's new inscriptions.

The name of the enemywhom Nasar'el pierced

is Ka'sdn, the Greek Kaodvou (Wad., 2184). The last word is, of course, farra.

nafara and farra occur in Safai'tic, as in classical Arabic.

Arab rider with long lance.

Both

135 and 136 were copied by Dr. Prentice at il-Hifneh. No. 135 is 14^ cm. long,

and its letters vary from % to 2 cm. in height. No. 136 measures 70 x 9 cm.

Scale— 1:5. '35
Fig. 143-

*]^n jno p bn» p lyob

By Sa'd b. Sdhil b. Mattan; and hefed [his animals].

There are two new words in this inscription : the name Sdhil, the masculine

form of Sahilat, which occurs I. Dor. 109, and the verb *yV. The latter is very

frequently used in Arabic of the feeding of animals.

D^rra p -no
1

?

136

By Sawad b. Muhallim.

0\mO'»
GU '

Scale— i : 20.

Fig. 144.



CHAPTER VI

ARABIC INSCRIPTIONS

i-7

Selemiyeh. Professor M. Hartmann, in his article treating of three of the present

inscriptions,
1

gives Salamja as the name of the place in which they were found.

We see that this name has two varying forms, viz., Selemiyeh and Salamya. And

this is not only so in modern writings, but also in the older Arabic manuscripts them-

selves. Thus al-Istakhri 2 reads Salamyah, and the same is found in Ibn al-Fakih; 3

but al-MukaddasI 4 has Salamiyah, and the same is given by Ibn Khordadhbeh. 5 The

latter form is also expressly approved of by Yakut, Vol. Ill, p. 123. A similar uncer-

tainty exists in the passages of Greek and Latin writers referring to this place. A full

discussion of these forms has been given by Professor Gelzer;
6 the form SaXajuac,

as given, for example, in his book on p. 51, No. 995, seems to be the best one. In

Syriac kLaaka is vocalized with p
e
t
haha over a> and i. and with z e

kap
ha over * by Asse-

mani in his " Bibliotheca Orientalis," II, p. 160, 1. 2; but this is here, unfortunately,

of no avail. Finally, the discussion of Professor Hartmann in Z. D. P. V., Vol. XXII,

pp. 160-162, is to be compared here. When this expedition visited the place, I took

special care to inquire about the name on the spot and in the neighborhood. In the

nearest cities, Hama and Horns, I heard Selemiyeh. In a village about eleven miles

northeast of Horns, called il-Mishrifeh, I heard only Salamya; but it was known that

the people in Horns and Hama. said Selemiyeh. When in the place itself, I asked

officials as well as private persons what its name was, and I heard Selemiye, Sala-

miya, Salamiya. Thus I had to ask directly whether they did not call it Salamya.

The reply was: "We know this name, but only the fellahin use it." The official and,

if I may say so, more stylish name is therefore undoubtedly Selemiyeh ;
it may be

that this is preferred merely because of a wrong etymology. Reluctantly I have

adopted it myself; the other and perhaps correcter form will probably disappear

entirely in time.

'Die arabischen Inschriften in Salamja, in Z. D. P. V.,
"

3
Ibid., Vol. V, p. no, 1. 2.

Vol. XXIV, pp. 49-68. 'Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 190, 1. 7.

'Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum, ed. de Goeje,
5
Ibid., Vol. VI, p. 76, 1. 2, and p. 98, I. n.

Vol. I, p. 61, 1. 10.
6
Georgii Cyprii Descriptio Orbis Romani, pp. 188-189.

169
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Inscriptions Nos. 3-5 have been published with a full commentary by Professor

Hartmann
;
No. 1 was seen by Dr. van Berchem, but not copied. Nos. 2, 6, and 7 have,

as far as I know, not been reported as yet. Another Kufic inscription, seen by M.

Rey and quoted from him by Professor Hartmann, I.e., pp. 51-53, ann., seems to

have entirely disappeared : neither Dr. van
1 Berchem, nor Professor Hartmann, nor our ex-

pedition found it again.

STONE IN ENTRANCE OF CASTLE, 767 A.D. (?).

On a stone now used in the arch of the entrance

to the castle, at the left as one goes out from the
Scale — 1 : 10.

Fig- HS-

inclosure. The maximum width of the stone is 70 cm., the height measures 35 cm.

1 /;/ the name of God the Merciful and Compassionate I

2 Verily, prayer isfor the believers

3 a prescription that is timed. — This

4 mosque was built in theyear one hundred andfifty (?).

5 The prayer be prayed /
\cjo LJ\

About the reading of the inscription there can be but little doubt. That 1. 2 and

1. 3 contained the Koran verse iv, 104, was first recognized by Dr. Moritz. Thus

the first word in 1. 3 must be kitdbf". The final alif, which is not shown in my
copy, was probably omitted by the stone-cutter

;
for it is not very likely that I over-

looked such a high letter. In 1. 4, however, I did not see the mim of the word

al-masdjid\ but it certainly was there originally. The date is a little doubtful,

I admit. The word tnJat seems to me certain
;

for if the letters ya and nun had

ever been written here and were weathered away, there would be a much larger

break in the inscription than is indicated in my copy. The next word may be read

either khams or khamsin. An objection to the latter would be that the word ends in

a curved line. If this line were angular it might easily be an enlargement (or bulg-

ing, A
'

usbauchung) from the main line
; for, as Professor Karabacek has shown,

this way of breaking the monotony of the straight base-lines can be traced back to the

second century a.h.,
1 and the beginnings of it are seen in kanat, 1. 2. But the script

is here angular in character, and only in letters like ra, mim, nun, waw, and ha we find

curved lines
;

sin would very naturally rank with the latter. The historical evidence,

however, would point to the reading khamsin
; perhaps there are also traces of a waw

in the beginning of 1. 5, but this is very uncertain. An absolutely certain conclusion

can scarcely be reached from my copy.
1

Beitrage zur Geschichte der Mazjaditen, p. 17.
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Especially characteristic of this inscription are the prolonged curves of ra, nun, and

waw, and the short hooks at the tops of alif in kdnat, 1. 2, mauk/lt"", 1. 3, of nun in 1. 2, of

waw in 1. 3, and of ha in 1. 4. These hooks at the tops of certain letters have given
rise to the so-called headed letters, which later became very common in Sicily and

Italy.
1

This inscription is important, because it takes us back to a time in Selemiyeh of

which very little is known. The geographer al-Ya'kubl (second half of the third

century a.h.) tells us that 'Abdallah b. Salih b. All b. 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas rebuilt

\ibtana) the town of Selemiyeh and improved its condition very much by leading a

river to it and irrigating the soil.
2

This Abbasid 'Abdallah b. Salih was appointed governor of Horns, the district in

which lies the place under discussion, by the Calif al-Mansur Abu Dja'far (136-158),

as we learn from al-Ya'kubi's History, ed. Houtsma, Vol. II, p. 461, 11. 15-16. The

ties that connected him with the ruler became still closer when the next calif, al-Mahdi

(158-169), married 'Abdallah's sister in the year 159, as is reported by Tabari,

Vol. Ill, p. 466, 11. 18-19. Therefore we do not wonder that 'Abdallah was called to

a still more important post, the governorship of Mesopotamia.
3 He must have been

an energetic man, and he was one of the twenty-two Hashimites that went to Kufah

when homage was rendered to the first Abbasid calif in the year 132.
4 His build-

ing operations in Selemiyeh seem to have been quite extensive
;

for even the Calif

al-Mahdi, when visiting his cousin and brother-in-law on his voyage to Jerusalem,

was astonished at the latter's residence at "Salamia." 5

Undoubtedly a mosque also

was built there at that time, and I believe that our inscription refers to that building.

The verse which is quoted in it from the Koran was very appropriate to a house of

prayer and worship.
6 The inscription is, of course, not in situ. The mosque to

which it refers may have been destroyed as early as 290 a.h., when the Carma-

thians, under Husain, devastated the country and wrought much damage, especially

in Selemiyeh.
7 After that the stone may have been brought to the castle.

Selemiyeh was largely settled by Hashimites, members of the family of the Prophet,

as we learn from passages like al-Istakhri, p. 61
; al-Ya'kiib!, p. 324; Tabarl, p. 2226.

This may have been one of the reasons why the family of the agitator 'Abdallah b.

Maimun b. Daisan, soon after 250 a.h., chose it as their residence and directed a large

part of the Carmathian movements from here. For just as the Abbasids in their

agitation against the Omaiyad califs appealed primarily to the followers of the

Prophet's family, so very soon the opponents of the Abbasids sought supporters of

their ambitions among the descendants of Mohammed's family, claiming that they, being

the posterity of 'All and Mohammed's daughter Fatimah, were the only legitimate
'
Karabacek, I.e., p. 53.

6
Cf. the interpretation of kitali"" tnaukut*'1 in al-Baidawi's

"Kitdb al-Boldin, ed. de Goeje, p. 324, 1. 10 sqq. Commentary, ed. Fleischer, Vol. I, p. 228.

3 Tabari, Vol. Ill, p. 500, 1. 12. 'See Tabari, III, p. 2226; de Goeje, M£moire sur les

4 Ya'kubi, History, Vol. II, p. 419, 1. 12. Carmathes du Bahrain, 2d ed., p. 50.

5 See Tabari, Vol. Ill, p. 500.
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successors to the throne. Of course the geographical position of Selemiyeh was

another very strong reason why it was chosen as headquarters of the sect. It lay on

the border of the desert, as is always said
;
thus it was remote and very well suited to

the seclusion of the grand master of the sect.

The very uncertain and untrustworthy passage in al-MukaddasI, p. 244, ann. b,

does not add anything to the history of Selemiyeh, and should not have been quoted,

I think, in Z. D. P. V., XXIII, p. 121. For the writer there speaks of al-Hadi as the

successor of al-Mahdi among the Fatimid califs, thus showing that he confounded

them with the Abbasids. It is possible that he also derived erroneously the Berber

tribe Kitamah from Selemiyeh ; but I should prefer to change here wa asluhum into

wiiasluhu, so that the suffix would refer only to 'Obaidallah.
L_OjJI ^*4_i jjl J*>±jl\ ^Jjl J.

...I

J-Qy JU 111 flJI Alj±iJI I. \a\

fragment in the castle. On a stone in the north wall ) Xj ^*,!. ,.^^\\ r r

of the castle, facing the inclosure, at the side of the door which
[^

M**" -^^ ?\ j_«ujJI

opens into the middle tower; the stone is 41 cm. wide and hux^-^a a^iaj*j^j_L;
Scale — 1: 10.

[>}

32 cm. high. Fig. 146.

i 1
. j,

Lines 1-4: Sur. 1. This

j*)\c£U\ VJ*» J *&£*$ &•$**{* 5 mosque (? shrine) was [re)built by

jyaJ &)j juJ 1 iSU ^>4ll ^ di.
g*)\

Abu 7-Taradj Abd al- IVahhab
(?) b. . . .

, ., .„ 1 ,1 . u \ , .m 6 'Abbas b. Abd as-Samad. The

1

i »" writer was Alt b. Dja
{

{far).

-1 I

" The restoration of the words in 11. 1-3

^{^\)»J\j^e- ^yS\y\Sy3.\ is naturally given by the text of Sur. 1;

Oi JpA-^ju^JuP^.^UU)
the same is true of the first two words

after the break in 1. 4. After that we may
read 'amara or 'ammara or anshda or djaddada. The first or the last seems to me
the most probable. Unfortunately, the first word in 1. 5 is not quite certain, and

thus we cannot establish definitely to what kind of a building the inscription originally

belonged. Both al-masdjid and al-mashhad are admissible
;
but the traces of the

third and fourth letters in my copy rather point to the latter. In verse 3 (1. 2) our text

has malik instead of the usual malik; with regard to these two readings, compare
al-Baidawi's Commentary, ed. Fleischer, Vol. I, p. 2, 1. 21 sqq. The name of the

man can scarcely be read in any other way than as 'Abd al-Wahhab, but this read-

ing also meets with difficulties. I presume that after it in the lacuna the man's father

and grandfather were mentioned.

But who was this man and when -did he live ? Reading the name 'Abbas and the

two well-known Abbasid names 'Abd al-Wahhab and 'Abd as-Samad, we think, of

course, at once of the Abbasid family, especially if we remember that there was an
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Abbasid governor in this region in the middle of the second century a.h. A member

of this family, by the name of ' Abd as-Samad b. 'All b. 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas, was one

of the twenty-two Hashimites mentioned above, p. 171. He therefore was probably
in the prime of his life about the middle of the second century a.h. Assuming that

he is the same as the last person in the genealogy of the 'Abd al-Wahhab in this

inscription, we might assign the latter to about the middle of the third century a.h.

This date would agree with the following considerations. The script of this stone

seems to be later than that of No. 1. Since, however, it has no special style, this

argument is of little value. But we know that Selemiyeh soon after 250 became the

center of the Carmathian agitation against the Abbasid family, and in the fourth century

a.h. became a part of the Fatimid empire. During such periods a member of the

Abbasid family would scarcely have undertaken to build in a town of sectarians.

Another possible explanation, to my mind, would be that after the destruction of the

place in 291 a certain reaction took place, and that an Abbasid governor of the dis-

trict, or perhaps just a wealthy member of the family who lived there, helped to rebuild

the ruins. But the former of these two possibilities is the more likely, as Dr. van

Berchem writes me that from a palaeographical point of view this inscription should

be dated rather before than after 250 a.h.

The man who wrote this inscription added his name
;
this is given 'Alt ibn D/a' . . .

I restore without hesitation Dja'far, and I think it to be very likely that he is the

same man who wrote Nos. 3 and 4.

In what relation this building stood to the one whose erection is recorded in No. 1

cannot be determined, because we do not know what verb is to be supplied in 1. 4,

nor how the first word in 1. 5 must be really read. And the fact that both inscrip-

tions are not in situ makes the solution of this question all the more difficult.

3 and 4

jamb-stone in a house. Both inscriptions are on one stone, now in the outer wall

of a house southeast of the castle, on the western corner formed by the street which

extends along the front of the castle W 11*

\J ; I I I A \ »jM

and that street which leads to the

south from it. The stone is used as

a jamb-stone of the doorway at the

left as one enters. It is somewhat

injured at its left end. Maximum
width 65 cm., minimum width 50
cm. Height 48 cm. Thickness 29
cm. No. 3 faces the street, No.

4 the doorway. A squeeze made

by Baron von Oppenheim is published in Professor Hartmann's article, p. 52.

drawing herewith is based on my own copy.

m,.A I I.I ii ^u,

t-iuj'liJ.'iJ!

iyo-
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3

4x\ j» '&
Jm

i Blessingfrom God

Jp cr-^ U<V 2 to Abu 'I-Hasan 'Alt

*x\ <>Si\ yto- Qn 3 /;. Djafar. May God strengthen him

*-£* a^\
*l-iyj 4 by His help. Verily He hears

«ti) HJLi UjS \\\ 5 prayer (Sur. 14:41) and is the doer ofwhat He will (Sur. 1 1 : 109).

4

^\ 4J\ *y 1 There is no god but

jjg^j 4i\ 2 G0«. / have put my confidence

.oil u 3 in God.

The writing of these two inscriptions is more nearly related to that of No. 2 than

to either No. 1 or 5. It must be observed, however, that in 3 the letters are a little

more regularly and carefully carved than in 2. This may be the reason why the final

nun in 3 has a more elaborate form than in 2. But there is a somewhat more essen-

tial difference to be noticed between the word al-hamd in 2,1. 1, and al-Hasan in 3, 1. 2.

In the former the slanting line of the ha ends at the bottom in the base-line, while in

the latter it goes beyond the base-line. This may or may not be intentional, or my
copy of No. 2 may be defective

; but, at any rate, there does not seem to be sufficient

evidence to prevent us from ascribing Nos. 2-4 to the same writer. Professor Hart-

mann believes that No. 3 refers to the Fatimid general 'AIT ibn Dja'far ibn Falah, who
was governor of Damascus from 390 to 393 a.h.

(I.e., p. 56). But if this were the man
to whom the inscription relates, it seems to me that his titles would not have been

omitted under any circumstances. In this inscription there is nothing that would

distinguish it from so many other private inscriptions which express only the pious

sentiments of the writer or invoke the protection of the deity. Furthermore, if I be

correct in identifying the writer of No. 2 with 'All b. Dja'far of No. 3, neither of them

could possibly refer to the general and governor of Damascus.

This stone must have been a corner-stone from the beginning, for two adjoining

faces of it were intended to be seen. Furthermore, it must have been inscribed while

the man was still living, on account of the words,
"
May God strengthen him by His

help."
' If 'All b. Dja'far was an architect, this stone may have been the corner-

stone of some edifice of which he had charge, perhaps even the mosque (?) mentioned

in 2, and may have been inscribed when the work began, in order to secure the help

of God. Or 'AIT may have written these pious verses on a stone of his own house.

Then the preposition //in IVabl would stand in its proper place from a grammatical
'
Cf. Hartmann, I.e., p. 54.
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point of view, and we would translate : Blessing from God ! This house be-

longs to . . .

The date of this inscription might then be approximated by a comparison with

No. 2. The most probable date of this is about 250, as is said above, p. 173. Pro-

fessor Hartmann thinks that the long curve of the nun would furnish an objection

against the assignment of so early a date as the third or fourth century. But we

have seen in No. 1 that the same curves occur even in the second century. Pro-

fessor Hartmann thinks also that the diacritical points in No. 3 are originally

intended, and thus occur on an inscription of the fourth century, as he dates it.
1

This,

however, is very unlikely. I believe firmly that the points were added much later by

somebody who wished to show his knowledge of the Kufic script, or who, after having

studied the inscription, wished to aid his memory in this way and to help others read.

Several of the inhabitants who gathered around me while I was copying the inscription

read it aloud, but they seemed unable to read any of the other Kufic inscriptions,

which, as is seen from the drawings, have no diacritical points.

5

lintel of shrine, 1088 a.d. On the lintel of a partly ruined building in the

southern part of the town, in situ. The building is called now djdmt IsmtVil, but its

plan differs from that of other mosques : it is nearly square and had a dome like

the usual Mohammedan weli. Width of the lintel 2.32 m., height 35 cm. Length
of the inscription 2.12 m., height of each line 10 cm. Squeeze.

t ^j^jjij^f^UI^uij^yfc5
jJ .i=uiaJif.^J^U, ^ qjL-jU)

.&\jj^[^JijjL^\j^&jJ*dj^l_jIOii} 2J4jtoi.3aJ[Ja9 L>* KL Wip^t^
AJLo-njjfj

' 1m. *

Fig. 148.

1 In the name of God the Merciful and Compassionate ! This shrine, which is above

the blessed tomb of the most illustrious general Abu 'I-Hasan 'All b. Djarir (?),
—

2 may God have mercy upon him,— was built by his servant, the most illustrious and

noble commander Nasir al-Mulk, Saij ad-Daulah, Khalafb. Muld'ib,— may God

perpetuate his greatness,
— in the year four hundred and eighty-one.

1 See p. 66 of his article.
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The reading given here differs only in two words from that given in Professor Hart-

mann's article. The last word in 1. i is written in an unusual way. I took it first

to be djazll, but an Arabic name in this form is not known to me elsewhere. I then

thought of Djarlr, and I found that M. Sauvaire had already given this reading.
1

Since, unfortunately, no mention of the general who was buried here is found in

Arabic literature, this name cannot be determined with certainty. The third word in

1. 2 is read sanVuhu by Professor Hartmann. But it will be seen from Dr. van

Berchem's squeeze, published by Professor Hartmann, and from my drawing, that

there is no continuing line between the second and the third letter. Furthermore, I

found in my squeeze a little triangular mark over the mutilated second letter, such as

is always found at the top of an alif in this inscription. I therefore read sanVuhu.

The word sam' is very common in the modern Arabic of the region of Damascus in

the meaning
"
servant, apprentice."

2

The first alif in addma is turned at the bottom toward the left and connected with

the following letter; this occurs not infrequently in Arabic manuscripts and inscrip-

tions, but usually there is some special reason for it, as, e.g., in amara, inscr. 13, 1. 1.

An interesting feature is the bisymmetrical arrangement which is to be found here in

the direction of the small triangles at the tops of alif and lam. We also notice the

rule that the lam-alif with an angular base goes together with the triangular mim

(see Karabacek, I.e., p. 42), although in a few cases here the corners of the mim are

somewhat rounded. Furthermore, attention may be called to the continuation of the

base-line between al-masdjid and wahuwa in 1. 1, and between the 'ain and the ha in

sdni'ithu, 1. 2, in spite of the projecting curve. A similar tendency, perhaps, has pro-

duced the lower horizontal line after the first ra in Djarir. This continuation of the

base-line is found in other Kufic inscriptions also
;

it is carried the farthest in inscrip-

tion No. 8, where there are almost no divisions at all between the words or after those

letters which ordinarily are not joined to the letter following.

We learn from this inscription that again a building in Selemiyeh is erected by a

governor of Horns. For such was Khalaf b. Mula'ib. The story of the robber-

knight and highwayman, as Professor Hartmann justly characterizes him, is told by
Ibn al-'Athlr, and, following his text, it is given by Defr6mery in J. A., Ve

serie, Vol-

III, pp. 380-384, by Weil,
" Geschichte der Chalifen," Vol. Ill, pp. 187-189, and by

Hartmann, I.e., pp. 58-65. Khalaf b. Mula'ib was probably a Bedawi of the tribe

of Kilab and seems to have made his fortune in the army or in the personal service

of a general named Abu '1-Hasan 'All b. Djarlr. The latter was buried in Selemi-

yeh, perhaps because this was his native place. About the year 475, Khalaf became

governor and practically independent ruler of Horns
;
details concerning his life pre-

vious to this date are not known. During this administration he built a mashhad,

'See Z. D. P. V., Vol. XXIV, p. 53, ann. "See, e.g., Z. D. M. G., Vol. LVI, p. 88, 1. 3; also Dozy, s.v., and Landberg,
Proverbes et dictons, p. 398.
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or "
shrine," above the tomb of his late master. That he, although bearing now

higher-sounding titles than the latter, still calls himself " his servant," is only a par-

allel to the custom of the Mamluk emirs and sultans, who, even after they had

become sovereigns, added adjectives derived from the names of their former masters

to their own names. 1

The mashhad'(a name which, as Professor Hartmann has shown, is derived from the

formula hddhd mayashhadn bihiwa'alaihi) is both a mausoleum and a house of prayer.

This particular building in Selemiyeh was probably made not only to honor the

memory of the late general, but also to serve the inhabitants as a house of worship,

perhaps in place of the old mosque, which may have been in ruins at that time. We
may assume that the people of the town still belonged to the Isma'lllyah sect at that

period ;
to them Khalaf would thus have rendered a service. It is a strange coinci-

dence that his cruel murder was perpetrated by members of an offshoot of the same

sect, the Assassins, who just at that time had reached Northern Syria, coming from

Persia, in the same way as the first Isma'lllyah two hundred years earlier. But these

events lie beyond the scope of the present discussion
; they are described in detail by

the authors cited at the beginning of the foregoing paragraph.

fragment. On a stone of black basalt, lying face up on the ground in an old

Arabic churchyard north of the town. The stone is 1 m. long and 17 cm. wide.

\j 1 1 4»\ JuJ Jui-\ Zi\ j* '^ *i\ ^J

/// the name of God ! Blessing p
dl) L JnijJ^JJ dil L jo d±3jj ^JJ L A-nil

from God the Praiseworthy r
Scale — 1 : 10.

to 'Abdullah b. . . . Fig. 149.

Little can be concluded from this fragment. The stone may have been originally

a lintel over the door of 'Abdallah's house, but it is almost too narrow for such a pur-

pose. Otherwise it may very well have been the side-piece of the frame of a grave,

for on many Arabic graves I have found that not only the two upright slabs (tomb-

stones proper) at both ends, but also the stones which framed the sides of the grave,

were inscribed. Then the formula barakahmin alldh li . . . might be connected with

the phrase allahumma barik lajiafi 'l-maut (compare Lane, s.v.).

I have placed the inscription sixth, because its fragmentary condition allows no

definite conclusion with regard to its date. If it were preserved in its entirety, we

might find that it ranks with No. 1, and that it was written during the rebuilding of

Selemiyeh by 'Abdallah b. Salih b. 'AH.

'See van Berchem, Corpus Inscr. Arab., I, p. 76.
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7

stonk in wall of house. On a stone in the outer wall of a house which

stands in the northeast corner of a square, south of the southeast corner of the castle.

The stone is placed at the left of the door as one enters the house.

6 > LS-1JJ
faL. Good luck!

tig. 150.

This single word is interesting because of its place and meaning. It corresponds to

the Greek h.yxHr\ zbyr,, and it may be meant as a sort of talisman for the house and

its inmates. Graffiti of this kind are known in almost every country. That the

word sivddah should here be a proper name does not seem to me very plausible.

This name is very unusual, and the Arabic graffiti which I have seen usually contain

more than a single name. Dr. van Berchem writes me that as-sa'ddah occurs very
often on brass or copper pieces of the so-called Mossul (perhaps Syrian) school,

beginning with the words al-'izz wal- ikbal wau-nasr was-sa'adah li-sdhibih, etc.

The period of the later Arabic script
— the naskhl— has left very few traces in

Selemiyeh. Dr. van Berchem mentions an Arabic inscription on the door of a tomb,

which he did not copy. I observed a very short fragment with Arabic letters of the

middle ages near inscription No. 6. This fragment was on a piece of limestone,

which is unusual in this black-stone region.

Selemiyeh was probably deserted for several centuries. In the beginning of the

nineteenth century, however, Ismail Pasha tried to repeople the town, and he would

probably have succeeded if he had been allowed by the powers of Europe to take

possession of Syria. In the middle of the last century Dr. de Forest found no inhab-

itants there;
1 but now it is a flourishing little town, occupied by the Isma'Iliyeh, who

settled there probably soon after Dr. de Forest's visit, coming, as Professor Hartmann

tells us,
2 from the castle il-Kadmus, in the Nosairiyeh Mountains, an old stronghold of

the Assassins. It is well known that in many cases the outsiders tell mysterious tales,

which may have partial foundation, about secret religions or societies
;
and thus here

among Mohammedans and Christians I heard strange rumors about the ceremonies

of the Isma'Iliyeh. In il-Mishrifeh the latter are called 'abbadin il-fardj, and it is said

that the men of the Isma'Iliyeh when they go to prayer take with them a piece of a

woman's garment which is spattered by 'atr (explained as haid, thus probably katr).

At the services, I was told, a naked virgin must be present. Later I heard the follow-

ing description of the orgies of the Isma'Iliyeh after a service: kull wdhid min ir-rjdl

bokhudwdhade min in-niswdn ma btifri' Hzd kdn marto 'au 'immo 'an 'ukhto wbindm

ma'dhd. This of course reminds us of what Karmat himself is said to have ordered

with regard to the community of wives
;
a discussion of these matters is found in

Professor de Goeje's book,
"
Memoire," etc., 2d ed., pp. 29-30.

1

Ritter, Erdkunde, 17. Theil, pp. 1049-50.
3
Z. D. P. V., XXII, pp. 161-162.
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8

Ezra', lintel of a khan, 837 a.d. In the middle east of the modern town there

is a large ruined structure of black basalt, built mostly of old material. Mr. Butler

tells me that according to his recollection it

has every appearance of being a medieval Mo-

hammedan khan : rows of rooms, flanked on

the inner side by arcades, are built around a

rectangular courtyard. It is entered from the

west. Facing the street there is a high door-

way, and behind this is found another small

portal, on the lintel of which the inscription

below is written. The lintel is broken from

top to bottom a little to the left of its center
;

it measures 230 x 39 cm.
;
the letters are from

5 to 10 cm. high. This inscription has been

copied by Seetzen
(" Reisen," ed. Kruse, p.

52); Richter ("Wallfahrten im Morgen-
Entrance to khan at Ezra'.

lande," p. 173 and No. XII); Dr. Schroeder, consul-general of the German Empire
at Beirut, who kindly put hisI

•irt n,.i., . '..'', '', tir^.-4». ft (\ --'-J
'' It ' 'J. ":.ff •:•;•'.'•'j"'j.^M>

<tT | '-"

-'"J.lj-»[j'i»

Scale— 1 : 20.

Fig. 151.

unpublished copy at my
disposal ;

and by Dr. van

Berchem, who wrote me that

his copy agrees with mine.

1 /« ///£ name of God ! Thamamah
(?)

£. Ibrahim was born on Sunday, when

twelve nights hadpassed
2 of the month Shanwal of the year tivo hundred and twenty-two.

This inscription is curious in several respects. As to its reading, my interpretation

of the fourth word of 1. 1 is only a conjecture. The fourth letter of it, which I read as

a mlm, might easily contain two separate letters, which could be read in fifteen different

ways. In the same line the word lithinta is not grammatically correct; it should be

lithintai. To explain this form one might assume that thintd 'ashrata here has been

treated as undeclinable, after the analogy of the other numerals from 1 1 to 19 ;
but the

construction of the entire inscription is grammatically not very correct. Another read-

ing of this numeral seems to me scarcely possible ;
for lisitta 'ashrata, of which I

thought at first, is impossible, because the 16th of a month, when reckoned by nights,
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is usually expressed by liarba'a 'ashrata lailat
an

bakiyal; and, furthermore, according

to Wustenfeld's "
Tabellen," Shauwal 16, 222 a.h., would be a Friday, and the 13th,

which palaeographically might also be possible, a Tuesday. Of course the 12th does

not suit perfectly ;
but the variation of one day is easily accounted for. I believe,

then, that Shauwal 12, 222 a.m., here corresponds to Sunday, September 16,837 AD -

It seemed to me at first as though the left end of the stone had been broken off. If

that were the case, we would be enabled to supply allah at the end of the inscription,

and another word at the end of 1. 1 also.

But I believe now, with Dr. van Berchem, that the inscription should be taken as it

stands and that no letters should be supplied ;
then the word sanah at the end of 1. 2

was probably added as a sort of apposition or perhaps only to fill the space, which

otherwise would have remained empty.

The curious prolongation of the base-line has been mentioned above, p. 176. Thus

the alif of the word allah in 1. 1 is written exactly like a lam, as in No. 37 below.

Other instances like this are given by Karabacek,
"
Mazjaditen," pp. 35-36. A simi-

lar tendency to join letters which usually are not connected has produced an identi-

cal form of alif in Syriac writing, as is seen, e.g., in the word 'and on PI. V, spec.

11, 1. 4 of Land's " Anecdota Syriaca," Vol. I. Both alif and lam in this inscription

have a short hook at the top, in every case turned toward the left; no attempt is

made here to arrange them in symmetrical groups.

It is somewhat difficult to explain why such an inscription recording a man's birth

should have been carved on the lintel of a khan, and one might therefore be inclined

to assume that the stone was originally in another place and was later on transferred

to its present position, perhaps in the year 636 a.h., when a khan at Ezra' was rebuilt

by the Mamluk Aibak, as we learn from inscr. 29 below. But Dr. van Berchem

thinks that this inscription is in situ, just like another "
birth-inscription

"
on a wall of

the temple of Isis at Philae, near Assuan
;

the latter, which forms No. 515 in the

"
Corpus Inscriptionum Arabicarum," resembles the present inscription very closely in

several respects, especially in its character of script

and in the continuation of the base-line. Then we

might assume that there was a khan at Ezra' as early

as 222 a.h., and that this khan was rebuilt by Aibak

in the year 636 a.h.

ISRIYEH. BLOCK OF LIMESTONE, 916-917 A.D.

On a block of limestone, lying face up not far from

the temple described by Mr. Butler in Part II,

pp. 76-77. The block measures 48 x 64 cm. The first two lines are about 12 cm.

high, while the third line has a height of only 8 cm.
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JU *x\ f~s
1 I'1 Mie name of God the Most High /

*»\ juJ juJI >I* This house belongs to 'Abdullah (?)

JA>.t>-^*
' *

'<ji ^i^ui
2 *• Ziyad b. . . . ad-Din

(?)
(5. Muhammad.

a?U^jj «j j\ iu- 3 (^/z</ // wasfinished in ?) //*£ ^«r jo^.

As may be seen from the drawing, this inscription is of very crude workmanship,
and the reading proposed here is not by any means a final one. The stone, however,

claims our interest for several reasons.

If my reading of 1. i be correct, we have here a very interesting example of "invo-

lution," or here perhaps rather haplography, about which Professor Karabacek has

published the first systematic discussion in his article,
" Die Involutio im arabischen

Schriftwesen," in "
Sitzungsber. d. Phil.-Histor. Klasse der Kaiserl. Akad. d. Wiss.

zu Wien," Vol. CXXXV. In our case the involution would consist in the fact that

the word alldh is to be read twice, once after the word bism, and the second time as

a part of the name 'Abdallah. The stone-cutter perhaps forgot at first to write the

basmalah, and began to carve hddha bait li'abd; then he tried to correct his mistake

by putting bism over li'abd. But I admit that some doubt remains with regard to

this interpretation, because of the word ta'dld. The presence of this word made me
think at first that this was a tombstone

;
for the formula tuwujfiya ild rahimat alldh

ta'ald is Very common in Arabic funerary inscriptions. Furthermore, a real basmalah

would of course contain either ar-rahmdn ar-rahim, or nothing after alldh. But the

unusual wording found here may be due to the lack of space which induced the writer

also to make use of the " involution."

The importance of this document lies in the fact that it was found in Isriyeh, a place

the history of which is little known to us. Its Arabic name has been misspelled

repeatedly of late; the form which I heard on the spot, viz., isriyeh (or isiryeh, with

the well-known transposition), confirms absolutely what Professor Hartmann has said

in Z. D. P. V., XXII, p. 133, ann. 3. This form leads us to assume an older Sirya;

and in fact this is the name which Pietro della Valle heard for this place in the year

1625 [Stria). Its classic name, Seriane, occurs in the " Itinerarium Antonini." 1 But

in the medieval Arabic geographers this place is, curiously enough, not mentioned
;

only in a commentary on one of al-Mutanabbi's poems it is said that ['Ain] az-Zarka

was situated between Khunasirah and Siirlyah (?).

2

Oestrup and Hartmann, however,

believe that Isriyeh is hidden in a name which is given by Ibn Khordadhbeh and

"See Ritter, Erdkunde, iy.Theil, p. 1439; Oestrup, His- the same time the difficulties which arise if Suriyah is iden-

torisk-topografiske Bidrag, p. 22. tified with Sura, the Syriac kScvje-.i r<^\mn. to-day il-

" See de Sacy, Chrestomathie Arabe, 2d ed., Vol. Ill; Hammam, a town on the Euphrates a short distance west of

Arabic text, p. 1 s ; translation, p. 10. I believe that Oestrup ar-Rakkah; for, as Moritz has stated in his article, "Zur

is perfectly right in taking Suriyah to be the same as the antiken Topographie der Palmyrene," p. 29, the name Suria

place in question, because ['Ain] az-Zarka' lies directly in the is unknown in this place itself. The spelling in the passage
middle between Khunasirah and Isriyeh. This obviates at mentioned above may very well be a slight error for Surya/i.
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MukaddasI: az-Zard'ah or ad-Dard'ah; and the former identifies with it still another

form, viz., al-Mardghah, which occurs in IdrlsT. That al-Mardghah is an entirely dif-

ferent place was established by our expedition ;
it lies seventeen miles north-northwest

of Isiiyeh. And knowing that the road from ar-Rakkah (and ar-Rusafah) to Damascus,

of which these geographers speak, the tank al-'omrdn, as it is called in the "Biblioth.

Geogr. Arab.," ed. de Goeje, Vol. VI, p. 218, ran north of Isriyeh, we are entitled to

look for a place az-Zara'ah in the northern region. It cannot be very far from

il-Mraghah, for it is, in the same way as the latter, the station between ar-Rusafah

and al-Kastal. Hence it would seem to me more natural to identify this az-Zard'ah

with either 'Ain iz-Zerga or 'Ain iz-Zrega; both names were obtained by Sachau,

and are placed on Kiepert's map according to the information to be found in Sachau's
" Reise in Syrien und Mesopotamien," p. 129. The name az-Zard'ah would be due

to some mistake, as is shown by the fact that az-Zarka' still is in use. But there may
be still another well in this region which is as yet unknown.

When Pietro della Valle (1625) and the English merchants of Aleppo (1678 and

1691) were here, a little more of the ancient town seems to have been standing. The

latter report having seen here Arabic inscriptions, a statement which Ritter questions ;

it is now confirmed, however, by our present inscription.

Scale — 1 : 10

Fig- 153-

IO

KAL'AT IL-MUDIK. BLOCK OF STONE, IO53A.D. On
a block of limestone, now inserted in a wall, near a stone

staircase which leads up to the roof of a modern house.

The house belonged when I was there to Ahmed Agha ;

it is situated not far to the right after entering the village

through the gate in the south wall. In front of the

house is a courtyard, and as one enters this, the wall with

the inscription lies to the right. The block measures

55 x 50 cm.
;
each line is 9-10 cm. high. Squeeze.

i>. ±& £/, f~"^ {£ ^ 1
l^4li b. al-Kdsim b. Muhammad b.

*j j ^ j il Lie 2 ' Ukail
(?)

died in the month ofRabi'

mj\j ^jJf \ ~- JjM 3 al-auwal of the yearfour hundred

^V.J^(Ji«». 4 andforty-five.

The name 'Ukail in 1. 2 is not absolutely certain, since the lower part of the lam

here is turned toward the right and therefore looks much more like an alif, as, e.g.,

in bdda. But as alif occurs in this,inscription in both forms, [
and J, it is not impossi-

ble that the same is true with regard to lam.

The script itself does not lack a certain interest. It shows a faint influence of the
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Carmathian or florid Kufic in the ra in 1. 3, in the two examples of 'ain in 1. 4, and the

curve over arba'ami'at in 1. 4. Also in the forms of ha in Muhammad
(1. 1) and

of kha in khams
(1. 3), with their long and boldly curved lines, this influence may be

found
;
these long curves continue in Arabic epigraphy for almost two hundred years

after this time, as we see from inscriptions 24 and 25. Furthermore, the way in which

the letters of al-auwal(\. 3) are connected deserves notice.

The inscription must have been on a tomb, if my translation be correct. But the

shape of the stone and the wording, are curious : it seems, therefore, that this

inscription is only a part of a larger one, which perhaps ran around the frame of a

grave. The verb bdda,
"
to decease, pass away," which, as my friend Dr. Gustav

Rothstein once told me, is quite frequent in an old Arabic translation of the New
Testament, I have not found in other funerary inscriptions. From this and the

following inscription we may infer that the style of the sepulchral inscriptions

had not yet become so uniform and conventional in the fifth century a.h. as it was

later on.

Furthermore, it is remarkable that quite a large number of Arabic inscriptions of

the fifth century were found in this part of Syria. This shows that, in spite of fre-

quent warfare between the Fatimids, the Abbasids, and other smaller dynasties, Syria

as well as Egypt enjoyed a certain prosperity under the rule of the Fatimids.

1 1

Kefr il-Barah. stele, 1059 a.d. On a slab of limestone between the Arabic

castle (kal'ah) and the rock-hewn tombs south of it. The slab is 120 cm. high above

the ground and has a maximum width of 56 cm. The space occupied by the inscrip-

tion is 82 cm. high and 40-42 cm. wide.
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1 /// the name of God the Merciful and

Compassionate!

2 This is the tomb ofMuhammad b.

3 'fsd— may God be pleased

4 with him ! He died

5 on [Suu)day,

6 the (six) tee//th

7 of the month of Rabi'

8 al-auwal, in the year

9 (fo/tr hundred) ai/dfifty-

10 one.
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This inscription is very badly weathered, and it was only after a very careful study

that I was able to read and to copy the letters. Although I have carefully avoided

adding anything in my copy which I did not actually see on the stone, the letters

naturally appear more distinctly in the reproduction than in the original. The date

of Muhammed b. 'Isa's death remains uncertain. The traces on the stone would

not oppose the reading given above, but the word as-sritit is very doubtful indeed.

Not only is the second alif not to be seen at all, but the form sdtit, which is now quite

common in vernacular Arabic, seems to be strange in a document of this age. But

perhaps as-sdtt was originally written there, a form which occurs in the old Arabic

literature. In that case both alifs are connected with the following letter. We know

how often this occurs in other inscriptions, and also here in 1. 10 we find an alif joined

to a following ra; moreover, in some of the other lines the tendency to continue the

base-line throughout (see above, p. 176) may be observed.

The shape of the stone resembles very much that of a simple Greek stele. Almost

all the later tombstones are, as is well known, rounded off at the top and usually have

the round or square top piece.
1 The form found here reminds us more of pre-Islamic

times, and so does the expression hadha kabr, which corresponds exactly to a Naba-

taean i"G"l VCOp and the like. Pre-Mohammedan influences may thus have lasted a

little longer in this great city of antiquity than in the neighborhood. Kefr il-Barah

was an important town in Mohammedan times also. This is shown by the presence

of a Jewish community there (see above, pp. 96-98), as well as by the role which it

played in the time of the crusaders (see below, Nos. 16 and 17).

12 and 13

HAss. mosque, 1064 A.D. In the walls of the modern mosque of the Mohamme-

dan village, two large stones with Kufic inscriptions are inserted which must have

come from an earlier structure. According to my recollection, some of the inhabitants

^^^^^^^0^s^&^m

^ .—i — y*

Scale -

Fig- 155-

told me that these stones had been- taken from a ruined building which was formerly

a mosque, in the southeastern part of the town
;
but I have no record of this now.

Examples of these are to be found, among others, below, under Nos. 30 and 45.
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Inscription No. 12 is the better preserved. No. 13 is now upside down and so badly

weathered that it was impossible to make a copy from the stone itself. I had to con-

tent myself, therefore, with a careful squeeze, from which, after a thorough study, I

made the present drawing. But it is possible that I have not always recognized accu-

rately the ornamental curves and flourishes, because many of them arc either wholly

obliterated or to be traced only with the greatest difficulty ;
of the letters, however,

as given below, I am absolutely certain. Furthermore, it must be said that, in No. 13,

the chain ornament and the ornament in the center of the dovetails were not entirely

covered by the paper of the squeeze. The missing portions are copied from the cor-

responding parts of No. 12, the squeeze of which is complete.

No. 12. In the north wall of the mosque, facing the inclosure in front of it, at the

right of the mosque door as one enters. 160 x 48 cm.

^ I j^A\ VXfc If- m\ ~j 1 In the name ofGod! This mosque was built in theyear

jo \c #U j\j
'

jiv*-3 £*>- 2 fonr hundred andfifty-six, under the direction of

j[/^\ j.jUj ~Ai-* ~*\ ,\ {/, ty-£ 3 Muhsin b. Ibrahim ofMass, and Harun the architect.

No. 13. In the wall of the west side, facing the street above a window. Measure-

ments were not taken from the stone itself, but since each line of the inscription is

124 cm. long, the rest may be supplied from the measurements of No. 12
;
thus 172

x 48 cm. would be very nearly right.

Scale — 1 : 10.

Fig. 156.

f ).\ W *v>-^
•
jrjl A -J 1 Ifl Mie name of God the Merciful and Compassionate !

This is what was

•j -i^Jut
/jj

•• O-^y} -^^ h*3
- 2 built by the order of the general Abu Hanifah . . . b.

Abdallah b.

4JL&
4l)\^J)

<JL\ J j>45j/_j^ 3 'Ulah. And may a house be built for him in Para-

dise, and may God be pleased with him !

These two documents are carefully and artistically executed in Carmathian or florid

Kufic, of which they are very good specimens. This is the more important as
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almost no other inscriptions of this character are known in Syria. All the forms of

the letters that occur here are well known. It is noticeable, however, that the style

is not entirely uniform, for both angular and rounded letters are found. Therefore

the rule that angular lam-alif and angular mim always go together does not hold

true here: the lam-alif in al-umman (12, 1. 3) is angular, but all the minis in 12 are

curved, while in 13, 1. 1, we find both angular and curved mim in the same word,

viz., minima. Also the rounded forms of the initial 'ain, of the dad (13, 1. 3), and of

other letters may be noticed. Differences are to be observed between the ha in hadha

(12, 1. 1) and those in Ibrahim and Harun (12, 1. 3); furthermore between the second

and third letters of al-Hassi in 12, 1. 3, and of al-djannat in 13, 1. 3. This preference

for curved forms of the letters is, in my opinion, due to a desire for harmony between

these and the curved ornamental lines by which they are surrounded. There are

three other features in these inscriptions which may be especially mentioned here.

1. The presence of dots within and above and underneath a number of letters.

These dots are merely ornamental and have nothing whatever to do with diacritical

points. They are inspired by the horror vacui, and thus serve only to fill certain

places where there is not room enough for any other ornament. And even in much

later periods when diacritical points were well known and used, such decorative dots

were still employed ;
this is particularly true in the inscriptions of the Mamluk sultans,

as Dr. van Berchem has shown in his publication
"
Inscriptions Arabes de Syrie"

(Le Caire, 1897), pp. 38-39.

2. The bisymmetrical arrangement of certain letters. Thus, e.g., the foot of the

alif, which usually is turned toward the right, is in 13, 1. 1 reversed, because another

alif precedes, so that they are arranged according to the pattern ]
. Another exam-

ple is the word alldh in 12, 1. 1: this is divided into two symmetrical groups, viz.,

alif-lam on one side, and lam-ha on the other. Such a division into groups could, of

course, only be made when there was room enough to make a space between them.

If the word allah happened to come where there was very little space, the second lam

was bent over the ha in a curve; this is to be found here in 13, 11. 2 and 3, and also

in the Arabic inscr. 5, 1. 2, and in many other Kufic inscriptions. But in one con-

spicuous case the letters are not symmetrically arranged, viz., in hadha 'l-masdjid

(12, 1.
1),

where two alifs and a lam collide with one another. In a similar case,

however, hadha 7-mashhad, Arabic inscr. 5, 1. 1, the difficulty has been solved in a

simple way : the foot of the second alif was cut off, and the top was curved on both

sides and, furthermore, raised a little over-the preceding alif and the following lam.

3. The interlaced ornament around the inscriptions. The interlace as well as the

chain and the braid ornament are very common in Semitic art. We know that the

chain is a special characteristic of Hittite art; but there it may have been borrowed

from Kgypt, in the same way as, for instance, the winged disk in Assyrian art.
1 Later

See Dr. Ward's article in the American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures, Vol. XIX, p. 40.
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on we find all three of these ornaments among all nations of Semitic origin at all

times. During the Christian period of Northern Syria, a time when Greco-Roman

architecture was imbued with the ideas of the native Semitic population,
1 these de-

signs were highly developed and very frequently used on private and religious Chris-

tian buildings.
2

It must be said, however, that the interlace was known in Greek

architecture before that time, whereas chain and braid ornament are purely Ori-

ental. It would seem, therefore, that Greek and Oriental spirit met in the interlace.

Up to the present day these designs occur very frequently in Syriac and even in

Abyssinian manuscripts, often in ornamental headings: an Abyssinian interlace, taken

from a manuscript in the British Museum, is reproduced in my edition of the " Chroni-

cle of King Theodore" (Princeton, 1902), and another but more artistic specimen is

found in the picture of the Tabot, or Ark of the Covenant, published in Rassam's

"British Mission to Theodore" (London, 1869), Vol. I, p. 226. In Arabic art these

ornaments are the most fully and artistically developed ; examples of them are very

numerous and well known.

As to the reading of these two inscriptions, that of No. 12 seems to me certain,

whereas in No. 13 two words may be held in doubt. Unfortunately the name proper

(ism) of the builder is one of these
(1. 2). That of his grandfather may be read in

different ways, of which 'Ulah is the most probable. The last word in the first line

of No. 13 is written alif-mlm, but of course there is no doubt that it should have been

amara; the ra was left out because there was no room for it. If the preceding letter

had not been capable of being connected to the left, the ra might possibly have been

put on the next line
;
for the words are broken sometimes in Kufic inscriptions, as we

see, e.g., from inscription 10, 11. 3-4, and from the comments of Professor Karabacek on

p. 32 of his "
Beitrage zur Geschichte der Mazjaditen."

Inscription 12 tells us when the mosque was erected and who were in charge of

the building of it, viz., Muhsin b. Ibrahim of Hass and Harun al-iimmau. These

two names are interesting in themselves. The first proves that in the eleventh cen-

tury A.D. this town had the same name as now
;

it is therefore not unlikely at all that

the Christian Aramaeans also called it Has(s). The word after the second name may
be a sort of surname, but the fact that there is no i at the end proves that it is not

derived from any locality. Another and, to my mind, more probable explanation

would be that this word is a common noun, meaning the same as the Syriac ndisjoK",

" architect." It is true that the Arabic ummdn is not known in this sense; but one

would naturally expect to find Syriac words in the Arabic of these regions, where

Aramaic dialects were spoken for a great many centuries. In the modern Arabic

dialects of Syria no small number of Syriac words are found, and this was probably

the case to a still larger extent in the first centuries after the Mohammedan invasion.

At any rate, even if al-'ummdn is not to be read here as a common noun, but as a

'See Part II, p. 130. "See Part II, pp. 133-134-
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name, I believe that ultimately it is to be derived from r^sna*. Neither these men
nor the donor, the general Abu Hanifah, are known to me from other sources. That

the latter was a general of the Fatimid califs might follow from the fact that these

inscriptions are written in the Carmathian Kufic, which was commonly employed
under their rule. It would then be one of the latest documents of their sway over

Syria; for only twelve years later (468 a.h.J Damascus fell into the hands of Atsiz,

the general of the " Great Seldjuk," Sultan Malik Shah, and Syria was lost to the

Fatimids. 1

From the last line of No. 13 we learn what heavenly reward the general Abu
Hanifah desired for his pious act: "

may a house be built for him in Paradise!
"

H
Ma'arrit in-Nu'man. tomb of the poet abu 'l-'ala. Abu 'l-'Ala Ahmad b.

'Abdallah b. Sulaiman, one of the most famous poets and the deepest thinkers of

Arabic literature, was born at Ma'arrit in-Nu'man in the year 973 a.o. His life and

works have been described repeatedly.
2 At an early age, when he was three or four

years old, he had an attack of smallpox, through which he lost the sight of his left

eye completely and that of the right eye partially; a few years afterward he became

totally blind, and this loss of vision may to some extent account for his extraordinary

memory, and at the same time for the pessimism expressed in his later poems. He
received instruction in his native town and in Aleppo, where the Hamdanid prince

Saif ad-Daulah had gathered a number of literary men at his court, among them the

poet al-Mutanabbl, by whom Abu 'l-'Ala was deeply impressed and influenced. Later

on he is said to have visited certain other Syrian towns, such as Antioch, Ladhikiyeh,

and Tripoli. During these years he wrote his early poems, which he collected

under the name Sakt az-Zand
;

in these he follows the literary fashion of his time, but

does not flatter the wealthy and powerful, as so many of the Arabic poets do. One

of the most important events in his life, however, was his journey to Bagdad, where

he stayed for seventeen months (1008-10 10 A.D.). There he was admitted to the

literary society of the capital. One of his friends was the " custodian of the Academy
in Bagdad," 'Abd as-Salam, who introduced him into a circle of free-thinkers. It

seems that the philosophical tendency of his later works is partly due to his acquain-

tance and intercourse with these men. From Bagdad he returned to Ma'arrah,

where he stayed until his death. Here he dictated a great many works, among which

the collection of poems called luzum ma la yalzam is the most famous. From this

A. von Kremer has translated several poems in which Abu 'l-'Ala s view of life is

frankly expressed. It is said that the poet even composed a whole Koran of his own
;

'

Wustenfeld, Geschichte der Fatimiden-Chalifen, Dritte 1873; A. von Kremer, Culturgeschichte des Islams unter

Abtheilung, p. 41. den Chalifen, Wien, 1877, II, 386-396; D. S. Margoliouth,

"Ch. Rieu, De Abu 'l-Alne poetai vita et carminibus, Bonn, The Letters of Abu 'l-'Ala, Oxford, 1898, pp. xi-xliii.
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but, as Professor Goldziher has said, it is more likely that this was written in order to

ridicule Mohammed's Koran than in imitation of it. One very characteristic verse

ascribed to Abu 'l-'Ala, and published by Professor Goldziher in Z. D. M. G., Vol.

XXIX, pp. 637-638, deserves to be quoted here :

In Jerusalem arose a high sound between Ahmad and al-Masih :

The latter sounded the semantron, and the other shouted the calls to prayer ;

Each one of them praises his own religion
— oh that I knew which is the right!

Abu 'l-'Ala s fame spread over Syria, and many pupils came to listen to his dis-

courses
;
hence his native town also became famous through him. Naturally he had

many opposers ;
in his lifetime he defended himself, sometimes by sharp epigrams,

and after his death eminent authors wrote books in his defense.

Professor Margoliouth concludes his biography of Abu 'l-'Ala with the following

paragraph (I.e., p. xliii) :

Abu 'l-'Ala. died in 449, at an advanced age, after three days' illness. Many men of letters

attended his funeral, and many dirges were composed in his honour, of some of which fragments

remain. Dhahabi's 1

biography contains some interesting notices of visits paid to his tomb, which

seems to have survived the storming of Ma'arrah by the Franks, but of which recent explorers

seem to have found no trace. For those who were curious about the final doom of this free-thinker,

"a worthy man" recounted a dream in which Abu 'l-'Alas terrible fate was revealed to him, while

his admirers in their turn ascribed to him an escape from the hands of the governor of Haleb by

means only to be paralleled from the histories of Elijah and Elisha.

The tomb of the poet still exists in Ma'arrit in-Nu'man, and is held in high honor

by the inhabitants, in the same way as, for instance, that of Abu '1-Fida in Hama and

that of Khalid b. al-Walld in Horns. 2 When I was at Ma'arrah in March, 1900, I

was told by an army officer, while in the seraya, that I ought to see the tomb of the

great Abu 'l-'Ula, and then I asked the soldier who acted as my guide to take me

thither. He said I was the first European to see this sacred spot. The tomb, as it

stands to-day, is a small one-story building, consisting of two rooms— a smaller

room which contains the grave of the poet himself, with a large room adjoining;

behind the latter there is a courtyard with several other graves, which I was told

were those of Abu 'l-'Ala s family. In the first room there are two tombs, shaped

somewhat like sarcophagi: the one at the left, as one enters, is —-so I was told— the

original grave of the poet ;
it was draped with a cover of cloth. On the wall opposite

the entrance a verse from Abu 'l-'Ala s works is hanging. A slab now leaning against

the second tomb, near the entrance, had been detached from one of the ends of

'Historian and biographer, who lived 1274-1348 a.d., tion. In Horns I inquired about Khalid's tomb, and heard

mostly in Damascus. that it was still in existence in the mosque called after his

2
1 saw the tomb of Abu '1-Fida after some reluctance on name; unfortunately, I could not go to see this mosque for

the part of the doorkeeper, but I could not copy the inscrip- lack of time.
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the original grave. This slab measures 32 x 25 cm., and contains

the following inscription :

iy\)
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'A, and brought the stones out to me. Their measurements are as follows: No. i,

39 x 49 cm.
;
No. 2, 32 x 27 cm.; No. 3, corner-stone, 24 x 9}4 and 24 x 8 cm.

The transliteration given here is partly due to suggestions of Dr. van Berchem. I

^> am also indebted to him for the following comments :

"
Any identifi-

J3 J±. J?* cation is impossible here, because the fragment contains only hon-

I £ fU^fl j\J? orary titles, no name or surname. Titles composed with imam,

a ... • » - vi. niniuah, and muluk were used in the first half of the eleventh cen-

tury a.d. Instead of al-maluk it is also possible to read al-millah,

according to a squeeze of Baron von Oppenheim : titles composed with millah, which

here would rhyme with nmmah, were common at the same period."

The shrine of Nebi Ts is perhaps identical with the tomb of the prophet Saiih, which,

according to Yakut, was said to be in

the mountains of Kinnesrin. And it

may be the tomb of the latter that

was decorated by one of the rulers,

whose name seems to have been

mentioned originally in this inscrip-

tion. Otherwise these pieces may
have come from Kinnesrin itself;

but this formerly important city had

diminished into a village as early

as the eleventh century. Descrip-

tions of it from various sources are

to be found in Le Strange's
" Pales-

tine under the Moslems," pp. 486-

487. One of them, that of Istakhri,
Weli on Tel1 Nebi 'k

who says,
" Now it has become even as a heap of rubbish," expresses exactly what

we felt when we visited the place.

16 and 17

Kefr il-Barah. graffiti. Kefr il-Barah, as distinct from il-Barah, the modern

village, is well known to be the most important ruin of all this region. Its Syriac

name was Kafra dhe-Bh
arta, which even at that time may occasionally have been

shortened to Barta. This form is rendered in Arabic, according to the rules of this

language, by al-Barah,
1 the name which the crusaders heard

;
for they call the city

Albara or Barra. These names unquestionably refer to the ancient city, which at

that time must have been still inhabited; but now the name il-Barah is used only

for the village, situated half a mile from the old city, and built probably in the middle

ages, after the latter had been partly destroyed and deserted. The natives of the

1

See, e.g., Ibn Khordadhbeh, ed. de Goeje, p. 76 ; Ya'kubi, ed. de Goeje, 2d ed., p. 324, 1. 18, where al-Barah

is called "a district of Horns."
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village usually call the ruins simply (il-)Kefr, (il-)Kufr, knowing which "Kefr" is

meant.

Few signs of Mohammedan occupation are to be found here besides the castle, of

which I shall speak beJow. I found only one inscription which really deserves the

name, viz., that upon the stele published under No. 1 1. But I copied several graffiti

on ancient houses and in a tomb, two of which may serve as examples.

16

On the north wall of an ancient building in the

southern part of the town, facing the street. This ^o^-^j-^Ij-o-^J^
'

o^f-^

building was a wine-press, as we see from its Latin
t ,, j_^ ^JJ jJLjl ~jl\%t*A

inscription, published by M. Waddington (No. 2644) ^—
j^-i^Lkl^

and in Part III of these publications (inscr. 187).
" J -/J4-w_>, ^

The Arabic graffito is near the Latin inscription, a

few meters to the east. It measures 125 x 54 cm.

—^j

Scale— 1 : 20.

Fig- '59-

A
V

f>-)\ ^y)^ *x\
^vj

1 /;/ the name of God the Merciful and Compassionate I

oJu*-. 4J1 viilU 2 The kingdom is God's alone.

j; jUaL. v_jTj 3 And this was written by Sultan b. . . .

2\f»jlj Cje-jitSJ^ii-y 4 • • • of the year 461 (1068-69 AL)
)-

B

V.) sjf- 1 Muhammed and 'All,

V» I p^ 2 both are my hope /

A, 1. 2, sounds like a quotation from the Koran. Although it does not occur there

literally in this form, it is taken from expressions like lahu 'l-mulk (Sur. 6 : 73; 35 : 14;

39 : 8; 64 : 1) or al-mulk" yaumdidh in
lilldh (22 : 55). Dr. van Berchem calls my atten-

tion also to C. I. Arab., Nos. 49 and 459, and to his "
Inscriptions arabes de Syrie,"

p. 50.

The name of the writer is most likely to be Sultan,
1 but I noted expressly, when I

compared my copy with the original, that the lam might be merely a line in the stone,

and that thus Sattar might be read as well. In the next line the missing word must

have contained the month, and probably the day also. The month seems to have

been Radjab, for I found in one of my note-books that the doubtful letters ra, ha,

mim in 1. 4 look rather like ra, djim, ba. The date, however, is certain, I think. Of

"Sultan as name of a person occurs, e.g., in Huber, Journal d'un voyage en Arabie, Paris, 1891, p. 151 ; cf. also

the modern Bedawin name Fendi, or European family names like Kaiser, King, Leroy, etc.
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the word ihdd a few strokes are lost
;
but we still are able to see that the alif here

was drawn through the right-hand portion of the ha. This occurs also in Arabic

manuscripts even nowadays.
B sounds like a short poetical creed of a Shiite, and is therefore very interesting.

The reading amali is due to Dr. van Berchem, who referred me to expressions like

dmilan thawalf 'lldh, which occur frequently in Arabic inscriptions. This graffito may
have the value of a historical document. It may either be one of the last expressions

of 'All's prerogative in the period of the Fatimids, or it may have been written by a

member of the Isma'Uiyeh sect, which at that time propagated its ideas very energeti-

cally in Northern Syria.

In an ancient rock-hewn tomb, north of the ruined town, not far from the kal'ah,

there are several Kufic graffiti written on the spaces between the arcosolia. The

tomb contains arcosolia, two on each of the three sides
; consequently there are three

groups of graffiti, all of which I copied. On the south side of the tomb, which faces

the west, at the right as one enters, inscription No. 17 is written (Fig. 160).

coJ * L w-UV -^ V
_J

L-xoJ^

U-*>
4J-U)

Fig. 160.

This seems to have been written by
two hands, perhaps at different periods.

In that case the lower two lines are the

older: they may be read sanai ar&a'ina

wa-miat,
" the year one hundred and

forty." If this is the correct reading, the

date would be earliest of all the Kufic in-

scriptions published here. And, in fact,

the script resembles closely that of inscription No. 1. What the upper two lines

mean can only be guessed. The second word in 1. 1 seems to be bi'imarat, and in

1. 2 I believe that the name ydsin is to be recognized.

It may be added that the other two graffiti are written in a script of the same char-

acter as the lower part of No. 17 and hence belong probably to the same period.

They would then be witnesses of a Mohammedan settlement in Kefr il-Barah during

the second century a.h.

It seems as though this town continued to flourish under the Mohammedan rule

for nearly five centuries. The presence of a Jewish colony
'

may indicate that there

was a certain business life, and the fact that a strong castle was built here by the

Mohammedans shows that they considered it an important place which must be pro-

tected by fortifications. Therefore the crusaders called the town Albara urbs miuii-

tissima.* But besides the castle no other new buildings seem to have been erected by

the Mohammedans : it was not necessary to do so. Of course Christian churches

were converted into Mohammedan places of worship ;
this was easily done by adding

'See above, pp. 96-98.
2
Ritter, Erdkunde, 17. Theil, pp. 1064-65.
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Mohammedan castle at il-Ba

a mihrab, as, e.g., in the middle church at il-Barah. 1 But as for the rest, there

were enough ancient houses that could be inhabited. In the year 1098 the town

was taken by Count Raimund of

Provence and made a bishopric

dependent on the see of Antioch.2

But it did not stay very long in

the possession of the crusaders.

In 1 1 04 and again in 11 23 it was

destroyed and looted by the Mo-

hammedans, and was probably

abandoned by the crusaders soon

afterward. These troublous times

have, I believe, contributed much

to the destruction and desertion of

the magnificent city.

Finally, a local tradition con-

nected with the castle of il-Barah

may find a place here. An old inhabitant, who was M. de Vogue's guide forty

years ago, told me the following story :
3

'Aba Sdfydn 'id/a la'ando 'Abdurrahman ibn 'Aba Bekr is-saddik, ka'ad 'indo, fi 'd-djd-

kiliye kdn, ma kdn im'dmin lissd, ba'do ba'dt-lo 'abu maktub hitta yidji la'and 'abu, ma Ji'il

yidjl ba'ad minno ba'dt-lo maktub tdnl marra, kara 'l-mdktub whann kalbo 'al-isldm wbaka

w'aslam. w'ishk Ilhaifa bint'Aba Sdfydn wda'dhd lal-isldm w'idjft la'and haz-ziydra. lihik-

hun 'Aba Sdfydn w'askaro bdddft yuktul 'Abdurrahman wllhaifa, sdr il-harb baindthun haun.

ba'dft rdh saiyidnd Djibrd'ilw akhbar lashdb rasiil illdh 'innii 'Abdtirrahmdn wdki'fi dhik 'idjat

'ashdb rasul illdh tindjidfl midh-dhik. lakuh imdjarrah fil- ardh wllhaifa rikbat bilshat {f)ithd-

rib maudha'u 'Aba Sdfydn wkaumil. wislat 'ashdb rasul illdh wbilshat (t)ithdrib kaum 'Aba

Sdfydn, saiyidnd 'Omar wsaiyidfid 'All wKhdlid il- Walid zuMu'dal ibn Karb iz-Zubaid,

wkatlu mitt kaum 'Aba Sdfydn ikltr. saiyidnd 'Omar nafad sha'ro mid-dir', lialafyamin: 'ani

md-ball il-harb hitta 'd-dam yinkhddh larkdb il-khail. 'alia ba'at ish-shita wtdf id-dam 'a-widjh

il-may hitta nafad yaminu. saiyidnd 'Omar katal 'Aba Sdfydn, battalu
'

l-harb. ba'dft 'l-kitil,

kitil; wil- aslam, 'aslam; wil-md 'aslam dashsh iblddft wlafash wrdh wmalkatha
'

l-muslmin.

" To Abu Safyan
4 there came 'Abdurrahman, the son of Abu Bekr the Veracious;

he lived with him [while] he was still in '

ignorance,' [for] he had not become a be-

liever as yet. Thereupon sent his father a letter to him, that he might come unto his

father, but he did not come. After that his father sent him a letter a second time
;

he read the letter, and his heart inclined toward Islam, and he wept, and he became a

Moslem. And he loved Lhaifa, the daughter of Abu Safyan, and he called her to

' See also the baptistery at Rbe'ah, Part II, p. 239.
2 See Rey-Ducange, Les families d'Outre-mer, p. 765.

3
tjh stands for dad and is pronounced as an emphatic tf/tat.

4
Supposed to be the king of il-Barah, living in the kal'ah.
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Islam, and she became a Moslem. And they went to this shrine. 1

[But] Abu Saf-

yan followed them with his soldiers, desiring to kill 'Abdurrahman and Lhaifa, and a

battle began between them at this place. Thereupon went our master Gabriel and

apprised the companions of the Prophet of God that 'Abdurrahman had fallen into

distress. The companions of the Prophet of God came to rescue him from the distress,

and they found him [lying] wounded on the ground, and Lhaifa riding and fighting

in his stead against Abu Safyan and his people. The companions of the prophet of

God arrived and began to fight against the people of Abu Safyan,
— our master 'Omar

and our master 'All and Khalid il-Walid and Ma'dal ibn Karb iz-Zubaid,— and they

killed many of the people of Abu Safyan. Our master 'Omar's hair pierced [his]

coat of mail,
2 and he swore an oath :

'

I will not cease the battle until the horses

wade in blood up to the stirrups.' [Then] God sent the rain, and the blood floated

upon the face of the water, so that his oath was fulfilled. Our master 'Omar killed

Abu Safyan, [and] they ceased the battle. After that, he who was killed was killed
;

and he who became a Moslem became a Moslem
;
and he who did not become a

Moslem left his country and escaped and went away, and the Moslems ruled over it."

18

Shehba. lintel. On a block of basalt, measuring 156 x 25 cm., now used as a

lintel over a gate leading into the courtyard of a modern house. It faces a cross-

street which turns to the left from the main street, as one comes from the seraya.

."•* »-*../ V ..: '- .. -: .-• '.'- : .-:•-- .-:—.... 'J-.-.-,.— ' -t»ft,i->.: -j..
gg.

- ...^..i»v.'-. ,v.4/^-.J •..-•:-., .,-*

Scale— 1 : 10.

Fig. 161.

These words might be read and translated in many different ways, but neither Dr.

van Berchem nor I have been able to arrive at a reasonable interpretation of the docu-

ment as a whole.

19-22

Il-Hifneh. graffiti. As we have seen above, pp. 129 sqq., there are a great number

of Safai'tic inscriptions at il-Hifneh, in the Harrah. But not so much writing activity

was shown here during Mohammedan times, doubtless because travel and commerce

between the Hauran and the Ruhbeh had decreased. M. de Vogii6 published six

Kufic graffiti from the Djebel Ses on PI. 18 of his "
Inscriptions Semitiques," and a

few Kufic and Arabic graffiti from the Harrah are given in MM. Dussaud and

Macler's " Mission dans les regions desertiques de la Syrie Moyenne," pp. 333-335.

'

I.e., a weli between the castle and the present village ;
see the plan in Sachau, Reise in Syrien und Mesopotamien, p. 86.

3

Probably this means " he became very angry."
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Besides these and the four new ones published below, no others have come to our

knowledge as yet, as far as I am aware. But certainly others might be found scat-

tered over the " black-stone desert." A search for them, however, would scarcely be

worth while, since in all likelihood they would not furnish any new historical informa-

tion and since the known examples are enough to serve as specimens.

^__U I ^ O God,

^s^-c '

Cf.^J^ pardon Nadjm b.

L. v *&*-£ 'Abdullah b. Salm.Nq
I t n jJcQJ

Fig. 162

20

Fig. 163.

t£xjy\ ^J^CJ. A~ C/.

" *
'\ j&\ *4$ O God, pardon . . . b. Salim b. Kalb al-Asadi.

21

-3_* _y JLo j-ol 25 x 19 cm.

-a, <X0-W\ ^C/.>y b - Vadd-

mJJ—o—Lsz_l !
S_JJ &\ God, the Lord

_T°\—oJ
'

Scale — 1:5.

Fig. 164.

OjJJt of the Worlds

22 23

o-1

_**-!=» ^/ol j> L*
j>\

i2>4 x 7 cm. Khirbit Tezin. graffiti. On
^^ xJ=3*

».^
b. a jamb-stone of the west portal of the

J Fakdk b. . . . church, at the left as one enters. A
Scale— 1:5. \ .

Fig. 165. 4Ai\(V)K<0)i*
• ... god {but) God. photograph of this portal is published

in Part II, p. 215; the Arabic graffiti can be seen there on the fourth stone from the

ground. The space occupied by the inscription measures 65 x 42 cm. Squeeze.

h .-.n ^\ j 1 In the name of God the Merciful and Compassionate!

k^ L <Jc^ y±* 2 This is the writing which wrote

J> j^\ iV. -^ 3 Muhammed b. Idris.

^.S" <Jcj ^a» 4 This writing was written by

jo ^) f < ) \J\ jl-c 5 'Abdalld(h). And consumed be the hand

j\A^O\ V« •
1 f

j») 6 [of him who effaces) the two writings/
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This is a typical graffito. Its characters, which are of no recognizable style, and its

contents, beginning with an invocation of God, then proceeding to give the names of

the writer, and concluding with an imprecation

against those who efface the valuable docu-

ment, class it at once with a great many other

scratchings of a similar kind. As to its read-

ing, only one word in 1. 6 is uncertain
;

its

meaning, however, can scarcely be interpreted

otherwise than as above.

Tezin is a very ancient place. It was known

in Assyrian times, and it played an important

role in the wars between the Greeks and the

Mohammedans. In those times the name

Tezin certainly referred to what is now called

Khirbit Tezin
;
a modern village by the name

of Tezin exists now a little north of the original place.

The present graffiti date probably from a time when Greeks and Mohammedans
were still fighting over the possession of this region ;

for although it may have

been written at any time as long as the Kufic script was still in use
(i.e.,

until about

1 150), it can scarcely be contemporaneous with the uashhi-script.

24

•MMM,

Scale — 1 : 10.

Fig. 167.

Bamukka. tombstone, i 196 a. d. Slab of lime-

stone, found in a field, a few minutes' walk from

Bamukka, on the way to Bashmishli. Squeeze.

1 [ There died]

2 Husain b.

3 Khali/— may God have mercy

upon him!—
in the yearJive hundred

and ninety-two.

*\ t- 4

5*•*! . T

25

DAr KiTA. tombstone, 1 205-6 a.d. In the center of the town, near an ancient

building which probably was used as a Mohammedan fortress, there is a medieval

graveyard, crossed by the path which leads from the "Sergius Church," in the south-

eastern part of the ruins, to the "Church of Moses and Paul," in the northern part.
1

Very few graves are preserved or bear inscriptions. At the left of the path, going
' With regard to these churches see Part II, pp. 137 sqq. and 202.
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northward, there is a grave, somewhat larger than the rest, of which both end-stones

are preserved. Of these the one facing westward is inscribed in well-cut, raised

characters, giving Sur. 112. The stone at the east end bears inscription 25. Squeeze.

livery soul

must taste of death ! There died

Ibrahim b. . . .

—

may God have mercy upon him /— in the year

six hundred and two.

Both inscriptions are of high palasographical interest, because they represent the

transition from the original kufl to the rounded naskhl.

Dr. van Berchem has proved that the change from kufl to naskhi was not a gradual

development in the Arabic inscriptions of Syria and Egypt, but a more or less sudden

and deliberate displacing of an old form by a new one, which

had come from without; it was a consequence of the Sunnite

reaction against the Shiite Fatimids. 1 This happened about

the middle of the sixth Mohammedan century ;
Atabek Nur

ad- Din and Sultan Saladin were the chief leaders of the

movement. The difference between the two kinds of Arabic

script, and the reasons why, in Syrian cities like Aleppo,

Damascus, and Jerusalem, a development from kufl to nas-

khl cannot be assumed, are clearly shown by Dr. van Ber-

chem on pp. 36-37 of his
"
Inscriptions arabes de Syrie."

Now it seems as though in these remote corners of the moun-

tains of Antioch the change had not been so sudden. For

both these tombstones, but especially No. 25, still have several features in common

with the Fatimid kufl, although they are doubtless influenced by the rounded script,

which in the cities of Syria was definitely established twenty-four years before No.

24 and nearly thirty-four years before No. 25 was written. No. 24 has more rounded

characters than the Dar Kita inscription, but the long, boldly curved forms of its ha,

kha, and nun, and the tendency toward flourishes, make it look somewhat like Car-

mathian kufic, whereas No. 25 still has a few angular forms, chiefly in 1. 2 and 1. 3.

We may therefore suppose that here either the kufl really had an independent devel-

opment, or— and this is more likely
— that when the new round script was intro-

duced, the stone-cutters, still under the influence of the old traditions, gave the curved

letters partly an angular shape, and kept certain forms which in genuine naskhl do

not occur.

'See van Berchem, in Journal Asiatique, VIII e
serie, XVIII, 74; IXe

serie, VI, 499; Inscriptions arabes

de Syrie, pp. 34 sqq.

Scale — 1 : 10.

Fig. 168.
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As to the historical value of these inscriptions, we learn that Bamukka as well as

Dar Kita, both of which are deserted at the present time, were occupied by Moham-
medans about 1200 a.d., who were well able to carve Arabic inscriptions. But the

constant wars between the Greeks and the Mohammedans certainly decimated the

population, and at the same time arable soil grew scarcer and scarcer. Finally, when,

about 1400 a.d., Timur-Leng with his hordes overran and raided the whole of western

Asia, a deadly blow was probably inflicted upon the scant civilization of this region.

Higher up, however, in the Djebel Barisha and in the Djebel il-A'la, where there were

still patches of soil which could be cultivated, several towns continued to be inhabited,

as we see from their tombstones, published below (39-45).

26 and 27

Kal'at il-Mudik. inscriptions of syrian aiyubids. The acropolis of ancient

Apamea
1 has always been an important stronghold in this part of Syria; it was

captured and recaptured in ancient and medieval times, it was a bone of contention

between the Mohammedan rulers of petty Syrian principalities, and it served

many rebels as a fastness and a base of operations. All this has undoubtedly con-

tributed largely to the destruction of the great ancient city of Apamea.
The role which Apamea played under the Seleucid kings is well known. At the

end of their time, according to Josephus,
"
Antiquities," XIV, 38 (ed. Niese, Vol. Ill,

p. 246), the acropolis was demolished by Pompey. Both town and acropolis suffered

very severely again, from the Persians, during Chosroes's campaign against Antioch

(538 a.d.). The Persians are said by Joannes Epiphaniensis to have been the real

destroyers of Apamea ;
for he tells us that the Persian general, after he had looted it

and enslaved the inhabitants, set the city on fire.
2 This was probably the end of the

lower town, which even in Byzantine times must have been of some importance, as

we see from the fact that it was the see of a bishop, and that rd*»a*<' occurs not infre-

quently in Syriac literature. When, then, in Mohammedan times, we hear of battles

over Famiyah or Afamiyah, probably always the acropolis or castle, now called

Kal'at il-Mudik,
" the castle of the strait," is meant; the geographer al-Ya'kubi 3 calls

Famiyah "an ancient Greek city in ruins on a large lake," but at the same time we

hear of governors and of conquests of Famiyah. By its geographical position its

fate was connected with that of Aleppo rather than with that of Damascus : whenever

there was a strong ruler at Aleppo, he usually possessed the region of Apamea as

well. Thus when the powerful Seldjuk Malik Shah visited Aleppo in the year 479
a.h. the local prince of Shaizar, who at that time was also the ruler of Apamea, has-

1 See the photograph in Part II, p. 52. dvdpanodioavTeg rf/v re noXiv anaaav nvpl napadovreq 6>q

'
Historici Grasci Minores, ed. Dindorf, Vol. I, 1870, p. rdxiora t<; ttjv olneiav inaviaiti yfjv.

380 : . . . kneidrj ravTTjg (i.e., Apamea) tirdf eyeyovet, diap-
3 Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum, ed. de Goeje,

nd^ovai uiv ol Mfjiot to, npdyfiara, nal rovf Lvoikovvtcm; Vol. VII, p. 324, 11. 18-19.
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tcned to surrender his possessions to the great sultan, but received only Shaizar back

as his fief. Apamea was probably given to Khalaf, the governor of Horns, the same

man who is mentioned above, p. 176. But the latter soon felt himself too indepen-

dent, and his misgovernment became unbearable to everybody ;
hence in 484-485 he

was captured and deposed. He succeeded, however, in regaining Apamea in 489.

The city had been in the possession of the Syrian Seldjuks for the last four or five

years; Tutush b. Alp Arslan had taken it, and when, after his death in 488, his

estates were divided among his two sons, Apamea went naturally to Ridwan, who
received Aleppo. In 489 the prefect or the people of Apamea revolted against

Ridwan, and asked for a governor from Egypt. Khalaf was at hand and in some

way managed to be appointed. For ten years.more, until he was assassinated in 499
a.h. (1 106 a.d.), he terrorized the country from his castle. In the meantime the cru-

saders had conquered a large portion of Northern Syria. Tancred defeated Ridwan

in 498, and was then invited by a son of Khalaf to expel the murderers of his father,

who were ruling at Apamea, and to take the place himself. He came and laid siege

to the castle, and captured it in the following year (500 a.h., i 107 a.d.). Nearly half

a century later the Mohammedan ruler tried to gain back Apamea: Nur ad-Din,

Atabek of Syria (541-569), attacked it in the year 543, but was repulsed. Two years

later, after Prince Raimund of Antioch had been slain in an ambuscade, Apamea came

definitely back to the Mohammedans.
.
The successors of the Syrian Atabeks were

the Aiyubids: Saladin ruled there from 579 to 589. In the year 582, however, he

made his son al-Malik ath-Thahir governor of Aleppo, another son, al-Malik al-Afdal,

governor of Damascus, and confirmed the appointment of his nephew as governor of

Hama
;
and all three of them remained in possession of these provinces after Saladin's

death. When the partition in 582 was made, Apamea was, as usual, considered a part

of Aleppo ;
thus very naturally an inscription of the year 602 found at Apamea refers

to the ruler of Aleppo. At this time al-Malik ath-Thahir was still reigning. Another

inscription relates to his grandson, al-Malik an-Nasir Yusuf, who reigned over

Aleppo from 634 to 658 and over Damascus from 648 to 658. From these two inscrip-

tions and also from No. 33 we see that Apamea was still regarded as an important

fortress whose fortifications deserved constant care.

26

On a lintel of a house adjoining the north wall of the castle, near the middle. The

stone measures 150X 78 cm.

ct\Ji\ tVy <Sj\« jS g*)\ ^)\
Al ~j
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1 /// the name of God the Merciful and Compassionate I This was built by order of

our master al-Malik

2 ath-Thdhir, Ghiydth ad-Dunyd wad-Din, Sultan of Islam and

3 the Moslems, Ghdzi b. Yusuf b. Aiyub, the helper of the Commander of the Faith-

ful; under the governorship

4 of the servant who trusts in the mercy of God, Aktughan ath- Thdhiri, in the year
602 (1205-6 A.D.).

I am indebted to Dr. van Berchem, who copied the same inscription and kindly

placed his photograph at my disposal, for the reading of the words wal-muslimin
t

ndsir amir, and Aktughdn ath-Thahiri. At the end of 1.2 I copied waw, alif, and a

flourish
;

it seems that the writer intended to write there wal-muslimin, but found

/ .!«.-'-'

Arabic inscription (No. 26) at Kal'at il-Mudik.

that the word would be too long for this space, and therefore broke it and carried a

part of it over to the next line, filling by a flourish the short space thus left

empty. Such divisions of words are known to occur in Arabic inscriptions.
* In

1. 4 Dr. van Berchem copied al-fakir instead of al-'amiu, as given in my copy. When
I copied this inscription, I expected to find al-fakir in this place ;

but the traces on

stone pointed, in my opinion, to the reading al-amiu.

The lieutenant Aktughan ath-Thahiri was a Turk, probably a former slave of

al-Malik ath-Thahir himself.

'See above, p. 187.
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27

On the inner side of the wall of a large vaulted room in a house near the castle

gate, to the left as one enters the gate. The whole space occupied by the inscription

measures 139 x 77 cm.

Juy >kl\ ^i o>_jI\j UjJI c^U J^Ul (LUI^UI
d&

f
•

ft

J

JlflMjyfel V^i/^'o^)'^

^I^i^Mt^lji^ui^jijIII

£V^^^^#*5w./
Scale — 1 : 20.

Fig. 169.

i /// the name of God the Merciful and Compassionate ! This was made in the days

of our master the Sultan

2 al-Malik an-Nasir, the wise, the righteous, Salah ad-Dunyd wad-Din Abu 'l-Muth-

affar Yusuf

3 b. Muhammed b. Ghdzi, the friend of the Commander of the Faithful, under the

governorship of the humble servant 'Alam ad-Din 'Othman b. Ya'kub

(left)
b. Abdar-Rahmdu,— may God have mercy upon him I—

(right) and this was in the year 654 (1256 a.d.).

My copy of this inscription was made without special regard to the form of the

letters and the rare vowel-signs, but solely with regard to its contents and the division

of the lines. It is possible, therefore, that not all the additional signs of the original

are reproduced here, and that the forms of a few of the letters may not have been

accurately drawn in my copy. I have taken care, however, to record all the diacritical

points as in the original : thus in Ya'kub (end of 1. 3) the dot under the ba is not

written by itself, but is probably contained in one of the two dots of the ya, whereas

the two dots over the ba are of course the upper dots of kaf. Attention may also be

called to the position of the alif in khalil 'amir and al-'abd al-fakir.

We learn from this inscription that an-Nasir Yusuf's kunyah was Abu '1-Muthaffar;

this might indicate that he had a son named al-Muthaffar, but, according to Dr. van

Berchem, it is just as well possible that muthaffar is to be taken here in a general

sense, Yikefath, mahdsin, and ma'ali. Yusuf's sons known from history are al-Ashraf

Musa, who was a sham sultan of Egypt from 648 to 650, and al-'Aziz Muhammed.

The governor 'Othman b. Ya'kub had the title 'Alam ad-DTn. Dr. van Berchem

has shown that these titles composed of a noun and ad-Din decreased in importance

and were gradually given to dignitaries of lower rank, and that the sultans therefore

distinguished themselves from them by assuming titles with ad-Dunya wad-Din

(cf.
his interesting comments on these questions in Z. D. P. V.. XVI, pp. 93-94 and 104).
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The addition of rahimahu 'lldh after this man's name indicates that he was already

dead when the inscription was carved.

28

Delloza. graffito, 1235-6 a.d. On the wall of an ancient house near the building
called nowadays by the natives of the region ddr il-habs.

Fig. 170. VFig. 17c

i*^ (_j ) {jc&} < (i) 15 <u~ <J (?jl:iSI^)\
r-U-\ Thepilgrim Abu 'th- Thandi^). In theyear 633 (?).

The date of this graffito is not absolutely certain. I read it at first 303, and there-

fore took the graffito to be a very early example of cursive Arabic writing on stone,

and at the same time the earliest known epigraphical record of Arabic habitation of

the mountains of the Apamene. But Dr. van Berchem suggested the date given

above, which, on the whole, seems to me more probable than my former interpretation.

The Apamene was settled by Mohammedans, or many of its inhabitants were con-

verted to Islam undoubtedly at a very early period, but it was some time before any
sort of an Arabic civilization grew up here. In the eleventh century a.d. this civili-

zation seems to have reached its height, as we may gather from the Arabic inscriptions

in Hass and in Kefr il-Barah (Nos. 1 1
—
13, 16, and 17). In Delloza, however, very

little of it is to be seen
;
the traces of true Mohammedan architecture are very few

here. Among them is one of the best examples of the converting of a building into

a mosque, done here by fitting a mihrab into an ancient doorway, a picture of which

is given in Bart II, p. 10. Nowadays the place is almost entirely deserted.

Delloza stands, of course, for Der Loza, the " Convent of the Almond," and, in fact,

the latter form is also used by the natives, besides Dellauza and Dair Lauza. In

Syriac literature another rs'teAi ri^i is known to be a convent in K'Auio rd^'ii, the

present Dareya, a village very near Damascus in a southeasterly direction.
1

29

Ezra', lintel, 1238 a.d. On the lintel over the entrance to a modern house, in

northwesterly direction from the Church of St. George. The copy was made hastily,

and, if I remember correctly, while passing by on horseback. No measurements

were taken.

~* Fig. 171.

« See Noldeke, in Z. D. M. G., Vol. XXIX, p. 427.
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i /« ///£ name of God I etc. . . . The renovation of this blessed khan was ordered

2 by the servant who needs God's mercy, the Emir 'Izz ad-Din Aibak, and he is at

the present time thefief-holder

3 of Salkhad and Ezra',— may God strengthen him, who is under His protection !—
on the tenth of Djumada I of the year 6j6.

4 The most powerful Emir 'Izz ad-Din Aibak al-Mu'aththami.

The reading of this inscription, which from an historical point of view is highly

interesting, can scarcely be held in doubt. The addition of al-mubarak in 1. i is not

absolutely necessary, but nevertheless probable. Inwaliyahu (1. 3) the walFy, "client,"

is, of course, Aibak himself, whereas the suffix -hu refers to God. We know that

waliy as well as mauld has both meanings,
"
patron, protector," and "

client, protege
"

;

the former occurs, e.g., in C. I. Arab., I, 57 : kdna 'lldh" lahu waliy" wa-hafith
an

. The

same is true* of W, shai' (see above, p. 73).

An inscription very similar to this, recording the erection of a khan by the same

emir near the Lake of Tiberias, in the year 610 a.h., was published by Dr. van Ber-

chem in Z. D. P. V., XVI, pp. 84 sqq., with a very full commentary. This may be

compared throughout with the present inscription. Other inscriptions of Aibak, from

Salkhad and the region near it, have been published by MM. Dussaud and Macler

in their
" Mission dans ... la Syrie Moyenne," pp. 326 sqq. ;

cf. also Baron von Oppen-
heim's " Vom Mittelmeer zum Persischen Golf," I, p. 206. Finally, inscriptions of

Aibak from Mount Tabor and from Kal'at 'Adjlun are soon to be given by Dr. van

Berchem in Z. D. P. V.

Tzz ad-Din Abu '1-Mansur Aibak al-Mu'aththaml was a Mamluk of the Aiyubid al-

Malik al-Mu'aththam Sharaf ad-DIn Tsa, at first governor of Damascus (597-615) and

after the death of his father, al-'Adil, sultan of that city (615-624 a.h.). By this his former

owner, after whom of course he was called al-Mu'aththaml, he was enfeoffed with the

town of Salkhad and its dependencies in the year 608, and was also made majordomo

(nstadh-dar). Later on, in 624, when Tsa died and was succeeded by his son al-Malik

an-Nasir Dawud, Aibak was even made administrator of the realm of Damascus.

During his whole political career he developed an energetic building activity: he

built three academies in Damascus and one in Jerusalem ; furthermore, he erected

many structures in Sala, in the eastern part of the Hauran, and in Salkhad, among
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them probably the castle of the latter.
1 In his capacity as majordomo he had special

charge of the erection of khans. Accordingly, he built the one mentioned above on

p. 204 and ordered the renovation of the khan at Ezra'.

It is noteworthy that he is called here sahib Sarkhad wa-Zura'. This expression

may be, in some way, synonymous with Sarkhad wda'nidluh, which belonged to

Aibak, according to Abu '1-Fida.
2 But perhaps it includes still more; for if all the

land between Salkhad and Ezra'— i.e., from the southeastern slope of the Hauran to

the southwest corner of the Ledja— was his fief, the town of Bosra and its region

must have been included in it. This may have been the case in 636, the time when

our inscription was written. The two towns Salkhad and Ezra' are mentioned

together, perhaps only by accident, in Abu '1-Fida s geography, p. 259.3

The name of the second place is spelled here, if my interpretation of my copy is

correct, Zura'. This would be a new addition to the many different ways of spell-

ing and pronouncing this name. Its original form is Zorawa, as Professor Noldeke

has proved in Z. D. M. G., Vol. XXIX, pp. 434-435, by comparing the Greek gentili-

cium Zopaooiqvoi and the Syriac crtm. The form Zorawa has become in Arabic Zurra

or Zurrah, both of which are given by Yakut. But at an early date popular etymol-

ogy tried to connect this name with the well-known root "
to sow," and thus the

forms Zur', Zuru', Zura'ah (Yakut and Abu '1-Fida), and Zur'ah (Ibn Batutah) were

produced. The spelling given here indicates the pronunciation Zura'. Nowadays
two forms are the most common : Zor'ah and Ezra'. The former I heard from the

Druses in the Hauran, before we came to the place itself, whereas on the spot I heard

Ezra' from the Mohammedan as well as from the Christian inhabitants.

It remains to be determined where in Ezra' the khan which Aibak rebuilt was situ-

ated. The inscription does not seem to be in situ, and, as far as I recollect, there

were no signs of a khan near the house in which the inscribed lintel is now placed.

But, as we have seen above (p. 179), there is a large ruined building in another part

of the town which, according to Mr. Butler, has every appearance of being a medieval

Mohammedan khan. It seems probable, therefore, that this was the edifice to which

the inscription refers.

Finally, the curious fourth line of the present inscription is to be noted. It is very

strange that the name of the builder should be repeated after the date, which usually

marks the end of such a document. The way in which the last line is added here

gives it the appearance of a signature. But it is hardly possible that Aibak himself

wrote this line while in Ezra' at the time of the opening of the building. Dr. van

Berchem suggests that perhaps the stone-cutter forgot to carve Aibak's entire official

title, and that he was ordered to correct his mistake, which he did by repeating the

whole at the end of the inscription.

1 See van Berchem, I.e., pp. 89-90.
" See van Berchem, I.e., p. 88, ann. 4.

3 Quoted in Le Strange,

Palestine under the Moslems, p. 529, s. v. Salkhad.
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30

Rbe'ah. tombstone, 1253 a.d. Two places by this name were visited by the

expedition ;
one is situated between Hass and il-Barah, in the mountains of Riha, the

other in the Djebel il-Hass, not far from Mektebeh.

The former is a small ruined town, the most prominent

monuments of which are a pyramidal tomb and a bap-

tistery, described by Mr. Butler in Part II, pp. in and

239. The baptistery has been converted into a Moham-

medan shrine: this was done by building a mihrab in

its south wall. Probably at the same time the interior

was spanned by a small pointed arch, the stones of which

bear several Arabic graffiti. Outside of this building an

Arabic grave is found, with the common slabs at both

ends. The west stone is inscribed with the 112th

Surah ;
the east stone, measuring 69 x 45 cm., bears

the following inscription :

0*^ «d
f->

#t~j Cj±~*~} (<S^) <:- *» ]

**-j ^*-J*

1

2

3

4

5

In the name of God the Merciful

and Compassionate ! Every

soul must taste of death.

There died Mahmud b. 'Abd

ar-Rahman— may God have mercy upon him /

— in the year six hundred andfifty-one.

The letters are rather crudely carved, but they have a certain interest from a palaeo-

graphical point of view. Their reading seems to be certain, except perhaps in 1. 5,

where the units of the date are badly weathered
;
for undoubtedly a word giving the

units must have stood under sanah between allah and wa-khamsin, on account of the

wa-, which indicates that the word following is khamsin, not khams. According to

the very faint traces of the missing word which are in my copy, ihda would be the

most probable reading.

I hardly believe that Mahmud b. 'Abd ar-Rahman was the saint to whom the

baptistery-weli was dedicated
;

in such a case the grave would probably be in the

shrine itself. But the presence of the shrine and the tomb indicates that in the middle

ages Rbe'ah was inhabited by the Mohammedans.

3i

Ba'albek. tower, 1282 a.d. Over the door of the small Mohammedan tower

built above the southeast corner of the Temple of Jupiter. Lines 1-6 are on a slab

measuring 98 x 74
x/2 cm.; this stone has tumbled over backward, and lies now face
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up on the rubbish behind its original place. L. 7 is still in situ; it is 1.43 m. long.

Since Dr. van Berchem intends to publish all the Arabic inscriptions of Ba'albek,

together with Dr. Sobernheim, I shall give here the text and translation of this inscrip-

tion only. Underneath this inscription there is a stone with rich ornaments, in the

midst of which there are four circles containing the Arabic words given below

as 1. 8.

VyN ^jJ^L> + $ v^j ^ <W ^»^ |J^ j^-11

LU)1 Ju- JrA\ dJ^ .U*V £jr*& *^u^ *#' r^J

.u1 ^'j.
iy^>-

<aj,^>
fj'J-j <Jj5 iJ^e *x\ J* j£'A\ Ju-i^ Sy\

**U~j ^O?^ -^ ^~ ilAA! ^tj Jr-* J^ 0" rHr^ J*^ ^Ji «i>^

dill jlLUI IV ^
1 In the name of God, etc., . . . This castle was rebuilt in the days of our master,

2 the great Saltan, the exalted King of kings, who owns the necks of the nations, the

Sultan of the Arabs

3 and the Persians, supportedfrom Heaven, aided against his enemies, aI-Malik al-

Mansur Saifad-Duuya

4 wad-Din, the help of Islam and of the Moslems, the destroyer of rebels and im-

pugners of religion, the subduer of heretics and insurgents,

5 the king of the two seas, the servant of the two shrines, Kalduu, who shares the

power with the Commander of the Faithful
— may Godprolong his reign !—

6 during the governorship of the servant who needs God's mercy, the slave of his realm

and the plant of his bounty, Hasan b. Muhammad,

7 who is at the present time the governor. And this wasfinished on the first day of

the blessed month Radjab of the year 681.

8 Power to our master, the Sultan, the King !

The Bahrl Mamluk Sultan al-Mansiir Saif ad-Din Kalaun, who reigned from

678 to 689 a.h., erected or renovated a number of important buildings in Syria as well

as in Egypt. His reign marks the fourth epoch in the history of the Mohammedan

fortress Ba'albek. 1 More particulars about the reign and the buildings of this sultan

will be given by Dr. van Berchem.

See the second preliminary report of the extensive German excavations in Ba'albek, Jahrb. des Kaiserl. Deutschen

Archaeol. Instituts, Vol. XVII, 1902, pp. 100-101.
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32

Il-'Isawi. graffito, 1301-2 a.d. While I was copying Safaitic inscriptions at

il-'Isawi (see above, pp. 160 sqq.), my companions, the Druse shaikh of Tarba and my
servant Muhammed Mustafa, undertook some archaeological research by themselves;

and when we came to leave, they presented me with a copy of an Arabic inscription

which they had found on one of the lava blocks. I had not the time to verify their

reading, but it was not altogether necessary to do so, as their copy seems to be fairly

accurate.

4S Jji\ ic- ; &T( 1 ) V J^ t>. c^ /-*»- y<*hyd b. Muhammad b. Bakkdrah
(?)

was

,

-""
here,—may Godpardon him and hisfriends

ksj 0^-^ r-h* • 1/ i_A> crJ
4^^

(or family), and him who wrote it, and him

.,, , . who reads it, and all Moslems. He wrote it

The name of the grandfather is incomplete in the copy ;
it consists of a partly

destroyed letter and oi-kddah or -kdrah. I have restored Bakkdrah tentatively. The

word after lahu is in the copy wdatldluh
; this does not seem to yield a satisfactory

meaning. Now we know from Wetzstein 1 that in the Bedawin dialect of Syria the

word haldl means "family and flocks." A word for
"
family

"
would be the most natural

here, but the other reading indicated, viz., wdakhldluh, "and his friends," is at least

equally probable. Furthermore, the two words wa-lidjami' and sanah are somewhat

incomplete in the copy, but they cannot be read otherwise.

The interesting conclusions which may be drawn from this graffito are indicated

above, p. i n.

33

Kal'at il-Mudik. block of limestone, 1418A.D. On a stone, now inserted

upside down in a modern wall, in the northern part of the village which is built

within the castle. The house to which this wall belongs was said to be owned by a

man named 'All b. Husen. The inscribed space is 97 cm. wide.

iil* SjLp ,j».f
: )'i^ 1 The building of this tower was

finished O •••--£ $j \^>- ,..•#•' J

ir\J" Jy» rv^l
2 under the governorship of Shudja

1

iS-^ "<~> ^j'.-A\ 3 ad-Din, in the year f'^ ....?"*, .9""'
J
- T'uJ*

1

1 ;
•Q&} -J^-J^} 4 821.

_

, ,...),.> j U..^.....A ;

The reading intahd seems to me better than tmhiya ;. •: : ;'

but if the former was meant, the stone-cutter omitted '"".
*"

Fig. 173.

the ta by mistake, for it does not appear on the stone.

We learn from this inscription that even in 14 18 a.d. new portions were added to

Z. D. M. G., Vol. XXII, p. 117.
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the fortress. At that time the ruler of Syria was the Mamluk Sultan al-Mu'aiyad
Shaikh.

The inscription is carved in small dots instead of lines
;

this is the only Arabic

inscription which I found written in such a manner. Dotted letters occur not infre-

quently in Thamudene inscriptions and on Arabic coins, especially on those of the

Abbasids
; furthermore, as we have seen above on p. 105, certain Safai'tic inscriptions

are executed entirely in dotted lines.

34

Kal'at Sedjar. The place on the Orontes called by the Greeks Larissa has in

Syriac and Arabic the name Shaizar, and accordingly Stephanos of Byzantium gives

StCetpa as the native name of Larissa. Like Apamea, it has always been one of the

strong places of this region. Battles were fought near it, especially in the time of

the crusades. And, again like the modern Apamea, this castle now incloses within

its walls an entire village, whose inhabitants, being thus well sheltered from the peo-

ple of the plain, are known for their robberies and their lawlessness.

Kal'at Sedjar, from the northeast.

There are many Arabic inscriptions in Kal'at Sedjar : in the south tower of the

castle, near the entrance of the castle, and on the bridge over the Orontes. I copied a

number of them, but hastily and without attempting to draw the exact forms of the

letters : of only one I made an epigraphical copy. All of them have been carefully
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studied by Dr. van Berchem and are to be published by him. He has kindly placed

some of his photographs and copies at my disposal ;
these are given below as an

appendix to No. 34. The latter consists of two parts, or rather is written on two

stones, which are inserted in the wall at the right as one enters the castle. The first

part measures 40 x 37 cm., on a stone of 57 x 52 cm. ; the second measures 67 x 52 cm.,

on a stone of 100 x 58 cm.

Scale— 1 : 10.

Fig. 174.

<£)p JUl .Ju^ill j.y\ ~j 1 It was ordered by the sublime and high decree ofour

master

i~JI i
4

"^l 5oJl> Jlkl II
2 ^e Sultan al-Malik al-Ashraf Saif ad-Dunya

wad-Din

Xju **\ jji. l$L-* 3 Barsbai—may Godprolong his reign /—

^J^<JJi\ <CjJ^ I

lUal\j /±L\ JlLul) 4 to abolish the contributions and the unjust assess-

ments newly introduced, which

J\Lj» ,#U1 ^_J^3 UjUi jj£ ^J\> 5 the governor of Shaizar used to deliver. He who

carried out the abolition

, ?\j <l—
jftliiJI

eU \j\*\ ,j^\ J&\
6 was his Excellency Saif ad-Din . . . shah ath-

Thahiri, the governor of

oJ^ /-.jyJuj j\£ 4! ;U-.o-^l -j, jjw 7 Shaizar,— may his victory be glorious and his end
' be made good!— and be cursed whosoever re-

news it.

The reading of this inscription is almost entirely due to Dr. van Berchem
;
when I

copied it, I understood only a few words.

The Burdji Mamluk Sultan, who ordered the abolition of certain unjust taxes and

compulsory contributions, was al-Malik al-Ashraf Saif ad-Dunya wad-Din Barsbai,

who reigned from 825 to 842 a.h. (1422-1438 a.d.). This fixes the date of the

inscription.
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The governor of Shaizar (na'ib Shaizar) who was charged with the execution of the

decree had the name Saif ad-Din . . . shah ath-Thahiri, and seems to have been a

former slave of the Sultan al-Malik

ath-Thahir Saif ad-Dunya wad-Din

Tatar, who ruled only a very short time,

in the year 824 (1421). The name

(ism) of this governor I have not been

able to determine. His surnames con-

sist of two adjectives derived from

other names
;
the usage of these adjec-

tives has been expounded by Dr. van

Berchem in the C. I. Arab., 76, 185, and

443 sqq. In our case, then, as-Saifi,

being dependent on al-makarr,
" Ex-

cellency," is a " title-nisbah
"
and refers

to the name of the emir himself; as

usual, it precedes immediately the

proper name. The other adjective, ath-

Thahiri, is a " nisbah of appurtenance,"

derived from al-Malik ath-Thahir, and,

being dependent on the proper name,

follows the latter.

f~. , , , . . Arabic inscription 34, at Kal'at Sedjar.

34<z. Over the entrance to the castle,

at a considerable height. This inscription was read by Dr. van Berchem by means

of a telescope, whereas I with the naked eye copied only parts of it.

%Jp J# u$-S r
^ dU~ vJij vyK ±3jU jl- +$*Jij duu

p*y\ jikui Wj* fy j/if

•jUl &yl JXJ\0^ J-J\j UjN Ju~ }y<A\ dH'Ju^\j{^\ £\» ^ll^J-U^Li^O:>J*j

**&-J ^L^J f->
*~

*-r^-J "Si"-* *i iSjya&J-X^ •±X
S») JU *»< <s-j J* ju«!i JuJl J^l\ *:>L/^ J^

77//^ was £///# f* ///<? akrys ofour lord the great Sultan, who owns the necks of the

nations, the ruler of the kings of the Arabs and the Persians, the Sultan of Islant and

the Moslems, who kills the heretics and insurgents, the shelter of the weak [and the

poor, the conqueror}] of the lands, al-Malik al-Mansur Saifad-Dunya wad-Din Ka-

laun as-Sdlihi,—may God make powerful his victories/—in charge of the master . . .,

the servant needy of God's mercy, Aibak al-Djanddr al-Mausurl, on the first day of

Radjab of the year 689 (1290 a.d.).

34b and 34c are found on the bridge over the Orontes. The former is on a stone,

measuring 62 x 40 cm., inserted in the wall of the bridge-house ;
it states that the
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governor of Shaizar abolished certain taxes, which are, however, probably different

from those mentioned in No. 34. Inscription 34^ is on a stone near the center of the

inner side of the rail-

ing of the bridge ;
it

tells that Sultan Bars-

bai, the same who or-

dered the abolition of

the taxes, also took

care of the structures

of Shaizar, stating that

by him the bridge was

renovated in the year
Arabic inscription 34c, at Isal'at Sedjar. 834 A.H. My Copies

of these inscriptions being incomplete, the following reproductions are to a large

extent based on the information given by Dr. van Berchem.

jti •jJIj •& i£lb K- \j>: ( jJr y\)
• • •

>y <y. &y** Vj\\

35-37

Ma'arrit in-Nu'man. The town of Ma'arrit in-Nu'man, the crusaders' Marra,

contains a number of Arabic inscriptions, mostly of the later middle ages ;
it seems as

if through the vicissitudes of the crusades and by frequent rebuilding much of the

ancient Arabic town has been lost. Dr. van Berchem has made a careful study of

the inscriptions. Besides No. 14, published above on p. 190, I made epigraphical

copies of only the following three inscriptions.

Nos. 35 and 36 are in the ruined Kubbit Shekh 'Amr ibn [al-]Wardi, a so-called

weli, built of black basalt, northeast of the town. I was told that this structure had

fallen into ruins only a very few years ago. The lintel, a large stone now lying face

down and covered with other stones which I could not remove, was said to contain
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36

the main inscription: in this probably the name of the shaikh buried here is men-

tioned. It seems to me that the name 'Amr was either misheard or given by
mistake

;
for I believe that the building in question is

the tomb of the Arabic writer 'Omar b. al-Muthaf-

far al-Ma'arrl Zain ad-Din b. al-Wardi, who
was born in Ma'arrah before 1290 a.d. and died in

the year 1349 a.d.
1

On each side of the partly destroyed mihrab is an

inscription still in situ. No. 35 is on the west side, to the right as one looks toward

the mihrab
;

it measures 26 x 27 cm. No. 36 is on the east side
;

it measures

26 x 26 cm.

35

This kubbeh

Scale— 1 : 10.

Fig- 175-

JLfr

is the work of the master

'Ahdan and of 'Alt ?).

36

••*? VJ And it wasfinished by his son

•VJ J^ O j -^ Badrdn, and by Alt, andAbd

U* "('jj-l al-Haiy (?)...

(H*J
*J

i\

. . . »w*jy G<?</ ^oz/i

mercy upon them!

37. On the west side of the minaret of the "Great Mosque" (dj'dmi' il-kebir).

Height of the inscription from top to bottom, 32 cm.
;
maximum width, including the

dovetails, 65 cm.

j^\
Allah.

jjf. Muhammad.

j>t V. jj j& \ji^
(
This is)

the work ofKdhir b. All b.Y

shg**?
Scale — 1 : 10.

Fig. 176.

( ^X )
Thdbit (or Kayt).

The letters are rather crude
;

in a few cases an at-

tempt has been made to repeat the muhmalah letters

above and below the line, a common feature in many ornate Arabic inscriptions. In

the first word the alif is turned toward the left and joined to the lam following.

None of these inscriptions seems to be older than about 1350 a.d.
;
but they may be

much younger. For the assignment of a definite date other epigraphical evidence is

necessary.

38

Il-MghArah. graffito. In a large rock-hewn chamber, the vestibule of an

extensive underground structure, on the wall opposite the entrance. The graffito

measures 215 x 68 cm.

1 See Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, Vol. II, p. 140.
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i-
^ w

r do believe l Seek aidfrom patience
andfrom grayer (Sur. 2: 148).

*»\ ^i a!\ ^j «i jd-\> *x\ jU-j 2 ^/w/ ^/tf/j be to God, and God be

praised,andthere is noGodbutGod,

•\*y (^«)
-v>- Vj 3 tfwfl? ///r^<? is no

jlH tt* ^c5l Ju, /-, Ji .y >tf * (»)jt-K JJ» il 4 and With God the Hish °"c is the
J result. To God belongs the order

before and after (30 : 3). This in-

vocation was written

**Jkh<-p $>*&j& C£*^ a*J
•

••Mj^ 5 £y //;// . . . for the profit of the

Faithful. May God pardon him
who wrote it, and his parents,

jjf-
Jp

*x>\ l^aj u£**jN »-*rj Aj-xJIj \JIj1_j 6 «#<a? theparents of his parents, and
all believers, and may God's bless-

«. /«£ <fe «/<?# Mnhammed
£j./>V\ J »j jjJI 7 ^ Prophet and his holyfamily!

After this there is added by a later hand :

i^!l J0w 77/^ ///^// devoid of nobility
—

3LU jl_p 7#<? £00*/ servant!

This graffito seems to be quite early; for the raising of the base-line in al-mumi-

nin
(1. 5 and 1. 6) and letters like the mlm in walidjamf (1. 6) recall strongly certain

peculiarities of Kufic script. The
g&oJI^^-^ jrwl^-l ^j\ l^Iu, /^yi J^yi«jui /r*

Juu

lack of a definite style, however, «-ui XI JI Xj, <^u j^Ij <^i_, ls~"}

and the irregularity of the whole hVj> *° s° -X-J> O
make any conclusion doubtful. * Jtyj +^^\u\j*^h-j>£\ p*** -*-»}il
But it must be said also that the

/ _ v
b
<°

_jCc<tui
jlo« j-uo^ji y j*j o^jJ^ bJ\3)y

contents at the end
(1. 7) may in- ^r^ 1^' *^j^l

dicate an early date
;
the additional

formula " and his holy [lit., pure] J Lv^

family" after the mention of the ^^^J* 1

Prophet himself was a very favor- Fls- J 77-

ite one during the time of the Fatimids. It is therefore possible that the graffito

dates from before the end of the fifth century a.h., although, of course, a follower of
' All may have written it in later times

;
we know that near this part of Syria the

Alid sects had a firm footing for a long while, and even now there are a few places

with Isma'Iliyeh population not far from the mountain country near Riha.

The last four words are of a very modern character, to judge from the script.

What they are intended to mean is hard to say. They are not quotations from the

Scale — 1 : 20.
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Koran, but each one of them occurs there separately, and maskin al-'imad might easily

have been suggested by dhat al-Hmdd (Sur. 89: 6).

39-45

FUNERARY INSCRIPTIONS OF THE LATER MIDDLE AGES IN THE DJEBEL
IL-A'LA AND DJEBEL BARiSHA

From a historical point of view it is not without interest to know which of the

many great and beautiful towns of the mountain country of Antioch were inhabited

after the Mohammedan conquest of Syria. These mountains were very near the

Greek border, and many a battle must have been fought in the plains near them.

This constant warfare probably prevented a higher Mohammedan civilization from

growing up here
;
for the people's lives were often in danger, and the natural resources

of the country had been cut off. The only new structures which seem to have been

built in this region are a few castles strewn over it. But except the one at Harim,

which lies just outside of the district, they bear no inscriptions and are of the simplest

character. We have therefore, at present, no other carved historical records than the

tombstones. Two of them, one at Bamukka and another at Dar Kita, are published

above under Nos. 24 and 25 respectively. Here I have gathered a few of the later

inscriptions, which may serve as specimens and present at the same time by their

dates some historical evidence. I need scarcely say that I have not thought all

copies which I made worthy of publication, and that I therefore give only a selection

of them here.

39

'Arshin. 1256 a.d. This is a town, now deserted, near the southern end of the

Djebel Barisha. Yakut (III, 640) mentions it as "a village in the district of Halab."

The inscription is not on a real tombstone, but on a quadrated stone in the wall of a

church, of which now only the apse is standing (see Part II, p. 198) ;
this stone is in

the west wall, near the west door, at the right as one enters.

k~* *& ajtj j> iliJIy\ Jt^
There diedAbu 1-Ashdyah (read -Ashayir?) Muhammed—

*S\Z~j <y±~*~j
<•• j^ may God have mercy upon him!— in the year 654.

40

Kokanaya. 1295/96 a.d. Kokanaya is one of the most important ancient towns

in the southern part of the Djebel Barisha, now partly inhabited. The inscription is

not on a regular tombstone, but runs along the side of an oblong block with moldings

at both ends.

4X>\ l^-j x£ hA jjJI iu. j^Jy There died Sittat ad-Durr (?),
the daughter ofMuhammed,—

^*ll~> CfrinTj *-»• <L.
.} may God have mercy upon her!— in the year 6q$.
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41

Djuwaniyeh. 1370/71 a.d. Djuwaniyeh is a very interesting deserted town,

about three miles northwest of 'Arshin. Its name seems to be modern
;
but perhaps

even in Syriac it was called Gauwandita,
" the Inner One," from its natural position in

a sort of pocket in the mountains. The inscription is on a tombstone in a field

between the ruins and the olive-grove south of them
;
small rocks are piled around

the grave, following one of the very oldest Semitic customs.

jjf. -j
, C

y\
slbii Bakr b. Muhammed

j<j\ c« (T) <£j& ai-Ma'arri. In the year seven hundred

( *S ) U »~- ( j ) ui"r*J and seventy-two.

The reading al-Ma'arri is not quite certain : my copy indicates a zai instead of a

ra. But since the ya is written over the ra, the dot may be one of two original dia-

critical points belonging to the ya; for we know that the final ya, when it stands for

I or at, usually has its points. Then al-Ma'arri may refer to one of the Ma'arrahs in

the near plain, e.g., Ma'arrit il-Misrin or Ma'arrit il-Akwan or some other.

42-44

Der Seta. 143 1 -1530 a.d. Der Seta is a town near the western slope of the south-

ern part of the Djebel Barisha, now partly inhabited. This place seems to have had

a somewhat larger Mohammedan settlement than many of the neighboring towns and

villages, for there are remains of Mohammedan structures and two graveyards with

Arabic tombstones. One of them, which seems to contain the older graves, is near

the octagonal baptistery (see Part II, p. 238) in the western part of the town ;
there I

copied, among others, the following inscription :

42

***j ^ dy ! There died, entering into the mercy

fvU ^\ iju-j). JU i\ 2 of God the Sublime, Yusufb. Aiyub,

JjVKt$bUr ( OUij J 3 on the [sixth) of Djumddd al-uld

i'lilfj Ov^tfj *»j* *- 4 of the year eight hundred and thirty-four.

The 6th of Djumada I, 834 a.h., corresponds to January 20, 1431 a.d.

43 and 44. The other graveyard -is to be found in the eastern part of the ruins, just

outside the eastern end of the present Mohammedan village. These graves show sev-

eral interesting features. One of them is a sort of sarcophagus-tomb, copied, as it
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seems, after ancient Greek sarcophagi ;
it has a stone cover with the well-known ac-

roteria at the four corners. Furthermore, several "
disks," which are so characteristic

of the Christian architecture in this region,
1 were found on these tombs, one on the

stone cover just mentioned, others on real "tombstones," the slabs at both ends of

the tombs. These ornamental designs are still used in Syria and Mesopotamia at the

present day ;
some of them I myself saw on the inner walls of a modern khan at

BTredjik. And, as the Rev. W. A. Shedd, a missionary at Urumiah, told me, the same

designs are carved most commonly on the tombstones of the Nestorians in that

region.

43

1 There died al-Hurrat

2 al-Bandt
(?),

the daughter of 'All b.

3 Ibrahim, entering into the mercy of God
<C*

j.

; \ l^ Uj 4 the Sublime, (in) the year eight hundred

tfUltjO*— 5 and seventy-foit).

The Mohammedan year 874 began July, 1469 a.d., and ended June, 1470.

44. This tomb consists of a regular frame : it had two comparatively high side walls,

1.95 m. long, the one at the north side being now in ruins
;
the end-stones were quite

narrow and 1.25 m. high, of which the one at the west end has fallen to the ground.

The following is the inscription on the outer side of the stone at the east end.

• ti (
j»

\ ^ •• ^ i Every soul must taste of death.

J* }yk~~* (Jy
2 There died Mas'Fid b. Bad*,

I . i\ t^ J\ j^\ 3 trusting in the mercy of God,

\\
* *

'c- JU '£ I* 4 on îe twelfth of the month Shainudl,

^fi^L. *f« ) 5 ofthe months of the year 936.

The 12th of Shauwal, 936 a.h., corresponds to June 9, 1530 a.d.

45

Kefr MAres. 1530 a.d. Kefr Mares is a place consisting now

largely of modern houses partly built into the ruins, and is situated

near the southern end of the valley between the Djebel il-A'la and the

Djebel Barisha. Some Mohammedan buildings of the middle ages are

traceable. In the northern part of the ruins, directly north of the modern

See Part II, p. 32. Fig. i78(inscr. 45).
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Druse village and south of an ancient mausoleum, there is a burying-ground con-

taining Arabic graves. One of these may serve as an example of the rest: it has, as

usual, two high end-stones and two low frame-walls, and it is, of course, correctly

oriented.

45. On the outer side of the eastern end-stone, which now lies on the ground, face

up. The slab measures 68 x 200 cm.

ijy 1 There died, entering

*x\ Xx-j J\ 2 into the mercy of God

<*~j U*-tV. J^JU 3 the Sublime, Muhammed b. Djamil,
—may God the

.

,,
i 4 Sublime have mercy upon him!— on the seventh of the

**
C' * JU *

month

*i*j>-j »jji \kn{\ jIaaj 5 Ramadan,— exalted is its pmver and its reverence,—
aJu »w)j^%i^s ^jy^ j* 6 of the months of the year nine hundred and thirty-six.

The Mohammedan date given here corresponds to May 5, 1530, of the Christian era

45#. On the inner side of the western end-stone, which is still standing.

; ?JL\ «aa J/ 1 This stone was made by

^•p iJu.y. )«U 2 the master Yilsuf 'Azib,

jluSoi Jjf- U\ /J 3 the son of the master Muhammed of Kiftin (?).

Kiftin is the most important Druse village of the region ;
but it is not absolutely

certain whether this place is meant here.

45& On the outer side of the same stone Sur. 112 is written in six lines; after

which follows :

JiJI *»\ (Jju* Truth was spoken by God the Exalted One,

f j\i
\
43^-j <J-U>j And truth by His Prophet the noble one.

Dr. van Berchem informs me that this formula, which is used only after verses of the

Koran, has not been found in inscriptions before the beginning of the eighth

century a.h.



ADDENDA

P. 81. The Greek form of Bar Sa'd, BapoaSoc, occurs in an inscription published in

the "Journal Asiatique," 1898, II, pp. 91 sqq.

P. 99. In 1. 2 of the Hebrew inscription No. 9, the adjective "Om^N may be in

some way connected with n»»it< the name of a place in Northern Syria, mentioned in

Wright's
"
Catalogue of Syriac Manuscripts in the British Museum," p. 707, col. b,

1. 4 from the bottom.

P. 118. Another proof of the strong formation of the elative forms derived from

verba mediae geminatas is the name
A-{\i.a\xoo, which occurs in Part III, inscr. 402;

this is probably the same word as the Arabic adjamm,
"
hornless, spearless." We

may also quote here the Safai'tic name nmN, Artat ; the Arabic equivalent of this is

al-Aratt, I. Dor. 237.

P. 121. Although I believe that in D^D nStD the i"l is an interjection, I have trans-

lated in a number of cases " in the name of Allat, greeting." This is, of course, only

a free translation, and does not imply that HD must needs be taken as a preposition.

It should be mentioned that M. Halevy has also arrived at this interpretation of H;

cf.
" Revue Semitique," 1904, pp. 37 sqq.

P.- 128. Other double diminutive names are lajiixouXdvoo, Part III, inscr. 388, and

Movc/.ai'jdvou, ib., 421. In both cases the diminutive ending -tin has been added to

another diminutive, which is expressed by a change of the vowels : the former is a

fa"ul form of a name like 7DV or ?XDV
;
the latter is a fu'ail form of Mtmkidh, I.

Dor. 141.

P. 141, inscr. 35^. N1£\ Shanwa\ means roaster and occurs as the name of an

Arabic writer in Brockelmann's " Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur," Vol. I,

p. 256.

P. 145. With regard to the name nrHN see addendum to p. 1 18.

P. 158. The name IX, in No. 107, might also be read And ; cf. H1N in the

Nabataean inscription 2, 1. 4.

P. 162. The root 'akhar interchanges with wakhar in modern dialects also: in

Palestinian Arabic we find the verb twakhkhar, "to be late," and in Egyptian the

adjective wakhri,
"
late."

P. 164, inscr. 122. In the Arabic inscr. 38, 1. 5, the word dhikr'xs used, because it

refers to quotations from the Koran. Reading and translation of the word tran-

scribed ""D"l remain very uncertain, though perhaps the meaning "inscription" may
be derived from the meaning

" mention."
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INDICES

SYRIAC

r^jart father, J i

)OCm=P^ n. pr. m., 17

rSSri' (?)22i

r£X2iCir{ architect, 8.— p. 22, p. 187

C^UOJOK' n. pr. loc, p. 21

•aDOOrV n- pr- m-. 5( ? ). IO

pdul^ &*Afcr, I52-9--P- 6

ri'cnVri' God, 8, 14,, i9Bi,4 ,

201!,, 21

(?).3

ndlK' /, 4i. Si. "• i5s. '7

^.t-rt.X If** Antioch, 12,, 149

rd^^-Jr^ Antioch, 66.— p. 8, p. 17

x-1=> = pdX..V> P-
8

\%S to scatter

^ aajaAu 19B1.

20B2

PT*Ti-> evil, igA4

baptistery, I22 .
—

W
SB A\3 id-, 8

Q0CVAS n. pr. 111., I5 5

(<ll= /<> build. — A\u.= 1 5 1 2-
—

lraA\f^i4^ — rt'rin

builder, i8(?), I9B5.—

r^llAla building, 2P^

fynvr i 11. pr. m., 21

w^^-^^lv-i enemy, 19B3, 20B4

*ifl T^J besides,

i\VT=A\rV I2
'2

•
—

p^ivMfta 2 2.,

rdSSCV^^ beans, 6, 3

'57

\Z3Z\ to return, p. 8

riSsilOl (
? ). 72

ivi r£li*0:i >•</«««-

brance, 2B 2 ,
222 .
— (Soi-

Xpavav, 230.
— cf. p. 72

-i'-lftM.'t dark, 610.— p. 8, p. 18

rfam to be, 10. f^oeni 2b 2

*M n. pr. m., 53, 15U

,_G5M n. pr. m., i 3 , 42

rC'AviOik.X ('Aacjpda) 11. pr. f., 24

aliu n. pr. m., p. 44

r£lM one, 12
j

«£\» -cheat, 6 11

r&M living, 8

r^Am** cf. P- 7'

£)U) /w. io;r^Jt»M 612 —

^kXXMji/ly,
63 -
—

dred, 62 , 10, 12,, 145

KV^llilM "• pr. m., IO

r^.3loJ\lau n. pr. loc. (?), I9A B

->T» r£lax*> tra 64 .

-p. S

aOn^.1 n. pr. 111., 19A5

jk.01* Jesus, 8

OV» not. ace, 22,.
—

p. 8, p. 48

.r}0\* to dwell, 19A1, 20Aj

rdaiiik. .n^C\A n. pr. m., 191)3

r^VyiCM cf. p. 59

r^LiOoiOA throne, p. 83

Aa " //, 2 1
; cnW ; ^ Qcnl^

I9B2, 20B 3

AlA Shaphel, to complete.
—

&\U*x. 1513:

r?r£ZQ hundred, see JCSlW,

p£.."lO£>3 bushel.— pi. c^&O.VS
616

r£.X.<\=a n. pr. m., 16

r£l»3 rdljdSn <''", 12,,

T
4s-
—

P- '7

Klioiw n. pr. 111.
, 73 ; Muparac, 223

(cf. pp. 49-50)

r&XZi lord, 19A3, B4 -«_3=a
»l. 8

JJLX33 r^uirM «nrf,
8

n*M to <V spent, 68 .
— a\o £M

expense, 620

w^n^ good, 2B2

lentils, 6

T

1.-,

JjjCV. »• pr. 111., 44, 7,, 4 ,
8

^BOj day.
—
hmOjtS I5l

AflgflU n. pr. 111., 9,(?), 17

rdl4*.» n. pr. 111., I5,

themselves, IO

1^*00

shiper, I,

t
«T^ «\<v» 11. pr. 111., p. 27

aV\D0 ii. pr. m., 153

Qai^TQO (ZepYf) n. pr. 111., 23,

T o"VC£> COT o\QO // /J secret

^3 j'f//, passim.— f^^ra I,.

— f<lu^3 >«««, 19A4

j30TT=i n- pr. m., p. 69

r^mnu Ta n. pr. 111., 20

yV3 to bless.— flepe(x), 232 i

^>i=> '4a I VyTlS 2A, ;

1 The figures in this index and the three following refer to the numbers of the inscriptions, except if preceded by p., indicating the pat;e

223

place, I9A,, 20A

to make, 74, 83 (?), 10,22, ;

K'la^- works, 75
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iii- 21 (see

p. 4&)-
- KliilA^.

salvation, 10

rtfovs*.ehun //, 67,

8

Poel, to raise, 8

\ ^ o~.'er, above, 2 1

.191^. see iv»3

. . W (?), 11

r^_A '« deliver, p. 60.— »Jc*2>

19A.,

rtf-i-. Pael, la pray, 8

ten m^nft d>iJ /lis

tomb (?), 9._»

,X.:tn ff* y T" holiness,

\" ( = Aral>. hatut) 222
—

p. 8, pp. 48, 49

na.Q

rdln

/i> arise. — *nOjOJ 19B11

20Hj

to purchase,
—CQa i5«

!'

^tn presbyter,

4a

rdr.i

m->t.

P»< 2A
t

n. pr. 111., 22j.
— PapovAa,

four hundred, 6|^

£/»>/'/, 1.,

///£'//, 19A.,, 20A3

to be merciful, 1 33 ;

tiuli\I I9"4-
—

/d/ww.-.inra 131-

— r^&u»Aacit 2A0

^wW. Pael, to complete.
—

.'""It. 21:,

r̂ *~n t. deacon, 10.— aa/jaaOa, dea-

coness, 24

A\\t. j'cur, 6j, IO, I2J, 144

ivx. «r, 64, 147

K'i^r^Ax p. 89

f^lO.T.^ " Pr - ">•> 154

Q0X»O> n. pr. 111., p. 41

i.i*^ »• pr - '" ( ? ). l8

bA&\ {*b\\&\ thirty.

°18-

trinity, I3a

^rC^nin eighty, (>u , i2j

retSOCMCS^hy throne, 22,.
—

p. 50, p. 83

f<L^.-tA> door, 10

t
«v t en ninety, 10, I46



PALMYRENE

8
3K August, 3 j

pi-CK p. pr. m., 5 s

t/hrtM n. pr. m., I0
3

n« brother— c. suff. 3. pi., 66, 83

K,-6k God, 6
4 , 9 ,

8 2 , I4 3
-—pi. #rt>* 81; c.

suff. 3. pi. 2
4 , 52

W6* n. pr. m., 56

W?K September, 4i, 67

nDK /to speak— part, peal, 6 IO

NB1BEN enirpo^o5, lo 2

K^DBS afkal (title
of a priest), 8,

BK1K n. pr. m. 7,, 5

«D3)1» dpYairerr);, 10 2

1S18 nom. div., 8,

3pSrlK n. pr. m., 1 2.— p. 75

nn« zyjfc 12 5

3

3 in, 63, and passim.

[p]J3 n. pr. m., I2
3

no ifaow-ynfal ra, 2
4 ; kb^u ra mauso-

leum, 7 1

3pl>^3 n. pr. m., 6»

»U3 to build; infill. Ki3B(?) 3 s

'»3(?) n. pr. m., 8,.—Perhaps ^m
13 son I„ 2„ and passim.; c. suff. 3. sg. 7VO

4 4 , 66.— plur. '13 I 2 ,
2 2> 33. 4j, 5*; N"

7 5 ; 1CT13
1

? 75.6

m3 daughter, 12 1

-p3 to Wm.—TYJ >4i

'313 n. pr. m., 3», 42

"l»Bn3 n. pr. m., I3». See Addenda

TO see n'3

J

^31 community!?), 2j.
—

p. 59

W patron— c. suff. 3. sg. rm 6 9

KD1
1

?: sculptor, 8 4

T

n not. relat., I f , 2 , 2,, 2, and passim.

13T to remember— Y31, 6
7 , 9 , 8 4

. plur. p'31,

6,0.—P2T remembrance, 141

CT ««/<; plur. IC131, 76

,-in (Air, 1 1, 2„ 3,, 4 1- fern, m 5,, 7i- p'ur-

l"jK m., 5 2 , 6,1; fern., 61, 10

Slip"! ducenarius, I0 2

Kin to &•, 6 2

1

<3[m] n. pr. m., 5 ,

Til n. pr. m., io,

t

ICQt n. pr. m., 7 4

^13131 n. pr. m., I 2 , 56, 7

71^131 n. pr. m., 5 3

nn»13t n. pr. m., 7 2 , 3

NY3t n. pr. m., 6
7

n

"j3n alas, Hi, 2 ,
I2 4 , IJ2

13Jn n. pr. m., 53

KT1 #"«, 8 ,.—«n 6
5
.—c. suff. 3. sg. TO1, 65, s

3

\Tn n. pr. m., I2j

«nTn n. pr. loc, 6,.— p. 71

l»"3n (Ox.Xaiaou )
n - Pr- ""•' 2z

IBn wine, 65

IBn to di>, 7 1

Tin n. pr. m., 5 5

B

313 good, 6,„ I4i; «3B, 6
4 , 9 , 8 2 , I4 2 .

—
plur.,

N'3B 8,

^3JPT n. pr. m., 32, 42, 3, 56

Xihf n. pr. m., 103

K"3V(?) G>«&, 34

Ip" honor, I,, I0 4

nT month, 3 T] 4i, 5,, 66, 76, 83, io
5

*6l3nY n. pr. m., 5,, 8 2

TIT n. pr. m., 8
4

3

D'D purse, expense, 2
3, 7 1

^3 all, every, 6 9.—irVW 2,. 11^3 6,1

N1B3 n. pr. gent, I»; n. pr. m. 53

b

b to, I3,
and passim.

K^ >w/, 6 4

B
«^B n. pr. m., Hi

K3^B n. pr. m., io
4

^33^B nom. div., 5 2

13^8 n. pr. m., 5 4 , 5, 7 , 7,, 5,
I0 4

]B from, 1 2, 2 2 , 3
and passim.
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TPBD n. pr. m., 65

Nfn»B cave, hewn chamber, 7i

IB'pB n. pr. m., 2,, 5 7 , 7 3 , 4

snna see nn

Sl3nn n. pr. gent., 3 3 , 4 3

8}nB n. pr. m., 5 4

1

n3tl3J n. pr. m., 5 4.
—

p- 84

N'B32 Nabataan, 6 2

'111 n. pr. m., 5 7

P"3 i4/«7. 76, 105

«»J(?) '«<•«, 6„

t<»3 11. pr. m., 1 1 2

D10J n. pr. m., lo +

D

"I3D—K'lSB (plur.) rewarding, 8 t . See «13W

DV8BBD n. pr. m., 10,, 3

"ID n. pr. m., 7 2

3)

•OV to make, 6,, 81, I4 4

H3S n. pr. m., 66

1T3P n. pr. m., 6 t

1TW n. pr. m., I,, 2i, 5 4 , 6

blS^JB nom. div., 5 2

111) in TJB respecting (?),
6 IO

flIS n. pr. m., 53

ir»3? nom. div., 81, 2 .
—n. pr. m., 32, 42

by for, over, 6
5 , S3, and passim.

NB^B eternity, 76, I4 2-— Cf. n'3

WlS» ff//tf>-, 5 1.— plur- KHlto, 61. 10

«j» n. pr. loc., 63

1B3J> n. pr. m., 6 t

'TO n. pr. f.. 12,

'"lUTO n. pr. m., 5 3

3p»TO n. pr. m., 7 4

D

tOSl^D jrapoitda(?), 3 4

^N'SB I), pr. m., 2,

BHB horseman, 6 2

Wirt portrait, U, Zi, 3i. 4i

P

Dip before, 6 s
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Dip
— D'pK to erect, 4,, IO3.

—
plur. I>, Dm—7KKV\, hisfriend 61, IOj.-8»m »mi- nSlPW n. pr. m., 6 2 , 6

D1J5 sul>st., see W
\-yp name of a month, |>. S4

mp to <v»//-mpne 7 3 , 5 ; nipno 2 Z

Sip I'ael, /« </"(?). -4

DIDODip Kpunoro?, IOj, 4

1

im n. pr. m., I2 2

n331 n. pr. ill., 5 4

term 0/ the tube inn, 6,

nn—KmiD Maooc,, 5,.—p. 68

K1W—IttVlWD camp. 6,

Nr© (parlic.) drinking, 65

/«/, S
3 , 14 a

W
D3W February, 5i

mw— plur., finer, i>. 84

KB[C| n. pr. 111., I3i

Dipbmvw nom. div., 64, g.
—

p. 73

13W—H13W rewarding, 6 4 . Sec 130

DC mime—c. suff. 3. sg. nrJW I4i

'1180© 11. pr. 111., 6g

WOW to serve, to help, 35

niW ie<7>-. 1
,,

2 4 , 3 1, 4i, 5i, 6 7, 76, 84, 106 imn Aw (fern.), 6,

jnenn Patmyrenes, 2i

IDT n. pr. 111., 5 4

"DTI n. pr. 111., 1 1, 2a

IDPB'n n. pr. m., 57

lS'DTi n. pr. m., 55

nn(?), see p. 83

1PW see l»Cr~13 'IWn October, 83

NABAT/EAN

1TN n. pr. m., 24

1W1K n. pr. m., I»

b& family, p. 67

K10K architect, sculptor, 3 2.—p. 05

nniK wi/e—c. suff. 3. sg. nnru« 2g

K1VK nom. div., p. 95

K'DITIK Romans, p. 17

3
113 n. pr. m., 3i

Nj1Y3 temple, 1
3

n:3 to build, 1 2

]0WB3 nom. div., I 2

13 jc», passim.
—

p. 49.—plur. '33, 3 t

K'13 outer— fern. WV13, I
3

3

N1J nom. div. 3,

Hli inner,—fem. «n"lj I
3

1

HI //$/>, fem. 1 3.—nil 111. 2-.—[n^K] plur.

*1 pron. rel., I 2

131—]1131 remembrance, Ij

n

in pron. 3. m. sg. he, l 2

U loving^), 28

1

151 in 1PW1 1 4

lTTn n. pr. m., 3,

n

]-T\ life, 1
4

bmjn n. pr. m., 3 2

a
3D good, 1 1

3
Tlt5J>3 n. pr. m., 23

a

ro^a n. pr. m., 1,.—p. 95

l":o wo, p. 17

W90 11. pr. in., I[

1B3—IW1DD watch-tower, 1
3

3
11DJ n. pr. m., 2 5

npS3 expense, 2,0.—p. 18

WB1—nWBJ himself, 2 ID.—p. 18

135 /o »/<7/£e, 26

1135 n. pr. m., 2(,

bt for, I 2

^K-1PS n. pr. m., 3,

13p—N13p» tomb, 2
7

VSp n. pr. m., 2 2 , 3 2

T

131 n. pr. m., 2
4

fll 11. pr. m., 2 5

rt*m n. pr. f., 2 9

om—urn (plur.) loving, 3x

w

D^W peace, greeting, I 4 , 3,, 3 2 .
—

p. 95

roe* >tit>-, 2 1

n

MlB'n d^arpov, 1
3

.
—See p. 89

thiVT\ a. pr. m., 23

^K-3» n. pr. in., p. 122, 1 23

PH n. pr. m., p. 127, 128.—71

b'Jtt subst. collect., camels, p. 108

)D"3« n. pr. m., p. 1 24

1PD-3X n. pr. 111., p. 1 24

lpi3X n. pr. m., p. 1 27.—92

IK 11. pr. m., 107

nJSl» n. pr. m., p. 11S.—68, 69, 70, 71. Cf.

Revue Biblique, Vol. XI (1902), p. SS

nilK n. pr. m., p. 109.
—88, 125

TPN n. pr. m., p. 1 1 8, 128

tatMM n. pr. 111., p. 123

bmDIK 11. pr. 111., p. 121

cSlSi/) n. pr. 111., 44

Dan«(?) n. pr. m., II

f)SnK n. pr. in., p. 118

SAFAITIC

nn« n. pr. m., 56

n« subst. 111. sg. brother. In nnK3(?), 1 1 3, and

in nn«, p. 120.—Plur. nnTIK, p. 118

in» verb., to take, 82

V« n. pr. 111., p. 108

D'N 11. pr. m., 25, 37

D!3« n. pr. m., 57

^3K(?) n. pr. 111., p. 110, cf. p. 129.
—33

*7H subst. m.,ged,p. 1 16, and in compoundnames

7R praep., to, p. 116, 118

bit subst. 111. tribe, family, p. 109, and in tribal

names

K3-7K(?) n. pr. ni., p. 121, 123

3KV7N n. pr. m. or n. genlis, p. 121

*H7K subst. m., god, p. 116

n7N n. pr. m., 95

lin-Vx n. gentis, 6

Din-^H cf. p. 109, DV7K and Dl

n,17K n. pr. m., 43. 57

3nr7N n. pr. m., p. 121

7nfr7K(?) n. gentis, 113

pi'~7l< n. pr. m. or n. genlis, p. 121

77N n.
]ir. m., p. 1 28

13»r7« n. gentis, 123, 125

nW3JT7K 11. genlis, 1 24

11S-7N n. gentis, p. 109

«17ST7K 11. pr. m., p. 121.— 1 17

lrnr7K n. gentis, 51
1

ppbx n. pr. m., I

l»p-7N n. genlis, 127

DV7K the Romans, p. 112

nbt* n. div. fem., p. 1 16; cf. T\b

Pt6n n. div. fem., p. 113

DS subst. fem., mother. In ntt»-J3, p. 120



INDICES 22 7

*D« verb, in 7i02Dl(?)

JY7"BK n. pr. fem.(?), p. 124

'JBN subst plur., minae, p. 1 18.—82

IBS n. pr. m., 24a, 30, 94

7»~1BN n. pr. m., p. 123

]K conjunct, in ]N3, p. 119

7N
_
:K rupr. m., p. 123

*D3« in DJ'(?)

D»:N n. pr. m., 16, 45, 62, 69, III, 114,

DN n. pr. m., p. 126, 127.
—

7, 51, 96

1DN n. pr. m., p. 1 07

K1DN n. pr. m., p. 127.
—106

IBM n. pr. m., 1 1 1

KtlDX n. pr. m., p. 127

"tlDK n. pr. m., 56

'DK n. pr. m., 51

TDK n. pr. m., p. 128

"JDS subst., p. 115

]DM n. pr. m., p. 127

"ION verb., to tie, 1

B3»N n. pr. m., 1 26

7SN(?) n. pr. m., 103

7N*7SN n. pr. m., p. 122

*|N n. pr. m., p. 116.—49

PN77P*JR n. pr. m., p. 125

ISrrijN n. pr. m., p. 125

^njn-'BN n. pr. m., p. 116, 125.—115

B7BK a. pr. m., 89

JXN(?) n. pr. m. 24b

3"W (?) verb., in 3T1B, Partic. Ill, deceiver, p.

p«(?) subst. or verb., 128

fWIK n. pr. m., 48. See Addenda

piN subst. fem., she-ass, p. 10S

?h» n. div., p. 113.— 134

VI4< subst., inscription, p. 107.— no

3

3 praep., in, p. 118.—5

n3K3 n. pr. m., p. 124

nflN2 n. pr. m., p. 124.—95, 99, II3(?)

nn«3 n. pr. m., p. 124

nD»3 n. pr. m., p. 126.—78

'33 n. pr. m., p. 1 27

1333 n. pr. m., p. 124

713 n. pr. m., 1 10

mi3 n. pr. m., p. 124

•in3"^3 n. pr. m., p. 125

D7n"7n3 n. pr. m., p. 125

Vt3 n. pr. m., p. 127.
—no

]T13 n. pr. m., p. 127

nVn n. pr. ra., p. 126

n7n3 n. pr. m., p. 113, 126.—35a

prra n. pr. m., p. 127

»na n. pr. m., 88

n3Bn3 n. pr. m., p. 126

mDn3 n. pr. m., p. 1 26

rtJTO n. pr. m., p. 126

nnm n. pr. m., p. 126.—81

rrtn3 n. pr. m., p. 124

"133 subst. m., FPB/2 km., young camel, p. 108

jn'ja n. pr. m., p. 124, 125

773 n. pr. m., 35b

pa n. pr. m., p. 1 27

Jiaa n. pr. m., p. 124

npB3 n. pr. m., p. 124, 125

p praep., between, p. 118 .

p subst. m., son, very frequent Also in ma, p. 1 1 S

23 7X13 n. pr. m., p. 122, 123

"inN"13 n. pr. in., p. 125.
—101

nt31)3 n. pr. in., p. 1 26

Dn33 n. pr. m., p. 128

'» n. pr. m., I, 53, 75

1133 n. pr. in., 43

KD3 n. pr. m., p. no.—52, 64

nB7D3 n. pr. m., p. 126

nn3D3 n. pr. m., p. 126

7T7nD3 n. pr. m., p. 126

mS3 n. pr. m., p. 126

n*nS3 n. pr. m., p. 126

JBD"7»3 n. div., 123, 125.
—Cf. p. 114

nDB3 n. pr. m., p. 124

npD!?3 n. pr. m., p. 126

\ y»3 n. pr. m., p. 12S

7nB3 n. pr. m., p. 124, 123

isa u. loc, p. 1 1 6

riSS3 n. pr. m., p. 124

p3 n. pr. in., p. 128

nDp3 n. pr. m., p. 126

18 1p3 subst. coll., cattle, p. 108

fQ subst., house, tent, I.—Verb., II, rra, 123

nam n. pr. m., p. 124.
—81

a

tllto n. pr. m., 75

"13 u. div., p. 122, 123

7X~D(?) n. pr. m., p. 122, 123

711 n. pr. m., p. 123

'BIJ n. pr. m., p. 127

Tism n. pr. m., p. 113.—125

'71J n. pr. m., p. 127.— 131

7711 n. pr. ill., p. 116, 123

pro n. pr. in., p. 1 27

nam n. pr. m., p. 127

'7t3 n. pr. m., p. 127

rU3n3 n. pr. m., p. 125

T13 n. pr. m., p. 127

7Bm n. pr. 111., 113, 119

prt"72 n. pr. m., p. 125

77J n. pr. m., 131

poi n. pr. m., p. 127

703 subst. m., camel, p. 108.— 14

1B3 n. pr. m., p. 122.— 134

bum n. pr. m., p. 122.—48

7B3 n. pr. m., p. 128.—4

*U n. pr. m., 67

D13 n. pr. m., 40

7K-B1J n. pr. m., p. 122.— 5, 8, 14, 109, 131

B"IJ verb., VII, to becomefamous (?), p. 117.
— 120

rfNT n. pr. m., 48

31 n. pr. m., p. 127

n3T n. pr. m., p. 127

p3T n. pr. in., p. 127

pi n. pr. m., p. 127

1~[ verb. med. 1, II, p. 117

77T subst. m., dromedary, p. 108

"fl subst. m.,place, p. 104, 107, 119.
—

5, 123, 134

"Xn n. div., p. 113.
—

125

Km verb., to pass the spring, 5

tjn
• • n. pr. ra., 31

T

T not. relat., p. 109, 117.— 59, and passim.

3K"1 n. pr. 111., p. 108

7N1 (?) n. pr. 111., 36

3T n. pr. m., 129

nai(?) n. pr. 111., 48

prn n. pr. m., p. 127

Jim n. pr. m., p. 127

naif?) subst., 122

YI see 11H-7X

JTlTt?) n. pr. m., p. 127.
—48

n

T\ art., p. 117 and passim.

fl part., Oh, p. no, 1 19, 120, 121 and passim.

n stiff. 3. pers. sg. m., p. 116, and passim.

"in 11. pr. m., 67, 131

Tin n. pr. ra., p. 1 27

pfl n. pr. m., p. 127

Vin u. pr. m., 102

ffl pron. 3. pers. sg. m.(?), p. 116.— 120

rAn n. div., cf. rh

'nbn n. div., p. no.—3

nbn n. div., cf. n?

Bn verb, in nan(?), p. 117

DH suff. 3. pers. 111. plur., p. 116

DH n. pr. m., p. 109

JUil u. pr. 111., 44, 132

1

1 conjunct., and, p. 1 1 8, and passim.

7N1 u. pr. m., 128

"Ul verb., to find, p. 107.
— no, 127

DJ1 verb., to make a mark, p. 107.—79, 133

T> u. pr. in., 76

7X-I1 n. pr. m., p. 122

7N"0tl n. pr. m., p. 122

2)11 u. pr. ra., 80

pll subst., 125

am verb, in rani, she gave, p. 1 1 7

3ni n. pr. m., p. 127.
—48

7N"3m u. pr. 111., p. 121

ri73ni n. pr. 111., p. 113, 121

pni n. pr. m., p. 127

"U>D-3ni(?) n. pr. 111., p. 114.— 1

]I1
n. pr. m., p. 123

J1311 n. pr. in., 35c
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T8-»ni n. pr. m., ) 12*

*,ni n. |>r. m., 1 1 5

^31 c. art. by\n, n. pr. in., 55I)

'^1 verl>., II, to escape, p. 109, 118

^KTJDl n. pr. m., p. 118, 122

Oil n. pr. 111., p. 1 18

EB1 n. pr. 111., 99

ba\ n. pr. m., p. 108.—28

K"n n. pr. 111.. p. 127

Tr) n. pr. m., 125, 126

711 n. pr. m., p. 108, 128.—37

Vft u pr. 111., 90

t

rctn 11. p 1. 11 1 .
, 117

*13t n. pr. in., p. 127

K32t ri. pr. m., p. 127

rn*7~im n. pr. m., p. 125

p.lt n. pr. m., p. 127

pm n. pr. m., p. 1 27

131 n. pr. 111., p. 123, 127.— 18, 72, 79, 98

p3t n. pr. m., p. 127

nnot n. pr. m., 67, 71

Bit n. pr. m., 81

n

]T"}Nn n. pr. m., p. 125

?K~2n n. pr. m., p. 122

33il n. pr. m., 65, 103

pn n. pr. m., p. 127

pin n. pr. m., 99

in n. pr. ra., p. 127

Tin n. pr. m., p. 127

pin n. pr. m., p. 127.— 13, 120, 121

nain n. pr. m., 71

pn n. pr. CO., p. 127

«pn verb.(?), 120

Wn n. pr. m., p. 128

Yl n. pr. m.. p. 127.—48, 63

^N",n n. pr. m., p. 123

nVjr'n n. pr. m., p. 113, 121, 123

b'n n. pr. m., 130

rn n. pr. m., p. 127

fpn n. pr. m., 27

?n or 7?n verb., to encamp, p. 107, 116, 117,

119.—lit

]Or6n n. pr. m., p. 127

)lDn n. pr.m., p. 127.—93

"On n. pr. m~, p. 1 27

pan n. pr. m., p. 127.-25

?Bn n. pr. m., p. 127.
—82, 107

pon n. pr. m., p. 127

]DDn n. pr. m., p. 1 27

PDn n. pr. m., p. 127

jPDn n. pr. 111., p. 127

"IDn subst. m., ass, p. 108

-K"jn n. pr. m., p. 116, 122.—74

'in n. pr. m., 82, 132

pn n. pr. m., 26, 60a, 86

?K"J3n n. pr. m., p. 116, 122.—29

Tin verb., to 6e present, p. 119.— 134

V\T\ subst., war, p. 112. —45

3in n. pr. m., 35a, 73, 78

JtTYl n pr. m., p. 127

WT\ a. pr. 111., 93

ri

3311 11. pr. 111., 95

n'3n 11. pr. m., p. 128

N7p~J3n u. pr. in., p. 125

ran a. pr. m., 90, 108

pn n. pr. m., p. 127

T»n n. pr. m., 35b

Itli 11. pr. m., 1 16

BBrt \erb. (?), to write. 26.—subst., p. 118.—
8(?). 125, 134

TDDH n. pr. m., 16, 17, iS. 72

?n subst. coll., horses, p. 107; horsemen, 59

?n n. pr. m., 94

\/h\\ n. pr. m., p. 127

birbh n. pr. m., p. 116, 122

"ibn n. pr. m., p. 127

7N"7n7n n. pr. 111., p. 116, 123

Yitbn n. pr. m., p. 125

V?ri in nsbn subst (?), p. 113

noon num., five, 82

mDli n. pr. m., p. 127

HBli n. pr. ra., p. 127

'Bli n. pr. m., p. 127

DCpn n. pr. m., p. 1 27

*"lfl verb. raed. \ in TrOT

TINin n. pr. m., p. 124.—90

fin verb., to pierce, to seek. p. 107, 119,

120.— 59, 120, 134

7nri in 7nri-7»

e
DHB n. pr. m., 24a

pD~OnQ 11. pr. 111., p. 125

IE n. pr. in., p. J 27.—129

jnOB n. pr. m., p. 127.
—

47, 58, 59, 60b

7BD a. pr. m., p. 116, 123

^X~in6 n. pr. in., p. 123

77B verb., p. 116, 117

D7B n. pr. m., 65

]B n. pr. m., p. 1 26.—77

b«~:B n. pr. m., p. 1 14, 1 16, 123.
—

5, 8, 38,

S3, 66, 72, 79, 98, 112, 130

]JB n. pr. in., 4 76, 90, 112, 113, 115, 119

*5«-33B n. pr. m., p. Il6, 123.—44

]V0 n. pr. m., 85, 100

7n' n. pr. m., 1 06

"I71T n. pr. m., p. 1 1 7

Tnn' n. pr. m., p. 1 1 7

"pO* n. pr. m. p. 1 1 7

7JD' n. pr. m., 127

SJnB' n. pr. m., p. 117

^no' n. pr. m., p. 1 17

D^D' n. pr. m., p. 1 1 7.
—22

7500' n. pr. m., p. 116. 117, 123

TVD" n. pr. in., p. 117

"TO1 11. pr. m., p. 122

'75' n. pr. m., 105

7KJp' n. pr. m., p. 123

«T n. div., p. 113

3

"J
suff. 2. pers. sg.(?), 26

iTT13 n. pr. m., 101

7H3 n. pr. m., 23, 27, 125

"|DN"13 n. pr. m., p. 125

l'K"13 n.
]ir. m., p. 1 25

7K-372 or 7K-331 n. pr. 111., 123

1D3 n. pr. m., IIO

nTTUISS n. pr. m., p. 125

p n. pr. m., S

B03 n. pr. in., 92

. i)3P3 n. pr. rn., 89

nP53(?) n. pr. m., 76

'1B3 n. pr. m., p. 127.—133

]m3 n. pr. m., 15

'IPS n. pr. m., p. 127

pH3 n. pr. m., p. 127

"W3 n. pr. m., 59

7

7 praep., to, by, p. 118 and passim,

tob n. pr. m., p. 121

nt07 n. pr. m., p. 107.—84, 86

17 n. pr. in., p. 127

T17 n. pr. m., p. 114

p7 n. pr. m., p. 127

p7 n. pr. m., p. 127.—24c, 118

n7 n. div., p. 113, 116.—69, 128

ni7 u. pr. m., p. 127

pil'; n. pr. m., p. 127
l
/«"H? n. pr. m., p. 123

3D7 n. pr. m., p. 127

pD7 n. pr. m., p. 127

p7P7 n. pr. m., p. 114.— 103

DT\sb n. pr. m., p. 114, 127.—26, 47, 58, 59,

60a, 60b, 61, 62

]Bra6 n. pr. m., p. 1 14, 127

nOpVf?) n. pr. m., 26

T\b n. div. fern., p. 116.— 5, 12, 17, 59, 125

fb n. pr. m., p. 107

b
B praep., cf. )D

pXB n. pr. m., p. 127

inrbst? n. pr. m., p. 125.
—67

r|W"ID n. pr. m., p. 125.
— 108

piB n. pr. m., p. 1 27

pD n. pr. m., p. 127

no c. art. <s
flan, the Males, p. 112

WD subst. m., mnB fern., colt, p. 108

]ID n. pr. in., p. 124
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nO(?) n. pr. m., 4

D^nB n. pr. m., 2, 71, 1 14, 128, 136

pnB n. pr. m., 63, 7 3

'BO verb., to make a hurried journey, p. 107,

118.— 12, 17, 23

]PBB n. pr. m., 104

"IBB n. pr. m., p. 1 27

pBB n. pr. m., p. 127

1VB num., hundred, p. 1 13

^B n. pr. m., 120

B^B n. pr. m., p. 127

]B^>B n. pr. m., p. 127

"pB n pr. m., 66.—c. art. Than, 32, 59.

^K-3^8 n. pr. m., p. 123

ro^O n. pr. m., 131, 132

Dr6B(?) n. pr. m., 79

]B and B praep.,/«?OT, p. 109.
—4, 31, 59

'JB subst., see 'JDK

'JB n. pr. m., p. 127

DPJD n. pr. m., 29

^KDD n. pr. m., 85, 100

"]DO n. pr. m., 27.—c. art.
"]DOi"l, 57, 87, 91

^K~3DD n. pr. m., p. 122

TIVDDD n. pr. m., p. 1 25

SB praep., with, p. 118

tPB subst coll., p. 108.—'tPD p. 108.— 122

ppo n. pr. m., p. 127

bbso n. pr. m., p. 1 1 6, 122

JPD n. pr. m., p. 1 10.—3, 6, 32

TPD n. pr. m., 46

^IpB n. pr. m., p. 122

^K'DpD n. pr. m., p. 122

ID n. pr. m., 1 15

KID n. pr. m., 38, 131

TIB n. pr. m., or verb.?, p. 109

JVID n. pr. m., p. 1 27

PS1D n. pr. m., 49

TIB n. pr. m., p. 127

I'flB or TflD n. pr. ra., p. 1 17, 1 27

]nB n. pr. m., 1 35

PJflB n. pr. m., p. 1 17

J

D3J the Nabataans, p. 112.—45

13J n. pr. m., p. 128.—37.—Perhaps we should

read 1BJ

KJJ n. pr. m., p. 127

1JJ n. pr. m., 50

PJJ verb., to seek paslurage(7), no
IMJ c. art. IPJjn n. pr. m., 97

irtJ n. pr. m., 79

^K~"WJ n. pr. m., p. 114, 123

3m—nj n. pr. m., p. 114, 123

flj subst., plur. (?), wild-asses, p. 1 1 8.—28

taO(?) n. pr. m., 36

!?K"DBJ n. pr. m., p. 122

IBJ n. pr. m., 10.—Cf. YJJ

^K"~IBJ n. pr. m., p. 122.—34, 124

'DJ n. pr. m., p. 127.—102

*1DJ n. pr. m., 68 1

mBj or majn n. loc, 2

]J
n. pr. m., p. 128

'3DJ n. pr. m., p. 1 27

]'PJ n. pr. m., p. 127

'DPJ n. pr. m., p. 1 27

]DPJ n. pr. m., p. 128.—5

13PJ n. pr. m., p. 1 1 7.—80. Cf. 'J"bK

nBPJ n. pr. m., p. 128.—41

1BJ verb., to flee, p. 109.—59

"IXJ n. pr. m., 13

^K—ISJ n. pr. m., p. 122.—57, 87, 91, 134

TOtpj subst. (?), 113

^N""1J n. pr. m., p. 123

HJ n. pr. m., 1 32

13t!>J n. pr. m., p. 1 1 7

^K~P»J n. pr. m., p. 116, 122

D

J17KD n. pr. m., loo

3D n. pr. m., 48

]3D n. pr. m., p. 128

^K*B3D n. pr. m., p. 1 1 5, 1 16, 1 23

"I1D n. pr. m., p. 128.—55, 64, 114, 136

piD n. pr. m., p. 128

TD n. pr. m., 77, 93

'TnD n. pr. m., p. 127

priD n. pr. m., p. 128

"HID n. pr. m., 12, 19, 20, 21

p3D n. pr. m., p. 128.— 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,

7o, 75

D7D verb, to be saved, 59.
—

subst., greeting,

p. 1 1 3.—5, 8, 12, 15, 69, 128, 134

D^D n. pr. m., 82

roD^D n. pr. m., p. 113, 121, 122

bx~IBD n. pr. m., p. 123

nBD n. pr. m., 15

7K"3DD n. pr. m., p. 122. This name occurs in

D. M. 489

^>K~1DD n. pr. m., p. 115, 122

DK"JD(?) n. pr. m., p. 114, 123.—57

njD in njDn^ verb., may it bring good luck, 1 23

njD subst. fern., year, p. 112, 113.
—

17, 45

1PD verb., imperat., help, p. 1 10, 1 17.
—

3, 33, 52

IBD n. div., p. 114, 129

IBD n. pr. m., 68, 69, 70, 71, 82, 85, 96, 101,

112, I20, 121, 127, 135

bK~l»D n. pr. m., p. 122

blVB n. pr. m., 122

T\blVO n. pr. m., p. 1 13, 121, 122

DSD n. pr. m., 37

1DD subst. m., mark, inscription, p. 107.
—

69,

113, 124, 127

DpD n. pr. m., 1 06

"ID verb., to travel, in "1KD partic. act., p. 117

ID n. pr. m., p. 128.—72, 79

pD n. pr. m., p. 1 28

"?3131D n. pr. m., p. 1 25.— 1 33

'"ID n. pr. m., 74

13P n. pr. m., 5, 8, 14, 58, 61, 90, 120, 121

N13B n. pr. m., p. 1 27

^K~I3» n. pr. m., p. 123

DK-"13P n. pr. in., p. 1 14, 123

"IJ"*13P n. pr. m., p. 123

H13P n. pr. m., p. 127

DitTJP n. pr. m., p. 128

'13P n. pr. m., p. 127

pj» 11. pr. m., p. 128

'bit n. pr. m., 97

D3P n. pr. in., p. 128

]D3P n. pr. in., p. 128.— 100

"DP verb.(?), p. 117

riBOP see '»-^K

JP n. pr. m., 112

IP n. pr. m., 7a, 89

DiTlP n. pr. m., p. 128

'IP n. pr. m., p. 1 28

P» n. pr. m., p. 128

IV n. pr. m., p. 122.—23

b~\S c. art. D, n. pr. m., p. 128

b»~r\S n. pr. m., p. 115, 122.—48, 104

nnj) n. pr. m., p. 127

bx~\\2 n. pr. m., p. 121

IIP n. pr. m., p. 122, 1 28.—84

pIP 11. pr. 111., p. 122, 128.—9, 10

"111? verb., II, to make blind, to efface p. 1 1 7.
—

Imper. "IIP 69, 110; Imperf. "IIP'' 69, 110,

125; partic. act. "HPD, p. 117-
—"IW subst., 125

JTrtS n. pr. 111., 109

DntP n. pr. m., p. 128.— 123

niP subst. fern. (?), power, 123

TP n. pr. m., 1 16

TP subst. plur. (?) mountains, caravans (?), 17

bs pracp., over, for, p. 116, Il8.—79, 133

DT\bv 11. pr. m., p. 128

"bt 11. pr. m., 77

ipV verb., to feed, 1 35

DP n. pr. m., 1 25

"I3DP n. pr. m., 71

1DP 11. pr. m., p. 128

pDP n. pr. ill., p. 128

l5raDS(?) 11. pr. m., p. 123.
—1

TBP(?) n. pr. 111., 241?

IP n. pr. m., 108

^K"JP 11. pr. m., p. 122

"1BIVJP n. pr. 111., p. 125.
— 56

^>DP c. art. H, n. pr. m., 41

1'SP n. pr. m., p. 1 28

f13pP subst., good result (1), 17

31pP 11. pr. m., 22

IP n. pr. 111., 71

^K"3"IP 11. pr. m., p. 123

J1P subst., lameness, 12}

?J"B1P n. pr. m., p. 125

]S1P 11. pr. m., p. 128.—46
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HP n. pr. m„ 2

^H"rnJ n. pr. m., p. 122.— 107

TIP verb. II, p. 117

"Sip subst. plur.(i>) gazelles, p. 108, 118

|BCr n. pr. m., p. 1 09, 128

Yp n. pr. m., 2, 55

^HTP n. pr. in., p. 122

rairrji(?j n. pr. m., p. 126

cap verb. t> late spoil, p. 107.— 45

DP(?) n. pr. m., 39

\0V n. pr. 111., p. 128

n»» 11. pr. m., 59

lp in r/yi subst, *«^. 125

b*~IP 11. pr. m., p. 122

c

6 couj.. and, then. p. 109, 1 18 and passim.

THE 11. pr. m., p. 128

pt«D n. pr. m., p. 128

nKD n. pr. 111., 54

^ICtE a pr. m., p. 122

ronB n. pr. in., p. 12S

bttbt n. pr. m., p. 122

D^D ll- pr. in.. 04

btrvbn n. pr. m., p. 122

nO^B n. pr. m., 88

"SB verb, in TOE, p. 117

"IB verb. meil. gem., 10 flee. 134

DIB subst., horse, mare, p. 108.—82

TO c. art. T\(>), 122

pbnB n. pr. in., p. 117

K3S n. pr. m., p. 127

mx 11. pr. 111., 48, 131

bnt n. pr. 111., 135

-inx see irV«

T3 verb., p. 1 17

IPX n. pr. in., 6, 9

^irtPX n. pr. 111., p. 123

J"ES 11. pr. 111., p. 128

D1S n. pr. 111., 71

i

\Hi subsl., goats ana" sheep, p. I08

3X 11. pr. 111., p. 108, 128

P3X n. pr. m., p. 108

po-psi 11. pr. 111., p. 126.—84

-|,TX 11. pr. m., 71

TPO-l.fil') 11. pr. in., p. 114, 123.— I

oVb-P^»(?) n. pr. m., p. 126.— 113

btrii n. pr. in., p. 105, 106.— 105

*BX n. pr. in., p. 127

J^fii
11. pr. in., p. 128

*PBX p. 114. This root ocean in the name

TOE*, p. 124

B"li verb., pepedit, p. 105, 106.— 109, 123

*»p in n»p(?), 125

^JTDlp 11. pr. 111., p. 121

nOTp subst., used as adverb, first, 123

tynp n. pr. 111., 23, 45

pop n. pr. 111., p. 128

Q"p 11. pr. 111., 39

rTp verb. II, p. 117

tnDp n. pr. 111., p. 126

'Op n. pr. 111., p. 127.— 118

VOp 11. pr. 111., p. 128.—83

lOp 11. pr. 111., p. 12S.— Cf. ^K

pop 11. pr. 111., p. 128

bmp n. pr. 111., p. 123.—37, 83

IBJp 11. pr. 111., p. 108

]SSp 11. pr. m., p. 128.—134

jPXp 11. pr. 111., p. 128

^np verb, and subst., p. 107

1

^mi n. pr. m., p. 123.— 114

pi n. pr. m., p. 128

btOtm n. pr. in., 42

m verb. med. 1, to go, 2; II, rm, p. 1 17

Dnm n. pr. 111., p. 12S

QT verb. med. ', to come, 4

D"l subst., the Romans, p. 109, 113 31, 59.

Cf. !>K

^H"01 n. pr. m., p. 1 23

HOI n. pr. m., p. 127

]tDl n. pr. m., p. 128

neoi n. pr. m., 81

"VI verb., to pasture, 28, 122

S01 n. pr. m., p. 1 1 5, 122

IO 11. pr. 111., 21, 28

rn and rri n. d;v., p. no, 113.
—26, 33, 52,

69, 110

btrrn n. pr. m., p. 123

TIKI? subst. plur., sheep, p. 108

'30 n. pr. in., jS

0319 11. pr. 111., 9

\sya 11. pr. m., p. 128

(MP n. pr. m., p. 127

rrTW n. pr. in., 7, 1 32

Kl» 11. pr. 111., 35c. See Addenda

D^3P n. pr. 111., p. 127

^K~13P 11. pr. 111., p. 122

not? n. pr. m., p. 128

inety n. pr. m., p. 128

JOB sulist., enemy, p. 120

SVf n. pr. m., 30

7N~PB> n. pr. m., p. 123.—41

Dprrpt? n. div., p. 113, 120.—125

JlPPt? n. pr. m., 48

H"W n. pr. m., p. 127

3110? n. pr. m., p. 128

pit? n. pr. m., p. 128

mC n. pr. m., 76

ptO verb., IV, p. 117

pn n. loc, p. 1 16.—4

pn n. pr. in., 67

DN~jn n. pr. 111., p. 114

Pin n. pr. m., p. 118

1W n. pr. m., p. 117

On n. pr. m., p. 128.— 23, 27, 31, 34, 88,

124, 126

?«"0n n. pr. m., p. 123

10n n. pr. m., p. 128

"lOPn n. pr. in., p. 117

"ispn 11. pr. m., p. n7
'Sin n. pr. in., p. 118.—55

n

"DWl (Theodore), n. pr. 111., p. 109.—31










